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TED HUSING'S BANDSTAND ratings seem to defy gravity.
They continue to go up-and-up-and-up even while radio listening in general
follows its usual summer decline. This genuine audience growth presages
a whopping market for Fall, greater audience at less cost-per-listener.

50,000 WATTS
GET THE FACTS!
Call or write for brochure giving
Bandstand rates and data, and ask
a WHN representative for availabilities and the latest Pulse rating story.

1050 Kilocycles •Clear Channel

WHN
NEW YORK

1540 Broadway • Bryant 9-7800
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dynamic march forward is portrayed
RADIO'S
with dramatic emphasis in this, the 1947
edition of the "SHOWS OF TOMORROW."
•
is reflected the creative minds of proH ERE
ducers, program directors, agencies and

talent as they present the newest and best in program ideas for the 1947-48 season.
•

DAILY is grateful to everyone who has
RADIO
contributed to this comprehensive edition.

We are especially mindful of the valued opinions
of over 600 program directors whose appraisal of
programming is an important feature this year.
To all, we say—thank you.

aGNere
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ON TARGET
The only shots that count are those that hit.
Weed and Company's record for "on target"
selling is maintained by the accurately directed
efforts of its experienced representatives.

an() cornParlY
RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVES

NEW YORK • BOSTON •CHICAGO • DETROIT • SAN FRANCISCO •ATLANTA • HOLLYWOOD
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SURVEY MILS PROGRAM TRENDS
636 'Program

eDirectors

Vote.'

By Frank Burke
Editor, RADIO DAILY

p

ROGRAM directors—the unsung executives of radio broadcasting who daily shape the entertainment schedules of the
nation's stations—have definite views on what constitutes
good programming. Their views, representing the opinions of 636
program directors, gives an insight into the entertainment pattern
for 1947-48.
In presenting the factual highlights of the program directors
survey, RADIO DAILY is mindful of the thoroughness of those
participating and the frankness of most of them in allowing their
names to be used in connection with the questionnaires. The signatures authenticates their thinking and gives a truly accurate
appraisal of the programming picture.
Most Popular Programs Chosen
The first question answered was "What types of programs bring
you the greatest listening audience?" This question—all embracing
as to entertainment—served to give a good idea of the listening
tastes in every section of the country from lowly 250 watters to
50,000 watt stations. Music—the perennial favorite of all programming—led in popularity. The exact voting for the first six follows:
1st Choice: Music
363
4th Choice: Dramatic... 169
2nd Choice: News
293
5th Choice: Quiz
150
3rd Choice: Variety.... 207
6th Choice: Comedy
142
Sports programs, while not among the first six, ranked as among
the favorites with many program directors, while public service
programs also came in for a share of the votes. The surprising
aspect of the voting, however, was the importance given "News"
in the balloting. This vote refutes the claim in some agency circles
that interest in news broadcasts are falling off and that the quality
of news programs fails to sustain interest among listeners.
In answer to a specific question: "Do news programs of local
and network c-igination continue to hold the same interest they
did during the wartimQ period?" the program directors ballotted as
follows:
YES
398
NO
238
Growing interest in transcribed shows was also indicated in
balloting. The consensus of opinion seemed to be that where
transcribed shows are of high quality in their reproduction, the
average listener is unable to differentiate between a live and
transcribed shows. All the answers, however, were not partial to
transcribed shows. Many program directors went on record for
good live entertainment over the ET shows and stressed the better
handling of c.:,mmercials on the live shows.

Analysis of the opinions on ET programming indicates that the
cycle of mystery shows which have held sway for the past year
are losing ground in popularity with the broadcasters and that quiz
and audience participation shows likewise are not as popular as
they were. On the other hand the balloting shows that there is a
demand for more straight dramatic shows, more comedy programs
and that musical shows are still the leader in the transcribed
programming field.
Giveaways Voted Down
The practice of "giveaways" on both network and local programs
resulted in heavy balloting both for and against merchandising
promotion schemes. The majority of program directors-393, to be
exact—went on record as being against the giveaway practice
while 243 voted the use of merchandise as premiums as being
okay. In most cases those who voted against the practice were
strongly opposed and many characterized the practice as undermining radio advertising by the generous use of free plugs. Those
who supported it seemed to think that if the "giveaways" were
—presented with a minimum of plugs that such programming was
not objectionable. They admonished fellow broadcasters to use
good taste, however, and not to jeopardize the good will of the
commercial program sponsors.
Many and varied notations were made on the questionnaires
in answer to "What new program ideas have contributed to the
success of your station the past year?" By and large very few NEW
programs were presented but the program managers did come
up with some new twists on old tried-and-true formats.
Music Leads Local Shows

ET Needs Expressed

It was evident from the comments that musical programs, live
and transcribed, led in popularity among the local station presentations. Next came localized news and special events. A great
number of the program directors emphasized their accomplishments in giving more extensive treatment to local news and local
civic, religious, and other cultural happenings. The man-on-thestreet, back from a wartime hiatus, again walks the Main Streets
of the nation and seems just as popular as ever. Quiz programs,

Some program directors were critical of the type of programming
now offered on ET's and many suggestions were advanced for
improvement. When asked specifically what improvements might
be made in transcribed programming the program directors
balloted as follows:
More Quarter Hour
More Half Hour Mystery
Mystery Shows?
Shows
YES... .223
NO... .301
YES....209
NO....327
More Musical Shows?
More Straight Dramatic
Shows?
YES... .361
NO....186
YES... .324
NO....213
More Quiz or Audience
Shows?
More Comedy Programs?
YES. .. .199
NO....315
YES. ...361
NO... .202

local forums, and teen-ager shows also are rated as good audience
getters. The category which has leaped into most prominence this
year is the Disc Jockey and stations boast from one to five of the
patter spinners.
The program directors, we have learned, are alert and welcome
an opportunity to express their views. Some of these expressions,
representing large and small stations in many sections of the
country, make awordy symposium which is carried in this edition.
RADIO DAILY bows low to the program directors for their contribution in the interest of better radio programming. Their response
establishes this feature as an annual survey in our Shows of
Tomorrow edition.
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hews melee& hems
A new RADIO DAILY poll shows
that amajority of the nation's Program

Directors

place

NEWS

as

second most important in their daily
programming. Here is the score:

Question: "What programs give you the greatest listening audiences?"
Answer: Music — 363
NEWS — 293
Variety — 207
Dramatic — 169
Quiz — 150

For the best in news ..
For the best in programs
based on news

AP

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
RADIO DIVISION

50 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA
NEW YORK 20. N. Y.
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VOTES ON 9LES TIONIUMES
PROGRAM DIRECTORS' 1111111ENT
The opinions of program directors on current programming were many and varied and their replies to the questionnaires brought to light provocative views on the subject which is of vital importance to all broadcasters. Radio Daily is privileged to present some of these opinions in the
following paragraphs:
to combat the preponderance of "bible. of so late." DONAL E. KLEIN, KPOA,
belt" hillbilly that is being broadcast Honolulu, Hawaii.
(Q) Do you feel the need of more over supposedly distinguished stations."
"For the first time in my career in
symphonic discs, hillbilly,
musical ROBERT MANN, WCCP, Savannah,
radio, there seems to be (in our area
comedy, novelty, swing, etc? (State Ga.
at least), a preference for transcribed
preference.)
"Definitely need more sweet, as well shows. It's possible to bring to the air
(A) "No. The market is already floodas swing music. Have some use for by transcription a greater amount of aced and the quantity of tunes being recepted
talent than
most program
leased prohibits getting full use of good novelty." DON E. BOUDREAU, WCIL,
budgets (local) would allow in the way
tunes. Lots of good tunes are swamped Carbondale, Ill.
of live shows. Hillbillies are an excepbefore they've had a chance." RUSS C.
"We feel there is a shortage of re- tion. CARL FOX, KGBX, Springfield,
COUGHLIN, KROW, Oakland, Calif.
corded symphonic material, especially Mo.
"More classical music,
especially for use for our FM station." RICHARD
"Most listeners don't notice the difcomplete operatic scores. Symphonies." E. FISCHER, WHAS, Louisville, Ky.
ference. (Who does, unless they catch
HOBART
G.
STEPHENSON,
JR.,
"Greatest need is for bigger orches- the ET credit given?) Why it should,
WCNT, Centralia, Ill.
tras playing popular music; more of I don't understand, but listeners are a
"Symphonic music seems to be pretty the Morton Gould, Dave Rose type." little disappointed if a program is transcribed. They have a feeling they are
well covered, but there is alack of good S. B. TREMBLE, KCMO, Kansas City,
getting it 'second-hand'." GEORGE F.
novelty and sweet-swing arrangements Mo.
SHEPARD, WALL, Middletown, N. Y.
without vocals." ROYDEN W. PARKE,
"Balance seems pretty well distriWKBV, Richmond, Ind.
"The 'sting' of a transcribed program
buted. Our particular need is for more
"More legitimate performances of Irish songs than we are getting." BOB has not been obliterated. In this writers opinion they still lack the warmth
current and standard pops. Too many CREER, KPRK, Livingston, Mont.
that can be injected into awell-rounded,
orchestras play music for dancing in"I feel that both good quality sym- well produced local show. Plaudits
stead of for listening." DOUGLAS B.
phonic as well as musical comedy discs however, to such folks as Ziv and TranGRANT, WMT, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
are too few and far between. Quality scription Sales, who have done a re"Some ET companies need a lit- refers to technical perfection." T. W. markable job in raising the quality
level of ET programs."
BERNIE C.
tle more practical programming in se- AUSTIN, WFMY, Greensboro, N. C.
BARTH, WLOS, Asheville, N. C.
rious music. Other types are adequately
"Since this area is partial to hillbilly
supplied by itommercial discs."
AR"Our audience shows apreference for
THUR OWENS, WCSH, Portland, Me. music, we could use a larger number
of such discs. Novelty tunes are be- transcribed shows with big name ap"Two libraries chosen for balance coming more popular and could he used peal." P. J. STANTON, WDAS, Philaachieve
the
desired
ends."
JAY in greater number, such as Phil Har- delphia, Pa.
ris tunes." CARL E. DUCKETT, WBOB,
1FIEITIN, WHYN, Holyoke, Mass.
Galax, Va.
"The listener doesn't know when it's
live or transcribed; he only knows
"Not necessarily discs, but intelliCrosby is transcribed because its been
Preference
gently planned programs with available discs." WILLIAM J. LOFBACK, (Q) Do you think listeners have a so widely publicized." MORTON L
preference of either live or transcribed BLENDER, WPRO, Providence, R. I.
WSAM, Saginaw, Mich.
shows?
"With the exception of a few lis"I believe pop concerts, production (A) "The preference in this area is of
numbers, are most needed." CHUCK course, for live shows because there is teners with keen musical ear, who deso little live talent here, and networks tect considerable loss of quality on some
ALLEN, WIPE, Greenville, Miss.
have not as yet invaded the territory. transcriptions, there seems to be little
transcribed programs."
"Symphonic transcriptions are defin- There is a natural tendency to frown objection to
itely in demand."
EARL KEYES, on transcriptions, due to the fact that JAMES C. MILLER, III, WMFT, Florthe audience has heard little else." AL- ence, Ala.
WFPG, Atlantic City, N. J.
BERT E. LYTLE, KTKN, Ketchikan,
"The listeners have a preference of
"Transcription companies are woe- Alaska.
live shows, mostly because when they
fully weak with classics. No service offers much variety and no symphonic
"I think there is still a decided hear "the following is transcribed"
work at all. Musical comedy discs preference for live shows, even live they feel that something inferior is
would help if received in greater num- shows that are not done as well as coming up, just because it isn't a live
bers, too." OTIS MORSE, WSBA, York, some transcriptions."
ARTHUR J. show." A. JACK KELLY, WGST, Atlanta, Ga.
Pa.
HAPGOOD, KPRL, Paso Robles, Calif.
Transcriptions

"More novelty and smooth dance
"As an independent station, listeners
bands. Kill the jumping jive." NOR- prefer transcribed shows because live
MAN B. FIARRINGTON, KGLU, Saf- talent is not of sufficient caliber."
ford, Ariz.
DAVID SCOTT, WKNB, New Britain,
Conn.
"There isn't enough really good hillbilly. The symphonic works aren't pro"If the transcription is high-fidelity
gramatically varied enough." FELIX D.
ADAMS, JR., KGER, Long Beach, work I don't believe it makes any difference. Surface noises and distortion
Calif.
ruin too many otherwise good tran"No. Need is for package shows (te), scribed shows." JOHN F. SEVER,
mystery, drama comedy." HUGH B. WRUF, Gainesville, Ha.

"Not unless directly asked that specific question. I think very few are actually consicious of any difference."
W. S. BLACK, KFXD, Nampa, Idaho.

"No, there is no preference, in my
opinion. Calibre of material emerging
from loudspeaker determines acceptability." RAYMOND KATZ, WHN, New
York, N. Y.
"Listeners want good entertainment.
Those of us in radio are conscious of
transcriptions and recordings, but the
listening audience is interested only
in what comes out of his or her loud
speaker in his or her own home. JOHN
HADE, WJZ, New York, N. Y.
"The average listener doesn't know
a transcribed show from a live one—
if quality of the platters is good. 8 out
of 10 don't know what the word "transcribed" means for certain." RICHARD
G. ORAM, WRRN, Warren, Ohio.
"No preference if choice is between
net delayed stuff and live. Very definite
choice against canned programs as shot
out by national "canning factories" ...
should spend their dough on building
stars for net shows." JOSPEH T. HAL.
LOCK, KUGN, Eugene, Ore.
"I believe they definitely prefer live
broadcasts because of the public's general attitude. If no transcription identification were given, Idoubt if listeners
would be able to identify transcribed
shows, and would therefore not be able
to state a definite preference." E. C.
PIEPLOW, KABR, Aberdeen, S. D.

Popularity
(Q) What types of locally originated
shows are most popular with your listeners?
(A) "Hillbilly draws by far the most
mail, however, I doubt that indicates
largest audience. Platter shows with a
couple of disc jockeys bantering back
and forth."
ROBERT M. HOPE,
WSFA, Montgomery, Ala.
"News broadcasts rank first in regular schedule of local broadcasts. Special events coverage of local happenings ranking second, only because
of irregular broadcasting of such programs." HOWARD B. HAYES, WPIK,
Washington, D. C.
"Our
new
show, "Neighborhood
Bridge Club" in which locally prominent
women play bridge in studio, play is
described and prizes given to them
and to listener.
Local live musicals,
dialogue newscasts, public service programs always good." READ W. WYNN,
WTAL, Tallahassee, Fla.

"Quiz shows, news, local vocal
"Believe listeners prefer live shows
even when artists sub-caliber compared groups, and solo singers. All kinds of
to ET artists." NEIL McINTYRE, special events about the home town.
Sports and round-table discussions, inWKYB, Paducah, Ky.
terviews." RAY ARVIN, KORN, Fre.
"No, very few pay any attention, and mont, Nebr.
there are no kickbacks if quality is
"Programs that are strictly local In
up. Would suggest that the transcription boys on timed shows check the flavor—whether they be speech or muTERRY, KLZ, Denver, Colo.
GEORGE H. WILSON, JR.,
"No, especially not in Hawaii, where feasibility of volume "taping" for con- sic."
"There is a crying need in this area the radio listeners have become ac- stant quality." ROBERT C. PAULSON, WSTV, Steubenville, Ohio.
(Continued on Page 13)
for symphonic and light classical discs customed to hearing net shows a week KATE, Albert Lea, Minn.
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er or not commercial credits were given wire recorder may prove to be big auon the show." CHARLES H. WRIGHT, dience builder. 'Mr. and Mrs.' take wire
WELI, New Haven, Conn.
recorder to visit local clubs, meetings,
picnics and other local affairs for color,
"No, but unless station or sponsor interviews and chatter about community
foots the bill, it's a necessary evil." effort and things of interest:' E. R.
(Continued from Page 11)
BERNIE ADAMS, WPDQ, Jacksonville, GAMBLE, WBTA, Batavia, N. Y.
Fla.
"Record Busters," a comedy request
"Quiz and variety shows are the fav- networks and stations should definitely
"No, I think giveaways (so many show that breaks records that people
orite of this area." R. GAYLORD WAL- limit giveaways per day." DICK JOY,
and so expensive for the work required) dislike. Special events recorded on tape."
KCMJ, Palm Springs, Calif.
TER, WARD, Johnstown, Pa.
have hurt radio."
DOUG HADLEY, BILL MINEHART, KORE, Eugene,
Ore.
"No. It's very cheapening to radio WJPF, Herrin, Ill.
"Quizzes, interviews—in the live talent category, but our local request rec- and should be discontinued. Why not
"Personally I do not approve as
"The World's A Stage" (the show
ord shows lead the field in popularity." get the N.A.B. on this? PHIL SUTTER.
it minimizes the chances of selling about show busines) with shortwave
W. F. HARRIS, JR., WFVA, Fred- FIELD, WKLX, Lexington, Ky.
them time; however, the giveaways do pickups from various show world cenericksburg, Va.
"No. This phase of radio is running contribute to the popularity of many ters around the world. Idea is that the
"Home produced dramatic shows with away with itself. It's time radio stopped programs." BEVERLY BROWN, WNOE, universal appeal of show business can
some music has proved the greatest trying to 'buy' listeners with gimmicks." New Orleans, La.
and is playing important part in betaudience drawing power."
MARLIN HOWARD K. FINCH WJIM, Lansing,
ter international relations. Loaded with
Mich.
E. SMYTHE, KRKO, Everett, Wash.
"Buying an audience with giveaways name stars, and given top flight producappears to be the accepted way . . . tion, series gets across worthy thought
"I disapprove of every facet of give- would like to see shows stand on own
"News programs with the latest local
with sock entertainment appeal." DICK
and state events. Listeners can get aways. They put radio on the same level merit . . . real showmanship applied REDMOND, WHP, Harrisburg, Pa.
world news on any station, but we are as carnival side-shows—and we're try- to scripts, productions, etc., might cease
the only source for local news during ing hard to convince people that radio rearrangement of net shows as well as
"A half-hour program weekly, called
the day since the local paper isn't print- is far and above any other medium for changes in national ratings." RICHARD "This Is Roanoke." This show throws
ed until late afternoon."
LYMAN news, entertainment and education." E. BATES, WGAN, Portland, Me.
the spotlight on the past, present and
W. C. (BUD) BLANCHETTE, KGVO,
MERENS, WRJN, Racine, Wisc.
future of our community and spares
Missoula, Mont.
"No, unless sponsor is willing to re- no effort or cost to acquaint our citi"If some one can do something
"Definitely no. This tends to break duce his own commercial time under zens with all the aspects of Roanoke
about making the Hollywood boys
standards."
DON
MURRAY, life. Cast averages 15 persons and talent
realize that their "so called" modern down the whole purpose of advertising. NAB
WAZL, Hazleton, Pa.
costs are approximately six times the
music, (Kenton, Krupa trio, Alvino Ithink a sustaining should be just that,
cost of station time. Sponsor is ShenRaye, and the other guys who go for and nothing more. When a product is
"Not unless program is commercially andoah Life Insurance Company." BOB
these nerve racking noise arrangements) mentioned on a sustaining show it is
sponsored and the sponsors products MENEFEE, WSLS, Roanoke, Va.
costs the radio station listeners every automatically commercial:' WILLIAM
time we play it, they will be doing us G. WALTER, KOLT. Scottsbluff, Nebr. form the mail bulk of the giveaways."
STERLING W .WRIGHT,
WORD,
"Life Looks Back," done in form
a favor. The people are reached in
of newscast, reviewing events of 10 years
"No, I believe it's cheap advertising Spartanburg, S. C.
the home and who are the buying
ago as seen through the pages of Life
public find it tests their audience loy- and tends to antagonize listeners who
Magazine (then in its first year) ;"LaNew Ideas
alty too greatly. We have more com- have no chance to get the giveaways."
plaints on these over-blown, over-ar- BOB VAN DRIEL, KGGM, Albu- (Q) What new program ideas have dies Day," theater program with recontributed to the success of your sta- corded interviews between local anranged, over-rated numbers than any querque, N. M.
nouncer and celebrities; also local and
tion the past year?
other single thing. I think if the Music
"Yes, if the giveaways were obtained (A) "Reduction of comtnercial copy visiting celebrities interviewed." GERMen of Hollywood would get out and
free or at a sharp concession in price." length, use of 'friendly' voices. No punch RY O'BRIEN, KTUC, Tucson, Ariz.
meet some of the people who are supE. RAY McCLOSKEY, WNBF, Bing- announcers. Teen-Age Forum, discussing
posed to listen to their music instead hamton, N. Y.
"Increased sports reporting and varied
teen problems and parents. Improved
of just creating Musicians music, they
sports program, covering local picture.
news
service,
especially
local
coverage.
would find more general acceptance. I
"I prefer to disapprove of giveaways
can sell more merchandise and hold rather than the commercial credits that Eliminations, so far as possible, of 5- Programs designed for children, where
more listeners with Lombardo, Kaye, sometimes make them possible. I think minute features with programming in they participate from home. (Drawing
Blue Barron, Jan Garber, Music of Man- that there is little doubt that giveaways 15-minute segments. Notable exceptions by Music)." FRANKYE C. WALKER,
hattan, etc."
RAY C. SMUCKER, are used to compensate for program include a very few 5-minute newscasts." WFOY, St. Augustine, Fla.
KYUM, Yuma, Ariz.
weakness and lack of program ideas." PAUL M. JONES, WFLA, Tampa, Fla.
"Extensive coverage of local events
H. M. SHREVE, KTOK, Oklahoma
"I would say the audience is equally City, Okla.
"A new farm women's half-hour show (elections, sports) giving the listeners
divided between the musical and quiz
and yet to be presented this summer, a choice (i.e., not placing a similar
programs." TURNER COOKE, WMAS,
"Definitely yes, providing plugs are a series of 15-minute dramatic shows program opposite a competitive proGEORGE
Springfield, Mass.
held to minimum. Giveaways aid us in presented by casts from the State gram of the same type)."
getting large audiences, and are defin- Teachers College. An editorial pro- SCOTT, WBBQ, Augusta, Ga.
"Perhaps the disc jockey with his itely needed. Could not buy them on gram in co-operation with the local
"Quad-City Cruise." Daily wire respecial line of chatter would hold budget. Also feel we are nurturing newspaper about present needs in our
stellar honors, due to the extreme popu- new prospective accounts by this meth- city."
CATHERINE
LICK,
MOO, corded interviews from all parts of the
Quad-City area comprising East Molarity of that type of entertainment. od." MURRAY ARNOLD, WIP, Phil- Burley, Idaho.
line, Moline and Rock Island, Ill., and
However, it might be added that ex- adelphia, Pa.
ceptions will have to be made with
"Remotes direct from retail stores Davenport, Iowa. "Quad-City College
"In general I think radio would be have proven popular. A remote from Forum." Two students from each of
any type of entertainment that falls
into the "fad" line. Extremely popular better if programs had to stand or fall one of the theaters feauring organ mu- our local colleges discuss local probbut won't last." HERBERT MERTZ, on the merits of the show itself, rather sic secured many regular listeners." lems and national problems as they
than a giveaway inducement. However, A. WAYNE BEAVERS, KGFW, Kear- affect this community." FOREST W.
WJLB, Detroit, Mich.
I have no serious objections to give- ney, Nebr.
COOKE, WHBF, Rock Island, Ill.
"Being in afarm community of course aways."
CHARLES A. McMAHON,
"Don't believe there's been a new
we lean to string band shows with a WNOX, Knoxville, Tenn.
"Wholesome,
family
live
type."
idea in radio for some time. Howgood interest going to local sports."
DAVID McKAY, KOLO, Reno, Nev.
"No objection to them, and since
ever, new angles on quiz programs,
LEE S. BELDING, KXLO, Lewiston,
listeners do not seem to object, and
Mont.
"A teen-age show encompassing the and one man show "story tellers" have
some local sponsors definitely like
entire high school section of this par- been doing rather well." STANLEY
"Because of our foreign language pro- them, see nothing too objectional when ticular city brought constructive no- HOLIDAY, WDSU, New Orleans, La.
gram structure, we have found our lis- the commercial credits are skillfully toriety to this station." WARREN H.
"Broadcast of United Nations sesteners partial to musical programs which and not too blatantly made." CONRAD JOURNAY, WFEA, Manchester, N. H.
feature the music of their particular M BROWN, KVOR, Colorado Springs,
sions." SEYMOUR N. SIEGEL, WNYC,
nationality. They are enthusiastic also Colo.
"Special programs — reflecting the New York, N. Y.
about
soap
operas
broadcast
in
"No, not as a rule. We cannot com- contemporary activities of the coverage
their language." CHARLES BALTIN,
"Principally sports remote from prize
pete with the fabulous prizes given area through remote broadcasts of loWHOM, Jersey City-New York.
on a comparable basis on network pro- cal events or through studio programs fights and ball games, street shows, and
grams." FRED DAIGER, WSTC, Stam- related to saga events. G-nersl pro- tele quiz. Not new, but always good.
Giveaways
gramming—constantly guarding program Newest thing here is 39 min. platter
ford, Conn.
balance so that there is no reason for show, with no gab and latest hit tunes
(Q) Do you approve of 'giveaways' on
"I don't believe that so-called com- turning off the station. In mugr—ruling (uninterrupted).
We design all our
programs where commercial credits are
mercial credits either add or detract out extremes in music types." JERRY music shows to less gab, and more
required?
(A) "Approve of local program give- from a show, so long as the show holds BAKER, WCTC, New Brunswick, N. J. and better music and it's paying off
aways by national concerns but not by the listeners interest. The average lisfor us." J. NORMAN YOUNG, WAYS,
"Recent development of a show using Charlotte, N. C.
prospective local advertisers; believe tener probably couldn't tell you wheth-
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SIMPLE QUIZ gARE BUYERS
"BY THE WAY, LADIES, WE
HAVE A FEW TICKETS
FOR "CLUB 1300" FOR
A FEW DAYS IN JULY IF
ANY OF YOU WOULD
LIKE TO HAVE THEM."
OBR's 1300 Club •• •
un cem ent
Henry Hickman, MC • Y
he
complete text of the anno
nse was ,'
a nd
made just once! So help us, the respo

How MANY RESPONSES
(see below).

DID THIS ONE ANNOUNCEMENT PULL?

Go ahead, write your guess on the margin. See just
how far you miss the correct total.

For only at

WFBR can Baltimoreans see

live

shows, meet radio personalities, participate in programs, get the close up of modern radio in action.

BIG? Yes, stupendous!
STUPENDOUS? You bet—but it's ten to one
you'll still underestimate what just asingle announcement, on a hot June afternoon (June, that is, when
Hoopers are supposedly low) brought in the way of
requests for tickets to WFBR LIVE SHOWS.
LIVE SHOWS: Certainly. While we are proud to

Anyone can sell you their spot on the dial, but in
Baltimore only WFBR delivers the good-will, the
prestige, and the live, visible support of a complete
radio service.
NOW ABOUT THAT RETURN

YOUR

ANSWER WRITTEN DOWN?

be ABC's Baltimore outlet to 1,200,000 listeners in a
rich,

spending

new

Baltimore

market ...we

think our live shows have a lot to do with WFBR's
consistently high tune in.

WFBR-BALTIMORE

A. B. C.

5000 WATTS-AND 1,200,000 LISTENER FRIENDS
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE-JOHN BLAIR & CO.

RADIO
WorldRadioHistory
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A
Abel, Clyde
KIFI—Idaho Falls, Idaho
Adams, Bernie
WPDQ--Jacksonville, Fla.
Adams, Felix D..KGER—Long Beach, Calif.
Adams, William, J—WHEC—Rochester, N. Y.
Albinger, Al
WCOL—Columbus, Ohio
Allen, Chuck
IVJPR—Gireenville, Miss.
Allen, Lloyd
KGIW
Alamo«, Colo.
Andrews. Dean
WTIM—Trenton, N. J.
Anne, Mary
WATW—Ashland,
Archer, Ado
WHOA—Marietta, Ohio
Arnold, Murray
WIP—Philadelphia, Pa.
Arrington, Bill
WMAC--GreenvMe, S. C.
Arvin, Ray
KORN—Fremont, Neb.
Austin, T. W.....WFMY—Greensboro, N. C.

Bailey, Mel...
KEX—Portland, Ore.
Bailey, Norman E.... WKNI.—Concord, N. II.
Bailin, Charies...WHONI—Jersey City, N. J.
Banks, D
WHAT—Philadelphia, Pa.
Barber, Mary
KOPP—Ogden, Utah
Barr, Fred......WWRY—Woodside, N. Y.
Barry, Kenn R..KUOM—Minneapolis, Mina.
Barth, Bernie C.....WLOS—Asheville, N. C.
Bartlett, Paul R.
KFRE—Fresno, Calif.
Bates, Richard E...WOAN—Portland, Maine
Beavers, A. Wayne...KGFW—Kearney, Neb.
Beehler, Elmer G.....KGEK—Sterling, Colo.
Belding, Lee S.....KXL0—Lewiston, Mont.
Bennett, David
WKBO—Harrisburg, Pa.
Bennett, K. R.
KGEM—Bolse, Idaho
Berg, Hal
WILK—Wilkes-Barre. Pa.
Bramen, Tony...KWAC—San Antonio, Texas
Bettinson, Winslow
WHEB—Portsmouth, N. H.
Risley, David E.
WJOI—Florence, Ala.
Bignell, Frank
VIBA—Madison, Wis.
Bishop, Kenneth B..KAND—Corsicana, Texas
Black, J. A.........WGH—Norfolk, Va.
Black, W. S.
KFXD—Nampa, Idaho
Blake, William E.
WRON—Ronceverte, W. Va.
Blanchette, W. C...KGV0--Misaoula, Mont.
Blender, Morton I—WPRO—Providence, R. I.
Blizzard. Louis C
WMSL—Decatur, Ala.
Boudreau, Don E....WCIL—Carbondale, Ill.
Bough, Edward F..WPAG—Ann Arbor, Mich.
Boyd, G. F.
WPAY—Portsmouth, Ohio
Bradshaw
KFBI—Wichita, Kans.
Brazeal, R. W.
KHQ—Spokan e, Wash.
Brissette, A. J....WTAG—Worcester, Mass.
Brown, Beverly...WNOE—New Orleans, La.
Brown, Conrad M.
KVOR—Colorado Springs, Colo.
Brown, Stanley K
ROAR—Gallup, N. M.
Broyles, Marvin..KCOR—San Antonio, Texas
Bryson, Judy....WTCN—Minneapolls, Minn.
Buenning, Paul
KOCY, KOCY-FM—Oklahoma City. Okla.
Buisset, Victor
WLOF—Orlando, Fla.
Bulotti, Charles....KHJ--Hollywood, Calif.
Burton, D. A.
WLBC—Muncie, Ind.
Buttram, J. W.
WCAD—Gadsden. Ala.

•c
Cafferty, Tons ..KDYL—Salt Lake City, 1,1tah
Caldwell, Jay... WPLH—Huntington, W. Va.
Callaway, Berniee. .WKBH—La Croase,
Campbell, Dick ..KOME—Tulsa, Okla.
Campbell, Vann. WAGC—Chattanooga, Tenn.
Carey, Sam
WRVA—Richmond, Va.
Carr, Thomas S
WANN—Annapolis, Md.
Carr, Wess
KSEL—Lubbock, Texas
Carter. Harvey..WMUR—Manchester. N. H.
Cary, Harvey
WKRC—Citteinnati. Ohio
Cecil, Charles..KFLIV—Klamatia Falls, Ore.
Chambers, Bill....
.KECK—Odessa. Texas
Clark. Lowell
KTI1C—MeAlester, Okla.
Cleghorn, John
IVIIC
Memphis, Tenn.
WCBC—Anderson, Ind.
Cogley, Donald
Coleman, M. C.
WBGE—Atlanta, Ga.
Collins, Sid.. ...... WKSIO—Kokomo, Ind.
Colwell, Terry
W ICE—Chicopee, Mass.
Cooke, Forest W...WHISF—Rock Island, Ill.
Cooke Ted W. ......
KOIN—Portland. Ore.
To.,......WMAS—.Springtleld. Mass.
Cosiett, Franklin D.
WBRE—Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Coughlan, Russ C...KROW—Onkland,
Cunningham, Hal
RUTA—Salt Lake City, Utah
Cunningham, Owen
KGMB--Honoluln. Hawaii

D
Dart's, James R....KFRO—Longs iew, Texas
Daises-, Fred... ...WSTC—Stamford, Conn.
Daly, R.
WING—Dayton, Ohio
Dambach, Robert W...WERB—Buffalo, N. Y.
Daniels, Ed
WGRV—Greeneville, Tenn.
Danzig, Jerry
WINS—New York, N. Y.
Dean, Bill
WIRE—Indianapolls, bd.
Donachy, Virginia
WERC—Erie, Pa.
Oriel, Bob Van. ROOM—Albuquerque, N. M.
Du Bois, Charles G—KBBIV—Billings, Mont.
Duckett, Carl F.
WBOB—Galax. Va.
Dunbar, W. F.....SKZO—Kalamazoo, Mich.
Dupre, Henry
WWI.--New Orleans, La.

Program Directors'Roll Call
Herewith is a partial roll call of the program directors who
participated in the survey. Two-hundred and fifty-eight
others indicated on their questionnaires that they preferred
to remain anonymous:

Fairbanks, Lynn N.
KFIZ—Fond-Du-Lac, Wise.
Furless, William....WBYN—Brooklyn, N. Y.
Faulkner, Jack..WTSP—St. Petersburg, Pa.
Fedderson, John..KLAC---Los Angeles, Calif.
Fell, John
WCMI—Ashiand, Ky.
Field, George
WEVD—New York, N. Y.
Figi, Mig
WAUX—Waukesha, His.
Finch, Howard K....WJIM—Lansing, Mich.
Fischer, Richard E...»HAS—Louisville, Ky.
Fischman, William J. WMBO—Auburn, N. Y.
Fitzer, Dean
WDAF—Kansas City. Mo.
Fox, Carl
KGBX--Springfield, Mo.
Fraysetis, Gilmore F KinHL—Marshall, Minn.
Frechette, George T
WFHR--Wisconsin Rapids, Wise.
Frrharg, Charles R. .W0C—Davenport, Iowa
Frymire, Lawrence
WKAR—East Lansing, Miels.
Fuller, Mildred
KRDO—Colorado Springs, 'Colo.

G
Gamble, E. R.
WBTA—Batavia, N. Y.
Gamble, Paul
WPIC—Sharon, Pa.
Gardner, Bob
KYSM—Mankato, Minn.
Garrison, John
WFUN—Huntsville, Ala.
Gaylord, Walter R
WARD—Johnstown. Pa.
Gibson, Lloyd B.
WHDL—Olean, N. Y.
Gibson, Riley
KREO—Indio, Calif.
Given, Ken
WLBJ—Bowling Green, ey.
Godofsky, Paul
WHLI-WHNY—Hempstead, N. Y.
George, Abner H...KOTA—Rapid City. S. D.
Grant, Douglas...WMT—Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Greenlaw, Sherwin,.. WLNH—Laconia, N. H.
Greer, Bob
KPRK—Livingston, Mont.
Griffin, John A.
KUM—Durango, Colo.
Gunn, Buckingham W... WON—Chicago, Ill.
Guyer, R. Sanford .... WBTM—Danville, Va.

H
Hadley, Doug
WJPF—Herrin,
Baseman, H. L.
WADE—Akron, Ohio
Hairgrove, Jim
KIOX—Bay City, Texas
Half, Hugh A. L. WOAI—San Antonio, Texas
liallock, Joseph
KUGN—Eugene, Ore.
Hapgood, Arthur J.
KPRL—Paso Robles, Calif.
Hardison, Bob
KVWC—Vernon, Texas
Harrington, Norman B. KGLU--Safford, Ariz.
Harris, M.
WFVA
Fredericksburg, Va.
Harrison, J. W.. ,..KFMB—San Diego. Calif.
Hartrick, George A
WJLS--Beekley, W. Va.
Hautman, James J.....KLPM—Minot, S. D.
Hawkins, Jack
KIUN
Pecos, Texas
Hays, Don
WWNR—Beekley, W. Va.
Hayes, Glenn C
WBML—Macon, Ga.
Hayes, Howard B.
WPIK—Alexandr:a. Va.; Washington, D. C.
fleitin, Jay
WHYN—Holyoke, Mass.
Helms. Jesse.. WCBT—Roanoke Rapids, N. C.
Hendrix, Cliff
KGHF—Pueblo, Colo.
Henry, Lew
WHKK—Akron, Ohio
Henson. Douglas.. WMVG—Milledgeville, Ga.
Herbert, Ralph D.. KILO—Grand Forks. N. B.
Hill, Russell T.
WMBI—Chicago, Ill.
Hoffman, Jack N
KFMJ—Tulsa, Okla.
Holland, Herschel..KGNO—Dodge City, Kans.
Holiday, Stanley..WDSU—New Orleans. La.
Hoover, Bill
KADA—Ada, Okla.
Hope, Robert M...INSFM—Montsomery, Ala.
Howard, John
WHJB—Greensburg, Pa.
Howard, Walter.. WBRY—Waterbury, Conn.
Hubbard, J. Harley
KNOX—Sweetwater. Texas
Flundley, Allen
KPDIt—Alexandria, La.
Hunsberger, J. Paul WWBZ--Vineland, N. J.
Hunter, C. M.
WHK—Cleveland, Ohio
Hunter, Charles V....WJW—Cleveland, Ohio
Huseby, Larry..KVI—Seattle-Tacoma, Wash.
Huston, Jack
KFOR--Lincola, Neb.

E

Jackson, Calvin
WRAW—Reading, Pa.
•
human, J. Frank..
WDNC—Durham, N. C.
Jenkins, Byron
WFBC--Greenville, S. C.
Johnson, Dick.
.WSVA—Harrisonburg, Va.
Jolley, LeRoy
Ore.
Jones, Don.
KANA—Anaconda. Mont
Jones, Paul M.
WFLA—Tampa, Fla.
JaurnaY, Warren H.
WFEA—Manchester, N. H.
Joy, Dick
KCMJ—Pahn Springs, Calif.
Junell, Frank
KROD—El Paso, Texas

Edmunds, John R...KTHT—Houston, Texas
Edwards, Howard
KBWD--Brownwood, Texas
Eichorn, Frederick J...KXL—Portland, Ore.
Eidman, Bradley R.....WAAF--Chicagd,
Elland, Ted....WSAZ—Huntington, W. Va.
Eldred, Harry
WEEK—Peoria, Ill.
Enright, Paul....WTMV—E. St. Louis, Ill.
Estes, Robert C. WSJS—Winston-Salem, N. C.
Eugene, Les
KTFS—Texarkana, Texas

Kadow, F. M.....WOMT—Manitowoc, Wise.
Kaiser, Russell C
KWK—St. Louis, Mo.
Kaler, Randall..WFAS—White Plains, N. Y.
Katz, Ray mond.... WHN—New York. N. Y.
Kaynrtn, Mike..WHTN—Huntington, W. Fa.
Keefe, Howard S... WSPR--Springfield, Mass.
Weenie Ken
WESC--Greenville, S. C.
Kelly, Jack A.
WGST—Atlanta, Ga.
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Kemp, II illiam T...KV0P—Plainview, Texas
Keyes, Earl
WFPG—Atlantic City, N. J.
King, Sidney
WBHB—Fitzgerald, Ga.
Kirchener, T.... KGFJ—Los Angeles, Calif.
Kirk, Ben V.
KQV—Pittsburgh, Pa.
Klein, Donald E...KPOA—Honolulu. Hawaii
Knighttinger, Ted R...KMO—Tacoma, Wash.
Krieghoff, Sybil
IVJBK—Detroit, Brie.
Keough, Bill...WCNC--Elizabeth City, N. C.

La Coste, Albert F.
KONO—San Antonio. Texas
Lally, Ed
WBAP—Ft. Worth" Texas
Lambeth, Frank S.
WMFR--High l'oint, N. C.
Laub, Daryl H
WJJM—Lewisburg, Tenn.
Lawton, Judith
WTOD--Toledo, Ohio
Le Blanc, Lucille
KVOL—Lafayette, La.
Lee, Frank
WMMN—Fairmont, W. Va.
Leslie, Ira L
WBBC--Birmingham, Ala.
Lewis, Bob
KAFY—Bakers field ,Calif.
Lewis, Joanne
WFIN
Findlay, Ofilo
Lick, Catherine
KBIO—Burley, Idaho
Long, Russell
WCSC—Charleston, S. C.
Lytle, Albert E...KTKN—Ketchikan, Alaska
Lytle, Harry
WMAN—Mansfield, Ohio

Paulson, Robert C.
KATE—Albert Lea, Minn.
Penfield, .1ild
WRNY—Rochester, N. Y.
Peter, Frank W....WRIIP—Tallahasee, Fla.
Person, Nancy
WRAK—Williamsport, Pa.
Pleplow, E. C.
KABR—Aberdeen, S. D.
Pierce, Don
WRRF—Washington, N. C.
Pleated, Dolores
KMYII—Denver, Colo.
Pollock, Reed
KDON—Monterey, Calif.
Provost, D.
WNBC—New York, N. Y.

Redfern, C. C.
WLAR—Athens, Tenn.
Redmond, Dick
WHP—Harrisburg, Pa.
Reed, Norman...WWDC—Washington, D. C.
Reed, Vernon E
KFH—Wiclaita. Kans.
Renier. C. G....KMPC—Los Angeles, Calif.,
Reynolds, Paul E.
WDBJ—Roanoke. Va.
Richard, Peter
KINX—Juneau, Alaska
Rider. Virginia Wade..WCED—DuBols, Pa.
Ritchie, S. C—CKLIV—Windsor.Detrolt, Mich.
Ross, James S
KTW—Seattle, Wash.
Rousaville, R. W...WBAC—Cleveland, Tenn.
Royster, N. L.
WOLS—Florenee, S. C.
Rue«, Fred....KQW—San Francisco, Calif.
Rye, Jack
KTSM—El Paso, Texas

Sages, Sullivan
WMBS—Uniontown, Pa.
Samuels, Rosa Lee
KFXJ—Grand Junction, Colo.
Sandefur, Bill
WBBB—Burlington, N. C.
Scheihing, Gordon A.. WCAO—Baltimore, Md.
Schooley, Frank E.
WILL—Urbana, Ill.
Scott, Charles P......KTKC—Visalia, Calif.
Scott, David
WKNB—New Britain, Conn.
Scott, George
WBBQ—Augusta, Ga.
Sever, John F.
WRUF—Gainesville,
Shepard, George F.
WALL—Middletown, N. Y.
Shreve, H. M.. .KTOK—Oklahoma City. Okla.
Sharpe, Tony
WTRY—Troy. N. Y.
Shields, Larry..KFXM—San Bernardino, Cal.
Short, Joseph A.
WHCU—Ithaca, N. IL
Siegel. Seymour N—WNYC—New York, N. Y.
Simpson, C. H....WHUN—Huntingdon, Pa.
Sinclair, John
WBRW—Weich, W. Va.
Skint, Warren J.
WIOD—Miami, Fla.
Siverson, Charles.WHAM—Rochester, N. Y.
Skissnell, Julian F..... WEBB—Lebanon, Pa.
Slate. Charlie
WL0E—Leaksville, N. C.
Smith, Cal
KROC—Rochester, Mina.
Smith. I. Scott
K HMO—Ila nn 'ha', Mo.
Smucker, Ray C.
KVUM—Yuma, Ariz.
Sm•Ille. Marl:is E
KRKO—Everett, Wash.
Snell, George
KEEN—San Jose, Calif.
Snowden, J. T... WEED—Rocky Mount. N. C.
Sonia, Berton. ...WCHS--Charleaton, W. Va.
Speerstra, Jerry
KWJJ—Portland, Ore.
Spencer, Ernest L
KVOE—Santa Ana. Cal.
Spiegle, Stan
KXRO—Aberdeen, Wash.
Stanton, P. J
WDAS—Ph iladelph la. Pa.
Steed. Hy
WLAV—Grand Rapids, Mich.
Steketee, Lou
WKNY—Kingston, N. Y.
Stenger, John H. .1VBAX—Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Stepherson, Hobart. G—WCNT—Centralia.
Stewart, Elliott
WIBX—Utica, N. Y.
Stone. Charlie.. ..WMBR—.Jacksonville, Fla.
Stuelpnagel, Fred M...KVCV—Redding, Calif.
Sunderland, Dale ...KFBC—Cheyenne. Wyo.
Satterfield, Phil
WKLX—Lexington, Ky.

Maguire, Dick. _KPH—Klamath Falls, Ore.
Mahoney, James T WLAW—Lawrence, Mass.
Mann, R.
WCCP—Savannah's Ga.
Slarget. M. M
KVOX—Moorhead, Minn.
Marlowe, Bill....WSUA--Bloomington, Ind.
Mars, Peter A.....WKLA—Ludington, Mich.
Marsh, Ken ... WJHL—Johnson City, Tenn.
Martin, I.ew
WDSM—Superior, Wis
McClay, John L...WPEN—Philadelphia, Pa.
McCloskey, E. Ray
WNBF—Binghannon, N
Y.
McGinnis, Robert B.
KTIP—Porterville, Calif.
McIntire, Russell B.. WSTP—Sallsbury, N. C.
McIntyre, Neil
WKYB—Paducah, Ky.
McMahan, Charles A
WNOX—Knoxville, Tenn.
McRae, Bill R.
KEYS—Corpus Christie, Texas
Meeks, Don J.
WMOH—Hamilton, Ohio
Melia, William F...WWNC—Asheville, N. C.
Menefee, Bob
WSLS—Roanoke, Va.
Menke, Don
WECA—Evansville, Ind.
Meneos, Lyman
WRJN—Racine, Wis.
Merridew, Reginald P
WGAR—Cleveland, Ohio
Meyer, George F...WDLB—Marshfield, Wisc.
Miles, Jim
WBAA—W. Lafayette. Ind.
Miller, Charles D...KRNT—Des Moines, Iowa Taber, Robert B.....IVFER—Sylacanga. Ala.
Milligan, Merritt
WTAD—Quincy, Hl. Taylor, Albert L...WHAV—Haverhill, Maas.
Miller, James C.
WMFT—Florence, Ala. Taylor, Virginia ...KRLC--Lewiston, Idaho
KLZ—Denver. Colo.
Miller, Howard A.
WIND—Chicago, Ill. Terry. H. B.
Mingus, John A.....KRBC--Abliene, Texas Thompson, Mildred. .WGGA—Gainesville. Ga.
WFAA—Dallas, Terns
Moore, Edward A....KRES—St. Joseph, Mo. Thompson. Hal
KCNIO—Kansas City, Ma.
Morfond. William H....WMRP—Flint,
ich. Tremble, S. B.
Morris, Gordon
KVAK—Atchison, Kans. Trexler, Thomas L... VI MPs—Memphis, Tenn.
Morrison, Garett W....WCKB—Dunn, N. C.
Morse, Otis
WSBA—York, Pa.
Moses, John B.....WHKC—Columbus, Ohio
Vernon, Conrad ....
KNOW—Austin, Texas
Mott, Walter V.
KPKW—Pasco, Wash
Vogel, Phil
WGKV—Charleston, W. Va.
Mueller, Rodger L...WHBY—Appleton, Wise.
Mullen. Robert A....KBUN—Itemidfi, Blinn.
Mulroy, Bert
WEMP—Milwaukee, Wis.
Murray, Don
WAZL—liazleton, Pa. Walker, Frankye C.
Myers, Paul A....WWVA—Wheeling, W. Va.
WFOY—St. Augustine, Fla.
Walker, Felton R.....KTEM—Temple. Texas
Walter,
William
G...KOLT—Scottsbluff,
Neb.
N
Walters, Granville....WAML—Laurel, Miss.
Naylor, John
WPPA—Pottsville. Pa. Warner, Hub
KIDO—Boise, Idaho
Neal, James L.
KAKC—Tulsa, Okla. Weaver, Maleolm.WENT—Gloversville, N. Y.
Nelson, Karl R.
WTOL—Toledo, Ohio Weaver, William A...KGFF—Shawnee, Okla.
Nelson, Wayne M
WEGO—Concord, N. C. Welch, Homer
KGW—Portland, Ore.
Neuvar. Mildred
KVIC—Victoria, Texas Wellborn, Elizabeth S
WFFA—Helena, Ark.
Nord, Evans
KELO—Sioux Falls, S. D.
Norris, Paul W.
WTIK—Durham, Y. C. Welsh, Charles..WLAY—Musele Shoals, Ala.
Werling, Rupe
WIBG—Philadelphia, Pa.
Weseott. Ed
WDAK—Columbus, Ga.
Whaley, Storm .KUO A—Siloam Springs. Ark.
WAGE—Dotham, Ala.
O'Donnell, Harold C.....KCVR—Lodi, Calif. Wilkes, Willard
Cram, Richard G...WRRN—Warren, Ohio Williams, Jack
KOX—Ph oen ix ,Ariz.
Ormsby, Burke
KTBI—Tacoma, Wash. Williams. Vern W...WCLO—Janesville, Wise.
Ott. Woodrow W
WENY—Elmira, N. Y. Wilsonn, George H..WSTV—Steubenville, Ohio
Owen, Ens
KNEL--Waterloo, Iowa Wilson, Roy
WMBFI--Joplin, Mo.
Owen, Harris
KLRA—Little Rock, Ark. Windsor, Walter M....WDVA—Danville, Va.
Owen, Wanda R
WEBQ—Harrisburg, Ill. Woodle. Hamilton. .WOLF—Syracuse, N. Y.
Woodson, Steve
WOHS—Shelby, N. C.
Wright. Charles H..WELI—New Haven, Conn.
Wright, Sterling W.
Page, Franklin
WORD—Spartanburg, S. C.
KWEM—West Memphis, Ark. Wynn, Read W.. ... WTAL--Tallahassee, Fla.
Pagliara, Nicholas
WEW & VVEW-FM—St. Louis, Mo.
Y
Park, Eldon A.
WLW—Cincinnati, Ohio
Parke, Boyden W
WKBV—Rictimond, Ind. Young, J. Norman..WAYS—Charlotte, N. C.
Patterson, George
WAVE—Louisville. Ky.
Patterson, Helen.WAPO—Chattanooga, Tenn.
Paule, Vernon
WAOV—Vincennes, Inst. Zess. Roy F.
WFRP—Savannah, Ga.
Paulsgrove, William H.
Zimmerman, Fred
WJEJ—Hagerstown, Md.
max—Clarksburg, W. Va.
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And our thanks to all who have shared in our progress

WNAC
Key station of New England's largest regional network and Boston originating
station of Mutual Broadcasting System, the world's largest network

THE YANKEE NETWORK, I
NC.
Member of the Mutual Broadcasting System
21 BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON 15, MASS.
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CURREIT THUS IN PROGRAMS opportunities ccrictilable

By Clarence L. Menser
Vice-President in Charge of Programs National Broadcasting Co.

T

HE weathervane season i
s here aga i
n. Th at '
s t
he time when
one is asked to assume the proper position for pointing out
which way the wind is blowing in program trends. As usual,
it's abit gusty, with alot of cross currents. At times the wind seems
to blow from all directions at once. This isn't a new situation, of
course, so let's make the best of it and start pointing.
One of the trends, on which there has long been a lot of talk
without much action, has to do with the search and development
of new talent. While no definite campaign is evident in the industry, it is worthy of note that there
seems to be a wider spread of activities among
both stations and networks directed to talent development. RADIO DAILY's poll of Program Managers concentrated on ideas, to be sure, but in
radio ideas are no good until they are combined
with talent. Any concerted effort, therefore, to appraise or organize program ideas must result in
opportunity fcr talent. Opportunity is the first necessary ingredient to development.
These opportunities are being made available
in a definite way through certain recently developed network programs. Eddie Dowling's new "Big
Break" program on NBC, Arthur Godfrey's program on CBS, and others of this type give both
impetus and importance to the search for talent.
It isn't possible to enumerate or eveh be acquainted with all the
activities of this sort that are going on throughout the industry.
Suffice it to say that to those of us who have long been interested
in talent development, the increase of effort in this category is
both interesting and significant.
•
Summer replacements always provide a showcase for programs by networks who hope to move certain talent of high
potential into permanent shows and star ratings. Though the
summer season is still young, Ifeel it has already demonstrated
big time possibilities for several performers. If the replacement
season should develop only one or two who would become stars
in their own right, it should be considered successful. Similarly,
if only one or two complete programs should demonstrate unusual merit, they would be worth talking about.
Another significant trend which has been established rather
quietly has to do with the popularity of small musical units. In
radio as in record sales, we have come a long way from the time
when first consideration was given only to large orchestras. Personally, Ithink it is a good thing from many angles. Programming
has often been surfeited with genius, particularly the kind of
genius that has to work awfully hard to keep itself established as
such. In many cases, it has also been the kind of genius that the
general public had no interest in. So they quietly moved to things
they could understand—like, perhaps, a trio. This doesn't mean
that they will never be willing to listen to larger units, but it does
mean that, when you get above twenty or thirty pieces, the average listener hasn't any idea as to whether you have ten fiddles
or forty. It means too that they might like us better if they hear
music which they can understand rather than music which is
played for the conductors' or the arrangers' private amazement.
This is only a restatement of an oft forgotten theory that the
average listener has some very simple tastes and that, when he
is as personal about them as radio should lead him to be, he is
likely to be a little frightened at programming which is too complex and formidable. Certainly, he doesn't want it as a steady
diet. This attitude of his hasn't changed very much.
RADIO

There is another indication which may result in a trend that
would be very beneficial to our program schedules. It is tied up
in a way with the considerable mortality among programs built
around name talent. A casual glance at these programs and the
talent who received star billing leads to one observation. Many
of us have gone on record more than once against the general
theory that a piece of name talent which had made a tremendous
hit as a spot in a program was important enough to the audience
to carry an entire show. In some cases, it has
been a matter of great regret that circumstances
have combined with poor judgment and at times
perhaps with vanity or ambition to propel talent
of unusual merit into programming positions
where they had little possibility of succeeding.
The regrettable part is that some of this talent is
really wonderful. As a spot in the program, it
has been accepted with great enthusiasm. Continued in that type of spot, it would enjoy success
over a long run.
•
Ithink it would be wonderful for radio if all
these excellent artists would insist that they be
allowed to perform in programs which would show
their talents to their best advantage. For a lot of
them, it would mean a loyal and devoted following whose approval first brought them success. Many a fine
program would result.
•
Speculation as to probable costs for future programming continues to provide a lot of conversation. Some months ago, it was
freely predicted that most clients would put the check on expenditures for this fall to such an extent that everyone would be looking for the $3,000 and $4,000 programs. It takes no crystal ball to
learn that virtually the only programs available in the lower
priced brackets are those which are based on ideas or perhaps a
single personality combined with an idea. A lot of people would
like to come up with high rating programs at low cost, but building a program product is just like building any other product.
Those who contemplate mixing a lot of high-priced igredients are
forced by circumstance to sell at a high price. Competition for the
very top names is bound to continue, and the prices of programs
with these top names are sure to be high. That situation isn't going
to be changed merely by a pious hope. It will be changed only
by a shake-out caused by such things as available time and
available talent.
•
According to a lot of the pessimists, the date at which this was
all to occur has already passed. With certain new swings in the
economic situation, there is as little reason to believe we will soon
get cheap top grade programs as that we will soon get cheap top
grade automobiles, or houses, or steak dinners. All of these things
merely emphasize the fact that the expensive program is not always the one that costs the most money. Some programs on the
air costing very little are most expensive in terms of what they
can deliver. Wise buyers know this. When the pinch is on, they
are likely to do something about it. But it doesn't necessarily follow that they will throw off their most expensive projects. They
are certainly likely to discard the least effective ones. Just working
on the law of averages, that isn't going to be too bad. And it
shouldn't give any serious worry to programs which are really
tops.
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PUBLIC ORDERED
Adventure, drama, mystery, music. These are
the entertainment patterns people like best.
And NBC is constantly on the prowl to find
new versions of these old favorites—fresh material, characters new to radio, novel presentations and situations.
NBC has a number of packages—unstereotyped, but definitely commercial—on the air
today. All are designed, of course, to reach the
widest possible audience. Here are four.
ADVENTURE
THE ADVENTURES OF FRANK MERRIWELL
(Saturdays, 10 a.m. EDT) is turn-of-the-century
melodrama told in the exciting manner of today. Frank Merriwell has typified to generations
of readers the ideal attributes of American youth
—wholesomeness, bravery, skill, loyalty—and
now he continues his perennial career of athletic daring on the air. Based on the famous
stories of Burt L. Standish, here is aseries of
radio adventures which enthralls a new audience of teen-agers—an audience as loyal as always, but far greater than ever before.
DRAMA
COLONEL HUMPHREY FLACK (Thursdays,
8p.m. EDT), aRobin Hood among confidence
men, was first introduced in the pages of The
Saturday Evening Post. Colonel Flack never fails
to solve his own problems at the expense of

those who would fleece him, and he never fails
to provide amaximum amount of agony to his
perpetually skeptical companion, Garvey. Eager
listeners follow the adventures of this ingenious pair week after week with increasing
excitement and amazement.
MYSTERY
MYSTERY WITHOUT MURDER (Saturdays,
10 p.m. EDT) reveals that bloodshed and violence are abhorrent to Peter Gentle, the oneman army who won the Battle of the Bulge almost single-handed. His attempts to avoid violence and his efforts to solve complicated mfrteries add anew twist to radio detective stories.
The accent on comedy rather than blood and
thunder proves that excitement in mystery
drama is not necessarily contingent on corpses.
Listeners agree.
MUSIC
ONCE UPON OUR TIME (Monday through
Friday, 10:15 a.m. EDT) is story-telling with
songs. The stories are true tales, actual happenings. The songs emphasize and dramatize the
stories. Jack Kilty, Broadway baritone star,
sings—and Jack Kilty, actor and story teller,
completes apleasantly unusual program. Here
is refreshing morning listening.
The usual complete details and audition records
are available at NBC Program Sales, New York.

AMERICA'S NO. 1 NETWORK

NBC... the National Broadcasting Company
.4 Service of Radio Corporation of America
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to be a Success:ful Advertiser*
with a budget that fits your bankroll
There's one essential of the million-dollar or the hundred-dollar advertising budget—they both have
to produce sales. That's why the NBC Western Network has been the first choice of smart sponsors—
large, small and in between—for twenty-one years. Firms like Sperry Flour, Tillamook Cheese,
Standard Oil of California, Safeway Stores, Wesson Oil and Snowdrift and scores more have proven
that the advertising penny becomes the sales dollar quicker, easier and surer when invested
in NBC Western Network time.
Richfield Oil Corporation, for example, sponsors radio's oldest network news program. Now in
its 17th year on the air, Richfield Reporter has broadcast 5,000 quarter-hours of headlines and
human interest stories. Carefully edited and specially written for radio, it is presented every
evening at 10, except Saturday.
Rating-wise, Richfield Reporter tops all Pacific Coast news programs with arobust 10.4
(Hooper, Jan. '47 Report) ,consistently holding 40-50% of sets-in-use for its period. Currently
second among quarter-hour regional programs on the Coast, it has several times ranked along with
national programs in the "top 15." And listeners are buyers.
Starting on 5 stations in 1931, Richfield Reporter has sparked the steady expansion of Richfield
sales territory to its present dimensions: the coverage areas of 14 NBC Western Network stations.
It has been an important factor behind the Corporation's 16-year record of increasing sales,
profits and dividends. The program represents approximately one-third of the advertising
appropriation—it is apotent selling tool.
There's only one Richfield Reporter, but it is also only one of many low-cost NBC Western Network
programs whose selling records entitle their sponsors to write "Successful Advertiser" after
their names. Wouldn't you like to join them?
*In the Far West

SAN FRANCISCO

NBC WESTERN NETWORK
A Service of Radio Corporation of America
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III/NEW and

MARTIN BLOCK
AN UNBEATABLE TEAM!

The MAKE BELIEVE BALLROOM
Makes music for listeners,
money for advertisers...
10-11:30 a. m.

5:35-7:30 p. m.

Monday thru Saturday
Ever since 1935 MARTIN BLOCK and the MAKE BELIEVE
BALLROOM have been part of the pulsating life of this metropolis. They make hearts — and merchandise—move faster!
For more than 12 years the MAKE BELIEVE BALLROOM
has been a New York show — tailored for New York listeners
and custom-made for advertisers who want to sell them! It's a
BIG show — and like all big shows it appeals to all ages! Hit
tunes, top bands, new stars — you hear them all and you hear
them first when MARTIN BLOCK entertains at the MAKE
BELIEVE BALLROOM with two big performances daily, six
days a week.
Yes, he's No. 1 in the No. 1 Market!
So listen to MARTIN BLOCK at his best —on the MAKE
BELIEVE BALLROOM!
Buy MARTIN BLOCK where he's biggest —on WNEW in
Greater New York!

Represented by
John Blair and Co.

SERVING NEW YORK AND NEW JERSEY 24 HOURS A DAY
WorldRadioHistory

AFTER THE SII011 IS SOLD

is when the producer worries
By M. II. Shapiro

Managing Editor, RADIO DAILY

E

ASIEST way to make money in radio says Joe Showbusiness
as he clutters up a table at Toot Shor's or Lindy's, "is to
sell a package show and then lay back and collect dough
for the next 39 weeks," etc. Yes, there's nothing to it. Just get
an idea, work it out, cast and produce it, set up an audition or
recordings, then all you have to do is sell it. What do those
guys at the agencies know about a good show. They give you
a terrific run-around, blow hot and cold and then shake 'em out
of a hat and usually pick the wrong one. Maybe it's your show
that fell out of the hat and you're all set. And of course there's
the sponsor. What would he know beyond the fact that he likes
to hear his name or product mentioned over the air and bask
in the reflected glory. As for Charlie Luckman (get the 'Charlie')
he just likes to have people point a finger at him and whisper,
"he sponsors Bob Hope."
•
Corner a hard-working independent producer, or even one not
so independent, and the picture changes. He appears cognizant
of favorable time slots, merchandising problems, the absolute
necessity of keeping a program and the cast on its toes in order
to maintain the highest possible standard within its limitations.
Each show has its own peculiar momentum and occasional slips
as it wends its way daily or weekly in the effort to entertain an
exacting audience. In trade or lay circles, the day after a topflight comedian has been on the air, invariably someone mentions
that so-and-so was or wasn't good last night, and there develops
a short discussion on the merits or demerits as each heard the
program.
•
Old Joe Showbusiness mentioned above, apparently lives in
the past; days when an artist or troupe broke in a routine and
with a good agent found themselves booked season after season
on one vaudeville circuit or another, with the self same act. A
season or two later the same theaters were ready for the same
act and routine. In fact the audience looked for the familiar lines
and pieces of business. On the legitimate stage, the producer
having opened his play to a good press, seeing to it that the
angels were happy and that the advance ticket sale was in, hied
himself off to the golden shores of a Florida resort. Returning
many weeks later, he takes a look-in and decides to jack up
the cast, scare the understudies into action, and calls for several
rehearsals. This done, with the house still selling out, he goes
to the Continent to pick up a few "original" ideas and maybe
import a hit.
•

of leading comics, nor the technical crews around a first-rate
dramatic production. Naturally the trick is to make the show
sound smooth and little or no apparent effort projected. To maintain the seemingly effortless chatter with a dopey quiz contestant
for instance, so that the listener as well as the studio audience
will find entertainment value, is one that usually has the quizmaster sweating the proverbial bullets. Which may also go for
the contestant, yet the man on the show must not let his sweat
permeate through the loud speaker.
•
Yet the quizmaster is not alone. Prior to his session, the producer himself has been in the wings screening his contestants.
He wants to avoid the "wise guy" type, man or woman; he wants
to avoid the professional hanger-on, he wants to avoid the altogether giddy one. He wants some one of average intelligence who
will lend himself to going along with a gag and take his chances
meantime on winning out. Thus he is constantly casting to make
each program stand on its own feet as an entertaining and sales
entity.
In one way or another, this same thing happens to every producer. The paraphrase might well be eternal vigilance is the price
of agood radio show. For radio's producers whether daytime serial
or big Sunday night show, know that each individual program
practically starts the thing all over again notwithstanding the
format and characters being in the bag. If many radio folk run to
the doctor in the forenoon, take x-rays, swallow barium meal and
come back six hours later to count the ulcers, if any, it's because
of that inexorable multiple Simon Legree, the radio audience.
•
It doesn't follow that the producer of a transcribed program
series has it much easier. On alive show, a fluff is a fluff and gone
forever. On a recorded series, no excuses are brooked and both
client and audience expect a letter-perfect job. Here again the producer or his delegated representative has his fine points to watch
at rehearsals and actual cutting. Then he is still torn between
selection of the best of one or more recordings.
In lesser proportion the producer or director of a local station
program has comparable headaches whether it is a one-time shot
or a regular series. The standard can never be too high from a
production angle.

•

But the radio producer's sincerity is far more legit than the
stage producer. He knows full well that after he has sold a
program, his work really begins. This holds true whether the
show is live or to be transcribed. It is not for the love of company

At any rate, what we want to say is the next time old Joe Showbusiness sees a successful radio producer buzzing the headwaiter
for a table he might do well to jump off the bar-stool, stand at attention and salute. For here is a man who carers to the largest
audience in the history of the world, and pleases the great majority

that find a corps of writers and other assistants in the retinue

of it, or he would not be in business, successfully that is.
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TRANSCRIBED
CTO

THE FAVORITE

STOR

Y CHOKES OF:

ER 'TRACY • ING RID BERGMAN •'ARCHIE 'GARDNER
• SPENC

• SHIRLEY TEMPLE • IRVING BERLIN • ORSON

WELLES
• SINCLAIR LEWIS • RAY MILLAND • CECIL B.DeMILLE
•
FRED ALLEN
JOAN
• GLADYS SWARTHOUT • DEEMS TAYLOR
FONT AI NE

/N ADDITION TO MR. RONALD COLMAN, "Favorite Story"
features America's finest radio actors. Lurene
Tuttle, "first lady of radio", Howard Duff, "Sam
Spode" on the network, Janet Waldo, lovely
young star of "Corliss Archer" are just three of the
dozens of leading favorites who propel each
story with vigor, imagination, and genuine artistry.

AND MANY MORE!

o
SIC

lback -

makes the musica dented
ground of "Favorite Story" one of unprece
lavishness. The daring and origina l scores • ••

A FIFTEEN-PIECE ORCHESTRA
THE

BEST-KNOWN, BEST-LOVED STORIES OF
MOST ILLUSTRIOUS WRITERS:

THE

WORLD'S

• CYRANO DE BERGERAC • JANE EYRE • LITTLE WOMEN
• HUCKLEBERRY FINN

• LES MISERABLES

• WUTHERING

HEIGHTS • 20,000 LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA • A
CONNECTICUT YANKEE IN KING ARTHUR'S COURT
AND MANY MORE MAGNIFICENTLY DRAMATIZED FOR RADIO

arranged for FOYOTiTe Story by Claude Sweeten
a nd Robert t.'itchell of the Rob't Mitchell Boy's
Cho i
r are thrillingly eloquent illustrations for each
i.
gem-like dramatizaton

52 HALF HOURS
NOW

:›04„
ki
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AVAILABLE

A RARE COMBINATION OF

PRESTIGE AND

ENTERTAINMENT ...

UN PARALLELED TRIUMPH

AN

DYNAMIC

OF TRANSCRIBED SHOWMANSHIP!
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Listen and judge
t
for yourself

The

Phil Silvers

Wednesdays at 10:00 pm EDT
The popular stage and screen
comedian portrays a newspaperman who is always in hot
water. ABC's newest entry in
the comedian sweepstakes.

e''\
• if
,. •
• it. )*
=, •
—
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show

EDDIE
ALBERT

\e .»
e337'
2

g

e

shOle

Wednesdays at 9:30 pm

EDT

f\IIM

illiant young Hollywood
The br
a
star plays the leading role in
delightful situation comedy.
(Another Willie piper. Mie
wouldn't be surprised!)

CHALLENGE of ih, YUKON
Saturdays at 7:30 pm EDT
I
¿
e

-

All the adventure and thrills of Alaska's
Gold Rush days! Sgt. Preston of the
Northwest Mounted Police and his
Eskimo dog “King" help bring justice to
the Northern Wilderness. Produced by
the same group who have made The Lone
Ranger so successful.

Mr. President
Siartin; EDWARD ARNOLD

Thursdays at 9:30 pm EDT

•

This unusual dramatic series,
starring Edward Arnold, is
based on interesting, but almost unknown, behind-thescenes incidents that have
happened in the White House.
Fascinating, enlightening (and
non-political) dramas.

One of these New ABC programs may
land in Mr. Hooper's "First Fifteen"
ABC's Program Department holds an enviable record for

Can did

Microphone

Sundays at 1:00 pm EDT

L
e

ve n ew, daring, startlingly
techn i
que! A concealed mike

different
listens in

on people in all walks of life: honest, unrehearsed reactions an d intimate conrsations. Unusual entertainment!

developing and SELLING radio programs.
During the 1946-47 season, for example, ABC produced and
sold "The Willie Piper Show". .."The Henry Morgan Show"
..."Dashiell Hammett's Fat Man" ..."The Paul Whiteman
Club"... just to mention a few. One of the reasons for this
success is that ABC sensed the need for relatively lowbudgeted shows that had plenty of popular appeal.
The programs listed in this advertisement have just started
their careers on ABC. If past experience is any criterion, we
can hope that at least four of them will be sponsored by fall.
We suggest that in your own interest you listen to these shows
at the earliest possible moment. One of these programs could
become your best salesman.

American

Broadcasting

Company

A NETWORK OF 250 RADIO STATIONS SERVLNG AMERICA

RADIO
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TRINSCRIPTIONS' UST GIIIIS
'47

biggest year in history

By John L. Sinn
Frederic W. Ziv Company

D

URING the past twelve months transcriptions have racked up
the biggest gains in the broadcasting industry. More transcribed programs were broadcast on more radio stations for
more sponsors than ever before in radio's history. Our own figures
are a good example. Six hundred and seventy-five radio stations
are currently carrying Ziv transcribed programs and some stations
are carrying as much as nine hours a week of Ziv ETs, all
sponsored.
With advertisers facing once again ahighly competitive markét, they are remembering something
that most of them learned in radio a long time ago.
When you buy radio time you do not buy circulation. You only buy an opportunity for circulation.
The circulation depends on the pulling power of
the program that the advertiser buys to put into that
time. It's no wonder then, that the local, regional
and national spot advertiser is more conscious of
programs today than ever before. And when you
look at the tremendous number of fine programs
available on transcriptions today, you can understand the phenomenal growth of the transcription
industry.
•
For as soon as the local, regional and national
spot advertiser goes on the air, regardless of the
size of his budget, he competes with the fine top network shows for
the attention of the listening audience. And that means that if the
advertiser wants the full return from his radio dollar he must have
top calibre programs—no longer can he be satisfied to put on
phonograph records or something from the station library, or the
meagre talent usually available locally. If he wants an audience,
he must give the listeners what they want to hear: top talent, star
names, fine music, excellent scripts and top-flight production.
•
To atremendous number of these advertisers open end transcriptions are the answer. That's why open end transcriptions have
become such a tremendous factor in the industry. And from every
indication an ever increasing percentage of the "shows of tomorrow" will reach the air on ETs.
Just stop and think for a moment what's happened to radio—the
almost revolutionary changes that have taken place in the last few
years. Right now a local advertiser can buy Ronald Colman for as
little as $12.00. Ronald Colman, a top slar name, far beyond the
budget of even some of the national network advertisers, available
to a local sponsor for $12.00. Or if he wants music, he can sponsor
Wayne King for as little as $10.00, anationally established program
like EASY ACES fos as little as $3.75. These are just a few
examples. The list is growing. The parade has started and more
and more stars in bigger and better and finer shows will be
available to the local, regional and national spot advertiser via
open end transcriptions.
•

Along with this phenomenal growth and tremendous progress,
the open end transcription industry faces new responsibilities, both
to the radio industry and to the listening public.
RADIO

DAILY

Radio stations and advertisers have the right to demand from
open-enders a continuing and increasing top quality of production.
They have a right to demand and incidentally, they are demanding, that there be plenty of programs in any transcribed series so
that the advertiser may continue on the air without interruption for
a long time. A case in point was the Ronald Colman show, where
stations and advertisers both insisted on assurances of a year of
uninterrupted programming. They were surprised and delighted to
learn that simultaneously with the release of the
first Ronald Colman program, three years of uninterrupted service were guaranteed.
The open end producers have a responsibility
to the public as well. No one who is active in
this business of broadcasting can ever forget that
radio must operate in the public interest. The
networks and the stations have shouldered this
responsibility for years, and despite many somewhat biased critics, who belittle their efforts at
every turn, we believe that by and large they
have programmed in the public interest and that
they have made and are making constantly increasing efforts to serve the public with better
programs.
•
But as the open-enders take over a larger and
larger share of this programming job, as more and more hours
on more and more radio stations and regional networks are
programmed with open-end shows, the transcription industry
must assume an increasing share in this never ending task of programming in the public interest. It is true that 97 per cent of all
open end programs are commercial and that they are no real factor
in sustaining programs. It is our belief however, that the program
in the public interest is not necessarily a sustaining program, and
that if a program is actually in the public interest it does not become less so when it is paid for by an advertiser who includes his
commercial message. The "Favorite Story" program is an outstanding commercial success. It is not running sustaining anywhere. On
every one of the 120 stations which now carry it, it is commercially
sponsored.
•

And yet, as of this writing, 68 schools and educational
groups, have spontaneously written in asking if there is not some
way in which they can tie in with this program and make it available for class room study in the schools. Here is a fine public
service program that is a commercial success as well. Here is just
one example in the way in which the open-end industry is meeting
and will continue to meet its programming responsibilities.
Those transcription turn-tables that are spinning all over America
have the whole industry watching. We suggest that you watch
without concern and even with pride, for the growth of open-enders
is a healthy thing for radio. It means better programs, locally and
regionally. It means happier and more successful local and
regional advertisers. Those are the things that benefit all of us who
live and work in radio.
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DISC JOCKEY SHOJIS 1947
this is their year'
By Louis G. Cowan

President Louts G. Cowan, Inc.

W

HEN a summation of radio activities is made at the end
of 1947, it is not too difficult to envision such a tag as "The
Year of the Disc Jockey". Yet, the concept of disc jockeys
is probably the oldest in the history of the industry. The only thing
that 1947 has brought is the popular emergence of a new home
for an old, stable type of programming.
Disc Jockey shows form the crux of the programming structure
of more than 75 per cent of the radio stations in the country.
In some instances, it may be that they are not
called by this name but actually, the net result
is the same. Extended periods of phonograph records presented with varying degrees of production, buildup, and ballyhoo. These vary from the
little 250 watters' "Melody Matinee' to the highly
publicized and glamorized Tommy Dorsey, Paul
Whiteman, or Martin Block shows.
•
In view of all the current interest in disc jockey
programs, the development of a syndicated disc
jockey program such as "The Tommy Dorsey
Show' was anatural step in the sequence of events
for it fills a real need for stations, both big and
small. Until now, the transcription industry in it's
rapid growth to maturity, has concentrated upon
the development of big name shows designed to
fill quarter hour or half hour spots. But of utmost importance to
the local station is the need for block programming. They require
big names in a form that will fill larger segments of their morning,
afternoon, or evening schedule. Stations consistently have asked
for syndicated programs that would enable them to offer big
names of their local sponsors at a minimum of cost. By purchasing a five hour block and dividing it into 20 quarter hour segments,
the cost for each became infinitesimal and the opportunities for
resale much greater. So the development of the syndicated disc
jockey program.
Apart from such basic considerations as the need to station's
operations, value in building personalities, and importance from
a commercial standpoint, the fact remains that no other type of
programming affords a better opportunity to give listeners the
very best in American standpoint, the fact remains that no other
type of programming affords a better opportunity to give listeners
the very best in American entertainment. Hours of preparation
and rehearsal go into every recording, only the finest talent is employed and the last word in engineering and recording facilities
are utilized. The disc jockey then builds his programs for the vast
stock of records now available offering his listeners a standard
and variety of entertainment second to none.
•
For this reason, the listener ratings to disc jockey programs has
permitted the emergence of independent stations tthroughout the
country to positions of prominence. Larger stations haw now taken the cue from them and are endeavoring to compete on similar
terms. For listening to disc jockey programs is not conned simply
to the teen-agers and jitterbugs. A recent New York survey revealed that the average age of listeners to these programs is 38.
Another survey conducted by Dr. Sidney Roslow of Pulse indicated
that 10 to 12 per cent of disc jockey listeners are 45 years of age
and older. Since many of these programs are aired either during
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school hours or during the late evening and early morning periods,
they wouldn't be able to achieve the ratings they do if the interest
was confined to the younger elements.
The disc jockey program was originally conceived by the local
station as a means of providing entertainment to listeners at a
minimum of cost. It is no secret that the small, local station could
never afford to maintain large staffs of talent and present live
shows all day long. Their financial potential makes this impossible. In many towns throughout the country we
can see concerted efforts to raise the cost of spot
announcements to cit least One Dollar per spot!
•
Some of these stations sell spots for as little as
11 c a piece! Obviously, if these are to remain on
the air—and their stability is vital to the radio industry since they fill important gaps in our entire
service function—it is important that they be encouraged to continue this means of programming.
It is important too, that every effort be made to
assist them in the development of their schedules.
The nation's larger stations, too, are confronted
with similar problems in the cost of programming.
Naturally, their advertising revenue is far greater,
but to compensate for this, they maintain larger
staffs of musicians, announcers, and actors. In no
single instance have reports been received indicating that staffs
have been reduced as a result of the scheduling of a disc jockey
program. On the other hand, local announcers have been developed into "name personalities" as a result of opportunities afforded
them through these programs. Disc jockey shows have offered
many of them their first real breaks—Robert Q. Lewis, Martin
Block, Al Jarvis, Douglas Arthur, Fred Robbins, Fred Cole, Bob
Elliot, and dozens of others have attained regional or even national
prominence by virtue of their success in this field and their earning
power has been greatly increased.
•
Insofar as the musicians and other talent is concerned, the rising popularity of so many disc jockey programs has helped greatly to stimulate the phonograph record business and dozens of
new companies who would normally find it difficult to establish
ne wartists, new tunes, or promote their labels, find such programs
a successful method of gaining immediate recognition. Success
means additional recordings, the use of more musicians, and the
popularity of more and more new talent—talent which might otherwise fall by the wayside due to the terrific competition inherent
in cracking the live network field.
In 1936, about the time disc jockeys began to develop into real
personalities, the average hit sold about 25,000 copies. Today, old
standards pass the 2,000,000 mark in sales under the impetus of
the platter pundits' persuasive salesmanship. The average hit
with appropriate help from the jocks will sell between 200,000 to
300,000 copies. Formerly the number of new releases scheduled
for each week amounted to 50 or thereabouts. Now the weekly
figure is closer to 2,000. Record production for 1946 is estimated
at 275,000,000 units and the output for 1947 is expected to total
400,000,000.
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CBS programs

Each month this letter brings you

July, 1947

newso CBS Package Shows .
•
.

SEASON-END SCORE ON
SPONSORED CBS PACKAGE SHOWS

Ihe Shows ot Immortal

CBS rounds out the 46-47 season with nine house-built
programs

sponsored. Collectively, the nine

turned

in a record score for CBS' sales-producing showmanship.
Individually, every one was a brilliant

The

performer:

6 New Sponsorships

Arthur Godfrey's Talent

Scouts went

commercial

for Lever

in the 8:30-8:55 p.m., EDT, Monday slot. Originally broadcast
competition (Tuesdays, 9:30-10:00 p.m.), Talent

Brothers

(Lipton

Tea)

in

July,

opposite top nighttime

Scouts worked its way up to sustaining

NRI's as high as 12.1
The Arthur Godfrey Show, 11:00-11:30 a.m., EDT, Mondays-Fridays is newly sponsored by Liggett &
Myers

(Chesterfields)

on Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays. As a sustainer facing daytime's

No. 1 program, Godfrey in one year climbed to within one point of that competition's rating.

My Friend

Irma goes to work August 25th for Lever Brothers

10:00 p.m., EDT. In the difficult field of

(Swan)

on Monday nights at

comedy-at-reasonable-cost, Irma on sustaining won

the highest laugh-meter rating for all network shows of its kind, got a highly enthusiastic
press, received client's nod over much competition.

The Whistler, 10:00-10:30 p.m., EDT, Wednesdays, a Hooper Top 15 in eleven out of twelve past
months on the Coast, showed a contra-seasonal gain of 72% in May, after only 30 days
sponsorship by Household Finance
ratings

through first

of

in the East, facing Bing Crosby. Continues to rise in

July report.

Give and Take, 2:00-2:30 p.m., EDT, Saturdays.

Less than 24 months old and sponsored by

Toni, Inc, since January 4, delivered more than twice as many NRI homes as any other Saturday
daytime program on any other network.

(May NRI average audience rating, 7.8; nearest

other network competitor: 2.8).

Jean Sablon, Sundays 5:30-5:45 p.m., EDT, was C3S-showcased as radio's singing Charles Boyer,
bought by Hudnut November 9. Appraised by Dana of N.Y. World-Telegram as

"artistry

sufficient to hold an American audience, if not overpower it"; rated by Cornelius Vanderbilt
of N.Y. Post as "a winner" preferred to Bing and Siratra by many women in recent Western poll.

New Gains by 3 Established Package

Sponsorships

Crime Photographer, 9:30-10:00 p.m., EDT, Thursdays, sponsored by Anchor-Hocking since
August 8, 1946, is one of the only two mystery shows making NRI's Top Ten, January-May. Ninth
on NRI's May report, it delivered more NRI homes per dollar than any other network evening
program, beat the ratings of all Sunday night

high-cost comedy shows.
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Sponsored

THE ARTHUR GODFREY SHOW
11:00-11:30 AM EDT, Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays

CBS package

Liggett and Myers Tobacco Co.

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company

ROBERT TROUT WITH THE NEWS TILL NOW

BILL HENRY: NEWS
8:55-9:00 PM EDT, Mandays through Fridays

7:45-8:00 PM EDT, Mondays through Fridays
Campbell Soup Company

shows

ERIC SEVAREID AND THE NEWS
6:00-6:15 PM EDT, Mondays through Fridays

Suspense, 8:00-8:30 p.m., EDT, Thursdays, renewed by

Johns-Manville Corp.

Roma Wines for the fourth year, hit NRI's

Top 20 four times this season, averaged a 14.9, had an 18.0 high. With Crime Photographer,
Suspense outrated everything

ei;e -on -fhi—nur

networks on Thursday nights in the May

NRI report. Also cited by 1947 Peabody Committee as outstanding drama "head and shoulders
above the competition."
Let's Pretend, 11:00-11:30 a.m., EDT, Saturdays, holder of all major broadcast awards, in May
gave Cream of Wheat the third largest Saturday daytime audience on the four networks;
easily led all Saturday morning ratings. Sponsor Magazine calls it:

"perfect example of a

program that pays off not only in direct advertising but through the goodwill that its
sponsorship creates."

It has delivered for Cream of Wheat for over four years.

CBS News "the most adult in all radio"

in the opinion of Time Magazine, is sponsored by

five different advertisers. Campbell Soup Company sponsors Robert Trout With The News Till
Now, Monday-Friday, 7:45-8:00 p.m., EDT. Curtiss Candy Company: Warren Sweeney, Saturday
and Sunday, 11:00-11:05 am., EDT. Johns-Manville Corporation: Bill Henry, Monday-Friday,
8:55-9:00 p.m., EDT.Luden's Inc.: Ned Calmer, Saturday and Sunday, 8:55-9:00 p.m., EDT.
Metropolitan Life

Insurance

5 CLICK PREMIERES

IN 6 DAYS

Company: Eric Sevareid,Monday-Friday, 6:00-6:15 p.m., EDT.

July Fourth Week was no holiday in the CBS Program Department. From the Wednesday evening
before Independence Day until the Monday night after, CBS launched new programs at the
rate of

one every 24 hours. Result:

every one

a success with first nighter press critics.

JULY 2—
Doorway to Life: 10:30-11:00 p.m., EDT, Wednesdays. Hard-hitting drama concerning actual
case-history problems

in child rearing. Re-enacts dilemma, then gives best solution.

Top notch drama with scripts approved by top psychologists and sociologists. Scored heavily
with Variety as:

"the type of serious and substantial programming that should earn an

all-year-round berth... solid showmanship

qualities." From CBS-Hollywood, directed by

William N. Robson. Broadcast recordings available.

JULY 3—
Rooftops

of the

City:

8:30-8:55 p.m., EDT, Thursdays. New drama series looks down from

rooftops of metropolis into private lives of cliff-dwellers. Says Billboard, "is infinitely
satisfying when stacked up against the usual trite romantic formulas....A prime example
of how good a show can be." Originates New York, uses both originals and adaptations.
Werner Michel supervises. John Mosman directs. Broadcast recordings available.

JULY 7—
Robert Q. Lewis

Show: 7:00-7:30 p.m., EDT, Mondays-Fridays. New CBS comedian in second series,

for 5-a-week early evening or daytime sponsorship. Strikes Variety as: "a good bet with
an odds-on payoff. Partly scripted, partly ad-libbed, the show shapes up as a highly
listenable potpourri of music and chatter with Lewis' free-wheeling gabbing style providing
most of the wit and bounce...some sock assists from chirper Kathy Norman." Music by George
Wright's novelty quartet. Jack Mosman directs. Broadcast recordings available.
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CRIME PHOTOGRAPHER
9:30-10 :00 PM EDT, Thursdays
Anchor-Hocking Glass Corp.

NED CALMER AND THE NEWS
8:55-9:00 PM EDT, Saturdays and Sundays

WARREN SWEENEY: NEWS
11:00-11:05 AM EDT, Saturdays and Sundays

Luden's, Inc.

The Curtiss Candy Company

MY FRIEND IRMA
10:00-10:30 PM EDT, Mondays, starting August 25

JEAN SABLON
5:30-5:45 PM EDT, Sundays
Richard Hudnut Sales Company, Inc.

ARTHUR GODFREY'S TALENT SCOUTS

Lever Brothers— Swan Soap

8:30-8:55 PM EDT, Mondays
Thomas J. Lipton, Inc.

JULY 7-CBS Is There: 9:00-9:30 p.m., EDT, Mondays. "Moving and powerful radio," Variety.

"An

exciting innovation...history in fascinating, easy-to-take doses," Denis, N.Y. Post. "An
exciting program...a painless history lesson...packs a genuine wallop,"

Crosby of N.Y.

Herald-Tribune. Documentary dramatizations of great moments of history

(Assassination of

Lincoln, Boston Tea Party, Joan of Arc's trial), news-covered by CBS as

if they were

happening today. John Daly does eye-witness job. Produced-directed by Robert L. Shayon.
Broadcast recordings, analysis available.
JULY 7—
Escape:

9:30-10:00 p.m., EDT, Mondays. Only tales between the credible and incredible are

recreated on this new drama series, with what Variety calls "the laudable aim of simply
'telling a good story'." Originals and classics like Conrad's Typhoon, Kipling's Man
Who Would Be King "skillfully scripted...with full-scale production flavor...adept
handling,"

adds Variety.

CBS-Hollywood

origination. Wm. N. Robson directs. Broadcast

recordings available.

90 MINUTES OF CBS COMEDY AVAILABLE
Robert Q. Lewis Little

Show: 8:00-8:30 p.m., EDT, SaLurdays. New half hour comedy-variety

featuring shrewd satire of ex-disk jockey Robert Q. Lewis. Scripted by Goodman

(Easy Aces)

Ace. "Kids radio, movies, anything else that pops to mind...may well turn out to be the
answer...": Newsweek. "A new comedian, a longer spot and a not-so-little show": Time Magazine.
"Refreshing...top supervisory production job...hep scripting...justifies

initial

handsprings." Variety. Broadcast recordings available.
Sweeney and March:

8:30-8:55 p.m., EDT, Saturdays. CBS-discovered comedy team, ex-GI Hal March

and his buddy Bob Sweeney, in the special Hollywood-built-for-them series which network has
been developing for a year. Hilarious

situation-caricatures of universal everyday

frustrations. Rated "wonderful", "a hit", by critics. Broadcast

recordings available.

Bill Goodwin Show: 9:00-9:30 p.m., EDT, Saturdays. First show of his own for the emceeannouncer of Hope, Burns and Allen, Sinatra shows. Situation comedy, starring Goodwin as an
eager-beaver civic-improvement volunteer, with genius for landing behind eight-balls. "More
than usual sustaining coin and effort in this one" :Variety. "One of the best situation comedies
developed in many a month": Hollywood Reporter. Broadcast recordings, analysis, available.

DRAMA OPEN TO SPONSORSHIP
Studio One: 9:30-10:30 p.m., EDT, Tuesdays. New hour-long repertory air-theater series, doing
full-scale presentations of fine novels and plays rarely heard because they are too
meaty for radio's half-hour condensations. "An array that certainly won't be found anywhere
else on the air": N. Y. Herald-Tribune. "Notable...rine rewarding program": N. Y. World-Telegram.
Broadcast recordings available.
Romance. This great-love-story drama series delivered October-April Hooper averages in the
11's during 1944-46 sponsorship. Today

"it

continues to hit its big programming stride,"

according to Variety. Weaves romantic-mood spell for commercials, with masterly re-creations
of great love stories. Broadcast recordings.
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THE WHISTLER
10:00-10:30 PM EDT, Wednesdays
Household Finance Corp.

LET'S PRETEND
11:05-11:30 AM EDT, Saturdays
Cream of Wheat Corp.

GIVE AND TAKE
2:00-2:30 PM EDT, Saturdays
The Toni Company

SUSPENSE
8:00-8:30 PM EDT,Thursdays
Roma Wine Company, Inc.

SPECIAL SHOWS FOR SPECIAL PURPOSES

Great Music for Mass

Influence:

New York Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra: 3:00-4:30 p.m., EDT, Sundays, beginning October 12t1:.
With Bruno Walter as next season's musical adviser (and conductor of many Sunday concerts),
broadcasts reach weekly audiences of 13,000,000 people and furnish a background for a middlespot which pulled 250,000 direct requests from listeners. Recordings and analysis available.

Self-Improvement

Sales Appeal:

Look Your Best: 10:00-10:30 am., EDT, Mondays-Fridays. (Not broadcast in N.Y.)

Only program on

the networks devoted to helping women make the most of good points, minimize bad features.
On sustaining, draws 7,000 requests a month for "advice sheets". Broadcast recordings,
analysis, available.

Farm Market

Selector:

Columbia's Country Journal:

2:30-3:00 p.m., EDT,Saturdays. Best farm-beamed program on the

air, according to Ohio State Institute for Education by Radio, Gardening Institute of America.
Crosby of Herald-Tribune says it..."gives five times as much information" as nearest
comparable series. Broadcast recordings, analysis, available.

Audience Participation:
Strike

It Rich:

10:30-11:00 p.m., EDT, Sundays. Todd Russell of "Double or Nothing" fame in one

of the most exciting quiz shows ever built. Features contestants with special need to
"strike it rich". Has each tell his story, gives him sizable cash "working capital", with
chance of pyramiding to 400%. Broadcast

recordings available.

Winner Take All: 3:30-4:00 p.m., EDT, Mondays-Fridays. A proven audience participation show
with the day-to-day carry-over suspense of a serial. On sustaining, against strong
sponsored competition, rates as high as a 5.2 Hooper. Broadcast recordings, analysis, available.
Your regular CBS representative will be glad to provide complete data on these and some
20 other CBS package shows available for sponsorship.

Sincerely,

L.124
li you

1O' at to leg

W,eo,

Director of Commercial Program Development
The

this lisle, oi CBS Patieet SOWS
regeulatly Iwrite us
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Columbia Broadcasting System

NEW GROUNDS

an evaluation of progress
By Davidson Taylor
V.-P. And Director Public Affairs, CBS

D

URING the past year, the Columbia Broadcasting System
has broken new ground in several areas of programming,
and these areas will be cultivated in the coming fall and
winter radio season.
The CBS Documentary Unit was instituted by Edward R. Murrow as Vice-President and Director of Public Affairs, and has presented such notable features as 'The Eagle's Brood," "Experiment
in Living," "A Long Life and a Merry One," and "The Sunny Side
of the Atom." By the end of 1947, Robert Heller,
head of the Documentary Unit, estimates that
twelve special documentary features will have
been presented. Subjects for forthcoming broadcasts include "We Went Back," based on actuality
recordings which have just been made by Bill
Downs and Jim Hurlbut in the European and Pacific theaters of war, to be heard Thursday, August
14, 10 to 11 PM; an actuality broadcast in connection with new Lincoln material which will be unlocked at the Library of Congress on Saturday,
July 26, 3:30 to 4 PM, and unscheduled projects
on the subject of old age, the American Indian,
education in the United States and several other
topics.
•
"CBS Is There" has introduced a new technique
the broadcasting of history. This program, proposed by Goodman Ace and produced under the supervision of Robert Lewis
Shayon, brings the CBS microphone into exciting historical scenes,
and John Charles Daley gives an eye-witness description of the
occurrence. It seems to us that this device opens up many imaginative possibilities for increased showmanship in educational
programs.
CBS has continued its activities in the package show field, and
two of its important new entertainment programs will be broadcast
on Monday nights before and after the Lux Radio Theater. Arthur
Godfrey's Talent Scouts, produced by Irving Mansfield, will be
heard 8:30 to 8:55 PM CNYT, and My Friend Irma, written and
produced by Cy Howard, from 10 to 10:30 PM CNYT under the
respective sponsorships of Lipton's and Swan. Arthur Godfrey's
daytime network program has been sold three times a week to
Chesterfield. CBS has at present the greatest number of package
shows sold it has had at any time in its history.
Among those which are still available for sponsorship are Robert Q. Lewis, who will shortly be heard 8 to 8:30 PM Saturday
nights; Sweeney and March, now broadcasting 8:30 to 8:55 PM
Saturdays, and Bill Goodwin, who is on the air 9 to 9:30 PM Saturdays. Abe Burrows begins a new series of quarter-hour comedy
presentations 10:30 to 10:45 PM Saturdays, July 26. Studio One,
on which Robert Landry and Fletcher Markle are collaborating,
will be continued indefinitely in the 9:30 to 10:30 PM time on Tuesday nights. Its early ratings have been decidedly encouraging.
Romance, which has an impressive commercial record, is available for sponsorship, as are Bill Robson's new show, Escape, and
Werner Michel's Rooftops of the City. Robson is also producer-director on Doorway to Life, the new dramatic series on problems
of child rearing, which will continue into the Fall and until further
notice.
RADIO

"Suspense", "Crime Photographer", "The Whistler", and
"Let's Pretend", all CBS package shows, are continuing under their
present sponsorship.
Edward R. Murrow returns to the air in a new broadcast five
times a week early in the Fall. Lowell Thomas will also be heard
transcontinentally on CBS in a Monday through Friday series of
news programs.
Hubbell Robinson, Jr. becomes Vice-President and Director of
Programs, bringing with him an impressive record
of having been production head at one network
and at two of the major agencies before joining
CBS. Prc grams will continue to be divided into the
areas of public affairs and entertainment, with the
two heads of the Program Department answerable
to top management for the content of broadcasts.
Ernest Martin, Director of Network Programs,
Hollywood, has recently been in New York for'conferences on the future of CBS transcontinental programming from the film capital.
•
During the summer, he and his colleagues have
been responsible for ten programs between the
hours of 6and 11 PM, CNYT, each week, and for
five daytime half hours. There is no intention of
slackening Hollywood activity in CBS-built shows,
but there is, on the contrary, every intention of preserving the
present activity and adding to the production schedule in Hollywood as the situation demands such additions.
William H. Fineshriber, Jr. as Assistant Director of Broadcasts
remains in his co-ordinating position to both the public affairs and
entertainment aspects of production at CBS.
Activities in the sale of cooperative programs have been centralized in Ralph Hatcher, who reports to the Station Relations Department, and in a short time he has already recorded a substantial increase of income in this field. The programs themselves
will continue to be produced by the Program Department.
•
The Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra of New York, the Philadelphia Orchestra and the CBS Symphony Orchestra will all be
heard during the Fall season. The Philharmonic will occupy its
usual 3 o'clock time on Sunday afternoon, the Philadelphia Orchestra will be on the air from 5 to 6 PM Saturdays subsequent
to the football season, and Invitation to Music will be heard late
Sunday nights rather than on Wednesday nights in the Fall and
Winter season.
During the past year, CBS has instituted a program of criticism
of the daily press over station WCBS, and Don Hollenbeck will
continue this new development with his broadcast, CBS Views the
Press, in its present time period, 6:15 to 6:30 PM, Saturdays. CBS
also made a forward step in explaining the problems of radio
broadcasters to the public with Lyman Bryson's broadcasts, Time
For Reason—About Radio, on Sunday afternoons.
The CBS Program Department plans to give continuing attention to better production in all types of programs.
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PROGRAMS OF TOMORROW

what will they be 114e?

By Charles C. Barry
Vice-President in Charge of Programs and Television
American Broadcasting Company, Inc.

T

HE radio programs, the television broadcasts of tomorrow,
what will they be like? Well, basically they'll all be programs
that the listening or viewing public prefer.
Radio is licensed to serve in the public interest, convenience and
necessity. To discharge our duties we must give the audience what
it likes and wants.
Trends in programming will vary as the public whim and fancy
dictates. There are those who look down their noses at the audience
participation program. And yet, judging on performance alone, they are a part of what the public
wants for they satisfy the Cinderella complex of
that part of the radio public which enjoys listening
to or being among the audience when some contestant wins a prize following abattle of wits. These
programs, in addition to justifying themselves as
radio fare, also have made ahit in television where
a sight gag can be appreciated.
•

That brings up the point of present-day radio
programs and their adaptability to television. In
direct answer to critics who contend that radio programs are good for a listening audience only and
have no appeal when telecast, let me remind them
that the huge demand for tickets to radio programs
proves that the broadcasts also are good visual
entertainment, hence good television. Indeed there also have been
reports that too many comics on the air are not keeping the home
audience in mind but through gestures and grimaces cause the
studio audience to send up gales of laughter much to the distress
of the radio listener who, sitting at home, is completely unaware
of the comedian's antics. Certainly such programs and the studio
by-play make for excellent television fare.
So much for the adaptability of present-day radio programs to
television.
Turning to television itself and the problems it will create, let us
first consider the categories in which video programs of the future
will be grouped. These include special films, special events and
live programs prepared for television.
Special films present no great problem for they can be edited and
narrated much in the same fashion as motion pictures and newsreels are handled. Special events, however, will require an entirely
different technique from radio's special events coverage.
•
Consider a baseball game. The announcer need not tell the
audience that the batter flied out to Joe Smith in center field 'with
men on second and third and one out. The good special events
announcer will explain the next possible move by the team at bat
and the reasons therefor. In short, he will become more a student
of the game and help his listeners to understand the event more
fully. Present-day radio announcers covering baseball games, possibly bearing this in mind, are giving commentaries more and more
in this vein, but because radio is a sound medium only they must
still continue to tell listeners what is going on in the field. The same
holds true for other special events such as football games, boxing,
etc., when televised.
Programs prepared especially for television present one immediately apparent problem for actors. They will not have a script.
Thus, unlike the movies which shoot the scenes in many "takes"
during which the cast is required only to know their individual role
RADIO

and lines in the scene being "shot" at the moment, television actors
will be scriptless the entire time the program is on the air—and,
there are no retakes. The question of being telegenic will not apply
to any great extent, for makeup may and probably will be used.
•
Frequency modulation broadcasting at the outset may be expected to expand greatly the use of good music through top flight
orchestras and musicians, for, FM with its ability to reproduce faithfully both the high notes and the lowest register
will make listening an added pleasure for music
lovers and music students. In spoken material, FM
will not mean agreat deal to the listener because in
a speech, the important thing for the speaker to do
is to get his message across and not to ring all the
stops on the scale. Aside from entertainment,
radio's great forte is news. Radio news, which
gained increasing importance during the wartime
years, has continued to hold a high percentage of
its peak audience even though the news emphasis
has shifted d great deal since the hectic days of
World War II.
News will be a prime feature of both television
and FM and will continue to hold its dominant position in standard radio broadcasting.
•
Films undoubtedly will play a great part in clarifying the news
for the television audience. When anewsworthy event takes place,
say in Cairo, Egypt, films will show the home viewer what the city
looks like, what its people are like, its chief industries and needs.
Thus, films will point up the interest and provide valuable background for television news. Maps and drawings also will come into
play when films are unavailable.
Thus, tci sum it up, television and FM probably will use similar
programs to present-day radio broadcasts but especially in television, modifications and refinements most suitable to the medium
will be adapted. In short, television will be a combination of the
movies and radio while FM undoubtedly will enhance the music
lover's enjoyment of music and at the same time spread musical
culture farther throughout the country, much in the same manner
that ABC's broadcasts of the Metropolitan Opera and the Boston
and Detroit symphonies spread good music over the land.
A man in the balcony asks me what will happen to transcription
programs and record programs. Brother, Iknow the answer but
you'll have to keep your dial set to ABC, for I'm not going to tell
you now.
Radio essentially is an entertainment medium. Thus, all programs from variety shows through educational features and on to
forums and news broadcasts must be presented in the manner best
calculated to hold the interest of the listener.
•
The manner in which ABCs special programs such as "Hiroshima," "Schoolteacher-1947," and "Slums," have served to point
up important issues of the day may be taken as a harbinger of
future programming of this type.
In discharging its responsibility to serve in the public interest,
convenience and necessity, radio also has provided notable public
service in broadcasting appeals and assisting in disseminating
disaster news and information. Notable cases in point have been
the recent mid-Western floods and the Texas City holocaust.
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CORRECTION PLEASE!
Just because we won 1st award for the best sponsored spot announcements produced in the
United States is no reason why we should be "tyPed" as aspot producer, only.

4?

Just Iota: at this array of programs!
30-MINUTE PROGRAMS
MYSTERY HOUSE—a thriller with outstanding Hooper ratings, 52 episodes.
MUSICAL LINGO--a legal form of "Bingo," listeners participate, script show.
IN HIS
name, 26 episodes.
STEPS--adapted from the best selli n g book of the same
\

15-MINUTE PROGRAMS
P INOCCHIO

ADVENT
U RES WITH ADMIRAL BYRD
26 programs
B ABY DAYS
26 programs
BEAUTY
52 musical
THAT

LET'S39 LEAR
N SPANISH
episodes
LINDA'S FIRST LOVE

MARY
DAUGHTER
FOSTER.
800 Episodes
20 0

K AY

LORRAINE SHOW
usical prog rams
WORTHS
78 programs
KEEPING UP WITH THE
53 m

WIGGLES-

60

THE

OF)

78 Episodes
STREAMLINED FAIRY TALES

1,000 epi sodes

EN
sh ows
DURES

(ADVENTURES

EDIT OR' S

programs

THIS 52IS programs
MAGIC
54 programs
VOICES
O F YESTERDAY

programs

MYSTERY CHEF
PERSONAL PROBLEMS
260 prog-rams

WISHING WELL
li ve script show, with recordings

5-MINUTE PROGRAMS

HERE'S LOOKING AT YOU

HUMAN

FUIllItUre —60

65 shows
156 shows
FANFARE

SPORTS

THIS THING CALLED
65 shows

LOVE

INTEREST
STORIES
Personal Loa ns-60

lewelry-60

Life Insurance-54

Optical -90

Banking -30

SYNDICATED 30-SECOND SPOTS

HELPFUL HARRY—Hoosehold hints in rhyme and rhythm
KILROY WAS HERE

rchandising stunt that's a "lulu"

LOOKING AHEAD—New inventions, things to come
WEATHER FORECAST TINGLES---Tho 1946 Prize Winner—now sold

230 markets

CUSTOM-BUILT SPOTS
We make them to order—We write original music, lyrics, furnish cast, and do complete job from
"A to Z"•

For agencies, stations and sponsors.

WRITE FOR BROCHURES, CATALOG AND COMPLETE DETAILS
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SHOWS •OF •9110111101t
Eighth Annual RADIO DAILY "Shows of Tomorrow," which follows, presents an
alphabetical list of shows available for sponsorship. Compilation of this data has been
made through the cooperation of the networks, producers, stations and other branches of the
industry. Each show has been classified into one of twenty categories. All information
herein was obtained by questionnaire and in each case was signed by an accredited agent or
official of the producer or station submitting the show. RADIO DAILY does not assume
responsibility for possible confliction in title, idea or other contingencies that may arise in
connection with the listings on succeeding pages.
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DRAMATIC SERIES

A House In The Country

Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
NBC's newest recorded program is a 'Audience Appeal: Entire family
bright half-hour situcrtion-comedy — you ISuggested for: Evening
will find yourself laughing in sheer de- 'Client Suitability: General
light at the antics of Joan and Bruce Number of Artists: Approximately 5
Marshall after they move from the city Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
to "a house in the country" — cast in- Submitted by: Mutual Broadcasting Syscludes some of radio's finest talent and
tem, 1440 Broadway, New York 18,
is written by ace scripter. Ray Knight.
N. Y.
The whole family will love this show
that's fresh as country air — and twice
as stimulating.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Household furnishings
and equipment, Real Estate, Department Stores
Number of Artists: 20-25
Cost: Available at syndicated rates
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: NBC Radio-Recording Division, National Broadcasting Co., 30
Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20,
N. Y.

The Adventures Of
Bill Lance
The Adventures of Bill Lance concern
the exploits of Bill Lance, a private detective-criminologist, and his close friend
and roommcrte. Professor Ulysses Higgins.
Bill Lance, played by Columbia
Pictures . star Gerald Mohr, is a wealthy,
handsome and musically talented bad>
olor who dabbles in crime detection as a
hobby.
Professor Higgin. played by
Howard McNear, is an eccentric research
biologist who assists Lance in unraveling
the complicated situations with which
Lance is faced.

The Adventures of
Jefferson Conrad

Kollmar as Boston Blackie, with Maurice
Tarplin, Leslie Woods, and others. Based
on stories in Cosmopolitan Magazine and
currently featured in the famous motion
picture series released by Columbia Pictures.
Consistently out-rates other top
mysteries.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any type
Number of Artists: Cast 8 to 10—and orchestra
Cost: ET—Based on population

Jefferson Conrad, Captain of the "Black
Barracuda" is an adventure series especially designed as adult entertainment,
yet retaining the action which is so ap- I
iSubmitted
Audition Facilities:
by: Frederic
Transcriptions
W. Ziv Company,
pealing to juveniles. This is a story of
1529 Madison Road, Cincinnati 6,
a daring, resourceful, romantic captain of
Ohio
a trading schooner in the South Seas.
Loved by many, feared by a few, his
name is known fa r an d w id e — his
justice is swift an d re l
ent l
ess —
written
by one of America's finest adventure
story writers.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any
Number of Artists: 7 and production and
Music

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Mutual-Don Lee Broadcastmg System, 5515 Melrose Ave., Hollywood 38, California

The Avenger
Popular
Mystery
Show
completely
transcribed.
Now playing such major

CRS

Is There
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background. The nature of the program
will vary from week to week, including
dramas of romance, mystery, comedy and
adventure. They will be told in the form
of a story with dramatic flashbacks introduced by a narrator.
The ticking of a
clock will be woven throughout the program as the narrator appears indicating
that time is the essence, and that he has
just thirty minutes to tell his story.
The
stories will dramatize "fate's" role in our
lives.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by:
American Broadcasting
Co., 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York
20, N. Y.

John Crosby, hearing this half-hour
Close Shares
program in audition, reported: "CBS has
The thrilling, exciting events in the
come up with a novel experiment for re- lives of listeners will be re-created in this
.viving some of the world's top news
dramatized series, Close Shaves. The
stories of by-gone years . . . presents
events will be taken from letters written in
Ihistory as a news story covered same
by listeners, describing the "close shaves"
way the network would cover any topin their lives: the winning incidents that
flight story.
Throughout, actual quotes
are dramatized on the programs will earn
and genuine historic incidents... Besides
a prize for the persons sending them in.
providing a painless history lesson . . .
Radio's top actors, an electric organ, and
an exciting program.
Packs a genuine
clever sound effects all contribute to the
wallop."
Robert Lewis Shayon directs.
realism of this series.
Availability: Live talent
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Time Units: Fifteen minutes, 1, 3 or 5
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Kiy
Suggested for: Evening
Audience Appeal: Male
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Suggested for: Evening
Submitted by: CBS, 485 Madison Ave.
Client Suitability: Men's shaving products
New York 22, N. Y.
Number cf Artists: Six
Challenge Of The Yukon Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Commodore Productions,
The Challenge Of The Yukon is a fast1350 No. Highland Avenue, Hollymoving program of adventure and drama
wood 28, California
of the Northwest Mounted Police who

markets as Los Angeles (8.6) St. Louis
(9.7) Chicago (8.2) and many other cities.
Outstanding cast of network artists. ProAudience Appeal: Entire family
duced in New York.
Companion series
Suggested for: Evening
to The Shadow. Each episode complete
Number of Artists: Approx. 9 actors
in itself.
Advertisers will find this proeventually brought law and order to the
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Colonel Huinphrey Flack
gram an outstanding audience builder.
Yukon.
The great Klondike Gold Rush
Submitted by:
American Broadcasting Better than many network mysteries at
Colonel Humphrey Flack, character creof the 90's is used as the background
Co., 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York low single city rates.
for the two main characters, Sgt. Preston ated in the Saturday Evening Post, trans20, N. Y.
Availability: E. T.
and his big lead dog. King.
Each half fers his hilarious adventures as a Robin
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Hood among confidence men to the air.
hour broadcast is a complete story.
Audience Appeal: Entire family
The Adventures Of
Produced by: Trendle-Campbell Broad- Availability: Live talent
Suggested for: Evening
casting Corp., 1700 Stroh Bldg., De- Time Units: 30 minutes, one weekly
Bulldog Drummond
Client Suitability: All types seeking large
Audience Appeal: Entire family
troit 26, Mich.
The Adventures of Bulldog Drummond
audience
Suggested for: Evening
recounts the exciting experiences of a Number of Artists: 6-8 including musical Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Audience Appeal: Entire family
great fictional detective. Captain Hugh
background
Submitted by: National Broadcasting ComSuggested for: Evening
Drummond, better
known as
Bulldog Cost: Rates start at $10 per episode
pany, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Drummond, is a polished man-about-town, Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
York 20, N. Y.
Submitted by: American Broadcasting Co.,
whose hobby is crime detection and the Submitted by: Charles Michelson, Inc., 67
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20,
app:ehension of criminals. Aided by his
W. 44th St., New York 18, N. Y.
N. Y.
The Count Of Monte Cristo
man, Denny, Drummond manages to get
Alexandre Dumas' famous stories of
himself in and out of hair-raising situaBoston !Hackie
The Clock
Edmond Dantes, the dashing "Count of
tions. Ned Weyer plays the title role.
Thrilling adventure-detective stories and
The Clock is a series of dramas with Monte Cristo," who helped and befriendAvailability: Live talent
daring mystery drama, starring Richard the over-all feeling of 'destiny' in the
ed the oppressed in early nineteenth
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PRACTICAL PROGRAM SCRIPTS
More than 1,000 alert station managers are making
profitable use of the various PROGRAM CONTNIIITIES provided as a special service by BMI.

Because BMI CONTINUITIES are saleable packages,
commercia/ managers are cashing in daily. Each
script includes the use of carefully selected BMIlicensed music, cued to all of the major transcription
libraries and to available phonograph records.

YOUR SERVICE

All are distinctive and refreshing program ideas,
and effectively
prepared by a staff of
continuity
writers.

smoothly
reputable

ORGANIZATION

ACCORDING TO THE RECORD-Tbnely facts about

the

unsual.

with musical cues that fit neatly into a dynamic 5-minute
show. Available seven times per week for 52 weeks.
SPOTLIGHT ON A STAR—A headline radio show. New and un Five minutes, five times weekly.
INSIDE STORY (A New Series)-Colorful and little-known stories
behind songs,
American
customs and traditions. Fifteen
minutes,
three times
weekly.
LOVE LETTERS AND LOVE SONGS

Exciting, romantic en-

tertainment. A complete series of 5-miente programs.
Five times per week for 52 weeks.
SPECIAL EVENTS--Timely prox,rrams commemorating national events.

Complete half hour scripts, periodically.

erentiets el %Wile
Yell succeeding year

finds

eel

service to broad-

castes building and eipaeug. 'Today broadcastes
receive regularly a variety of special
programming •

These Bill services are provided throughout the

ere oiao to music

e'en designed to

e

Year,

cost, to all 114114icensed stations.

eta

simplify te ptoblems of ttt broadcaster.
sea useful baroMeter of current
vets
all record and transcrieion releases. Recently added is tbe nes "Pie 13P" stteet of Pee
eeests, your guide to tile best in to.% mute.

FIFM 014 UP See --11aMly
111'î `eles.

Dec.

oe b. --P. complete volume of vital statistics on tbe estimes

top recording artists. etograpbical sketctes, plus emir

BM! IS YOURS—

records of ea-licensed soets.
PRACI1CAt. PROGRAMS OP 11f-C°R010 Mee -- -expert selection of full-lame musical prograins in 15-minute segMeets.
Perfect for participating
'PNvelve bouts of top-

steels.

For Radio

estver ptograteeVag issued moetbil.
en% tnus%C see--141.cattey ieceatiet beetie. 'îlte TOP

CO guide
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Ott
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nevi record teases.

pp;(1t9g --inside stories are tintely tiPs
tbe
11p" bits. ideal teeter eater, issued montblv.

HOODO ItItlee-Peeance listing

of

about eery national boliatty.

"Pie

appropriate Music to

and By Radio

iust

reseecb-seing job.

THERE IS ALWAYS A BMI HIT
FOR

YOUR
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SHOW

WHEN IT'S

IT'S YOURS

M USIC FOR EVERY PROGRAM NEED
To provide broadcasters with a large and adequate
variety of every type of music has been the aim of
BMI since its inception. Year by year the BMI catalogue has steadily grown in size and in value. The
1947 repertoire of BMI music is more
Ole>
b e"

than 400V,

greater than it was six years ago.
BMI's repertoire of American folk music surpasses
that of any other licensing agency. In the field of

111›
111
›

Latin-American music BMI is outstanding. In every
other classification of music, current popular songs,
dance music, hot jazz, serious and semi-classical, the
BMI repertoire provides you with sufficient music to
fill very program need.

(

BYAND FOR THE BROADCA STE R
Every bit of music in the BMI catalogue
is your music... .

vevs10 ceitke toe ovep:cto
1330ADCAS't eve, ilC., 179,S 'ZS'

Every service provided by BMI to broadcasters is your service. ...

teblisbed ena is lneinteinea and ()peed. by eeè" fat tbe broeacesting

Every BMI song performed on radio is
your song....
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elected
"titeneenent oted
13141
is ditectea
ee
deste .
by tbe byoadcastieg ieest,c1, aed feegelded
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Orders! Orders! Orders!
and NO WONDER

5minutes ... 5days aweek ... trarscribed series
of human interest stories. Fascinating facts and
fables about the great end near great—story
gems that hold audiences spellbound.
Knute Rockne once boxed with Dwight D. Eisenhower. They were youngsters then, and the story
had never been told -until Knox Manning poured
it out.
He has a million like that, in "BEHIND THE
SCENES."

e \ND% \ffiffietP6

ffi
ABOUT KNOX MANNING
He narrated the best documentary made in 1945 "Hitler Lives."
It won an Oscar. It was his voice you heard in the Academy
Award Winner, "A Boy and His Dog," best one reeler of 1946.
"Facing Your Danger" the best two reeler of 1946 was backed
with the Manning voice and charm. It won an Oscar award for
its producer. Plus some 500 other movie credits. He has announced the Sherlock Holmes series; "Ann Scotland" and "Hollywood Preview." His voice is recognized across America.

..... •

C••••
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o
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26.
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50,

Look at these typical LOW PRICES
Sandusky, Ohio
Vicksburg, Miss.
Lockport, N. Y
(We can ship
13 weeks 165
shows Iat one
timetosaveyou
money on trans-

Jefferson City, Mo.
Norwich, Conn
Charleston, S. C.
Springfield, Ohio
Portland, Me. ,

portation costs)

Topeka, Kan
Fresno, Calif
Shreveport, La

per week
(5 shows)
$7.50
7.50
7.50
7.50
7.50
7.50
7.50
7.50
7.50
7.50
10.00

El Paso, Texas
Springfield, Ill.
Troy, N. Y
Johnstown, Pa.
Fort Worth, Texas
Salt Lake City
Tulsa, Okla.
Albany, N. Y.
Bridgeport, Conn.
Toledo, Ohio
Omaha, Neb.

per week
(5 shows)
$10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
12.50
12.50
12.50
12.50
12.50
15.00
15.00

Phone, wire or write for rates and EXCLUSIVE in your area

435 South La Cienega •Los Angeles 36, California
Telephone BRadshow 2-2731 • CRestview 6-6137
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century France, are recreated for radio.
In the title role is Carleton Young, veteran radio actor, with Ann Stone as Marie
Duchesne. Musical background is supplied by an orchestra directed by Harry
Zimmerman.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any type
Number of Artists: 7 to 10 plus music
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Mutual Broadcasting System, 1440 Broadway, New York 18,
N. Y.

Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Rockhill Radio, 18 East
50th StrE--,t, New York 22, New York

.1ntly Devine Show

DRAMATIC SERIES
two or local doctor--usually picked-up
near end of period.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly

such as Admiral Byrd, Lowell Thomas.
Deems
Taylor,
Lauritz
Melchior
and
others. Howard Lindsay, star of "Life
with Father" is emcee. He interviews the
"guest father" each week, and when the
interview leads up to some important
event in the life of the guest, program
fades into an actual dramatization of
that event.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, once or twice
weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Sunday Afternoon or Evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 5 to 15
Cost: Based on market used and station
power. From $5.00 per program up
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted
by:
Kermit-Raymond
Radio
Productions, 11 East 52nd St., New
York 22, N. Y.

A brand new half hour show. Starring Audience Appeal: Entire family
Andy Devine in true stories of the West, Suggested for: Afternoon
supported by Hollywood's top actors: Client Suitability: All clients desirous of
a profit and prestige-building proCharles Lung, Joe Forte, Frank Gaham,
gram
Ken Christy.
Charles Lyon announcing.
Written by Lou Fulton and Paul Pierce. Number of Artists: Announcer, dramatic
cast and orchestra
Directed by J. Clinton Stanley. Featuring
Crime Club
Henry Russell's orchestra with original Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
by:
National
Broadcasting
Doubleday & Company's
library of music. Available on regional or network Submitted
Company, Merchandise Mart, Chiover 900 original Crime Club books is basis only. Tianscribed only. One show
cago 54, Ill.
the source for this intriguing panorama per week. Definitely network caliber.
of mystery. Books dramatized range from Availability: E. T .
Doorway To Life
sophisticated tales of deduction to strange Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
plots with a spine-tingling atmosphere. Audience Appeal: Entire family
Hard-hitting drama for the whole famfor:
Morning,
Afternoon, ily, bringing to life authentic case hisStories are adapted for radio by Stedman Suggested
Evening
Coles and each dramatization is introtories of problems in child-rearing.
Reduced to the radio audience by the Crime Client Suitability: Any type client (no beer enacts actual problem, then narrates and
or
alcoholic
beverages)
Club librarian, played by Maurice Wells.
dramatizes happiest solution suggested by
Number of Artists: 24
Availability: Live talent
professional experts.
Each script superCost: Very reasonable based on multiple vised and approved by nationally promTime Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
markets used
Audience Appeal: Entire family
inent psychologists and sociologists. OrigFavorite Story With
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
inates CBS-Hollywood.
Suggested for: Evening
Ronald Colman
Submitted by: Teleways Radio Produc- Avai'ability: Live talent
Client Suitability: Any type
Shirley Temple, Orson Welles, Spencer
tions, Inc., 8949 Sunset Blvd., Holly- Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Number of Artists: 7 to 10 plus music
Tracy, Bing Crosby pick their Favorite
wood 46, Calif.
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Stories, which are brilliantly dramatized
Suggested for: Evening
Submitted by: Mutual Broadcasting Sysin the most lavish series of half-hour proDiary Of Fate
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
tem, 1440 Broadway, New York 18,
ductions ever transcribed.
All-star cast:
N. Y.
Here's a "mystery" show with an un- Submitted by: CBS, 485 Madison Avenue,
Ben Alexander, John Beal, Janet Waldo,
New York 22, N. Y.
usual twist that appeals to all members
Vincent Price, Lurene Tuttle, William
Crossroads To A dieu ture of the family. The star of the show is
Conrad in addition to Ronald Colman.
-Fate", who tells a story in each episode
Drea HI Street
Crossroads To Adventure is a half-hour
15-piece orchestra under the direction of
Half hour dramatic show, with tre- Claude Sweeten: brilliant musical scores
show based on the personal experiences that is ably dramatized by an outstanding
cast
of
Hollywood
actors.
"Fate
- tells
mendous general appeal. Stories of ad- by
of von Baumann, noted explorer, geogRobert
Mitchell.
Stories
include
rapher and adventurer. These stories are how little things that happen govern ones venture, love, mystery, drama and melo- "Wuthering Heights," -Cyrano de Berlife,
how
"Fate
- steps
in
and
changes
drama all oven into the pattern. Written gerac." -Dr. Jekyl and Mr. Hyde," etc.
factual yet have all the itrique, mystery
and adventure of popular fiction appeal. the path of one's life. The dramatic cir- by Charles Monroe, produced by Doug Available transcribed.
cumstances
make
this
one
of
radios
most
Chandler, original musical scores by Mark Availabili:y: E. T.
There are running characters so that there
Ably pro- White, Russ Gorman's Orchestra, Frank
is a carry-over each week. Von Baumann unusual -mystery" series.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
has enough material to carry the series ctuced by Larry Finley and starring Her- Gallup, announcer, with visiting guest Audience Appeal: Entire family
bert Lytton as -Fate -. Free audition disc. star leads. This show also provides for
through 7 to 10 years.
Suggested for: Evening
Availability: E. T.
Availability: Live talent
mail pull. Audition recording and easel Client Suitability: Any type
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
presentation available.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Cost: E'
Based on population
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Availability: Live talent
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Suggested for: Evening
Suggested for: Evening
Time Units: 30 minutes, weekly
Submitted by: Frederic W. Ziv Company,
Client Suitability: Any type
Client Suitability: General
Audience Appeal: Entire family
1529 Madison Road, Cincinnati 6,
Number of Artists: 12
Suggested
for:
Evening
Number of Artists: 5 to 7 and orchestra
Ohio
Cost: According to market to be covered
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Client Suitability: General appeal, any
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
First .%ight
product
Submitted by: von Baumann Studio, 331
Submitted
by:
Finley
Transcriptions,
Inc.,
Current and coming Broadway producEast 71st St., New York 27, N. Y.
Number of Artists: Depending upon script
8983 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Audition Facilities: Audition record avail- tions adapted for radio and starring Jose
able
Ferrer. Features members of the BroadDark Of Night
Did Justice Triumph?
Submitted by: Basch Radio Productions, way casts as well as entertaining comBased on the deep-rooted interest of
Dramatizations of exciting legal case.
17 East 45th Street, New York 17, ment on the Theatre by Mr. Ferrer.
people in their own dreams and the
histories have been adapted from the
N. Y.
Availability: Live talent
dreams
others, this program presents
famous New York Sunday News series.
Time Units: 60 minutes, 1 weekly
original radio dramas adapted from the
Audience is afforded partic u l
ar
i
ns i
g ht
Family Theatre
Audience Appeal: Entire family
plots suggested by dreams submitted by
Basic theme of the Family Theatre is Suggested for: Evening
listeners. The show can take whatever into the due processes of the law and an
opportunity to iudge whether or not the the
strengthening
of
our
civilization Client Suitability: General
direction desired by
psycho.
sponsor
accused are given fitting punishment. through a closer relationship between the Number of Artists: three to ten, with
logical drama, love stories, farce or light
George Carson Putnam, well-known com- family as a group and God. Each presenfil teen musicians
comedy. Endless variety possible — and
mentator and newscaster, hand'es the tation of this program is concerned with Cost: on request
within a solidly commercial framework
a pressing family problem, many of which Audition Facilities: Scripts available
Availability: Live talent
Availability: Live talent
were caused by the war. The guiding Submitted
by:
Television-Radio
EnterTime Units: 30 minutes, I weekly
jTime Units: 30 minutes,
1 weekly
force behind the Family Theatre is the
prises, Inc., 104 East 40th Street, New
Audience Appeal: Entire family
IAudience Appeal: Entire family
Reverend Patrick Peyton, C.S.C., who beYork 16, N. Y.
Suggested for: Evening
'Suggested for: Evening
lieves that these problems can be solved
Client Suitability: Ideal for Bedding Ac,Client Suitability: Any type
Stephen Graham. Family
with the aid of simple, entertaining and
count. General appeal, as well
Number of Artists: 8 to 10 plus music
natural radio scripts. Top Hollywood perDOCI or
Number of Artists: 6-8 and orch, if desired
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
sonalities are heard on each program.
Produced
in
cooperation
with
the
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions; Scripts
Submitted by: Mutual Broadcasting Sys- Availability: Live talent
and Presentation
!
American Medical Association, Stephen
tem, 1440 Broadway, New York 18, Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Graham is the story of the role played
Submitted by: Corday-Roberts, Inc., 41 1
N. Y.
Audience Appeal: Entire family
by a general practitioner in the life of
W. 53rd St., New York 19, N. Y.
Suggested for: Evening
an American town. A recent broadcast
Doctors it Work
Client Suitabiity: Prestige, Institutional
of the program from the scene of the
The Deril To Pay
An informative, interesting series of Number of Artists: 8 to 12
AMA convention outlined the situations a
Here is a distinctive and outstanding
ch amatized programs, produced in co- IAudition Facilities: Transcriptions
country doctor faces when he first hangs
show of mystery-and-suspense that com- operation with the American Medical
Submitted by: Mutual Broadcasting Sys- out his shingle in a community dominated
bines action-packed melodrama with the
Association.
Each show is designed to
tem, 1440 Broadway. New York 18, by custom and tradition.
world's oldest morality tale. The "Devil"
carry a vital message to every American
N. Y.
Availability: Live talent
-- neither strange nor macabre, cut al- family, and through the use of a central
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
most gentlemanly — is the narrator and character. Dr. Riggs, great scientific digFamous Fathers
Audience Appeal: Entire family
"tempter" in each story. Wonderful ve- ccveries and their application to the cure
America's
Famous
Fathers
is
a Suggested for: Evening
hicle for star like Peter Lorre, Claude and prevention of disease are forcibly dramatic-interview
series
starring
big Client Suitability: Particularly good for
Rains, Arnold Moss.
pointed out. Speaker -AMA Representa- name personalities, one on each show.
drug product
-
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FOR OVER 15 YEARS, the cry of "Hi
Yo Silver" has been an eagerly awaited summons to a half-hour of thrilling radio entertainment.

"The Lone Ranger" has built a

rating ranging from 9to 12. That means more
than ten million people now listen three times
each week to this veteran radio success. No
half-hour dramatic program has ever been able
to top this record!

FOR NEARLY 8 YEARS, "The Green
Hornet" has brought thrills and chills to coastto-coast audiences. As a movie serial, "The
Green Hornet" has been second in popularity
only to "The Lone Ranger." While broadcast
on a local basis, "The Green Hornet" did a
successful selling job on all types of merchandise, from dairy products to men's shirts. Now
it's sponsored on the coast-to-coast ABC network by General Mills.

WRITTEN

AND

PRODUCED

BY THE TRENDLE-CAMPBELL

WorldRadioHistory

In this action-packed radio show, another great
agent of justice, Sgt. Preston of the Northwest

This program is a "natural" for some alert
advertiser who wants to move large volumes of

Mounted Police, aided by his trusted dog King,
fights for law and order in the gold-mad Klondike.

merchandise fast. The adventures of Sgt. Preston

Each of these complete half-hour programs
bears "The Lone Ranger" stamp of excitement
and drama.. .with the added suspense of the
mystery and intrigue of the inscrutable Frozen

and King appeal to every age group, for the
program has the same ingredients as "The Lone
Ranger."
If you're looking for ashow that's exciting...
adventurous ... dramatic. .. inspiring:

North. Just as "The Lone Ranger" is the saga
of the Pioneer Southwest, "Challenge of the
Yukon" re-creates the stirring era of ambition,
adventure and excitement of the Klondike Gold
Rush days.

BROADCASTING

CORPORATION

WorldRadioHistory

WIRE OR WRITE
Trendle-Campbell Broadcasting Corp.
1700 Stroh Building
Detroit 26, Michigan
or
The American Broadcasting Company

AR FEATURES,

Inc.

247 PARK AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY

RADIO
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Number of Artists: 6 to 10 plus music
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Mutual Broadcasting System, 1440 Broadway, New York 18,
N. Y.

Grumps

Client Suitability: Any product
Number of Artists: 6 to 10
Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: W. Biggie Levin Agency,
612 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago
11, Illinois

Gramps. a lovable old character, who
The Human Journal
lives with his daughter and her family,
gets the household in and out of amusThe Human Journal is a dramatic naring difficulties each week, in a family rative type of program featuring William
type show revolving around a strongly Duane and Franklyn MacCormack as the
marked central character.
story tellers. Two unusual tales of the
Availability: Live talent
great and humble are included on each
Time Units: 30 minutes, one weekly
broadcast. Three minutes of open time is
Audience Appeal: Entire family
allowed for commercial copy. A separate
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
15-second promotional spot is recorded
Submitted by: National Broadcasting Com- on some disc. The Human Journal is writpany, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New ten by Perry Wolff and directed by Ben
York 20, N. Y.
Park.
!Availability: E. T.
Grarad Marquee
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Here is light drama showcased in an Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon; Evening
arresting format that accents the glamour
of the theatre. Olan Soule is starred each Client Suitability: Any Client
week in dramatic stories of humor and Number of Artists: 4
action. He is supported by a large or- Audition Faciliites: Transcriptions
chestra and cast.
Submitted by: Jewell Radio Productions,
Availability: Live talent
Wrigley Building, 410 N. Mich., Chicago 11, Illinois
Time Units: 30 minutes, one weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
I Deal In Crime
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
1Deal in Crime is a mystery series, one
Submitted by: National Broadcasting Com- of the best in radio. It is fast, packed with
pany, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New suspense
and
thrills,
leavened
with
York 20, N. Y.
humor. The leading character, Ross Dolan,

flaunting Hour
-Mystery

at its best"—half-hour dramatizations of original psychological mysteries, "whodunit" thrillers—use of mood
music and sound effects set the scene
for these exciting mystery stories—top
flight writers furnish original scripts—
features prominent stars of stage and
screen—the program creates true characters, gives possible situations and then
leaves you to solve the mystery with
the aid of clues—keeps you on edge—a
really thrilling experience!
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
C:ient Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 8-14
Cost: Available at syndicated rates
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: NBC Radio-Recording Division, National Broadcasting Co., 30
Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20,
N. Y.

Melanie Iledwick
Psychiatrist
Melanie Hedwick — Psychiatrist. The
story of a woman psychiatrist and her
cases. Stark drama with touches of comedy. Real heart warming characters surround her to make an over-all first rate
night time fare.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General, where adult
]s desired
Number of Artists: 5 to 10 and Orch.
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: von Baumann Studio, 331
East 71st St., New York 21, N. Y.

Hoodoo Hunt
Dramatic show exposing superstitions
of all kinds. Each show traces, in mystery
play form, the origin of some superstition,
explains and exposes the fallacies behind
the basis.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, five times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening

RADIO

DRAMATIC SERIES
Submitted by: Jack Rourke Productions, fine quarter-hour dramatic thriller.
6331 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Availability: E. T.
Calif.
Time Units: Fifteen Minutes, Once Weekly .

Alan Ladd Show
(Tentative Title)
An outstanding half hour adventure
program. This is a brand new, fresh
series, involving adventure situations in
all parts of the world. The story is original, with each human interest packed
episode complete. However, a continuity
of characters and format is carried
throughout the series. The writing, acting, directing, and music is done by top
names in radio and pictures. Now available for sponsorship via transcription.
Availabi:ity: E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any product or service
with mass appeal
Number of Artists: Varies from approximately 5 to 10, in addition to orch.
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Mayfair Transcription Co.,
942 So. La Brea, Hollywood, Calif.

Hawk Lara bee

is a "private eye," a private detective
Fast-action
wide-open-spaces
drama
just back from the wars. Ross Dolan lust series keyed to the trend for "westerns"
naturally attracts trouble ... and women. of the type of Sea of Grass, Duel in the
Played by Bill Gargan, one of the films' Sun. Hawk Larabee is hotel keeper in
most outstanding young actors, Dolan is resettled ghost town in west, takes listentough but appealing.
ers on hard-riding adventure with both
Availability: Live talent
outlaws and law-abiding settlers. Variety:
Time Units: thirty minutes, once weekly
"has the makin's . . . flavor and merit
Audience Appeal: Entire family
...Barton Yarborough's (Larabee) Texan
Suggested for: Evening
twang fits neatly into setting." Produced
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
by William N. Robson, CBS-Hollywood.
Submitted by: American Broadcasting Co., ;Availability: Live talent
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
N. Y.
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon; Evening
If I Were Rich
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Dramatization of cases which come to Submitted by: CBS, 485 Madison Avenue,
New York 22, N. Y.
the attention of a war veteran, who has
been left a fabulous fortune with the provision that he must give away fifty dol- C. P. MacGregor Presents
lars every day for the benefit of humanDesigned and created to compare with
ity. Audience sends in tips about folks -live - transcontinental shows, in a packwho need help. Subjects of stories do age of audience tested half-hour programs
exist (fictitious names used) and they do so diversified in plot character that they
receive the fifty dollars.
range the spectrum of drama from sparkAvailability: Live talent
ing high comedy to the most beautiful of
Time Unit: 15 minutes, five times weekly
love stories. Only the top stars, supportAudience Appeal: Entire family
ing actors, writers, producers and musiSuggested for: Any hour
cians have been employed to make the
Client Suitability: General
C. P. MacGregor Presents a dramatic
Number of Artists: 6 to 12
radio show that you, as its sponsor, will
Cost: On request
be proud to attach your name and your
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: W. Biggie Levin Agency,
612 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago
11, Illinois

merchandise in presenting the best in entertainment to your public. To guarantee
unlimited dividends to your merchandising and your prestige.
Availability: E. T.
Justice
Time Units: Thirty minutes, One weekly
Starring Francis X. Bushman and Knox Audience Appecd: Entire family
Manning this is a high type of mystery Suggested for: Evening
program intended to elevate the position Client Suitability: All types who want a
of the guardian of our laws and those
large audience. Proven Hooper rating
who carry through in the courtroom to Number of Artists: 4 to 10 and music
effect "Justice." Francis X. Bushman as Cost: Based upon the size of the station
the Judge and Knox Manning as the
and the market
State's Attorney, turn in top perform- Submitted by: C. P. MacGregor Company,
ances. A highly dramatic thirty-minute
729 South Western Avenue, Hollyprogram with the emphasis on the crime wood 5, California
doesn't-pay angle, and not too much
"blood and thunder."
Manhunt
Availability: Live talent
An exciting mystery thriller—each epiTime Units: Thirty minutes, Once weekly
sode is a complete dramatic adventure
Audience Appeal: Entire family
featuring the dashing Drew Stevens and
!
t
Suggested for: Evening
charming Patricia O'Connor, leading charClient Suitability: General
acters. Superbly written, expertly cast
Number of Artists: Twenty-five
and also starring Larry Haines. Jean ElAudition Facilities: Transcriptions
lyn, Maurice Tarplin, and others. A really

DAILY
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Audience Appeal: Entire Family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any type
Number of Artists: Approximately 5
Cost: E. T. Based on Population
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Frederic W. Ziv Company,
1529 Madison Road, Cincinnati 6,
Ohio

Married For Life
Married For Life is a program dedicated to a happy and memorable start
in life for lucky young couples planning
matrimony. The first fifteen minutes of
the show are devoted to a dramatization
of their romance, while the couple is interviewed and presented with gifts such
as trousseau, wedding trip and engagement ring during latter half of program.
Show also features interviews with family, friends and audience members.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Daytime
Client Suitability: Any product bought by
women
Number of Artists: Approximately 7
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: The Mutual Broadcasting
System, 1440 Broadway, New York
18, N. Y.

The Marvelous Marring
Here is a comedy-situation show with
a fresh new twist in which the Mcrrvins
(Mathew and his fiancee) run a business
with an astonishing and challenging
motto: -We Buy Everything. - Living up
to the business motto, and extricating
themselves (with profit) from the burden
of "white elephants" they acquire, make
hilariously entertaining listening — and
makes this show a comedy that is
sparkling and fresh.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 or 30 minutes, one strip
weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon; Evening
Submitted by: Rockhill Radio, 18 East
50th Street, New York 22, N. Y.

The Meal Of Your Life
The Meal of Your Life is a dramatic
variety show featuring such big name
personalities as Elsa Maxwell, Gertrude
Lawrence, Ilka Chase, Burgess Meredith,
George
Jessel,
Rosemary Lane,
Ned
Sparks. On each show a different guest
star appears with an outstanding supporting cast of Broadway and Hollywood
talent. Each program re-enacts an important meal in the life of the guest, a meal
they remember most vividly for something that happened on the occasion. Publicity campaign accompanies the show.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 30 or 15 minutes, once or
twice weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Sunday Afternoon or Evening
Client Suitability: Food products, Beverages and Home Appliances
Number of Artists: 8 to 16
Cost: $4,0000 weekly for live network
show; one quarter of "A" one time
rate of station used as syndicated
transcribed show
Submitted by: Kermit-Raymond Radio
Productions, 11 East 52nd St., New
York 22, N. Y.
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PRODUCTIONS AMERICA

PRESENTS

2 NEW TRANSCRIBED MUSICAL PROGRAMS THAT HAVE
EVERYTHING!
TOP TALENT, SALEABILITY, NETWORK
PRODUCTION, LISTENER APPEAL, NOSTALGIC TUNES!
78 '—hour episodes (open-end) available in each series.
series exclusive to one sponsor in a city.

Either

ete

As the pages in The Family Album are
turned, and °id familiar faces are seen,
they bring to mind memories out of the
past — some gay, some that touch the
heartstrings.
Gene
Jones,
whose
rich
baritone voice was heard over CBS coast-to-coast for years, is star of this
new show.
He is ably assisted by The Girl Friends, with Don Hicks (or ronger) at the piano and Hal Freede at the Hammond.
Room has been
left for opening, middle and closing commercials with musical background-but the middle spot is an instrumental number which may be used as such if
desired, instead of fading behind commercial.
Production may be continued
to 260 episodes or more.

'GLORIA
CARROLL

When lovely Gloria Carroll, CBSongstress,
starts singing "Night and Day," "Getting Sentimental Over You," "Begin the
Beguine"—and
more
than
200
other
top tunes, you sit up and take notice
of the "glorious carrolling."
And Frank
Bell and The Belltones dish out rhythmic
arrangements that are something special.
A quarter-hour of music that's
different from anything obtainable in a
library service—gives a sponsor a unique,
DISTINGUISHED exclusive program.
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AND ONE OF THE COUNTRY'S LARGEST PRODUCERS OF SUCCESSFUL TRANSCRIBED RADIO PROGRAMS

RADIO
WorldRadioHistory

DAILY

og,e9,„0,,a,TEN,,
My name is BUDDY BEAR. I'm the star of a new transcribed radio
program. There are 78 1/
4 -hour open-end programs in the first unit, for
use 3-times-weekly or 5-times-weekly. And the way things are shaping
up, I expect I'll be on the air 5-times-weekly for anywhere up to 5 years!
But that isn't all! A major motion picture company will produce and release 13 color cartoon shorts every
year for 5 years—one every four weeks. You'll be seeing me in theatres everywhere. As a cuddly (and
rather handsome!) doll, Iam being made for retail sale all over the world by Richard G. Kreuger, Inc.
Boston Junior Deb Company, Inc., is making BUDDY BEAR Sportswear for girls, and has already won
first award in an exhibit. 100,000 record albums of my songs have been produced, and will be sold in
record shops everywhere. Wooden pull-toys are being made by New Ashford Industries. And there will
be a newspaper cartoon strip, drawing sets, soap, greeting cards, cereal bowls, boys' clothing, BUDDY
BEAR Candy Bars, and alot of other things, all manufactured for retail sale as BUDDY BEAR PRODUCTS. My radio program,

"The ddventures of •
BUDDY BEAR"
is the answer to those critics of radio
who say that all radio makes children
neurotic.
BO-B0 SKE DEETON
DOTTEN!
I never made anybody
neurotic! Ijust have a lot of fun, and
adventures, and get into some mischief,
but I don't leave anybody hanging on
the edge of a cliff!
I've got a safety club, and a lot of
original new premiums that go with my
radio program—and the whole package
is available on an exclusive basis to one
sponsor in a city, at low cost on a
syndicated basis. So—if you want to
reach parents through children between
the ages of 3 and 9 (a much neglected
group as far as radio programs are concerned) write, wire or phone my exclusive distributors whose name you
will find below. They'll send you samples of my programs, details, and rites.
"BO-B0 SKE DEETON DOTTEN."
That's BUDDY BEAR language which
means, in this case, "BETTER GET
ON THE BAND WAGON NOW!"
Sincerely yours,

BUDDY BEAR

140

RADIO

BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON

DAILY

16, MASSACHUSETTS
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• As the OLDEST syndicated transcribed program producer in the United States, and the originator of the transcribed
musical announcement and other highly successful radio ideas, we are prepared to cooperate with you as we do with agencies,
stations and advertisers from Coast to Coast. For suggestions and program ideas for your next radio campaign—whether it
is for V2-hour, 1
/ -hour, s-minute, 1-minute, 100 word, or 30 word spots—write or wire us. And be sure to investigate
4
the possibilities of these successful transcribed syndicated shows!
SYNDICATED

SHOWS

NOW

AVAILABLE

"ADVENTURES OF BUDDY BEAR"
The most lovable, adventurous playmate a child ever had! Created by Betty Barrie

"THE FAMILY ALBUM"

78

IA -hour

(more in preparation)

78

4
/
1

-hour

78

4
/
1

-hour

78

4
/
1

-hour

52

4
/
1

-hour

39

4
/
1

-hour

39

4
/
1

-hour

Musical, starring Gene Jones, The Girl Friends, Don Hicks, Hal Freede

"GLORIA CARROLL ENTERTAINS"
Starring Gloria Carroll, Frank Bell and The Belltones

"EAT-ITORIALLY SPEAKING"
Starring Dick Stone in the most unusual food program in the country

"SONGS OF CHEER 4% COMFORT"
Starring Richard Maxwell, famous Gospel singer

"THE VAGABOND ADVENTURER"
Starring Torn Terriss, Internationally known adventurer

"UNSOLVED MYSTERIES"
Dramatizations of true mysteries as yet unsolved

"ONE I'LL NEVER FORGET"

156

5-minute

Unusual sports stories, starring Jack Stevens

"TWILIGHT TALES"

94

4
/
1

-hour

78

VI-hour

26

4
/
1

-hour

156

4
/
1

-hour

Fairy tales for children, unusually told by Elinor Gene

"DAN DUNN, SECRET OPERATIVE No. 48"
Juvenile series based on famous newspaper cartoon strip

"FUN WITH MUSIC"
Starring Sigmund Spaeth, The Tune Detective

"UNCLE JIMMY"

Daytime family serial, starring William Farnum, Hollywood cast

"FAMOUS MOTHERS"

75

5-minute

Starring Jane Dillon. All Parts taken by Miss Dillon

"HISTORY IN THE MAKING"

52

2
/
1

-hour

39

4
/
1

-hour

Dramatizations of outstanding historical events

"FURS ON PARADE"
Sponsored successfully by hundreds of fur retailers

"A CHRISTMAS CAROL"

Original half-hour adaptation starring Tom Terriss

"ADVENTURES IN CHRIST1KASTREE GROVE"

1 /
2 -hour
1
15

4
/
1

-hour

15

4
/
1

-hour

Sponsored annually by more than 200 department stores

"SANTA'S MAGIC CHRISTMAS TREE"
Another outstanding Christmas holiday promotion

Exclusive to One Sponsor in aCity—Write or wire for Audition Samples and Data

KASPER-GORDON, Incorporated, 140 Boylston Street, Boston 16, Mass.
The Oldest—and One of The Country's Largest Producers of Successful Programs
Manufacturers of Transcription Playback Machines and Transcription Carriers
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Johnny 1Iodero. Pier 23
This topnotch adventure series stars
actor-writer Jack Webb in the leading
role. Scene of each gripping episode is
San Francisco's
tough
waterfront district, the Embarcadero. Modero conducts
an unidentified business inside an Embarcadero boathouse, with no questions
asked. As Johnny puts it, "Sometimes I
get paid. Just as often I don't. But there's
not much I can do about it. That's the
kind of business I'm in."
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Clent Suitability: Any type
Number of Artists: 8 to 12 plus music
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Mutual Broadcasting Sys.
tern, 1440 Broadway, New York 18,
N. Y.

with delayed solutions. Double barreled
appeal to entire family—in the ever popular desire to

- name

that tune," plus the

listener feel like a super-sleuth. Solution
to mystery on separate cut; can follow
commercial or be delayed for prizes. A
mystery that's thrilling! A program that's
entertaining! A game that's a lot of fun!
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: Five minutes, 3-6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning; Evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: Five
Cost: By market

is a dramatic program based on the interesting human events that happen in
the White House. The series is sometimes
dramatic, sometimes tragic—but always
it remains human. It is the story of the
man as such—the happenings, the wonderful stories that are his life

yet we,

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by:
Girard Productions,
Rockefeller Plaza, New York
N. Y.

50
20,

Mysterious Traveller

Mystery House
Fifty-two thrilling mystery stories. The
most flexible format of any mystery on
the air — built around publishing firm
named Mystery House, owned and operated by Barbara and Dan Glenn. As explained in opening of each show, stall
acts out best stories before publishing

the public, never hear about them. The them. Device permits wide variety of deprogram is non-political, and the scripts tectives and backgrounds and yet mainare adapted from material covering a tains important factor of using stock cast
period of both Republican and Democratic of artists. High Hoopers.
administrations. Identification of the Presi-

Availability: E. T.

dent in whose life the incident took place
will be withheld until the very end of
the program.

Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family

Availability: Live talent
Time Units: thirty minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: American Broadcasting Co.,
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20,
N. Y.

dramatic

presentation

with

an

un-

usual production technique comparable
to the motion picture style of "cameraing" each scene—through the eyes of
Mr. Unknown. Use of this new technique
allows

for

heightened

dramatic

effects.

Suspense, pathos. fantasy- -every theatrical device is given added meaning and
appeal.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, Once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: All types
Number of Artists: 6-8
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Louis G. Cowan Inc.,
Madison Ave., New York 22

Musical

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Harry S. Goodman Radio
Productions, 19 E. 53rd Street, New
York 22, N. Y.

A new type of mystery program which
depends upon brain work rather than
blood shed for its excitement, featuring
Peter Gentle, detective, and his Girl Friday, who refuses cases invo:ving murder
or violence.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, one weekly
Audience Appeal: Male; Female
Suggested for: Evening
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: National Broadcasting Company, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New
York 20, N. Y.

485

Mysteries

Nelson Olmsted, acknowledged master
of dramatic narration on the air, adapts
and presents each day a complete short
story taken from the best of the world's
literature.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, live weekly

Availability: Live Talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Evening
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by:
American
Broadcasting
Company, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New
York 20, N. Y.

Radio Theater Of Fa1110111
melodramatic
action.
Supernatural
Clatitiieti
themes.
Unusual
psychological
plots.
"Radio Theatre of Famous Classics" is
Mystery-detective.
Each week, the audience knows it will hear a new and dif- Ia half-hour dramatic show bringing to the
ferent type of story.
Show has been on air special radio adaptations of the world's
KFH since 1939, and its popularity seems most famous writers, such as Oscar Wilde,
to increase each year. At present, scripts Ibsen, Stevenson, Zola, de Maupassant and
are written and produced by John Speer.
Head of KFH Production and Continuity.
Availability: Live Talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Late Evening
Client Suitability: Almost any type of
product.
Has been sponsored by
Book Store, and a Men's Clothin ,:
Store
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KFH, Wichita, Kansas

One Foot In Hearen
This is a typical

- family"

show about

a modern,
progressive,
understanding
minister and his family. It is based on
Hartzell Spence's best-se'ler of the same
name and was a record-breaking WarneBrothers movie. This show has been tried
and tested for forty-four weeks on ABC
network where it had a top rating and
drew a large and enthusiastic listener
response.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appea': Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General and institutional
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Rockhill Radio, 18 Eas:
50th Street, New York 22, N. Y.

Playhouse Of Farm-ilex
For drama at its best it's The Playhouse Of Favorites - features leading
actors and actresses of the stage and
screen in dramatizations of famous stories
that never grow old -- stories of adventure. romance, comedy and pathos -written by such great writers as Dickens.
Longfellow, etc. Some outstanding "favorites - are David Copperfield, Pride and
Prejudice, Treasure Island, Tale of Two
Cities the stories remain authentic
and are skilhuly adapted into brilliant
half-hour radio productions.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weeky
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitabi ity: General
Number of Artists: 10-20
Cost: Available at syndicated rates
Audition Facilities: 'transcriptions
Submitted by: NBC Radio-Recording Division, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York
20, N. Y.

Pol ice wo m an—
Mary Sullivan
The storyteller is an actress imperson-

Nelson Olmsted

An open-end series of fast moving,
hard hitting five minute mystery dramas

RADIO

Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Breweries — Oil Co. —
Dept. Stores — Men Stores, etc.
Number of Artists: 8 and organist

Mystery Without Murder

Mr. Unknown
A

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: National Broadcasting Company, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,
New
York 20, N. Y.

Phantom Theater

N. Y.

!Ir. President

Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning

This is a half hour dramatic show, presenting unusual dramas of suspense and

From start to finish a complete air of
Mr. Midnight
mystery prevails on this thriller. As the
Mr. Midnight, starring Freddy Robbins
Mysterious Traveller, Maurice Tarplin conAmerica's most popular disc jockey, is a veys the illusion of traveling many places
behind the scenes story of the life of a to relate the strange crimes he witnesses.
midnight to dawn disc jockey in New Other than the "Traveller" himself, the
York City. Every type of listener calls in program format is not restricted to estaband tells him their troubles or brings him lished fictional characters. Each weekly
their problems to solve. The series fea- program is a complete mystery in itself,
tures mysteries, human interest stories, varying widely as to type.
night life stories as well as situation Availability: Live talent
comedies.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Availability: Live talent
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Suggested for: Evening
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Client Suitabi:ity: All types
Suggested for: Evening
Number of Artists: Approximately 8 plus
Client Suitability: General
music
Number of Artists: 6-8
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions; Will
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
pipe live talent
Submitted by: Corday-Roberts, Inc., 41 Submitted by: Mutual Broadcasting SysW. 53rd St., New York 19, N. Y.
tem, 1440 Broadway, New York 18,

Mr. President—starring Edward Arnold

_DRAMATIC SERIk:S

ating Mary Sullivan, who for years has
been Head of Women Detectives on New
York's police force.
The program is devoted to a re-enactment and expose of
confidence games that are perpetrated on
women exclusively and also deals with
women criminals
and
how they are
caught.

DAILY

others.
Each show is complete in itself,
brilliantly produced and directed. An outstanding cast is featured and adaptations

have been written by radio's top writers,
included at no extra cost is a complete
press campaign book for promotion and
publicity.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested
for:
Afternoon
Sunday
or
evening
Client Suitability: Manufacturer of trade
name brand or large trade retailer
Number of Artists: 7 to 16
Cost: Transcribed show from $10 per program up; as live network show featuring name guest star lead,
weekly

$3500

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Kermit-Raymond Radio Productions, 11 East 52nd St., New York
22, N. Y.

Rip

Powell

Fast-moving, action-packed series designed to appeal to adventure and mystery loving audiences. Rip Powell, exNavy pilot, and his colleagues, operate
the Ace Detective Agency, making use
of their plane, their speedboat and a
high powered car. Plots feature mystery
crime cases in which action and the
chase are paramount. Fast, tight, shifting action in the air, on the land, and
on the
thrills.

sea,

brings

color,

romance

and

Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 6-8 and orch. or organ
Audition Faci'ities: Transcriptions; Scripts
and Presentation
Submitted by: Corday-Roberts. Inc., 41
W. 53rd St., New York 19, N. Y.

Romance
(Formerly Theater of
Romattee
Commercially-proven half-hour drama
weaves romantic drama spell for personat-appeal
product
selling.
Recreates
greatest love stories of all time—from
classics like Pride and Prejudice. through
Prisoner of Zenda, Merton of the Movies,
Seventh Heaven, to new Book-of-Month.
Angelic Avengers.
Under sponsorship
(1944-46) won October-April Hooper averages in 11's, consistently beat evening
average.
With or without stars.
Availability: Live Talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal:
Suggested
for:
Evening
Audition Facilities:
S,, bmitted by: CBS,
New York 22,

Entire family
Weekend
Afternoon,
Transcriptions
485 Madison Avenue,
N. Y.
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BOSTON'S
BEST
BUY

Tli/S ziTTZE BUDGET WENT TO 77/e

"920 aye

Boston, Massachusetts

RADIO
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The Rooftops Of The City
From a lofty skyscraper in a big
metropolis we look down on the houses
and their rooftops. Under these rooftops
live the people of the city, each with a
story to tell, stories of gayety and sadness, simple dramatic tales of the city.
Original stories as well as adaptations
are employed.
Availability: Live Talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly

tinguished actor of radio, stage and screen,
Basil Rathbone. Inots are laid in notician

•

1PRAMATIe SER IEN

and environs and involve the apprehension of both local lawbreakers and criminals from other parts of the Empire. Pro- ,
gram displays a humorous touch in Sergeant Abernathy, Burke's likeable assist- Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
ant.
Submitted by : WCAU, 1622 Ch es t
nu t St.
Availability: Live talent
,
Phila. 3, Penna.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Stories Bye
Lderr
e
Suggested for: Evening
Audience Appeal: Entire family
A show starring Francis Lederer narClient Suitability: Any type
Suggested for: Evening
rating an dacting in dramatizations of
Number of Artists: 8 to 11 plus music
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
famous love letters and love stories w ith
Submitted by: 3BS, 485 Madison Avenue, Audition Facilities: Transcriptions; Will
appropriate musical background.
Feapipe live talent
New York 22, N. Y.
Submitted by: Mutual Broadcasting Sys- tured in addition to Lederer are top nettem, 1440 Broadway, New York 18, work stage and screen performers.
San Fralleitie0 Heidi()
Availability: E. 'I.
N. Y.
Playhouse
Time Units: 15 minutes, 2, 3 or 5 weekly
The
Shadow
Half hour radio presentation written by
Audience Appeal: Female
Most popular dramatic series in the
NBC staff writers.
Each member of the
Suggested
for:
Morning ;
Afternoon ;
entire country.
Consistently top rating
writing staff is a specialist in his own
%.• ninn
over all competition for past 12 years.
type of style of writing which affords a
Client Suitability: General
Publicized in movies, magazines, etc.
variety of presentations including comedy,
Number of Artists:
Reached
16. rating during
1946-1947
mystery, melodrama, mystery-comedy, and
Cost: Dependent upon market
series.
Sponsorship limited to tw o adfantasy. Tony Freeman's creation of musiAudition Facilities: Transcriptions
vertisers with non-competing products in
cal backgrounds has been expert and has
Submitted by: Kermit-Raymond Radio Pronon-conflicting markets.
Starts Sunday,
helped tremendously to build the show
ductions, 11 E. 52nd St., New York 22,
September 7th for 39 weeks.
5-5 :30 PM
into the bigtime bracket. A cast of six to
N. Y.
E.S.T.
Over Mutual network facilities.
eight actors is used weekly selected from
All offers subject prior sale.
the best of the West Coast talent.
ProMOry For Tonight
Availability: Live Talent
ductions are under the direction of staff
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Nelson Olmsted adapts for full half hour
producers.
Audience Appeal: Entire family
presentation a short story which lends
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Suggested for: Sunday Afternoon
itself to dramatic narration rather than
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Client
Suitability:
All
types
seeking ,theatrical dramatization.
His long exAudience Appeal: Entire family
largest audience on air at time of perience in this type of work has brought
Suggested for: Evening
broadcast
him wide spread acclaim.
Client Suitability: General merchandising
Number of Artists : 8-10
Availability: Live talent
not limited
Cost: On request
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Number of Artists: 6 actors, 12-20 musiAudition Facilities: Transcriptions
Audience Appeal: Male; Female
cians, 2 sound effects men, producerSubmitted by: Charles Michelson, Inc., 67 1 Suggested for: Evening
writer
W. 44th Street, New York 18, N. Y.
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions; Will
Submitted by: National Broadcasting Compipe live talent at cost to advertiser
Shadows Of The Mind
pany, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York
or agency
A new, forcefully dramatic psychologi20, N. Y.
Submitted by: KPO, Radio City, San Fran- cal presentation, "Shadows Of The Mine
cisco, Calif.
is not merely a mystery story. It conStrange 11 '
ills
tains an extra factor in that the fastSammy The Great
Half-hour dramatic.
A bright new formoving dramas that are unfolded each
A mystery show with a show-business week are told in the terms of authentic, mat. Currently boasting 9.8 Coast Hoopbackground featuring Sammy. a hot piano scientific psychiatry. The program utilizes erating.
Dramatizes strange stories beplayer. Will attract both mystery fans the same formula which made "Suspicion" hind strange
wills.
Starring
famous
and variety show audience. Show Can and "Lost Weekend" outstanding films. Hollywood actor Warren William. Twenhave anything you want, without sacri- The leading player is the fictional Dr. ty-six programs immediately available.
ficing the basic idea.
David
Gannon,
a clever
psychiatrist Special quotations for multiple market or
Availability: Live Talent
One-a-week basis
matching wits with the unknown for the regional sponsorship.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Definitely a network caliber probenefit of others.
The program is pro- only.
Audience Appeal: Entire family
gram. Produced by Teleways Radio Produced by Sherman H. Dryer.
Suggested for: Evening
ductions, Inc.
Send for free audition
Availability: Live talent
Client Suitability: General
platter.
Great variety-mystery, advenTime Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Number of Artists: 6 to 12
ture, comedy, musical, dramatic, psyAudience Appeal: Entire family
Cost: On request
chological. Brand new series.
Suggested for: Evening
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent Client Suita'..zility: General
Availability: Live Talent
Submitted by: W. Biggie Levin Agency, Number of Artists: Unavailable
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
612 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Audience Appeal: Entire family
11, III.
Submitted by: Mutual Broadcasting Sys- Suggested for: Late Afternoon, Evening
tem, 1440 Broadway, New York 18, Client Suitability: Any type
Scarlet Queen
Number of Artists: 10 to 12
N. Y.
The dramatic episodes in the voyage of
Cast: Based on station rate card
the -Scarlet Queen" are based on the
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Solving Marriage
ship's log. Locales of the exciting advenSubmitted by: Teleways Radio Producii'roblettes
ture are the ports the vessel touches
tions, Inc., 8949 Sunset Blvd., HollyThis program is put on in cooperation
while on her treasure-hunting voyage in
wood 46, Calif.
with The Community Chest which supports
the Pacific. Every pt•cgram is a complete
a Marriage Clinic designed to help find
story in itself.
Elliott Lewis, one of raStudio One
solutions to
the marital problems of
dio's better known actors, is heard as the
coupes in the Philadelphia area.
ProNew CBS hour-long repertory air-thea"Scarlet Queen's" skipper.
gram opens with an ear catching drama- ter series. April 29 opening ("Under The
Availability: Live talent
tization of an actual case record.
Then vo'cano") hailed by Harriet Van Home
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
actors—playing roles of real people under as "notable premiere ...fine rewarding
Audience Appeal: Entire family
assumed names—re-enact the interview program."
Billboard tabs it as "real
Suggested for: Evening
with the c- :e worker. Each show has a progress," "superior end product," says
Client Suitability: Any type
"name" moderator — usually a noted "CBS will have earned bright new merit
Number of Artists: 8 to 12
fudge, attorney or college official.
The badge." Typical offerings: An Enemy Of
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Community Chest has signified that series The People, Dodsworth, Hayfever. FletSubmitted by: Mutual Broadcasting Sysmay be commercially sponsored by a cher Markle produces: Robert
Landry
tem, 1440 Broadway, New York 18, suitable product that can be helped by supervises.
N. Y.
Availability: Live talent
institutional advertising.
Availability: Live Talent
Time Units: 60 minutes, 1 weekly
Scotland Yard
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile, Entire family
"Scotland Yard" is a mystery series in Audience Appeal: Male, Female
Suggested for: Evening
the best tradition of this famous English Suggested for: Sunday Afternoon
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
crime detection department.
Starred as Number of Artists: 4 (average) and or- Submitted by: CBS, 485 Madison Avenue,
Inspector
Michael
Burke
is
the
dis ganist
New York 22, N. Y.

RADIO

Suspicion
The last
word in Mystery shows.
Bizarre, fascinating melodrama! A series
of breath-taking incidents and an adventure series with such universal and
dynamic appeal that makes Suspicion a
,"must
listen" program from the initial
airing.
So captivating and compelling
that you will agree it -can't miss." Mystery is the appeal.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 39 programs, 15 minutes each.
1-3-5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Number of Artists: 6-8
Cost: Per station basis
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: G. C. Bird & Associates,
311 S. New Hampshire Ave., Los
Angeles 5, Calif.

The Theater 01 Famous
Radio Players
A series of dramatic programs with an
amazing appeal for the entire family.
Romance, suspense. fantasy and farce
receive an unusual treatment at the hands
of Les Mitchel, one of radio's top-flight
directors.
The cast includes outstanding
radio players including Cathy Lewis.
Lureen Tuttle, Martha Wentworth and
Bruce Elliot,
Del Castillo provides the
atmosphere music with an eighteen piece
orchestra.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Client Suitability: All types seeking a
wide audience
Number of Artists: Average of 16 with 18
piece orchestra, (first 13 wks). Organ
on succeeding programs
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Louis G. Cowan, Inc., 485
Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

Theater Of The West
Harry Carey, host and narrator on
"Theater of the West" is recognized as
America's foremost authority on Western
dramatic literature; he has himself become
a symbol of the West.
"Theater of the
West," lavishly produced as true radio
"epics," will take Westerns out of the
"hoof-beat and gun-shot - category. These
great legends, with a century of publicity behind them, will at last be given
the treatment they deserve. They will be
Westerns with character.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 20, including orchestra
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Commodore Productions,
1350 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood
28, Calif.

Time For Escape
New series carries listeners away from
the mundane into free world of flight-offancy literary classics.
Superb half-hour
dramatizations of such stories as F.
Scott Fitzgerald's Diamond As Big As The
Ritz, Bret Hare's Outcasts of Poker flats.
Originates in CBS-Hollywood.
William
N. Robson directs cast of fine moviescreen-radio veterans.
'Availability: Live talent
ITime Units: 30 minutes, I weekly
IAudience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Submitted by: CBS, 485 Madison Avenue.
New York 22, N. Y.
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You'll Want These Shows! They'll
Cuigil Audience! Sell Merchandise!
Starring

WARREN WILLIAM
and an All-Star Hollywood Cast Including
Lurene Tuttle, Howard Culver, Will Wright,
Carleton Young, Peggy Weber, Perry Ward,
John Brown, Dorothy Scott, Hal Sawyer
Stories behind strange wills that run the gamut of
human emotion. A half hour series— delightfully
entertaining ...
Suberbly directed by Robert Webster Light.

AMERICA'S FAVORITE

SINGING GROUP

with Bob Nolan
Singing the songs all America loves! Folk songs,
ballads, westerns, spirituals and barbershop harmony! You're hearing them on the network—you've
seen them in over 100 movies
now get this
quarter-hour strip for your station.

Starring

MARVIN MILLER

with
WARREN WHITE—Newest Singing Sensation
DEL CASTILLO at the Whispering Hammond
IVAN EPPINOFF & his Romantic Violin
Your call to romance! The relaxing show—produced by Jack Holbrook in
hour strips. MOON
DREAMS puts your audience in a buying mood!
It will be the bright spot on your program schedule.

Write for Free
Catalogues of other transcribed
Teleways Shows

WRITE OR WIRE FOR FREE* AUDITION

PLATTERS

"PROGRAMS FOR EVERY PURPOSE—EVERY BUDGET"

.
71uwAys RADIO PRODUCTIONS, INC., OF HOLLYWOOD

8949 SUNSET BOULEVARD, HOLLYWOOD 46, CALIFORNIA
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I utter Arrest

Treasury Agent
Treasury Agent is based on the activitees of the law enforcement agencies of
the United States Treasury, including the
Secret
Service,
Revenue
Intelligence,
Coast Guard. Bureau of Narcotics and
Alcohol Tax Unit.
Featuring Elmer Lincoln Irey, retired chief coordinator of all
law enforcement agencies in the Treasury
Dept. and known as - The World's greatest detective," Treasury Agent brings to
light in dramatic form, in separate weekly episodes the seldom publicized methods of these important agents, who have
accounted for 64 per cent of the peacetime criminals in federal prisons.
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: American Broadcasting
Co., 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York
20, N. Y.
Trouble Shop

DRAMATIC SERIES

The
absorbing
adventures
of
John
Drake, police captain, are the basis for
this dramatic presentation.
Drake, an !
officer with a reputation for being tough,
and yet an understanding of juveniles!

Time Units: 30 minutes, 1weekly
age for radio and television.
Audience Appeal: Entire family
,Availability: Live talent
Suggested for: Evening
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1weekly
Client Suitability: Any type
Audience Appeal: Adult Male, Female
rookie cop whom Drake befriended when Number of Artists: Approximately 10 per Suggested for: Late Evening
he was a recalcitrant youngster. Anne a
program
Client Suitability: A product of adult

who go astray. is joined in promoting the
safety and welfare of his town by Dave
Wilson and Anne.
Wilson is young

clever girl reporter with a keen sense of
humor and a fair for dangerous assignments.

Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: All types for large audience at low cost
ilumber of Artists: Approx 8 plus music
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Mutual Broadcasting System, 144;3 Broadway, New York 18,
N. Y.

Written by Alfred Bester, nationally
famous radio writer, is the story of a
Special
Issignment
young man who inherits a pawn shop
upon his father's death. He decides to
A 15-minute dramatization of the ex.
close the shop but finds that before he c:ting or unusual experiences of one recan do this the law requires that he re- porter or another in covering news. Each
turn every single item pledged to its episode features a thrilling drama, and
rightful owner and get a receipt for it. highlights the adventures, ingenuity and
Each half hour episode is the story of enterprise of the men whose lives are
the return of a single item to its owner dedicated to covering the news. The
and each story therefore involves the stories are presented by Oliver Gram-

Cost: ET—Based on population
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Frederic W. Ziv Company,
1529 Madison Road, Cincinnati 6,
Ohio
Verdict
Verdict relates the stories of crimes
that set enduring legal precedent —
Crimes That Made The Law. Not a whodunit, but a dramatization of poignant
stories of crime, fear and passion. The
verdicts passed in these -first of their
kind - cases are still being cited in court
aecisions today.
The only show of its
kind. Verdict is authentic because each
script is originated and processed by Dr.
Sheldon Glueck, Professor of Criminal
Law at the Harvard Law School. Scripts
of the series be:ng written by Len

Finger, well-known dramatic writer.
Orchestral bridges.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
solution of a mystery or the tieing off of ling, author, editor and authority on news.
Suggested for: Evening
a human interest problem, all mixed with Availability: E. T.
Client Suitability: Any advertiser wanting
good clean comedy.
Time Units: 78 units of 15 minutes, 1, 2
to reach a large, loyal audience
Availability: Live talent
or 3 weekly
Number of Artists: Average 10 and music
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Submitted by: Gordon M. Day AdvertisSuggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: All types
ing Service, 145 East 53rd St., New
Client Suitability: General
Cost: Net rate per episode: 7% of staYork 22, N. Y.
Number of Artists: 6-8
tiods top hourly national time rate
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
card; minimum $4.00 net per epi
The Virginian
Submitted by: Corday-Roberts, Inc., 41
sode
An exciting new dramatic series based
W. 53rd St., New York 19, N. Y.
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
on Owen Wister's famous novel of the
Submitted by: The Associated Press, ou American West adapted for appeal to
The Trouble Sloop
Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20
the
entire family.
Outstanding radio
Jose Ferrer starring in an entirely new
N. Y.
talent has been engaged for each prodramatic vehicle which permits complete
gram.
George Zachary directs, Howard
Unsolved Mysteries
lat.tude in type of show. Series can vary
Teichmcrn (Star Theatre, Orson Welles
Thirty-nine true baffling tales that comat will to include comedy, mystery, or
programs) writes and Lyn Murray's ordrama.
Series written by Alonzo Deen bine to make one of the most remarkable
Cole, writer of -Crime Photographer."
With a star of such ability and magnitude and such a proven writer, a high
rating is assured.

Avai:ability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of
Artists:
5 to 7 plus

13

mystery programs of all time.
such as that of the African Witch
who traveled 1,000 miles through
jungle in one night; 16 people

Submitted by:
Television-Radio
prises, Inc., 104 East 40th
New York 16, N. Y.

EnterStreet,

True Stories Of The
N.

Y.

State

Police

Dramatizations of "closed cases - taken
directly from the files of the New York
State Police. Since all cases are "closed"
or cases in which justice has taken its
rightful course, the stories have high
moral value.
Stories are two-fisted, fast
moving and done in completely professional fashion by cast of seasoned radio
veterans.

dense
vanish

from a ship in mid-Atiantic; a man found
murdered with doors and windows bolted and barred from the insdie: a dead
wife found working in the Haiti sugar
cane fields: a wireless message from a
dead operator, saving a ship from collision;

Cost:
Audition Facilities: Script available

Stories
Doctor

and

others.

Sponsored

in

more

than 100 cities, including such advertisers as Texaco and Text:on. Topflight Hollywood cast in each episode. Each program a complete story.
Availability: E. '1.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 or 3 weekly

Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any type
Number of Artists: 5 to 15
Cost: Based on market, station
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Kasper-Gordon, Incorporated, 140 Boylston Street, Boston 16,
Mass.
Philo

Vance

Thrilling mystery adventure stories of
Availability: Live talent
sleuthing at its scientific best adapted
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1weekly
for radio from the S. S. Van Dine works,
Audience Appeal: Entire family
the Philo Vance novels have been the
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: All types who want a largest selling detective stories of all
times.
All major film companies have
large audience

Number of Artists: Average 10 actors,
plus organist, sound effects and
writer
Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WHAM, Sheraton Hotel,
Rochester 4, New York

RADIO

produced one or more Philo Vance picture totaling well over a dozen released
to date. On the network, Philo Vance is
a proven audience-winner.
Now available for local and regional sponsorship
via transcription.
Availability: I. ;

chestra provides the mood music.
Avai l
ability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1weekly

Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any type desiring t"
reach large audience
Number of Artists: Varies with script
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submtted by: Louis G. Cowan Inc., 485
Madison Ave. New York 22, N. Y.
11 hut

Do I ou Think:
A thrilling half hour dramatic serles et
mental and psychic phenomena.
Each
story complete. Based on true expe sienczs
collected by Ed Bodin. nationally famous
collector and writer.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 or 15 minutes, weekly.
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General (any product
that is sold to men and women)
Number of Art•sts: Depending on script
Audition Facilities: Will submit script
Submitted by: Basch Radio Productions, 17
East .1511St., New York 17, N. Y.
X

!larks

The

Spot

Mystery is one of the major human interests.
- X Marks the Spot - are stories
of True Murder mysteries. It does not invade the field of gang and racketeer
murders.
It is written in the form of a
dramatization with considerable use of

a narrator.

The program has an ironically humorous and satirical approach which

was made popular by the late Wolcott
and Pearson.
-A Marks the Spot - has
been televiscd successful}, for the past
four years.
A good combination pack-

appe;I:
Number of Artists: 6 plus orgainst (avorage)
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: Green Associates, 360 N,
Michigan, Chicago 1, III.
Young Father O'Neill
The life of Young Father O'Neil recent
ly completed a 39 week series on the

A.B.C.
York.

network originating from
New
The
story
deals
with
Father

O'Neill who served
the war and has
parish to continue
and aid to all who

as a Chaplain during
now returned to his
his work of tolerance
need it, regardless of

race, creed or color.
The same characters that made -The O'Neills" one of the
most successful series in radio are used
in the story of -Young Father O'Neill. Availability: Live talent; E. T.

Time Units: 30 minutes, 1weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon; Evening
Client Suitability: Any household product
Number of Artists: 7 average
Cost: Very reasonable
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: Wolf Associates, 420 Madison Ave., New York City
l'offlag Marilynn Young
Here is a half hour show . . . with
Marilynn Young, her parents and friends
living their lives for listeners.
Exceptionally well written, by a well-known writer
who understands human nature ... and
knows how to make his fictional characters act Ike. real people. It's a lovable.
laughable situation that confronts the
family each week.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 or 15 minutes, weekly.

Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any product that is sold
to a family
Number of Artists: Depending on individual scripts
Audition Facilities: Will submit script
Submitted by: Basch Radio Productions, 17
East 45th Street, New York 17, N. Y.
Told At The Seven Seas
Club
The program opens with
the famous "Nansen - bell

the
to

ring of
call the

meeting to order, when the great names
of
explorat.on
get
together
to
taste
exotic

dishes

and

talk

over

the

past.

the
present,
and
the
future.
Great
names like Ste'annson, Byrd, and great
names

out

of

the

past—Amundsen,

Peary. Scott—will appear or be
ored
at
meetings
of
the
club.
matizations

will

cover

exploits

of

honDra-

the

past — present
events

(sometimes
with
special
pick-ups)-- or fantastic projects of

the future.
Availability:

Live talent, E. T.

Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly

Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any—but special angles
for travel or sporting goods or services
Number of Artists: Three regular—plus
dramatic cast.
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions.
Will
pipe live talent
Submitted by: Roy de Groot Consultants.
Inc., Room 415, 551 -5th Ave., New
York 17, N. Y.
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Attssa The Arab

without the aid of her wealthy family.
The suspense and mystery of the story
is further enhanced through the daily
letters exchanged between Mother and
daughter. These letters contain the girl's
hopes, thoughts, suspicions, and loneliness.
Availability: E. T.

Aussa The Arab deals in fundamentals. Its author and star, John Fleming
has lived with the Arabs. Against the
background of North Africa he presents
an exciting and thrilling story of adventure in search of uranium deposits. A
man's devotion to an ideal, A woman's
devotion to a man . . .every episode a
great event. This program has many fan
letters from all over the country requesting its continuing.

Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 time weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning or Afternoon
Client Suitability: Any type
Number of Artists: 5
Cost: ET--Based on Population
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Frederic W. Ziv Company
1529 Madison Road, Cincinnati 6,
Ohio

Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 to 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon; Evening

Driftwood

Client Suitability: Any product
Number of Artists: 3 to 4

Starring Ann Dvorak, with John Howard. Ann Dvorak portrays the character
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: V. S. Becker Advertising of India Forbes, a lovely and famous HolService, 562 Fifth Avenue, New York lywood personality. The story is one of
a career woman with a desire for ac19, New York
complishment, yet a similar yearning for
a real home. Driftwood opens its heart
The Career Of Alice Blair with warmth, humor and understanding
in this story of a Hollywood star, played
A "white collar" girl story of Alice
by a Hollywood star.
Blair of Middleton who goes to the big
Availability: E. T.
city to find her career.
Stars lovely
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 to 5 weekly
Martha Scott and Joseph Cotten, and an
Audience Appeal: Female
all-star cast.
Unusual theme and good
Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon
music provided by an original a capella
Client Suitability: General
choir.
Remarkable success record.
Number of Artists: Five and an organist
Availability: E. T.
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Submitted by: Commodore Productions,
Audience Appeal: Female
1350 No. Highland Avenue, HollySuggested for: Morning or Afternoon
wood 28, California
Client Suitability: Any type

Forbidden Diary

Number of Artists Employed: 10
Cost: ET—Based on Population

A top-notch daytime serial show designed to sell to the housewife. Unusual
di emetic continued story—the happening
of the Wynns of Willowville, starring 14
year old Judy Wynn.
Hooper surveys
and fan mail respense prove Forbidden
Diary outpulls network competition. Star
studded array of network talent. Scripted
by one of radio's foremost writers.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 or 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Female

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Frederic W. Ziv Company,
1529 Madison
Ohio

Road,

Clara, Lu

Cincinnati

6,

Em

A four-city survey showed 52 per cent
of the women had been steady listeners
to this top network show and 82 per cent
of these asked when the girls would be
back. The three girls act out all family
happenings, playing up the funny, human
things , and noting in passing all the
world's happenings from international
affairs to new recipes. Gentle, humorous
writing makes Clara, Lu 'n' Em a rich,
fare.

Suggested for: Morning

Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Suggested for: Morning, afternoon
Client Suitability: Drugs, Foods, or Household Products
Number of Artists Employed: 4 to 6
Cost:

On Request

Audition

Facilities:

Transcription

Submitted by: ';‘. Biggie Levin Agency,
612 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago
11, Ill.

Dearest Mother
Daytime serial story.
A thrilling day
by day drama of hear-stirring romance
and pulse quickening action.
Designed
specifically to appeal to the house wife.
An exciting story of a young girl's
struggle for happiness, seeking to find a
place for herself in the business world

Facilities:

Transcriptions

Submitted by: Frederic W. Ziv Company
1529 Madison Road, Cincinnati 6»
Ohio

Availability: Live talent
Audience Appeal: Female, Entire family

Approxi

Cost: ET—Based on population
Audition

Green Valley Lines
Railroad story thriller of Morristown,
U. S. A. Pop Harkness surveyed for the
Green Valley lines and John Graham ran
the office.
The rival railroad, the C, K
& W. owned by Jim Reed tries to buy the
Green Valley line. John Graham is willing to sell but Pop Harkness and the
Green Valley people do not.
Skullduggery begins to show up when the round
house burns down, men quit their jobs,
an ultimatum demanding full payment of
mortgages, etc.
Availability:

Mary Foster — The
Editor's Daughter
A dramatic strip of 800 programs ncw
In its ninth year for Kroger's Grccery
chain (Kroger's Cock Bread). Hooper daytime ratings from 5.0 to 11.6. Now available in markets not covered by Kroger.
Show features Joan Banks, Parker Fennelly, "Titus Moody of the Fred Allen
show - end Craig McDonnell.
F.

Audience Appeal: Entire family

Client Suitability: All types
Number of Artists Employed: 5 and sound
effects
Cosh For Stations 5000 Watts or under,
$3.00 per program. Others on application
Audition

Facilities:

Transcriptions

Submitted by: Walter Biddick Company,
Radio Programs Division, Chamber
of Commerce Bldg., Los Angeles 15,
Calif.

Harmony Street
Story of a typical American neighborhood. Action centers around Pat O'Shea
(played by Art Van Harvey) owner of
the general store in the neighborhood
called, -Harmony Street. - Pat always
solving problems of neighborhood or
its families.
Unfortunately, more often
than not, he just makes things worse;
but somehow in the end, in spite of himself, things work out.
These situations
invite humor and emotional action. Commercials can be woven into continuity
as part of action.
Availability:
Time Units:

Live talent
15 minutes, 3 or 5 weekly

Audience Appeal: Entire family
Client Suitability: All types

Number of Artists: 10 to 15
Cost: $5.00 to $250.00 per episode,
pending on population
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions

In The Limelight
or Julie Goes to Hollywood
A fifteen-minute daytime serial with a
Hollywood background. Employs all the
powerful audience building appeal of
the -soap owners - but puts them in a
glamorous Hollywood setting which increases the show's merchandise ability.
Availability:

Live talent

Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning, Afternoon
Client Suitability: Soap and other products usually merchandised through
women.
Number of Artists Employed:
Auditions

Transcriptions

Submitted by: Green Associates, 360 N.
Michigan, Chicago 1,

de-

Submitted by: George Logan Price, Inc.,
316 South Normandie Avenue, Los
Angeles 6, California

Audition

Facilities:

Eve-

Client Suitability: Any honest, ethical account. Except tobacco, alcohol, and
the Murray Garson type of enterprise. Banks . . .building and loan
... life insurance ... public utilities
. . . department and general stores
.. .general merchandising ... mortuaries . . . cemeteries

Number of Artists Employed: 1 lead and
average of 5 characters per program

Facilities:

10

Transcriptions

Submitted by: Jack Rourke Productions,
6331 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28,

Hilltop House
Hil'top House, the story of a young
matron faced with the task of raising
other women's children. Hilltop House is
the only series of its kind where an
orphanage serves as the back drop for
stories that run the gamut of all human
emotions. Hilltop House has a record
that should interest any prospective buyer.
On CBS and the network it ran away
from the field in the almost four years
it was aired. Some cast and writers
available.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes: 5 weekly

Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon

Audience Appeal: Entire family

Client

Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon

Any sponsor wishing

52 of the world's best known and mostloved Bible stories, dramatized by Chase
Varney, in 30-minute episodes, and produced by The Sunday Players Of Hollywood under the direction of Glan
Heisch, of NBC. Non-sectarian. Equally
popular with Christian and Jews; Catholic and Protestant. Modern, simple, but
appropriate vernacular, universally understood. Not preachy, or religious. Just
good dramatic entertainment with a const:uctive angle.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon;
ning

Audience Appeal: Female
Suitability:

Immortal Dramas Front
The Book Of Books

Audience Appeal: Entire family

Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly

to reach a feminine audience

Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: Wolf Associates, 420 Madison Ave., New York City

Suggested for: Evening

I

Avai'ability: E.

E. T.

Time Units: 15 minutes, 2 weekly

Suggested for: Afternoon, Evening

Client Suitability: Any type
Number of Artists Employed:
rnately 6 per program

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Harry S. Goodman Radio
Productions, 19 E. 53rd Street, New
York 22, N. Y.

1948

Client Suitability: Household products

Number of Artists: 6 to 8

Number of Artists: 7

Cost: Based on population

Cost: Very reasonable

54

Leo And The» Blonde
A humorous strip show starring Lionel
Stander and Florence Lake.
Stander
plays die part of "Leo," colorful, usually
broke, Hollywood press agent who gets
into al sorts of trouble—particularly involving -the Blonde, - played by Florence
Lake.
-Leo and the Blonde - represents
a new approach to the strip show and
includes much action and comedy.
Availability:

Live talent

Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested

for:

Afternoon,

Exening

Client Stability: General
Number of Artists Employed: 10
Submitted by: Jack Rourke Productions,
6331
Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood
28, Calif.
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TRANSCRIPTION
LIBRARY

SERVICE

pays off
FOR

STATION

W B
KNOXVILLE,

How's this for success? Only three months ago WBIR logged
its first Capitol Transcriptions show. Fifteen minutes a day —
The Jan Garber Show—featuring Peggy Lee. WBIR's staff built the show (using Capitol's programming aids).
WBIR sold it (sponsored every day)!
And WBIR's proud of it (Hoopers 7.7 to 6.4 against stiffest

TENN.

network competition).

Any station —your station —can build shows that sell, too.
And Capitol's Transcription

Library Service gives you every

programming help. A basic library of more than 2000 selections.
More than 70 freshly cut numbers each month. Themes and
dated formats every month for 400 complete shows. PLUS ...
the finest collection of big-name talent ever assembled. A potent

A

pay off
FOR

YOU,

combination for new listeners... new sponsors!

TOO!

The coupon below brings you the complete story_ a? no expense, of course.

i
litee
f

Capitol Transcriptions
Sunset d Vine
Hollywood, California

Sunset and Vine

demonstration
transcription

Please send me without cost .
1.

Demonstration Transcription—to show me what makes Capitol's Service different.

2.

Complete details about the Library Service and its costs.

Name
Position
Station
Street and No.

_

City and State

-
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Radio's Greatest

RANSCRIPTIONS,

Open-End Shoers—Available For You!

MYRT and MARGE
DAVID STREET'S SONG SHOP
CONNIE HAINES ENTERTAINS

FLIGHT with MUSIC
DIARY of FATE
MYRT and MARGE—Radio's Greatest Serial Now

*

1' rotiscribed!

The all-time favorite 5-a-week show, with most of the original cast. Already proven on most of the
nation's leading stations. 130 fifteen minute programs now available, with an additional 130 in
production.
FLIGHT with MUSIC—Music, Comedy, Variety!
Starring Marion Hutton, Nat Brusiloff's 16-piece orchestra, Herb Sheldon and radio's greatest guest
artists on every show. Fast moving musical variety show for any type sponsor. 39 fifteen minute
programs available.
CONNIE HAINES ENTERTAINS—Co-St tiering Page Caroming!

Trio!

Connie Haines co-starred with the Page Cavanaugh trio in the fastest fifteen minutes in radio. Produced
to sell any product; this program is now available for you. 15 minutes with 78 programs now in
production.
DAVID STREET'S SONG S11101"—Romantie Son!' Styling at Its Best!
David Street, 20th Century-Fox singing star with lovely Lucille Norman, the Mello-Larks, Don Forbes
and orchestra in a fifteen minute program that is suitable for any type sponsor. 104 programs now
available.
DIARY OF FATE—An Invitation to Adventure!
A brand new program idea. Something new in intrigue and suspense. Join the voice of "FATE" as
he reads from his diary. It could happen to you. Fifty-two half hour programs now in production.
All-star Hollywood cast.
FINLEY TRANSCRIPTIONS ARE PRICED TO MEET
THE LOCAL SPONSOR'S BUDGET
WRITE, WIRE OR PHONE FOR

FREE

AUDITION

DISCS ON ANY OF THE ABOVE SHOWS!

FINLEY
"LARRY

FINLEY

PRODUCTIONS

TRANSCRIPTIONS
COMPANY,
For
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the

BEST

INC.
in

8983 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood,
Calif.
BRadshaw 2-2711

Transcribed

Entertainment!"
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Linda's First Lore
A dramatic strip of 1030 episodes now
going into its 11th year for Kroger Grocery chain in midwest. Cast includes
Karl Swenson. Arlene Blackburn, Bennett Kilpack, Edith Spencer and Barbara
Weeks. Over a period of years. Hooper
ratings have run from 5.0 to a high of
11.4. Available in markets not covered
by the Kroger chain.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appece: Female
Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon
Client Suitability: Food Products — Drugs
-Cosmetics --Retail Merchants —
Utilities, etc.
Number of Artists: 5
Cost: Based on population
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Harry S. Goodman Radio
Productions, 19 E. 53rd Street, New
York 22, N. Y.

Matt (lc Elmer
Matt owns a gas station on a paved
hi-way a mile from town. Elmer has the
lunch room next to gas station. Comedy
and dramatic. Plot derived from customers of both places.
Usuary three
characters sometimes four.
Sixty-five
scripts on hand and plenty of material
for a long time to come.
Small town
characters—not hill-billy—but true to life.
Has been aired.
Transcription or live.
Can furnish sample record.
Availability: Live talent, E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Early Evening
Client Suitability: Gas, oil, cereal, bread,
or any food.
Also Tires and auto
accessories
Number of Artists Employed: 3 to 4
Cost: Cast at AFRA rates.
Scripts $25.
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions. Will
pipe live talent
Submitted by: W. M. Ellsworth, 75 E.
Wacker Drive, Chicago, Ill.

Meet

Mr.

Magic

Steve Wayne, professional magacian
at the Blue Parrot night club finds himself becoming an amateur detective as
he becomes involved in a series of baffling murders that require knowledge of
a magician's tricks to solve.
Unusual
angle of this show is the explanation each
week of another outstanding magic trick.
Each show is a complete, absorbing mystery with lots of laughs between the gun
shots.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Manufacturer of home
products
Number of Artists Employed: 6 and organ
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: Gainsborough Associates,
507 Fifth Avenue—Suite 1200, New
York 17, N. Y.

Number of Artists: 2
Cost: $3.00 to $25.00 per episode, depending on population of primary
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Fred G. Mertens and Associates, 946 South Ncrmandie Avenue, Los Angeles 3, Calif.

Myrt And Marge
The story of "Myrt And Marge." already known to millions of listeners who
followed it faithfully for ten years. During its first five years, the program ran
nip and tuck in ratings opposite Amos
and Andy and as a transcribed onenend series is proving to be just as great
if not greater than it ever has been, with
most of the original cast, listeners recognize both the story and cast which have
made Myrt And Marge the outstanding
"strip" series of all times. Send for your
free audition disc now.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning, Afternoon, Evening
Client Suitability: Any type
Number of Artists Employed: 10
Cost: According to market to be covered
Submitted by: Finley Transcriptions, Inc.,
8988 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

Radio On Call
Stories of how Radio Stations stood
by in times of distress to their communities and states, answering the call when
serious situations arose, such as: floods,
accidents ,lost and found, question of life
and death, tornadoes, hurricanes and
general requests.
Each story fully
ciramatized and complete. Acquaints the
public with what a Radio Station will do
to aid in time of need. Sold in campaign
form for the Radio Station accompanied
by shield banner advertisements.
Free
weekly awards. Fully copyrighted.
Availability: Live talent, E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Sunday Afternoon or Even.inq
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists Employed: 8 to 10
Cost: Aired in cooperation with the Radio
Staticn
Submitted by: National Radio Features
100 State Street, Albany 7, N. Y.

DRAMA TIC STRIP .SERIAL
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: CBS, 485 Madison Avenue,
New York 22, N. Y.

Strange As It Seems
52 really great shows by Ernest Hix
patterned after the gazette strip bearing
the same name. A few provocative titles
—"The Oil Well That Flowed Beer"—
"The Man They Couldn't Hang"—"The
S ave Who Wrecked An Empire."
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: All types of clients
Submitted by: World Broadcasting System, Inc., 711 Fifth Avenue New
York 22, N. Y.

The Treasure Of The
Lorelei
Jimmy Braden a young Seattle insurance broker purchases the "Lorelei" at
government auction.
With this ship he
proposes to take a South Sea cruise. Preparatory to overhauling the "Lorelei" in
drydock, the mate unloads her ballast.
Below the upper tiers of pig-iron ballast
he finds five million dollars in gold,
camouflaged as rusty iron.
Dr. von
Roeder, who was in charge of the "Lorelei" for the German Government before
her capture appears and attempts to buy
the ship from Braden.
Then begins a
running duel between Braden and Dr.
von Roeder for the "Lorelei."
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 2 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: All types
Number of Artists Employed: 6
Cost: Stations 5000 Watts or under, $3.00
per program. Others on application
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Walter Biddick Company,
Radio Programs Division, Chamber
of Commerce Bldg., Los Angeles 15,
Calif.

Two Knights Of The Road

Starling Of The
White House

thing on the networks. Written by Edward
Lynn, and produced at Warner Brothers
studios—a combination that means excellence. 156 1
/ -hour episodes available.
4
Open-end.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 or 5 weekly
Audience Appea': Female; Entire family
Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon
Client Suitability: Food, department store,
any product with feminine appeal
Number of Artists: 7 to 12
Cost: Based on markets, stations
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Kasper-Gordon, Incorporated, 140 Boylston Street, Boston 16,
Mass.

Lady Dick
Sophisticated suspense show about a
charming lady detective with a man's
name . ..Richard Gentle. A smart galabout-town is this Lady Dick who solves
her crimes with wit, logic and the able
assistance of her natural feminine charms.
She's as much at home in the crime lab
as she is getting out of danger thru ¡jujitsu or via romance. For a gal who likes
to mix her men with mystery. pick Lady
Dick.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitabi'ity: Any family product ...
Cr could be slanted to a male product
Number of Artists: 5 and music
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Art Henley, 88-04
Drive, Forest Hills, N. Y.

63rd

So The Story Goes
260-15 minute programs.
Each episode carries two stories, complete in
themselves, narrated by Johnnie Neblett—
human interest stories based upon the true
and unusual facts behind the little quirks
of fate that have changed the destinies of
mankind—from science, history, art, literature, sports—from all fields.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 260-15 minutes, 3or 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon and evening
Client Suitability: Any type
Number of Artists: 3
Cost: Varies
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Morton Radio Productions,
Inc., 360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago
I. Ill.

The adventures of two hoboes. one a
pseudo-intellectual and the other a worshipper of the finer things, who was unThe "behind the scene" stories of the oble to even get through grade school;
White House as seen through the eyes of, their trek through the United States and
Colonel Edmund W. Starling of the Secret how, through a series of barter and
Service detail. He guarded five presidents' trade they better their posessions from
over a period of thirty years.
a broken down bicycle hcrnd'ebar to a
Availability: Live talent
brand new automobile. Though designed
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
primarily for comedy, the lovability and
Audience Appeal: Entire family
hominess of the two characters will find
Suggested for: Evening
they way into the hearts of all America.
Client Stability: General
Availability: Live talent, E. T.
Number of Artists: 10 and orchestra
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 or 5 weekly
Cost: $3,500
We, The Jury
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Vigorous
and
original
courtroom
Suggested for: Afternoon, Evening
Submitted by: Paul F. Adler, 385 Madidramas.
Both sides of human interest,
Number
of
Artists
Employed:
2
and
guests
son Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
Miracles Of Faith
every day cases are dramatized with
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions, Will
courtroom settings. Prosecution and deFamiliar stories of universal'y loved repipe live talent
Ffense crossexamines the witnesses.
An
Martin Stone
ligious and patriotic miracles, narrated
Submitt•ci by: Mitchell Gertz Agency, exceptionally fine vehicle for "audience
by Robert Swan over organ background'
Five-a-week, 15-minute daytime serial
8979 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles 46, response and an instantaneous success
by Chauncey Haines, Warner Bros. staff with a lawyer as central character.
Calif.
wherever broadcast.
organist. Not denominational or partial, Serial deals with emotional problems in
Uncle Jimmy
Availability: E. T.
acceptable to all races, creeds, colors, an average American community.
Sugclasses.
Uncle Jimmy represents the best acting Time Units: 39 programs, 15 minutes each,
gest solutions through constructive atti'
1-3-5 weekly
Availability: E. T.
tudes and action. Poses the problem on of William Farnum's long stage, screen
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Time Units: 5 minutes, 3 weekly
one broadcast and works it out in suc- and radio career. It's a down-to-earth
Suggested for: Evening
Audience Appeal: Entire family
ceeding four days.
New problem each human-interest drama, filled with intelliNumber of Artists: 6-8
Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon; Eve- week.
Supervised by Robert L Landry. gent philosophy and everyday situations.
Uncle Jimmy is the kind of wanderer Cost: Per station basis
ning
Availability: Live talent
Client Suitability: Banks, Finance, Insur- Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
you'd like to visit you—and how he un- Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
snarls the tangled lives of one family is Submitted by: G. C. Bird 6 Associates,
ance, Merchandising, Honest Pro- Audience Appeal: Entire family
311 S. New Hampshire Ave., Los
prietaries,
Mortuaries,
Cemeteries, Suggested for: Morning, 5-a-week; After- something that makes for excellent radio
Angeles 5, Calif.
fare. A "soap opera" on a par with anyFoods, Provisions
noon, 5-a-week
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11111MAL
IS STILL
THE FAVORITE

AL JAIIIIS ...

the original Make-Believe Ballroom

STI LL Southern California's favorite:::
As revealed by C. E. Hooper survey, first six months 1947
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Date
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* DISC JOCKEY -ee
.1

Disc

An

all-night recorded program aired
7 nights a week from Midnight to 5:30
A.M.
Music is principally of the hot
jazz and blues variety. Two emcees are
used (Symphony Sid and Ray Carroll)
both of whom present song introductions

Time Units: Spots, 5 minutes or 15 minute
:)rograms, 7 weekly
Audience Appeal: Male, Female
Suggested for: Early AM
Client Suitability: Record shops, Clothes,
Night Clubs

Number of Artists: 2
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WHOM, 29 West 57th Si.
New York 19, N. Y.

Afternoon

1ariettes

This program follows an established 15
minute news roundup, and comes right
before the extra strong ABC afternoon
women's line-up. It consists of the latest
records and standard ET releases. Other
stations running drama, thus assuring the
entire music-seeking audience.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, Mon-thru-Fri.
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Early afternoon

A elan And Ills Music
Jockey

Show

featuring

Dick

Mabry who specializes in selling mail
and telephone
order products (books,
etc.)
Program is aired afternoons only
when baseball season is not in swing
(October thru' April).
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Books and other mail
order products

Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WIBG, 1425 Walnut
PIlladelphia 2, Pa.

St.,

This is a jazz show and features many
outstanding jazz records—both old and
new.
Brief background data is written
into the script, outlining the lives and
accomplishments of the musicians.
Certain shows feature the works of one instrumentalist or can be varied to cover
more than one.
Kenton's - Artistry In
Rhythm" is used as the theme for the
show.

RADIO

Battle Of The Baritones
Bing Crosby, Frank Sinatra, Perry Como,
Dick Haymes and other popular male
vocalists are the stars of this Sunday
recorded production emceed by Joe Tobin.
Staged in musical rounds, the program
features each star in his latest song releases, plus his most requested tunes of
past seasons.
This series is a smooth
blend of romantic ballads, vocal novelties and jump tunes.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 60 minutes, 1 weekly

Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested
for:
Morning,
Afternoon,
Evening

Client Suitability: Varied
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WINS, 28 West 44th Street,
New York, N. Y.

Three

disc

iocIceys,

featuring

sweet,

swing and classics respectively, vie for
listeners pleasure. Each disc jockey kids

A bright ten minute program, headlined by Bill Hahn, Yankee's popular
master of ceremonies.
It features friendly informal chatter in addition to the
latest recorded popular songs of yesterday and today.
On the inspirational
side, Bill Hahn offers a cash award, each
day to listeners for a - thought for the
day.

Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 10 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: All types
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions

Submitted by: Yankee Network, 21 Brookline Avenue, Boston 15, Mass.

Breakfast With Squires
An early morning show from 5:00 A. M.
to 8:00 A. M. featuring blind announcer
Alonzo G. Squires.
The first hour and
forty-five minutes consists of Foik Music
where Squires gives out with homespun
philosophy as he discusses fishing, ditferent ways to plant crops, compares old
Folklore superstitions on weather to the
accurate weather bureau reports of today.
different ways of curing meat, etc.
The
other hour and fifteen minute part of
Squires' early morning show operates on
this theory; play the music that the
people want to hear whether its old or
the new popular music.

Time Units:

hour, 5 weekly

Audience Appeal: Entire family

Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Any type
Number of Artists: 3 disc jockeys
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by:
WSB,
Boltmore
Atlanta, Ga,

Berne's

Bandst‘i

Hotel,

Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WAYS, 120 E. Third St.,
jharlatte 2, N. C.

Bunny's

and transcriptions.

MC

sings

Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 60 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 1
Cost: Card rates plus talent
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WMMI, 408 Fulton Street,
Peoria 2, Ill.

Cafe atmosphere created by sound effects. Music
in the continental idiom featuring French
and Gypsy style interpretation of popular
songs (Charles Trenet, Hildegarde, Jean
Sablon, Xavier Cugat, Mischa Borr and
Jan August).
Producer-Announcer, Ed.
Howard. Monday through Friday 5:30 to
5:55 p.m.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 25 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Late Afternoon, Evening
Client Suitability: Restaurant, Hotel or
Night Club,

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WQQW, 2627 Connecticut
Ave, N. W., Washington 8, D. C.

Can

Von Tie

That

Al Jarvis, the dean of disc jockeys,
presents big time quest stars in a record
show with audience participation.
Four
guests appear with Jarvis on the stage.
A new record release is played, the
guests discuss the record with critical
comments or praise, then give it their
score, ranging from 100 down to 0. Audience members who come closest to tying
the average score of the experts win the
give-away prizes.

Client Suitability: All types

Number of Artists: 1 and 4 guests
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions

Submitted

Davie, a seventeen-year-old lad
a great piano talent and a fast
line of gab is the major-domo of "BunBun

ny's

Bailiwick. - Anything can happen,
and Bun's recorded guests include every-

one from Lawrence Tibbet to Joe Liggins.
He kids himself, his audience and
his records to the delight of the listeners.
Takes special delight in putting a -boogie

Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
C:ient Suitability: All types, especially
for young people
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WBRC, 2nd Ave., at 18th
St. N, Birmingham 1, Ala,

Cactus Jim

with rec-

Cafe Continental
Show is of the disc variety.

A western music disc jockey show
featuring the best in Western music.
Cactus Jim has established a program
which pulls a 4.3 Hooper in Salt Lake
City and much higher ratings in other
Inte:mountain Network markets. Leading
Western recording artists on program.
Availability: Live talent, E. I.
Units: 1 minute participating announc. ments, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: No special type client

Time

or product

Number of Artists: 1
Cost: Regular announcement rate
.S4.00 participation charge.
Audition Facilities: Transcriotions

DAILY

by:

KLAC,

1000

Cahuenga

Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.

with

d

ords, conducts contests, uses live and recorded interviews with the stars who
make the hits.
Novel feature of each
show is a "Jazz Appreciation" segment
in which "collectors records" are played.

Submitted by: The Intermountain Network
Inc., 248 South Main St., Salt Lake
City 1, Utah

lime Units: Spots 5, 10, 15, 30 minutes, 6 Availability: Live talent
weekly
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Sugg ested
for:
Morning,
Afternoon,
Client Suitability: All types of products

the other two about their types of music.
Gimmics are worked into the show such beat" on a classic, or making a classic
as a peanut-pushing contest following a out of a pop tune.
A grand mixture of
Popular
vote
contest;
postcard
give piano, records, mid chatter.
aways, etc.
Availability: Live talent
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 60 minutes, 1 weekly

Berne Enterline, well known Peoria
disc man handles show with late records

Irlistry I i Rhythm

Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1weekly

Mississippi

Battle Of Music

Client Suitability: Women's products, good
for any type spots
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WDEF, Volun'er Bldg.,
Chattanooga 2, Tenn.
Disc

Client Suitability: Soft drinks, dairy products, juvenile products
Number of Artists: 1
Cost: Regular rates apply
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WROX, Delta Avenue,
ksdale,

and commercials in a "jive" style.
Availability: Live talent

Breakfast With Bill

Audience Appeal: Entire family

"A Date With A Disc" is a telephone Suggested for: Evening
request program featuring records and Client Suitability: Firm with modern ideas
transcriptions.
Gimmicks include use of Cost: On request
special effects, weird commercials and Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
by:
CJOB,
Lindsay Bldg.,
facts about participating artists. Progrcmi Submitted
:iinrupeg, Manitoba, Canada
has had name band leaders as guests as
well as prominent local musicians.
"A
Ball Room Time
Date With A Disc" is MC'd by Freddy
r A two-hour record show 5 days weekly
Shaffer.
from 3:15 to 5:15 pm. A consistent mailAvailability: E. T.
Time Units: '") minute segments, 3 weekly puller with juveniles and women listeners.
Phil Kipp handles the discs with a
Audience Appeal: Entire family
1dry but listenable way.
Crowded with
Suggested for: Evening
Pulls from other
Client Suitability: Best for co-op advertiser requests — all by mail.
Number of Artists: Announcer, engineer, towns in the territory running the same
type show at the same time.
reccrd man
Availability: Live talent, E. T.
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WSBA, York, Pennsylvania Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile, Female
After Hours
Suggested for: Afternoon

tif 1918

plus

II-GO Club
"Easily the hippest platter show locally" (according to Down Beat maga-

zine) — WMAQ's 11 60 Club is entrepreneured by the fabulous Dave Garroway,
Disc
Jockey
extraordinaire.
Nationally
known and followed, Dave embraces
12,000 11-60 Club members (replete with
membership cards) among his loyal legion
of listeners ... a waiting list of 400 aspirants for the featured position of GuestDisc Jockey for The Night — an intimate
listenership stimulus. Melodious, modern
music—intrespersed with inimitable platter-patter - - composes the program's format.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 90 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family

Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: All clients desiring to
sell
the
high-purchasing,
young
tclult market
Number of Artists: One
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: WMAQ, Merchandise Mart,
54, Illinois

570 CIO»
A

record show mceed by Bob McLaughlin with its name taken from KLAC's
spot on the dial. The informal background
atmosphere of a mythical supper club is
maintained from the opening "page" of
the artists of the afternoon by the "call
girl," the top name guests introducing
their own numbers through the use of
pre-recorded voice tracks, and through
to the final good afternoon from the
— doorman" as the listeners depart. Commercials are woven in informally.
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ANSON

"HOLLYWOOD BANDSTAND"

KFWB

GEORGE MONAGHAN
"Monaghan's Morning Watch"
every morning
6:30-7:00 WOR
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Availability: Live talent
Suggested for: Evening
Time Units: 2 hours, 5 weekly
Client Suitability: Any type, where popuAudience Appeal: Entire family
lar music conforms to client's policy
Suggested for: Afternoon; Evening
Number of Artists: One
Client Suitability: Any type
Cost: Station time only
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KLAC, 1000 Cahuenga ISubmitted by: KVOE, 206 North Main St.,
hanta Ana, California
Blvd., Hollywood 38, California

1100 Club

Danceland

A personality show featuring Ken
Powell—former top network announcer
with MBS, conducts a one hour afternoon disc show of latest records with
behind the scenes explanations of artists, past history and sundry comments.
Done in an unusually frank and friendly
style. If Ken doesn't like a record he
breaks it. Has a tremendous following
with record company's offering their entire back library's for his use.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Women listener's
Number of Artists: one
Cost: Time plus talent
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WELM, Elmira, New York

Disc Jockey program with highest rating
fo; record show in Philadelphia. Sold in
15 minute periods, from 10:30 AM to 12
Noon and 6 to 7:30 PM. Doug Arthur who
does show ad libs all commercials and
reserves right to do commercials in his
own style.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 or 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Client Suitability: Varied
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: W1BG, 1425 Walnut Street,
Philadelphia 2, Pa.

Dawn Yawners Pyjama
Patrol

A recorded request program especially
designed for early risers and which includes time checks after each musical
number to get listeners to work on time.
1410 .1nd Wolf
Weather reports are also broadcast every
John Allen Wolf, for twelve years a 15 minutes, with news on the hour each
CBS announcer in New York, has returned hour.
A complete morning listening
to WSFA. Montgomery, his "alma mater." service. Humorous banter by announcer
and is conducting 1440 and Wolf—a disc makes program a steady daily favorite
show currently scheduled from ten-thirty with listeners.
to midnight. Wolf began his radio career Availability: Live talent
at WSFA in the early 30's—jumping di- Time Units: 120 minutes, 6 weekly
rect into the "big time" in 1935. The Andre Audience Appeal: Entire family
Kostalanetz and Singin' Sam shows were Suggested for: Morning
among his many commercial stints.
Client Zuitability: All types
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 100-word sptos or quarter- Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
cour segments

DISC JOCKEY
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Anything that can be
sold
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
SLIDmitted by: WRRF, Washington, N. C.
I
'The l'ontney Dorsey Show
'
A transcribed disc jockey show with
Tommy Dorsey, one of the biggest names
in the music world playing the latest
phonograph records by all the big bands
and vocalists and offering his comments
in refreshing and authoritative fashion.
Prominent artists will regularly appear
as Dorsey's guests.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 60 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested
for:
Morning,
Afternoon
Evening
Client Suitability: All types
Cost: Varies with market
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Louis G. Cowan, Inc. 485
Madison Ave., New York 28, N. Y.

Dreamland

Rallroollt

Client Suitability: All clients desiring a
"broad-base" audience
Number of Artists: One
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: WMAQ, Merchandise Mart,
Chicago 54, Illinois

The .101111 Ford Show
Originally (and still) a newsman with
a flair for corny humor, John Ford cavorts
through a half hour 4:00-4:30 Mondays
through Fridays jockeying discs and chattering about whatever pops into his
somewhat fertile "noggin"—and that includes the commercials! He can sell anything.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: Thirty minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: All types who want a
large audience
Number of Artists: one
Cost: on request
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: WTGN, Wesley Temple,
Minneapolis 4, Minnesota

A late evening record variety show, in
The Girl Friend
which the audience is asked to imagine
Carol Reed, one of Philadelphia's outthemselves on a magic carpet taking a
standing radio and television personalitour of America's leading Ballrooms, hearties, takes over each Saturday morning
ing music via records of the particular
in a program appealing to girls and
band playing there currently. This type
of show requires constant inventory on women of all ages, with an extra fillip
for the men. The accent is on romance as
where the leading musical groups are
purveyed by top popular tunes.
playing.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Availability: Live talent, E. T.
Time Units: 15-30-or-45 minutes, 1-to-6 Time Units: forty minutes, one weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
weekly.
Suggested for: Morning
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Client Suitability: cosmetics and home
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Submitted by: CKFI, Fort Frances, On- Suggested for: Evening
products, ready-to-wear
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Suitable to almost any
tario, Canada
Number of Artists: one
Client Suitability: Program designed for
sponsorship
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
entire family listening
Number of Artists: 2 and recordings
Elise Jockey Berate
Submitted by: WPEN, 1528 Walnut Street,
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Number of Artists: One
"Disc Jockey Revue" with Jack GregPhiladelphia 40, Pa.
Cost: Class "A" rate for spots or quarterSubmitted by: KRGV, Weslaco, Texas
son, popular west coast entertainer and
hours
master-ohceremonies, and NBC radio perIlarrey's Douse
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Dreamland Special
sonality. Popular musical recordings, inSubmitted by: WSFA, P. O. Box 1031,
Program is of fifty-five minutes duraHarvey's House is an all request show
terviews with orchestra leaders and musiMontaemery, Alabama
cal personalities.
Offers a refreshing tion, nightly from 11:05-12:00 midnight. featuring the latest recordings. Harvey is
new approach to the presentation of re- Consists of sweet popular dance music ,a mythical character who never makes
1450 Club
corded music to be enjoyed by the entire ,(vocal and instrumental) with a dreamy an appearance on the show but is a
Selections are announced topic of conversation every program. The
Morning request show, features time family, because of Gregson's informal atmosphere.
in groups of three and each group fea- show is opened with a knock on the
and temperature checks and interviews manner and keen sense of listener psyOpening door, with the remark, "Harvey's not
The top Disc Jockey show in tures one particular artist.
with young folks on their way to school, chology.
theme--"Dream" closing theme—"I'll See here," but come on in, and we'll spin
with questions ranging all the way from the San Francisco Bay Area.
You In My Dreams."
a few.
"what did you have for breakfast?" to Time Units: 31
/ hours daily, 5 weekly
2
Availability: E. T.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
"what is your opinion of the present so- Audience Appeal: Entire family
Time Units: 55 minutes, 6 weekly
Time Units: One hour and a half, Once
dol security set-up?" Program has high
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning, Afternoon
weekly
listener appeal for all groups, and has
Suggested for: Evening
Audience Appeal: Entire family
proved a popular vehicle far spot com- Client Suitability: Participating for furniture, clothing, bakery and general Client Suitability: Suitable for any es- Suggested for: Evening
mercials.
tablished firm
•cfccoulit
Client Suitability: Any type but preferably
Time Units: 30 minutes, 6 weekly
Cost: On request
a beverage, soft drink, beer or milk
Number of Artists:
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
company
Suggested for: Morning
Cost:: Premium rates
Submitted by: CJOB, Lindsay Building,
Number of Artists: One
Number of Artists: One
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Winnipea, Manitoba, Canada
Cost: $50.00 net
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted
by:
KSFO,
Mark
Hopkins
Hotel,
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KSVP, Artesia, New Mexico
The Dare Garroway Show Submitted by: WCED, DuBois, Pa.
San Francisco 6, Calif.
"One of the best-informed disc jockeys
11110 Club
in the land," Dave Garrowcry has skyDitiCile With Don
.1 it» 111111tili
S
Evening disc jockey show that caters
rocketed to fame in the past year. His
Program follows straight down the line
ere,
refl SI. ii
to telephone requests. Title is same as
name is a byword wherever music and
policy for Saturday afternoon disc shows.
dial number of KVOE-1480. Disc jockey
Chicago's
Lowest
Cost-Per-Thousand
radio artists are discussed and, as MetroProgram was aired because station felt
has several fan clubs that developed
Afternoon Show Last Year. Disk Jockey
that with ET's and records they could nome magazine states: "Garroway comes
from listening to the show regularly.
on ...over WIvIAQ ...with not only a show entirely from script. Series of gimgive a better show featuring wider variety
Contests with prizes are a regular feamicks, e.g. review of Crosby's singing
and style with more name bands in host of great musical sides ...but also
ture. Informal, conversational manner of
career, analysis of three top money makpopular music. Program has been used some of the smartest, subtlest, listenable
handling show has built it on friendly
very successfully for fast moving of mer- ad libbing to hit any airlanes in a long ers of past year, audience's three all
basis. Latest releases from many record
chandise.
Gimmick being: Advertiser time." Dave also presents — in person — time favorites. Scriptwriter and M.C. is
firms keeps constant interest at high level.
has something he wants to sell now. guest stars like Gertrude Niesen and Sara Jim Hamilton: band, night club M.C. and
Jockey's name has become familiar with
singer 1935 to 1944, 1938, 39, 40 M.C. and
On this show it's sold and fast.
Good Vaughan to spark the platter-chatter forprogram's audience.
staff singer at Sherman Hotel, Chicago
mat of this popular record show.
bet in quarter hour sections.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
coming in contact with top name-bandmen
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: One hour and 15 minutes, 5 Avai ability: Live talent, E. T.
of era.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 5 weekly
Time Units: 15 minutes
Availability: Live
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Audience Appeal: Entire family
'Audience Appeal: Entire family
Time Units: 15
w
Suggested for: Afternoon

ie
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Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon
Client Suitability: All acceptable types
wanting a large, low-cost Chicago
afternoon audience
Number of Artists: 1
Cost: Time plus $50.00 per quarter hour
strip
one show--choosing records and reading
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Gifts of an album of records
Submitted by: WIND, 230 North Michigan rrequests.
and pen are presented to guest announcer
Avenue, Chicago 1, Illinois
and a recording of his portion of the show
is made as a souvenir.

DISC
JOCKEY

SUPER * SALESMAN

After Hours

Features
ace
KUGN
jock
"Suds"
Chaney, live interviews with such leaders as Al Donahue. Stan Kenton, Roy
Acuff.
Is production affair, with adlib
commercials, complete with sound effects,
etc. Utilizes KLIGN's Capitol and Lang.
worth library, plus some 3,000 other recorded selections. Been on for little less
than a year.
Availability: Live talent, E. T.
Time Units: 120 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitabi.ity: Has succeeded for all
types of sponsors
Number of Artists: 1
Cost: Participating sponsors; $5 per spot
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KUGN, Box 1400, Eugene,
Oregon

Bobby Sox Club

EDDIE CHASE and his "Make
Believe Ballroom" is one of radio's
most unique disc shows
•

Eddie Chase and his "Make Be'ieve Ballroom" in
ten years has sold everything from automobiles to
potato chips ...In quantities that has earned him
the justifiable title of The Detroit Area's Top Salesman.

Eddie's

smooth

knack of weaving a sales

punch throughout a carefully picked musical program is a tried-and-terrific formula for sponsors and
listeners alike. The "Make Believe Ballroom" over
CKLW is more than just a disc show .... it is a daily
and Sunday institution in America's Second Market.
You might still get a share of Eddie Chase ...by
acting fast!

In

The Detroit Area, it's

CKLW
J. E. Campeau, Managing Director
Adam T. Young, Jr., Inc., Nat'l Rep.
Casiadian Rep., H. N. Stovin & Co.
MUTUAL SYSTEM

Bobby Sox Club is an hour long program devoted to the music likes of the
teen
age
crowd.
Approximately
20
couples are invited to WCED's studios
every Tuesday night for dancing and
fun while the Bobby Sox Club program
is in progress.
Two teen-agers emcee
their own show. Selections for music are
made through polls taken throughout the
city the previous week. The program has
a large following and is proving quite
popular.
Availability: Live talent, E. T.
Time Units: 60 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Afternoon or Evening
Client Suitability: Soft drinks, teen age
clothes, milk, bread, music store, etc.
Number of Artists: 2
Cost: $45.00 net
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WCED, DuBois, Pennsylvania

Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 60 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
CIient Suitability: Food concerns, Wearing apparel shops, Record shops
Number of Artists: Disc Jockey and transcribed music
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WILK, Wilkes-Barre, Penna.

Dr. Jive And His
Swing Clinic
In a matter of just a few months Dr.
Jive has become known as the practitioner with nothing but easy-to-take,
pleasant prescriptions.
On a typical
afternoon session, The Doctor prescribes
for about 60 patients, many of whom
never quite get over their ailments and
consequently come back for more every
day or so.
Availability: Live talent, E. T.
Time Units: 1 hour and 55 minutes, 5
times weekly
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Any sponsor wanting
to promote other than musical prescriptions
Number of Artists: 1
Cost: Participating program; rates on request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WBBO, Augusta, Ga.

Melody Matinee
Melody Matinee is a brand new program that is catching on amazingly fast
with Metropolitan Washington, D. C. lovers of popular music. The program, conducted by Tony Howard. is a compilation
of the very latest and best popular recordeigs interspersed with lively cornmentary on the composers, artists, etc.
This two hour show has an already
proven audience based upon actual mail
response which is increasing daily.

Club Request
Availability: Live talent
Club Request reverses the usual tele- Time Units: 1 min. participations or 15
min. segments, six weekly
phone request program.
Listener writes
a card or letter to station asking to be- Audience Appeal: Entire family
come a member. Bill Austin, emcee, then Suggested for: Afternoon
calls this person and asks what selection Client Suitability: Any client wishing to
he or she wants to hear. The telephone
reach a large regional audience
interview lends variety to the program Number of Artists: One
and the music runs the gamut from hill- Cost: Regular card rates apply
billy to classical.
Currently a partid- Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
paling program, it could be sold in quar- fSubmitted by: WPIK, P. 0. Box 298, Alexter hour blocks or as a whole. Excellent ]
andria, Virginia
response.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: 'Daytime
Client Suitability: Food Dealers, Furniture
Stores, Upholsterers, Bakeries, Laundries, etc.
Number of Artists: Announcer
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WPLH, 1105 4th Avenue,
Huntington, W. Va.

Club Secinytime
Full hour disc-jockey show featuring
guest announcer gimmick.
Any high
school student is eligible.
The student
receiving the most mailed-in votes is
elected guest announcer and appears on
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Spin It ind 11 in It
Six recordings are played during halfhour program.
Audience is asked to
rame the se'ections by mail. Most original answers as to why the person
should win records are judged in the
final tabulation. The first award is three
of the records played.
Availcbility: Live talent, E. T.
Time Units: 20 minutes, 2 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client
Suitability:
Grocery,
clothing,
garage, general retail
Number of Artists: 1 announcer
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WMOU, 40 Main Street,
Berlin N. H.
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Here's Your Masi«. !faker

DISC
JOCKEY

39 half hours with the Big Names Of
Music, assisting Jockey Cook in spinning
the platters that they've made famous.
Light, informative artist quiz on when,
where and who was involved on recording date and discussions on music trends,
Hotemke Cub
sweet versus swing and background on
guest. Guaranteed availability on records
One hour popular record show built
to be played between tracts. Personalized for during breakfast and before work
tracts, custom built, for your cal letters, listening. Written requests honored by
locale and sponsor. Available about June disc jockey in chatty, informal manner.
16, 1947. Can be sold participating.
Plans for future include formation of regAvailability: E. T.
ular Hotcake Club with membership buttons and cards. Two disc jockeys alter.
Time Units: 30 minutes, five weekly
nate from month to month and are both
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon; Eve- closely associated with the show.
ning
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: one hour, 5 weekly
Client Suitability: all types
Number of Artists: Jockey and One or
Two guests per show
Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted
by:
Lampson
Transcription
Sales, 1032 No. Sycamore, Hollywood
38, Calif.

The Bill Hickok Show
Bill Hickok, WCOP's singing emcee, is
a remarkable young man with a flair
for selecting numbers with housewife appeal. Each day from 1 to 2:30, Bill plays
popular band recordings and occasionally
accompanies them with his own voice.
If there's a girl vocalist already on the
record, he turns the number into a delightful duet. Deft weaving in of commercials, and informal chatter make the Bill
Hickok show one of Boston's outstanding
favorites.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 11
/ hours daily, 7 weekly
2
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Household
Number of Artists: 1
Cost: Rate Card
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WCOP, 485 Boylston St.,
Boston, Mass.

The 'foliated Engle Show
Featuring Holland Engle, a radio man
who has been announcer, producer, singer

Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Any type. Manufacturer
or retailer of foods is most logical
Number of Artists: One
Cost: Station time only
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KVOE, 206 North Main St.,
Santa Ana, California

Ted "fusing's 11:etedstand
Ted Husing combines his glib sincere
style with hit recordings in one of the
most
ta'ked-about
"disc-Jockey"
type
shows. Morning and afternoon sessions
divided into quarter-hour segments, each
devoted to the recordings of a single artist. Depending upon his popularity, an
artist may be bided once, three or six
times a week. When Husing turned discjockey the -Bandstand - received nationwide publicity and promotion. Compete
sales brochure available.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: Fifteen, ten or five minutes,
three or six weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire fcimily
Suggested for: Morning; Evening
Client Suitabi7ity: General
Number of Artists: (1) Ted Husing
Cost: See station rate-card
Submitted by: WHN, 1540 Broadway, New
York 19, N. Y.

Impressions In Wax

Here is a disc show that is an education in pop music. Stan Gee who does
and musician in his over twenty-five
years in the broadcasting business, this the spinnig has an intimate working
record show presents the unusual in discs knowledge of pop music, recording artists
and band make-ups. Listeners get a comand in the stories behind them and the
plete run down on each number with inartists recording them together with musical recordings by "Disc" Engle himself. teresting comments on artist, personnel,
Engle has culled from his experience of background on featured artist and highlighted passages. Show has a "hep" slant
over 35 years in show business, stories
and is pointed for young adults.
of artists never before aired making this
Availability: Live talent
a different disc jockey show.
Time Units: 90 minutes, once weekly
Availability: Live talent
Audience Appe&: Male; Female
Time Units: 15 or 30 minutes, 5 weekly
Suggested for: I. Ite evening
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Client Suitability: Any
Suggested for: Afternoon
Number of Artists: One
Number of Artists: One
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions; Will
Submitted by:
WGAR, Hotel
Statler,
pipe live talent
Cleveland 14, Ohio
Submitted by: WGN, 441 N. Michigan
Avenue, Chicago 11,

Insomnia Club

One hour popular disc show 1.0:00 p.m.
Hot Club
Saturday nights. Name bands from three
The best in real jazz from classics to transcription libraries are used. Warren
new releases, drawn from ertensive col- Clark is the m.c. Late news bulletins and
lections and introduced by jazz-expert Joel sports items are worked into the proChaseman. Program is built on known gram. Available participating basis.
preference among students for real jazz, Availability: Live talent; E. T.
and includes many rare collectors' items Time Units: sixty minutes, weekly
among hot records. Publicized through Audience Appeal: Entire family
college jazz clubs.
Suggested for: Evening
Availability: Live talent
Client Suitability: Will accept any acTime Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
count catering to young folks. (No
Audience Appeal: College studens
beer) recommend soft drinks, cosSuggested for: Evening
metics, clothes, dancing schools, etc.

Number of Artists: one, occasional guests
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Intercollegiate Broadcasting System, 507 Fifth Avenue, New
York 17, N. Y.
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Ever Tasted Jambalaya?
Once you've smelled the delicious aroma of this
famous Creole dish, you can never forget it!
The New Orleans cooks take fat grains of rich
rice, add delicious chunks of pink ham and mix with
tempting shrimp. They sprinkle over this steaming
dish exotic Creole herbs whose names are known
only to native New Orleanians.
Just as Jambalaya is tops among New Orleans
foods so is WDSU tops among New Orleans Radio
stations.

• WDSU's listener loyalty is built thru its
active public service. More than 250 public
service spots are scheduled aweek. WDSU
devotes 1'2 hours of choice time a day to
public service programs of which more than
50% are exclusive WDSU productions.
• WDSU is the first with nationally outstanding shows. Ronald Colman's "Favorite Story" is already sold, and George Raft's
"The Cases of Mr. Ace," Tommy Dorsey
and Ted Lewis are available for sponsorship!
Write WDSU for information about aslice
of this top entertainment.
•WDSU keeps listeners alerted with more
than 13 news broadcasts aday.
• WDSU is the only New Orleans station
operating on a24 hour basis.

IN NEW ORLEANS-IT'S

WDSU
5000 WATTS

1280 KC

Number of Artists: one
Cost: Class -A - rates
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KFXJ, Grand Junction, Colorado
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The Jazz Show

MAURICE HART
Associate

A1111011111C
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"THE MARTIN BLOCK SHOW"
KFWB—and—MBS
"Starts The Day Right"
With His Own Program from 6 to 7 A.M.
for millions of Southern Californians with his pleasant manner Monday
thru Saturday over Warner Bros. KFWB, Hollywood

the show for tomorrow

ere Iowa are pressed into service for exclusive data on this one. Corerspondents
contact popu'ar juke spots in each town
and supply the station with authentic information on local favorite record selections plus additional descriptive material
which is used by the station to inject
"color" into program continuity. A disc
jockey show that's different — with a
regional note that's sure to appeal to
corn belt listeners.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minute strip, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Late Afternoon; Early Evening
Client Suitability: No special type
Number of Artists: One disc jockey
Audition Facrities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WMT, Paramount Bldg.,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

A disc jockey show dedicated strictly
to Jazz in the highest sense of the word.
Jazz classics, with background on cutting
dates, artists, style, etc., are spun by Bob
Koons—a jockey that knows jazz. This
show has Hooper of 8.5 locally, and is
recognized throughout Northwest as a
jazz authority. Jazz record collectors appear as guest; spin their own discs.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience AppeaI: Male; Female
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Most any time; informal
approach commercially is best.
Juke Box Jamboree
Number of Artists: 1 and records
Early morning platters with genial chatAudition Facilities: Transcriptions
ter and patter with a disc jockey who
Submitted by: KMO, 914 1
/ Broadway, knows his recorded music. This milkman2
Tacoma 7, Washington
matinee program begins at midnight and
runs through daybreak. Interspersed with
Juke Box
news, weather bulletins, etc.
Juke Box 3:00 to 4:00 P.M. daily Mon. Availability: E. T.
thru Fri. is disc jockey show with emcee Time Units: 15, 30, 45, 60 or more minAl Nobel, nationally known singer, forutes, 6 or 7 times weekly
merly with Carl Hoff and Hal McIntyre, Audience Appeal: Entire family
now national recording artist for Emerald Suggested for: Early Morning Hours
Records. Has large following, principally Client Suitability: Record shop, Beer, Soft
teen-agers and women, with Al Nobel
Drink
fan clubs numbering several hundred, Number of Artists: One
with thousands of young members. Pro- Cost: On Request
gram in year and a half has risen from 1. Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Hooper to 6.2. Features teen-age guest Submitted by: WNOE, c/o St. Charles
and name orchestra leaders regularly.
Hotel, New Orleans, La.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
The Jukebox Jamboree
Audience Appeal: Teen-age Female
Program features recorded and tranSuggested for: Late Afternoon
Client Suitability: Any client wishing to Iscribed music. Latest jukebox favorites
reach teen-age audience
plus standard favorites. Selections based
Number of Artists: 1
on actual survey of jukebox favorites in
Audition FaciIities: Transcriptions
city and surrounding areas. Lots of music,
'little chatter. Idea of show is to replace
Zubmitted by: KQV, Chamber of Cammerce Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pa,
Ijukebox at niteclubs. roadhouses after
11 p.m. West Virginia beer law prohibits
Juke Box
sale of beer and playing of jukebox after
Every night, the very latest by the top 11 p.m., but does not forbid playing of
recording stars are used. Program has radio. Plenty of opportunity for painless
been running many years as "spot commercials which will be heard at the
show." Emcee knows his music, invites point of sale.
mail requests.
Availability: Live talent
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 55 minutes, 6 weekly
Time Units: 30 minutes, Monday thru Fn- Audience Appeal: Male; Female
day
Suggested for: Late Evening
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Client Suitability: Designed for sponsorSuggested for: Late Evening
ship by brewery or beer distributor
Client Suitability: beer sponsors, soft- Number of Artists: One (Disc jockey)
drink sponsors
Cost: Station 'Time: $122.58; Talerift $30.00
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
(weekly) Total: $152.58 weekly
Submitted by: WDEF, Volunteer Bldg., Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Chattanooga 2, Tenn.
Submitted by: WJLS, Mainand Kanawha

Juke Box Gems (or Jams)

ted husing's bandstand

whn
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Streets ' Beckley, West Va.

"I was down at the local Dine and
KFIEQ Dise Derby
Dance Emporium, minding my own busi- I
ness as usual, when in walks my palGraham
I
This program features Herb
u
Greg Gregory, slush slinger at the local'I
-P as jockey—his listeners frequently—
radio station. He is very sad. Greg, I
to though not always originally—refer
says, why do you frown so? What causesHis
him as the "Poor man's Morgan."
background for giving the musical backyou to weep? So he tells me—It's the
Blues Of The Record Man'" Complete grounds of the tunes he turns is amazing;
his uncanny ability to create feuds beDamon Runyon type narrative. Trick endings. Music carries story forward. Burney tween his listeners over orks is disconcerting, but darn good for his Hooper!
Jones writes, does whole show.
Buns for two hours—and for two hours
Availability: E. T.
runs the gamut from ancient McCormack
Time Units: 30 minutes, twice weekly
platters, to Cantor Rosenblooms, to modAudience Appeal: Male; Female
ern Jazz to Pops!
Suggested for: Evening
Availabi'ity: Live talent
Client Suitability: music store . ..high
Time Units: Participation or Blocks, 5
class night club (that could stand
weekly
kidding)
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Number of Artists: one
Suggested for: Afternoon; Evening
Audition Racilities: Transcriptions
Client Suitability: teen-age on up
Submitted by: KSVP, Attesia, New Mexico
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Juke Box Jamboree
WMT's satff of 40 regional corerspond- Submitted by: KFEQ, KFEQ Building, St.
Joseph 7, Mo.
ents in cities and towns throughout EastWorldRadioHistory
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kitchen Com pieta y
Women's program participating. Household hints, anecdotes and friendly chatter by popu'ar disc jockey personality
(Jack Puter). Scheduled for morning time.
Program established in May.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: thirty minutes, five weekly;
will sell one to fifteen minute segments
Audience Appeal: Female'
Suggesed for: Morning
C'ient Suitability: Women's market
Number of Artists: one
Cost: Regular rates apply
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted
by:
KFXJ,
Grand
Junction,
Colorado

KUGN

usie Corral

Fairly new idea . . . rides the new
-disc jockey" craze. Show features a trueblue cowboy jock, "Rowdy - Wright, who
is featured at another time on KUGN
with his own western live band. Wright
plays recorded western items, and intersperses with live guitar, jews-harp stuff.
Much novelty. Barnyard and cattle sound
effects pep up intro and enhance dialogue, which is adlib, as are commercials.
Styled for KUGN's early morning rural
audience, which eats it up. Good mail
pull; consistent audience-getter.
Availability: Live talent; E. F.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Early Morning
Client Suitability: Implement manufacturers; feed growers; large drygoods
firms
Number of Artists: one
Cost: Participating sponsors; $5 per spot;
six advertisers accepted
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: 1nrGN, Box 1400, Eugene,
Oregon

DISC
JOCKEY
Make !teller(' lilt! room
Canada's most consistently popular feature-length program; features emcee Keith
Sandy. Each quarter hour bandstand features one of the leading orchestras or
vocalists of the day—complete with recorded introduction by the featured artist.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: Fifteen minutes, 18 segments
cHily
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning; Evening
Client Suitability: Universal
Number of Artists: One
Cost: Write, wire or phone for complete
cost information
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: CKEY, 444 University Avenue, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Make Bel iere Ballroom
Program runs from 11:15 to midnight.
Opens with theme Make Believe Ballroom,
starting with stage one, then citernates
with stage two, three and four. Personality program with weather, phone calls
requess, and special attention to parties.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Male;
Suggested for: Evening

Female

Cient Suitability: Any type that appeals
to men and women and young folks
Number of Artists: Two
Cost: Radio time and talent fee for one
man
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions; Will
pipe live talent
Submitted by: WOLS, 129 South Dargor
Leare It To Larsen
St., Florence, S. C.
Program is very informal and designed '
to acquaint listeners with the latest hap.111111 y's Part y
penings in radio, station in particular.
Morning disc jockey program featuring
Disc jockey (Bob Larsen) gives interestMarty Alexander, accomplished musician
ing chats about new programs, special
and singer, well known and respected in
events and other timely programs. Intercommunity activities. Program features
spersed with gags, weather forecast, top
listener requests, birthday greetings, weatunes of yesterday and today by record
and transcription and household hints. ther reports, time signals and a variety
of
timely
features,
such
as
annual
Disc jockey gives biography of famous
Mother's Day party. Musical portion of
radio personality on each show.
show includes records and transcriptions.
Availability: Live talent
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Time Units: one hour or 15 minute se ,:
Audience Appeal: Entire family
ments, six weekly
Suggested for: Afternoon
•
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Client Suitability: Al) types who want
Suggested for: Morning
cross-section audience
Client Suitability: Food, Drug, Household
Number of Artists: One (Disc jockey)
Products, Dairies, Clothing
Cost: Station Time: $112.50; Talent: $18.00
Number of Artists: One
(weekly); Total: $130.50 weekly
Cost: on request
Audit:on Facilities: Transcriptions
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WJLS, Main and Kanawha
Submitted by: WHBC, 550 Market Avenue
Streets, Beckley, West Va.
S, Canton 2, Ohio

Make Bel iere Ballroom

Al Jarvis, the dean of disc jockeys.,
in a three and a half hour platter parade,
with the intros and commercials handled
in the smooth Jarvis style that has won
for him the number one honors for fi:teen
years. Program is set up with mythical
bandstand revolving each quarter hour,
presenting bands, vocalists, today's top
tunes, contests, etc. Name entertainers
often appear in person for brief informal
chats, then introduce their own numbers
on record.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 31
/
2 hours, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested tor: Morning; Afternoon
C'ient Suitability: Any type
Number of Artists: I and guests
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KLAC,
1000 Cahuengo
B'vd., Hollywood 38, California

RADIO

THE RAY PERKINS SHOW

--on KFEL from 2to 4 P. M.
every day-features the best
record hits and the mirth
and melody of an expert
showman with many years
experience on the major
networks.

.!.
1arty's Part y
Marty DeVictor, the jockey, conducts
a weekly contest identifying leading recording personalities. The winners—six
in all—participate in the following Saturday's show, trying their hands at announcing (disc-jockeying), reading announcements of interest to the teen-agers,
and discussing things in general. A'ong
with the program Marty has an actual
party in the studio while the show is In
progress. serving his guests -cokes" and
potato chips.
Availability: Live tcrient; E. T.
Time Units: 60 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Saturday Afternoon
Number of Artists: One, plus winners
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WBNS, 33 North High
Street, Columbus 15, Ohio

DAII.Y

tq•NV ER

Managed by GENE MALLON since 1923 •Represented by INAIR since 1937
The Lengthened Shadow of Men Who Know How horn Experience
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DISC
JOCKEY
llelody

I( ¡J»(

Two male announcers participate in
informal, light chatter about all types of
subjects and couple this with music
from the latest records and transcriptions.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile; Female
Suggested for: Afternoon
Number of Artists: two
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WKBV, 25 South 9th St.,
Richmond, Indiana

AC-DC

dlidnight Dancing Party
Turning the platters at the midnight
hours catches late listeners if the selec:jons cre right ... and for listener-getting
melodies with teasing introduction copies,
Midnight Dancing Party fills the bill.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 2 hours, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Male; Female
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Beverages, EntertainNumber of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WDSU, Monteleone Hotel,
New Orleans, La.

THE CASE OF THE
PANACOUSTIC
PLAYBACK

.,Etlniyht Musie Shop

Prices'
._eatherette Case
Loather Case

AC- OC

AC
OnlY

$125
140

$115
125

New Transcription Portable Meets Specific
Needs of Agency and Radio Ad Men
Facts and Figures
Size: 18 x12 x6"; Weight:
21 lbs.
Case: Tan leatherette luggage-type overnight bag.
Specifications: 7-tube amplifier. AC-DC operated:
6" PM speaker: 33 1/3 or
78 rpm; plays 6 to 16"
transcriptions.
Controls: Separate amplifier and turntable switches:
tone controls.
Pic k- Up: Featherweight,
with tested
knee -action
Nylon needle.
Exclusive Feature: Polarity
does not
have
to
be
r
-hecked for DC use.

USR£C0 presents a custom-made overnight
bag full of quick tricks—one of the finest,
truest, compact-est playbacks ever built.

It's

ready to spin into action at the pop of the
top.

Just lift the lid, plug in, put on record
No time lost fooling with a sep-

and PLAY.

arate speaker—no AC-DC worry—no bother
checking DC polarity. This is 21 lbs. of dynamic
selling
today.

force!

Air-mail

or wire your order

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

*All prices subject to tax,
F.0 B. Washington, D. C.

1121 Vermont
Avenue

Washington 5,
D. C.
JOSEPH TAIT,

President

humorous
Irish
jokes.
Irish
brogue
throughout, human interest stories from
the wire and local material. Local issues
aired .. .politico lissues that are of interest locally .. .safety plugs and other
public service announcements. Engineer
participates in show with a - thing - (take
off on Sam's -Fiction and Fact"). Local
hitch hike corner to College visible from
studio ...pleas for citizenry to help out
the boys has had tremendous effect.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 8 quarter hours, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Siggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any client who would
wont "personality" commercials
Number of Artists: One
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WJIM, Lansing, Michigan

llloondiat
Moondial features Eddie Gallaher playing popular recorded and transcribed
music. Gallaher treats late evening listeners to advance releases, test pressings
and sound track recordings of new songs
. . exclusive previews heard only on
the Moondial in Washington. Other features of the program include "Record
Classics - and -Top Tunes of the Week."
Gallaher, who also
brings
Moondial
Matinee to Washington listeners on Saturday afternoons, adds national flavor
to Moondial by frequent interviews with
prominent names in the musical world.
Availability: Live tuicnt
Time Units: 90 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Male; Female
Suggested for: Evening
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WTOP, Earle Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.

Sunday through Wednesday with Jack
McCarthy as M.C. Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday with Ray Knight as M.C. A fifty
minute record show preceded and followed by five minutes of spot news. Both
McCarthy and Knight are good entertainers and select their music in line with the
Lonny Moore's Club 58
requests of their listeners. Midnight Music
Lonny Moore. known as the South's
Shoo is available to participating sponsors and has been developed for the spon- favorite radio personality, has built that
reputation by spinning popular platters
sor who has a lmited budget.
for the past six years on one of the
Availability: Live tc:lenl; E. T.
South's most powerful stations. His audiTime Units: fifty minutes, seven weekly
ence is legion, and very faithful. ComAudience Appeal: Entire family
mercials are delivered either in a very
Suggested for: Evening
confidential, intimate style, or kicked
Client Suitability: General
around a la Hnry Morgan. His sales abil
Number of Artists: one
ity has been proven--and his tremendous
Cost: On Request
Iaudience has given him consistently high
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WJZ, ABC, 30 Rockefeller Hoopers—higher than any program, network or local, in this area.
Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.
Avai:ability: Live talent; E. T.

The Moyle of Jazz

Designed for five or less half-hour cI:r
more broadcasts per week. Script will be
written by Bill Mogle as well as M.C.'d
by him. Will present by means of records
the jazz classics and their makers with
promise of acquiring a special audience
which, today, numbers in many thousands. A record reviewer and writer of
musical shows such as Paul Whiteman
programs, Magie possesses an outstanding library of A-1 condition jazz recordings dating from 1920 to present year
and numbering into thousands of collector's items.
Availability: Live talent, with records
Time Units: thirty or sixty minutes, five
weekly
Audience Appeal: Male; Female
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Any advertiser
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions; Will
pipe live talent
Submitted by: Gordon M. Day Advertising Service, 145 East 53rd St., New
York 22, N. Y.

Moli'y Molloy, The
Mitlidght Music Man
Program made up from mailed reguests . . .a "mail pull" program. With

Time Units: thirty minutes, five weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: any type appealing to
women listeners or bobby soxers
Number of Artists: One
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WGAC, Cor.
13:oad Sts., Augusta, Ga.

WorldRadioHistory
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far the Girls
The romance hungry housewife needs
hunge: . no more. KSVP comes to the rescue with Music For The Girls. Como,
Haymes, and Sinatra croon—and Greg
Gregory, the MC is excruciatingly tender
and sincere about the whole thing. Cornmerciais are written with that -ladi,es'
man" approach. High point is "music for
that special girl." Build-up is based on
song title. Every woman knows it's just
for her. Popular, oh boy!
Time Units: 30 minutes, 5 days weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: perfume, shoes, clothing,
cosmetics
Number of Artists: one
Audi:ion Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KSVP, Artesia, New Mexico

RADIO
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Music Hall
Bill Leyden's Music Hall program is
one of the most popular of disc jockey
type broadcasts in Southern California.
Bill's informal manner of presenting his
musical selections; interviewing guests:
and conducting his contests has given him
a very popular appeal in this locale. Because of the Music Hall, Bill has become
known as one of the cleverest ad lib
artists in the disc jockey field.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 100 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Music Hall appeals to
any advertiser who wishes to reach
a wide feminine audience
Number of Artists: 2 and music
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KMPC, 5939 Sunset Blvd.,
Los Angeles 28, Calif.

Music and liminess

DISC
JOCKEY
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any type, with various
spots also suitable
Number of Artists: Announcer
Submitted by: WHOB, Gardner, Mass.
Night

Club of the lir

Musical Clock
Lowell

Blanchard,

long

established

locally -- some nationally — with commercials done ad lib from facts. The emcee
ties commercials, musical titles and listener requests together with a pleasing freshness for all concerned. Program is a terrific mail puller and extra-high in audience
appeal. Crowds network dance

30 Quarter-hour

lasical Programs

...each bubbling over with captivating, all-time favorite hit
tunes...each star-studded with top ranking network artists,

starring

Phil Britt),

romantic

baritone

rado

The People's Choice
The People's Choice, 7:30 to 8:00 every
Friday evening, is a recorded program of
choice hit tunes of our listeners to our
other recorded programs.
A list of requests is kept of what listener's request
on our Musical Clock Program, and our
1490 Club program.
On the - People's
Choice - the top selections of requests of
these two programs are used on the show
and compared with the tunes on the Hit
Parade.
It's a novel program; and ha.
a top listening audience.
Availability: Records
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening

emcee, runs morning disc show. Has the
best recorded and transcribed music on
the station, show features weather report
by remote from U. S. Bureau, sports news,
two straight newscasts, reading of mail
from listeners, playing request tunes and
informal chatter. Time is given every two
or three minutes.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 2 hours, six weekly
Client Suitability: This type program would
Audience Appeal: Entire family
appeal to any sponsor wanting to
Suggested for: Morning
reach a maximum audience—both
Client Suitability: Any client with product
luvenile and adult.
for family use
Number of Artists: Records
Number of Artists: One
Cost: See Standard Rate and Data for
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
WAZL station cost. Talent costs on
Submitted by: WNOX, 110 S. Gay Street,
request
Knoxville, Tennessee
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WZAL, 708 Haz. Nat. Bank
Musical Quiz
Bldg., Hazleton, Pa,
Program asks a musical question of
Platter Parade
listening audience. Example: Who plays
female lead in Annie Get Your Gun?
Program is presided over by Vern King i
First listener to phone on show with cor- and caters to younger set. Interviews are
rect answer may request a song to play regularly scheduled with band leaders, '
on the program. Some telephone conversa- vocalists and prominent instrumentalists.'
tions are put on air. Program continues in King maintains continuous contacts with
that vein for 30 minutes.
all leading record dealers in the city,
Time Units: 30 minutes, 6 weekly
insuring freshness of musical presenta -

RADIO

you have

This is a program based on the old
formula of music the listener wants when
he wants it. The program consists of six
15-minute segments — some sponsored

Colorful disc jockey handles show ad
lib in a very informal way: jokes about
commercials . . . weather forecast . . . bands off the dial!
gives local and national baseball scores Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: six quarter hours, 7 weekly
fishing information . . . etc.
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Availability: Live talent
Suggested for: Evening
Time Units: 70 minutes, 6 weekly
Number of Artists: Emcee plus reccrds
Audience Appeal: Entire family
and transcriptions
Suggested for: Morning
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Client Suitability: All types
Number of Artists: One
Submitted by: WSTV, Exchange Realty
Building, Steubenville, Ohio
Cost: Regular announcement rate SRDS
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
920 Club
Submitted by: KGVL, Box 1015, Greenville Texas
All request disc jockey show with
popular personality as M.C. (Jack Lund).
The .11usic Hoom
Program has been established for over
Is an hour and a half disc jockey stint four years and is top mail pull show on
by Arnold Benum dedicated solely and station.
completely to Mother. There is a Mothers Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Club with over 1000 members; weekly Time Units: one to thirty minutes, five
Cookie Cooking Contests - . . . Regular
times weekly
monthly -Tuesday Teas - . . . live from Suggested for: Afternoon
an auditorium. A club newspaper, etc. Client Suitability: Household items, Foods,
Has built a lot of women interest in the
Drugs and other women's market
9 months on the air. Available in quarter
items
hours or participating.
'Number of Artists: One
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Cost: On application
Time Units: 90 minutes, 6 weekly
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Audience Appeal: Female
Submitted by: KFXJ, Grand Junction, ColoSuggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Any home product
which the woman buys
Number of Artists: 1 and records
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KMO, 914 1
/ Broadway,
2
Tacoma 7, Washington

COMPLETELY TRANSCRIBED

with SAMMY LINER, pianist extraordinary of the Kostelanetz

Orchestra, DOC WHIPPLE, master of the organ,

ALLYN EDWARDS, émcee ...names that spell bigtime radio
entertainment for everyone.. now being broadcast successfully for advertisers over 53 stations throughout the country.

OTHER PROGRAMS: THE AVENGER • SMILIN' ED McCONNELL
BLACKSTONE, MAGIC DETECTIVE
DICK COLE AT FARR ACADEMY • THE HAPPY GANG

CHARLES MICHELSON, INC.
Pioneer Program Producers Since 1934
67 WEST 44th ST ,NEW YORK

DAILY

18

•

PHONE MU 2-3376-5168
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V. S. BECKER
c4clvertaing Service

Radio

and

Television
• • •

representing

talent

productions
562 FIFTH AVE., N. Y. C.

of

distinction

CI. 7.2800

...

. . (tied

C/MAO/Wer. /

Philadelphia's Jetiexi frieddeciny participation

"LeRill IIILLER, CLUB"
MONDAY THRU SATURDAY,
YEARS

ON

THE

AIR,

TOP

"EVERY WOMAN'S 1101111"

7-8:45 A.M.

RECORDS, GAGS, AND CHATTER

. . . ELEVEN
RATING . . .

LONGEVITY OF ADVERTISERS ATTESTS RESULTS.

PHILADELPHIA'S

N

ABC

programs ..

MONDAY
ANICE

THRU

FRIDAY,

IVES WITH

1:30-1:55

ITEMS OF

P.M.

INTEREST TO

WOMEN .. .FIFTEEN SUCCESSFUL YEARS ON THE
AIR,

AFFILIATE

SELLING

FOR

A HOST

OF

ADVERTISERS.

REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY

if.tu.ljf!ilabript!iu Annuirer tirtation
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lion throughout each week, together with
first-hand information on all leading musical personalities. First hour and a hall
given over to requests—last hour features "new record releases."
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: Spots and quarter-hour segments available, Six weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family—emphasis on younger set
Sugegsted for: Morning
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: One
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WIL, Hotel Melbourne, St.
Louis 8, Mo.

Platt er Part y
An all-request show offering popular
dance music on recordings and transcriptions. Station has telegraph ticker and
only requests received by telegram are
honored. Program averages 50 telegrams
per night, six nights a week. Mail pull
good, although no mail solicited.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: one hour 45 minutes, Six times
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Record shops or distributors, beer, clothing
Number of Artists: One
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WSAZ, Huntington, W. Va,

Platter Personality
Parade
Spot interviews with music's top names.
Cut on acetate. Incorporating personalized -openings" and "closings" mentioning your jockey, station, city and sponsor. Designed as an "insert" or "filler"
for your platter programs. Can also be
run as five min. strip. Can be provided
with or without bridges.
Informative
past, present and future shows with
artist interviews by Alex "The Mad Monk"
Cooper.
Makes for terrific record programming feature.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 5 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested
for:
Morning,
Afternoon,
Client Suitability: All types
Number of Artists: 2 to 3
Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Radio City Productions,
6404 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28,

mick is friendly folksiness and Ithink he
sells it well.")
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: Announcements on participation basis and in segments.. (8 15-min.
segments); 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Any type of retail outlet
or consumer product
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KFEL, Albany Hotel, Denver 2, Colo,

The Ray Perkins Show

RADIO

Submitted by: WINK, P. 0. Box 1072, Ft.
Myers, Florida

Rudolph of the Records

Rudolph Of The Records is a half-hour
early morning show, with the accent on
material as funny as possible; and bright
"wake-up" music. Rudolph received over
2000 letters in his first year on the air
Record Roo».
over this 250-watt station. His program
Personality disc jockey playing the is mostly ad-lib; with the engineer ocfurnishing
extemporaneous
very latest recorded releases along with casionally
patter and chatter. New Orleans, being remarks. The show is fresh and alive!
a large city, always has lots of visiting Commercials and remarks are personal,
stars of "name-fame." Thus the program not stilted. The latest records and a few
is utilized for interviews with such per- new jokes make this show a good one.
Availability: E. T.
sonalities.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 5 weekly
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 or 6 times Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
weekly
Client Suitability: Any type
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Number of Artists: 2
Suggested for: Evening
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Client Suitability: All types
Submitted by: KTMC, City Hall Building,
Number of Artists: 1
McAlester, Oklahoma
Cost: Oo request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Rhyme Does Pay
Submitted by: WNOE, c/o St. Charles
A bright and unusual half-hour of reHotel, New Orleans, La.
corded music, Rhyme Does Pay is a show
Request fully Yours
that is named and programmed by its own
Art Brown and Don McCarty, two young audience. Listeners submit song requests
announcers with fresh, friendly voices in rhyme-form—and popular KMOX emcee
and a genius for ad lib put on a com- Curt Ray selects the best five for each
Time and temperature
pletely informal disc jockey type program dog's broadcast.
based upon listeners' requests.
Special reports are provided between recordings.
appeal is made to teenagers on Friday Rhyme Does Pay is not an ad-lib show—
It Is a well-planned, carefully-timed proand Saturday nights.
duction, with each spot announcement
Availability: Live talent, E. T.
Time Units: 60 minutes, 6' weekly
woven smoothly into the script and musiAudience Appeal: Entire family
cal setting.
•
Suggested for: Evening
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Client Suitability: Soft drnk, candy bars, Time Units: 30 minutes; 6weekly
potato chips (present sponsor)
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Number of Artists: 2
Suggested for: Morning
Cost: Time plus $50.00 per week talent
Client Suitability: Any consumer goods
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Number of Artists: 1
Submitted by: W130W, 303 S. 6th St., Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Terre Haute, Ind,
Submitted by: KMOX, 12th & Spruce Sts.,
St, Louis, Mo,

Request full!; Yours

Recordings chosen to meet requests received by mail. Popular Emcee does a
right job of lacing show together, acknowledging
requests
by
mentioning
names—giving correct time, weather forecast and temperature at frequently spaced
intervals — introduces guests from area
Popular n(»loily Time
Junior and Senior High Schools who reThis one hour stint by staff announcer port on current and coming scholastic
was designed for the purpose of taking and social events. Excellent vehicle for
care of station's need for participating nite sales to the younger set and all early
time show that would be flexible enough ,morning tune-ins.
to sell in blocks of 5, 10. 15 and 30 min- IAvailability: Live talent
utes and at the same time to take care
Time Units: 35 minutes, 6 weekly
at the listeners telephone requests which Audience Appeal: Entire family
previously had not been provided for. Suggested for: Morning
Availability: Live latent, E. i.
Client Suitability: Wearing apparel, sportTime Units: 5, 10, 15 and 30 minutes, 6
ing goods, cosmetics, foods
weekly.
Number of Artists: 1
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Suggested for: Evening
Submitted by: WNW, Arlington Hotel,
Client Suitability: All
Binghamton, New York
Number of Artists: 1
Cost: On request
Request fully Yours
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Telephone requests are honored on this
Submitted by: WAGM, 180 State Street program, though individuals names are
West, Presque Isle, Maine
not announced, only musical requests.
A unique two-hour show, daily from two
to four p.m., well above average "disc
jockey" offering.
Former network performer Ray Perkins plays and comments
on popular discs, mixes music and chatter with his own piano numbers and
vocals, and features big-name guests several times weekly.
Perkins handles al
commercials. Of him, Ken White (Denver
Post radio columnist) says: ". ..his gim-

DISC JOCKEY

Program has a very high listener audience, and exceedingly good response.
Program averages 100 completed calls
per i/2
. . .Over 500 calls uncompleted.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 or 30 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Any type desiring large
audience coverage
Number of Artists: 1

1600 Club
Show conducted by Fred Barr, Monday
thru Saturday, featuring all types of pop
music. Contests are a habit. Give-aways
range from silk blouses to jitterbug raincoats.
Audience participates by submitting both the questions and answers.
Bandleader and vocalist interviews are a
feature. Listener's requests are acknowledged with dedications made.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 10 and 15 min. periods and
spots, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Program will move any
low or medium-cost item
Number of Artists: 1
Cost: $30 per 15 min. segment
Aúdition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WWRL, 41-30 58th Street,
Woodside, N. Y.

Client Suitability: All types, male and
female
Number of Artists: 1live and rest on wax
Cost: Card rate plus talent for announcer
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WORZ, Orlando, Florida

The Johnny Slagle Show,
Here is a smoothly-produced musical
show presenting the name bands of
America playing the music Detroiters
want to hear.
The leading orchestras
and guests are presented on records at
their peak performance by John Slagle
as "Master of Ceremonies." Band leaders and ncnne personalities of the musical world are presented in person from
time to time.
Availability: Live talent, E. T.
Time Units: 31
/ hours, 3 weekly
2
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning, Evening
Client Suitability: Anything
Number of Artists: Slagle and record boy
Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WXYZ, 1700 Stroh Bldg.,
netroit 26, Michigan

Song and Dance Parade
A record program presented by Rush
Hughes. a disc jockey with three years
of success.
Hughes has been in the
radio industry for many years doing
almost
everything,
including
writing,
acting, announcing, news commentary
and was at one time a station executive.
He plays the most popular records of
the day, and introduces them with some
little known facts about the recording
artist. Hughes has biographies on most
name band leaders and singers and
knows most of them personally.
Availability: Live talent, E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 3 times daily, 5
weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Noon, Afternoon
Client Suitability: Almost any product,
participating announcements
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: 10(0K, 12th and Delmar,
St. Louis 1, Mo,

Songtime

Here is an all-record show, heard half
hour daily, five times weekly. Show is
scheduled at an especially good time,
at the dinner hour, and is a good allround general music show. Appeal is
for entire family rather than bobby-soxer
group; as a result selections will vary
from old timer laves to latest jive. Patter,
written by Phil Davis, WCAE continuity
director, is sharp, sophisticated and a
little on the mad side. Show has maintained a consistently good Hooper.
Availability: Live talent, E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Early Evening
Client Suitability: General
7-10 Club
Number of Artists: 1 and writer
Early morning record show with cor- Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
rect time, chatter, and good humor—not Submitted by: WCAE, Inc., Wm, Penn
overdone, with emphasis on good music
Hotel, Pittsburgh 19, Penna,
—latest recordings and transcriptions.
Commercials (spots, participating) done
Studio Frolic
in friendly informal style that really sells
Strictly an informal quarter hour where
the stuff.
Strictly a musical program almost anything can happen. MC'd by
with commercials handled expertly in an Dick Haynes jovial comedian of the
attractive, enticing manner.
A record "Haynes at the Reins" early morning
show that actually features records, not record program.
Studio Frolic includes
a clown.
the studio orchestra and any KLAC staff
Availability: E. T.
members who wander into the studio
Time Units: 2 hours, 6 weekly
with the desire to sing, be a comedian
Audience Appeal: Entire family
or "what else" on the radio. The show
Suggested for: Morning
keeps moving as Haynes adds plenty a
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..... LIGHT, COLOR, ACTION!"

Means 24 hour aday promotion for your station
and your advertisers!

The ANIMATED MOVIE NEWS DISPLAY is
doing areal job for many stations. It can do the
same outstanding job for your station.

For complete details WRITE, WIRE OR PHONE

ALLAN H. MILLER, INC.
TOLEDO, OHIO

Suite 308

Phone: Garfield: 8603

Bell Building
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quip and occasionally a song of his own.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: All types
Number of Artists: 6 with guests
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: la..AC, 1000 Cahuenga
Blvd., Hollywood 38, California

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KROW, 464 19th Street,
Oakland 12, Calif.

Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WHJB, Greensburg, Pa.

Sundial
Heard every morning from 7 to 8. this
popular program of the latest songs, time,
temperature, etc., had a Hooper even
higher than the ABC Breakfast Club,
which follows!
Everyone "Listens to
Luther" to start the day with a smile!
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 60 minutes, Mon-thru-Saturday
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Early Morning
Client Suitability: Will sell any product
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WDEF, Volunteer Bldg.,
Chattanooga 2, Tenn.

Take It Easy
Show is done in typical "disc jockey".
fashion. However, every effort is made
to get away from the trite routines of
the average "jockey."
Design for the
show is based on the theme of an hour's
relaxation for the housewife and school
students prior to dinner.
The phrase
"none of it leaps ...none of it drags"
is used as musical description at beginning and close of show.
Jockey is
definite personality type leaning toward
feminine appeal ... not the usual Happy
Harry .. .nor yet the gushing type, but
with an intimate friendly style.
Availability: Live talent, E. T.
Time Units: 1 hour, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Any type—for general
market
Number of Artists: 1 announcer (personality type)
Cost: Air time

RADIO

DISC JOCKEY

Teen Time Tempos

Half-hour of current popular discs,
directed to teen-agers; emceed by prominent Denver teen-ager Pat Eberhardt. who
has developed a large following through
her column "Hi Teenagers!" in Denver's
Rock Mountain News.
Program carries
Studio Party
her teen-age viewpoint into the field of
Studio Party is an hour and a half par- popular rhythm with records selected by
ticipating disc jockey show with a mail her and her listeners, paraded with her
draw from rich Central Florida of 150 own astute comments.
Program carries
letters weekly.
On one day a week reference to column, and column refers to
(Friday) studio audience is invited and radio show.
show is held audience participation style
Availability: Live talent
with large number of prizes contributed
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1weekly
by participating sponsors.
Hal King
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
emcees the show in an informal ad lib
Suggested for: Saturday morning
style.
Only show of its type in this
Client Suitability: Any type of consumer
area.
An informal, easy to listen to,
product or service with teen-age apcharacter show.
peal
Availability: Live talent
Number of Artists: 1
Time Units: 1 hour and 30 minutes, 5
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
weekly
Submitted by: KFEL, Albany Hotel, DenAudience Appeal: Entire family
ver 2, Colo.
Suggested for: Afternoon, Late Evening
Client Suitability: Has sold everything
Tempo Of The Day
from paint jobs to airplane rides and
New dsc jockey on the WHAM horizon
dinners
is Ross Weller.
His wit is fresh, sponNumber of Artists: 1
taneous and unexhaustible. Proven on
Cost: Regular station spot rate plus $1.00 WHAM in morning, noon and night spots.
talent per spot.
Youthful in approach to meet the rigid
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
standards of the youngsters and humorSubmitted by: WORZ, Orlando, Florida
ous enough to keep the oldsters amused.
Music is current hit material with an oldie
S 11 Miner Serenade
"Summer Serenade" is a disc jockey thrown in once in awhile for good measshow, presented three mornings each ure.
week, featuring Tom Cave as master of Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 10 minutes daily
ceremonies. Latest records are featured,
along with a few old pops on every Audience Appeal: Entire family
show. Tom Cave, a college student who Suggested for: Evening
is thoroughly familiar with music or Client Suitability: One who aims incidentally at youngsters and at adults
every type puts life into the show with
in general.
his brief patter between numbers.
Number of Artists: 1
Availability: Live talent
Cost: On request
Time Units: 30 minutes, 3 weekly
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Submitted by: WHAM, Sheraton Hotel,
Suggested for: Morning, Afternoon
Rochester 4, New York
Client Suitability: All types

3 To 4 Club
Midafternoon hour of glib chatter, colorful repartee, and popular record music,
five days a week, for delight and pleasure of housewives and the younger listeners.
Features guest stars.
No Hillbilly
music. Master of Ceremonies—Bill Hightower—formerly with WFAA. WIOD and
NBC whose intimate knowledge of records
and stars gained during eighteen years
radio experience couples with banter over
commercial copy read by John Hopkins.
Saleable in 15 minute blocks or participating throughout.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 1hour, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Female; Male; Entire
family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Any product for the woman or entire family
Number of Artists: Master of Ceremonies,
Announcer, record spinner
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KFJZ, 1201 West Lancaster,
Fort Worth, Texas

Uncle Tom's Jamboree
Rustic character, Uncle Tom, has very
latest hillbilly and pop hits on record.
Voice is exuberant, comedy depends on
quaint remarks and comments on records,
rather than joke material.
Great mail
pull in nine months on the air.
Uncle
Tom Fan Clubs are all over, record
shops feature his picture and air times.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 2 hours, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon, Evening
Client Suitablity: Mail order business,
jewelry, any account with mass
appeal

Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WNOX, 110 S. Clay St.,
Knoxville, Tenn.

Wake Up, East Texas
A hall-hour early morning disc-lockey
session featuring the latest releases and
present favorites, interspersed with timesignals and weather reports.. ntimate
chatter of jockey gives show a very
friendly atmosphere.
Availability: Live talent, E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: All types who know
how a morning "Wake-Up" show
can and has sold
Number of Artists: Announcer
Cost: Regular rates
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KFRO, Box 792, Longview,
Texas

Who's II ho In Music
5 min. interviews with the big names
of music for your record shows. (Can
be run either as a "filler" or as a 5
min. "strip") with custom built "personalizations including
"hello's"
to
your jockey and call letter listener's in,
and around, your city plus sponsor
"mentions" in"openings" and "closings."
28 markets signed before first—April 28,
47—airdate. Instantaneous
cuts-all on
one tract—no cueing—bridge provided
ii wanted for 5 zain, feature.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 130 — 5 minute shows, 5
weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested
for:
Morning
Afternoon,
Evening
Client Suitability: All types
Number of Artists: 1 or 2 guests, plus
interviewer
Cost: On request. ($4.40 and up)
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by:
Lampson Transcription
Sales, 1032-36 No. Sycamore, Holly
wood 38, Calif.

for WSPR. It also draws a large studio
audience daily.
Its enrolled members
now total in excess of 3000 and new bids
for membership arrive in each mail.
(Formerly a one-hour show, "The WSPR
Rhythm Society" goes to a half-hour, to
follow immediately after the new ABC
disc-jockey
show,
"The
Paul
Whiteman Club" as of June 30, '47.)
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: (30) (Divisible into 1
/ -hrs.);
4
4 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Any client particularly
one which seeks an established and
constantly-growing mailing-list, and
one which desires to make audience
offers
Number of Artists: 1
Cost: Station time, plus talent fee for
emcee, plus AFRA announcer's fee,
plus ASCAP license fee
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WSPR, 63 Chestnut Street,
Springfield 5, Mass.

l'a Wit Patrol
Toe Dobbins in a disc-jockey show.
This is a waker-up type show running
6-7 a.m. daily.
The unusual feature is
that Joe employs a group of characters
of his own origin who chatter with Joe
thruout the program and often handle
and "kid" the commercials. The show is
strictly by "zaney" with malice of forethought.
Availability: Live talent, E. T.
Time Units: 60 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WBNS, 33 North High St.,
Columbus, Ohio

Your Serenade

Don Otis, well known Hollywood disc
jockey, with the smooth and sophisticated
style, emcees a pleasant half hour given
over entirely to the ballads. It is tuneful music entirely on the sweet side,
handled by one of the masters of careVerne Williams. Dise
ful presentation, with the harp sweep
Master
background behind his friendly "from me
"Verne Williams, Disc Master," is a to you" voice. New tunes, pre-releases,
new,
popular,
recorded music show and the favorite "oldies" share honors,
divided into four sections which vary as Otis brings a new evening program to
from Monday through Saturday and fea- a new station.
ture individual vocalists, vocal groups, Availability: Live talent
sweet, swing, jazz, and music with a Time Units: ,0 minutes, 6 weekly
bounce.
Popular Verne Williams pur- Audience Appeal: Entire family
veys a free and easy style of chatter in Suggested for: Fvening
between discs.
An authority on jazz Client Suitability: Any type
and swing, Williams also interviews peo- Number of Artists: 1
ple prominent in the show world over Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
his "Disc Master" guest microphone.
Submitted by: KLAC, 1000 Ccthuenga
Availability: Live talent
Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.
Time Units: 3:30 to 4:15 p.m., Mon.-Fri.
Yours For The Asking
10 to 11 a.m. Sat., 3:30 to 4 p.m. Sat.
Audience Appeal: Entire family
This is a request program featuring
Suggested for: Morning, Afternoon
Since Gilmore. It is a combination mail
Client Suitability: All types
and telephone request program.
The
Number of Artists: I
MC at times talks to personals on the
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
telephone while on the air broadcasting
Number of Artists: 1
and this adds to the human interest
Submitted by: WNAC, 21 Brookline Ave., angle.
This program has a very large
Boston 15, Mass.
following including both young and old.
Availability: Live talent, E. T.
The WSPR Rhythm
Time Units: 15 mins. to 2 hours, 6
Society
weekly
This is a half-hour p r and e trhythm Audience Appeal: Entire family
session, emceed by Edward V. ("Ed") Suggested for: Late Afternoon, Early
Peck, established as a very popular perEvening
sonality with his "Society" audience. Client Suitability: All types
The show issues free membership certifi- Number of Artists: 1
cates to all persons requesting them. It Cost: Approximately $4.00 per 15 minutes
plays requests, and it fosters a wide Audition Facilities: Transcriptions, Will
variety of contests for duly-enrolled mempipe live talent
bers. It is an unprecedented mail-puller Submitted by: WABJ, Adrian, Michigan
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Readymade Television
Audiences on
Du Mont Station WA BD--

"f01' Satt

Yankee

Baseball

New York

The last 25 games of the season, including five night games—starting
August 4th—one of the most popular features on the Television screen.

If you are interested in any of
these proven programs in
Washington or New York,
phone or wire today.
WABD—DU MONT
515 Madison Ave.
New York 22, N. Y.
Phone: PL 3-9800
•

Next Year's Budget!
A

Small

from the very first airing of a television sustainer,

ai:ty woo the hearts and loyalties of youngsters in

you know you have a hit.

every television hcme. Your own 15 minute segment

ct It Out When you get 1119 audience letters

WAN

Fry

Uncle Bob Emery's winning person-

Don't forget television.
The
audience is growing like corn
on a hot right. By this time
next year it will be tremendous.

-1 day a week or 5 days a week.

DU MONT TELEVISION NETWORK
RADIO
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"TELEITISION SHOUT OF TOMORROW"
sIndustry Leaders View
- By Jim Owens
Staff

Writer,

T

OP industry executives have their diverse and individual
opinions on what the television "Show of Tomorrow" will be
like, but they are in enthusiastic agreement that no phase of
the entertainment industry belongs more to the future than
television.
At this, the first commercial stage of television, when advertisers
and the public alike are convinced of its importance as a major
medium, the video program of tomorrow is a strong and influential
vehicle of entertainment, education and culture, albeit a rather
shapeless form in the collective imagination of creative and
energetic minds.
The video Show of Tomorrow will probably contain a little of
the best of other media,—radio, motion pictures, and the legitimate
theater,—it is felt. But the net result will be something clearly
individual in technique and quality, born of tireless experiment.
It may affect the schedule of our leisure hours, our business activities, our methods and standards of education, according to industry experts. It will certainly alter, if not improve, the present day
conception of mass entertainment.
John F. Royal, NBC's vice president in charge of television, feels
that the "Show of Tomorrow" in television will be limited only by
the imagination, and that video, as a medium, "will surely encompass all that has gone before in the known fields of information
and education—and will add immeasurably to them." Royal
points out that since television is in no way similar to any other
medium, it has developed an "individuality" of its own "which will
become more marked as time goes on."
"In television," the NBC executive declares, "the 'Shows of
Tomorrow' will have entertainment and education for all, as the
resources of the theater, the university, the concert stage, the
sports arena, and the whole wide world are tapped by the television camera and supplemented by motion picture film. More
even than sound," Royal points out, "television, which enables
man to see as well as hear, and seeing for himself to comprehend
better, gives evidence of becoming the greatest democratizing
agent since the invention of printing."
—
Bob Emery, progrçtm manager of WABD, says the television
"Show of Tomorrow" will depend directly on the ratio of increase
in video set production as budgets, public acceptance and advertising participation will increase in proportion.
As to type and program material, Emery says: "I do not see
fantastic and world-shaking developments in the near future. I
see a much wider scope for the experiments which the pioneers
in television today are making with 'blood, sweat and tears'."
The WABD exec adds that "a more national flavor and possibly
international flavor will bring to realization the dreams and hopes
of those who now have the vision and confidence that the television show of the future will be all things to all people and that
the dissemination of education, information and entertainment
which now is divided between radio and the motion picture will
be combined into one all-embracing medium.
•
Worthington Miner, director of tele at WCBS-TV, expresses the
opinion that the television show of tomorrow will not be an
individual program, but rather, "a unit of broadcast time."
The CBS video exec points out that "the average person viewing
television in the home does not appear to turn on his receiver to
pick up a single 15-minute or half-hour program. He turns it on to
settle down to an hour or two of television," says Miner. "The
show, therefore, is the total balance of the entertainment which he
receives during that period of time."
RADIO
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The whole "unit," Miner explains, may consist of a single main
event, or it may be composed of "a number of varied elements."
The problem for the broadcaster, therefore, "is to attack each
evening, afternoon or eventual morning period as a single unit,
in which showmanship is employed not alone in the production
of the individual program, but in the balance and variety of
programs which comprise that period of time. A good balance
of programs between 8and 11 on any given evening, for example,
may be quite as important as the quality of any one of the
individual programs which is presented during that three-hour
period."
•
Ernest Walling, program director of the Philco station, WPTZ,
Philadelphia, feels that the most popular type of live studio show
in television will be that of the ad lib variety that Fred Allen, Jack
Benny and Bing Crosby do in radio, "—although the gags will
have to be as funny visually as they are orally." In this regard.
Walling expects the "name" shows to go over big in televisim,
but the "names" will be new—and developed by the medium
itself, rather than depending upon established stars from radio or
motion pictures. By the same token, says the WPTZ exec, topquality video entertainment of tomorrow will not depend upon the
ready-made techniques which have brought success to Radio City
and Hollywood. "Television will devise its own individual technique, just as radio did 25 years ago.
"In trying every type of thing that comes along now in television," Walling points out, "we're doing the same thing radio did
then, and eventually developed the names and techniques which
provided the payoff."
"Something of the showmanship of the theater and the movies
will have to be requisitioned for video," declares Paul Mowrey,
ABC's national tele director. He adds the thought, however, that
the "ideal television fare of the future will require far more than
a simple admixture of these other forms,—plus the audio appeal
of radio." The ABC exec points out that television can borrow
"The warm, intimate approach" of radio, but "because it (tele)
tells its story with living, moving illustration, its kinship with
the theater cannot be ignored."
•
Mowrey agrees that spot news and sports will provide the most
"vital and adaptable" video entertainment by their "unique virtue
of spontaneity." However, where these programs end, he declares,
the problems of the program builder begin. "For then he must
manufacture entertainment, and the measure of his success will
be his ability to devise shows that retain the vitality of the theater,
but—at the same time—substitute the freedom and informality of
the home for the tailored precision of the legitimate drama."
e
Harry R. Lubcke, director of video activities for Don Lee Television, is of the belief that the "ultimate" television program will
embrace an entirely new conception of entertainment. "It will
be as unique to television as radio drama is to radio," he declares.
On the other hand, says Lubcke, "certain formats such as on-thespot-pickup of sports will never change."
The Don Lee video chief feels that the tele show of the future
will not make heavy use of existing "name" performers, because
of economic considerations. "The ultimate television program
may well be a television outgrowth of the name situation comedy
of radio," Lubcke says, "but I believe that will only be the
beginning."
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FROM COAST TO COAST
RCA leads the way in television. From studio
cameras to home television instruments the skill
of RCA engineers and technicians is making
brighter, dearer, steadier television available.
The rapid strides made by television in the
past year have been largely due to RCA's development of the image-orthicon tube.
Similar RCA "firsts" in transmitter, camera,
and antenna design are responsible for the fact
that most of the television station equipment
now in use or on order bears the RCA trade mark.

Newest addition to the _RCA

The National Broadcasting Company, another
service of RCA, now operates two great television stations. WNBT, New York, and WNBW,
Washington, D. C., will soon be joined by many
other stations to make the best in news, sports,
drama and outstanding programs available to
television listeners from coast to coast.
Yes, the Radio Corporation of America is
contributing to all phases of the television industry, to promote and perfect this thrilling
new medium of entertainment and education.

ir_FOR line is this amazing

F1VE-IN-ONE CONSOLE
1. TELEVISION

3. FM RADIO

It's "Eye Witness" television with additional features! There's an automatic signal
regulator, which adjusts automatically for
varying signal strength when you tune
from one station to another.
Your television antenna is used also for
radio reception—switches in automatically
—for better reception on alB broadcast
bands.

RCA Victor's own advanced Frequency
Modulation circuits insure clear, virtually
static-free reception of many programs not
heard on regular, standard broadcast.

2. VICTROLA

The RCA Victor 641TV. Here's e
!dew
home entertai lllll ent all in one, compact.
beautifully styled instrument very link
larger than a console radio-phonograph!
Cal • tof tine walnut veneers.

World's most famous phonograph. Roll-out
automatic record changer has the "Silent
Sapphire" pick-up, a
permanent jewel-point-no needles to change.
Records sound better,
last longer. Ample space
for record storage.
Roll-out record player change.
automatically ten 12" or twelve 10"
records. Ample record storage space.

4. AM RADIO
Regular, standard programs are heard at their
best. Pushbutton tuning,
4-point tone control. For
all broadcast bands you
have the rich, clear
beauty of the "Golden
Throat" tone system.
Radio lilt. tbui lit a ebb el•coit-III

5. SHORT WAVE
Superlative overseas radio reception with
•circuits and spread-band dial designed for
easy, accurate tuning.

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
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Behind The News

viewers who write in enclosing photo- Time Units: 29 minutes, 1 weekly
find . . . a show that's tops for both
graphs to be feature, also reasons mo- Audience Appeal: Entire family
(Title Optional)
television and radio, for smart client who
The basis for most of the international tion picture stars and other prominent Suggested for: Evening
wants to tie up both media successfully.
news is political economy. Geopolitics is people
choose
particular
styles
and Client Suitability: Soap and/or bread
Availability: Live talent
the dominating factor in international re- fashions.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Number of Artists: Variable
lationships today. This program would Availability: Live talent
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Cost: Cost submitted uoon request
cover such news items which did not have Time Units: 15 minutes, weekly
Audition Facilities: Will audition or pic- Suggested for: Evening
political economy as their motivating force Audience Appeal: Female; Entire family ,
Client Suitability: General
ture board
only in simple non visual format, the Suggested for: Afternoon; Evening
Submitted by: Patrick Michael Cunning Number of Artists: Depending upon indipicture of the commentator merely speak- Client Suitability: Department stores, spevidual script
Tel-vision Productions, Stage 8 Hollying .. .but it would be very brief, limcialty shops, cosmeticians
wood, 6532 Sunset Blvd., Suite C. Audition Facilities: Will audition; will
ited to only the closing part of the prce Number of Artists: 1— doing commentary
submit outline
Hollywood 28, California; Stage 8
gram. The main portion of the news pro- Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Riverside, Westfall Bldg., 3717 Main Submitted by: Basch Radio Productions,
gram would be devoted to a geographic Submitted by: Philco Television Station,
17 East 45th Street, New York 17,
St., Riverside, California
WPTZ, 1800 Architects Building, 17th
N. Y.
analysis, with maps and pictures, film or
& Sansom Streets, Philadelphia 3,
stills where film was unobtainable, to
Drain« Miniatures
Hello. Broadway!
Pennsylvania
illustrate its points, it would be highly
Halt hour r•claptations of popular claseducational in its character, and be backVisual interview series with outstandsics. Titles of possible productions —
ground for the news rather than news
ing movie and stage guests produced
Boss In The Sky
,
"lamina of the Shrew," "Mai-heth," "She
itself. It would be a summation of the
with the full collaboration of Fawcett PubNew York Careerest Steve Dawson.
stoops To Conquer," "The Rivals," etc.
lications (Motion Picture Magazine, True.
news of the past week, with occasional cosmopolitan — but with a 'touch of
Th» entire story presented by using a
predictions of things to come.
Texas' in his heart, returns out of neces- narrator between scenes, and having the etc.) and featuring Maxwell Hamilton,
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
sity, to the old home town, to save his high spots of the play enacted by pro- editor of Motion Picture Magazine, as interviewer.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
deceased father's pride and joy, the f-ssional actors.
Availability: Live talent
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Bar 8. About a boy who came to live
vailability: Live talent
Suggested for: Evening
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
in the wide-open spaces to find that a Time Units: 30 minutes, weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Number of Artists: 1, with occasional', man's soul is his own but a pretty girl
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
guests from international public life 'usually holds first mortgage. Almost any- Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General
Submitted by: S. H. Cuff, 4th Floor, 1440 thing can happen in this humorous serial
Number of Artists: Narrator and cast of
Number of Artists Employed: 2 and quests
Broadway, New York, N. Y.
drama, and does.
•
Cost: 350
Availability: Live taient
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Audition Facilities: Will submit outline
The Red Benson Show
Time Units: 29 minutes, I weekly
Submitted by: Philco Television Station
Submitted by:
Television-Radio EnterFirst attempt to bring to television the Audience Appeal: Entire family
1800 Architects Building, 17th
prises, Inc., 104 East 40th Street
type of comedy-star variety programs so Suggested for: Evening
& Sansom Streets, Philadelphia 3,
New York 16, N. Y.
successful on radio. Tested on WABD in Client Suitability: Home or kitchen prodPennsylvania
ucts
New York weekly during summer of 1946,
Highway Highlights
and was well received. Visual gags and Number of Artists: Variable
Faraway Hill
Highway Highlights would present on
mixture
of situation-comedy,
including Cost: Costs submitted upon request
First successful, long-range dramatic se"'search for 'Benson Girl'." Dance se- Audition Facilities: Will audition or pic- rial on television. Thoroughly tested and film, the many spots of interest within
driving distance of Philadelphia, showture board
quences and specialty acts balance show.
proven on WABD, New York. Survey ining routes to take, points of interest, and
Calls for budget sufficient to employ top Submitted by: Patrick Michael Cunning
dicates bigger audience than any other
talent, and writers but far less than for
Television Productions, Stage 8 Hol- television program, with overwhelming giving history of the locations, buildings,
comparable radio shows.
lywood, 6532 Sunset Blvd., Suite C, majorities liking the program and follow- etc. Program would feature all points of
Availability: Live talent
Hollywood 28, California; Stage 8, mg it regularly. Faraway Hill is a farm interest and beauty accessible to PhilaTime Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Riverside, Westfall Bldg., 3717 Main to which Karen St. John flees seeking to delphia by automobile. Examples: Bucks
County, Hershey, Pennsylvania; PrinceSt., Riverside, California
Audience Appeal: Entire family
escape life's burdens, only to find more
ton University; Pocono Mountains, etc.
Suggested for: Evening
there, including the eternal triangle. Not
Film is shot by Philco Television Motion
Client Suitability: General
"soapy"—men voted for it as much as
Cafe Domino
'Picture Unit, and narration by John FrankNumber of Artists: 6 to 8, plus specialty
Cate Domino is set in a lush supper women. Recommended by many television
lin. well known television personality,
club locale and features integrated va- experts.
who mc'd the Sears "Visi-Quiz" show on
Cost:
•
riety turns and puppet acts. Story centers Availability: Live talent
WPTZ.
Audition Facilities: Live talent
around Herman, last of the Continental- Time Units: Optional
Availability: Film
Submitted by: Caples Company, 535 Fifth
waiters-with-an-air who serves the great Audience Appeal: Entire family
Time Units: 15 minutes, weekly
Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
and near-great. A forlorn little person, Suggested for: Optional
Audience Appeal: Entire family
struggling valiantly against the indignities Client Suitability: Varied
Suggested for: Evening
Bijou Theater
of the world, Herman waits on, confuses Number of Artists: 6 to 8
Client Suitability: Gasoline, Automobile
Excellent format for low-budget tele- and enlightens, in turn, a gangster, a Cost: Flexible
Clubs, Automobile Dealers
vision drama. Begins at stage door of The 1precocious brat, a marrying fool, and as- Audition Facilities: Live talent audition
Number of Artists: 1 Narartor
Bijou with typical doorman stopping ap- sorted other characters.
Submitted by: Caples Company, 535 Fifth
Submitted by: Philco Television Station
Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
proaching dolly shot. Being garrulous, he ,Availability: Live talent
WPTZ, 1800 Architects Building, 17th
quickly works into another of his stories Time Units: 30 minutes, 1weekly
and Sansom Streets, Philadelphia 3,
of life, romance and adventure back stage. Audience Appeal: Entire family
Follow The Leader
Pennsylvania
Flash-back then presents the drama. Set- Suggested for: Evening
Audience participation show in which
ting simple and cheap, atmosphere sure-", Client Suitability: Open
contestants Follow the Leader to win
Hollywood Calling
fire. Ends with doorman adding a tag and Number of Artists: 3-4
prizes.
This television program is produced on
an invitation to "come back again next Audition Facilities: Script, presentation,
Availability: Live talent
16mm film and takes the television auweek." Tested WABD, New York.
1
pictures
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
dience
on a tour around the film capAvailability: Live talent
Submitted by: Video Associates, Inc., 515 Audience Appeal: Entire family
ital with interviews in the studio and in
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.
Client Suitability: '." incus
the
homes
of the screen and radio stars.
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Number of Artists Employed: MC and 2 Visits to famous nitespots, cafes, etc. BetSuggested for: F'vening
Daughter Of The Dent
assistants
ty Underwood, Hollywood reporter and
Client Suitability: General
A Tele -serial by Marcia Drake and a Submitted by: Rupe Werlinq, 403 Oreland Jack Parker, Hollywood columnist conNumber of Artists: Varied
starring vehicle for Osa Massen which
Mill Rd., Oreland, Pa.
duct the program. This is a new type teleCost: II,
'met with wide approval when it was
vision program and should prove a great
Audition Facilities: Live talent
telecast on the West Coast. A story whose
Buren@ Seam em
drawing card for Television stations.
Submitted by: Caples Company, 535 Fifth
theme is faith and understanding. Our
Harem Scarem is just what the name Availability: Live talent
Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
boy and girl meet while the trumpets are implies. Telecast for six weeks for ABC Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
sending solid at Jake's Dime-a-dance Television, the show and its MC, Frances Audience Appeal: Entire family
Blue Print For Glamour Palace. Two people in love, snubbed» Scott, was only television show to make Suggested for: Evening
Woman who is accepted fashion au- ridiculed, by bitter selfish little people. Billboard's Editors' Poll; and received the Client Suitability: Almost any type prodthority presents tips on hair styles and Yet hand-in-hand, our boy and girl, first award of merit from This Month Magucts
fashions, using live models, photographs, completely in love, meet and overcome azine. Highly original reasons for giving
Number of Artists Employed: 2 and guests
and live drawings. Program stresses the their problems. Has been recently recast away money and dozens of valuable and Audition Facilities: Film
importance of careful selection of styles and prepared for live-action television.
expensive gifts to contestants, who really Submitted by: Television Film of America,
for particular types. Personal advice to Availability: Live talent
work for what they get! It's that rare
Box 2222, Hollywood 28, Calif.
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THE MIDDLE WEST CENTER FOR
COMMERCIALS, JINGLES AND
DRAMATIZED
SPOT
ANNOUNCEMENTS WITH REFRESHING SHOWMANSHIP.

Outstanding Independent Producing Company of Live and Transcribed Open-end Shows Offers the Radio Field

5 STAR SHOWS
* "IT REALLY HAPPENED!"
An exciting ...intriguing ...dramatic 15minute open-end transcription series now available for local, regional and national sponsorship.
Starring—JIM AMECHE.
Audition Record Available.

*MY

LUCKY

BREAK

A live /
2 -hour show of tested network magni1

•

tude, featuring Josef Cherniaysky and his 40
piece "pop" Symphone, Jim Ameche and the
Dinning Sisters. A different "gimmick", it offers
human interest, action, laughter, pathos, music,
and opportunity.
Audition Record Available.

* HURDY

GURDY

DAN

Live or transcribed. A thrilling series of mystery
and adventure programs designed for children
...capturing adults, too ...format is a complete departure from the usual stereotyped
"blood and thunder" scripts. Featuring a good-

will detective using a hurdy gurdy and his pet
monkey "Snoop" to disguise his true identity.
Packed with action and imagination.
Audition Record Available.

* PIONEERS OF PROGRESS
half-hour show that stimulates the ambitions
of young American inventive genius. It re-enacts
the trials and tribulations of great American inventors and captains of industry. Recognizing
the heartbreak accompanying sought-for recognition, this program maintains aboard of experts
to whom ideas and plans can be brought for
advice and guidance.
Audition Record Available.

* WHAT'S IN THE PACKAGE???
An entirely new idea in audience-listening participation-shows, "What's In The Package?", transcribed or live. It's specifically designed for retail store advertising, offering the element of
surprise filled with listening-holding interest
throughout. Filling popular demands.

FOR AUDITION RECORD:
WRITE -WIRE -PHONE

RADIO
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The House Next Door

ments to cub reporters, with highly amusing results. This quiz show is entertaining
and educational too. Excellent for a client
who wants to promote goodwill . . . as
this show allows the neighbors (women) well as amuse the public. Schools and
to express their opinions on issues of co'leges endorse the idea.
either local or national interest (as pre- Availability: Live talent
ferred by sponsors). In addition there are Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
visual and audible instructions for the Audience Appeal: Entire family
making of unusual and appetizing dishes. Suggested for: Evening
It affords an unusual opportunity for man- Client Suitability: General
ufacturers
and distributors of kitchen Number of Artists: Depending upon original script
products to have a home demonstration
of their product. A program that is a Audition Facilities: Will audition; will
submit outline
salesman.
Submitted by: Basch Radio Productions,
Availability: Live talent
17 East 45th Street, New York 17,
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 weekly
N. Y.
Audience Appeal: Female

TELEVISION

A program for women who want to
make their home and dinner table an
interesting place to be. The format of

Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon
Client Suitability: Household and kitchen
products
Number of Artists: Variable
Cost: Submitted on request of agency
Audition Facilities: Picture board or audition for select client
Submitted by: Patrick Michael Cunning

Look Who's Here

Interview-variety
show
developing
strong intimacy with audience. Mistress

of ceremonies introduces guest personalities, chiefly of entertainment world,
with Look Who's Here. Talks with each
briefly and conversation leads nicely into
the guest's routine. Easy to prepare proTelevision Productions, Stage 8 Hol- gram, with simple settings and low costs.
lywood, 6532 Sunset Blvd., Suite C, Tested WABD, N. Y.
Hollywood 28, California; Stage 8 Availability: Live talent
Riverside, Westfall Bldg., 3717 Main Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 or more weekly
Street, Riverside, California
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General
Juke Street
Number of Artists Employed: Mistress of
(Title Provisional)
Ceremonies and 4 or 5 guests
Youth meeting life. 'eye to eye.' Not a
•
Sunday-school treatment; but the prob- Cost: Flexible
lems of our children which are as real Audition Facilities: Live talent
as the sun. Poignant, challenging, broad Submitted by: Caples Company, 535 Fifth
Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
and deep, founded on the psychology of
life and its problems. How the fine instincts of our children fight for expression against the baser inclinations. A
drama, searching into the hearts of our
children, and shedding the light of understanding.

Milady Will fleur?

A fashion feature that sells fashion
from the viewpoint of a sales manager.
Fashion displayed to contribute to sales
totals in all departments. Fashion treated
as merchandise rather than a visual oddAvailability: Live talent
ity. A seasonal program with flexible
Time Units: 20 minutes, 1 weekly
format. One which is readily adaptable
Audience Appeal: Entire family
to the needs of the sponsor's locality and
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Suggested for a prod- the buying habits of his sales community.
uct that sells especially to teenagers Definitely commercial. But the commercialism is hidden by a touch of artistry
Number of Artists: Variable
and showmanship.
Cost: Cost submitted upon request
Audition Facilities: Will audition or pic- Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
ture board
Submitted by: Patrick Michael Cunning Audeince Appeal: Female
Television Productions, Stage 8 Hol- Suggested for: Afternoon
lywood, 6532 Sunset Blvd., Suite C, Client Suitability: Manufacturer (Large department store)
Hollywood 28, California; Stage 8
Riverside, Westfall Bldg., 3717 Main Number of Artists: Variable but few
Audition Facilities: Picture board or audiStreet, Riverside, California
tion for select sponsors
Submitted by: Patrick Michael Cunning
Know Your Body
Television Productions, Stage 8 HolAn educational quiz program using
lywood, 6532 Sunset Blvd., Suite C,
high school students as talent. The visual
Hollywood 28, California; Stage 8
interest will be maintained by manikins
Riverside, Westfall Bldg., 3717 Main
(models of the human body).
Selected
Street, Riverside, California
groups of students will be quizzed concerning the various organs and functions
Painting The Slurs
of the human body. The questions asked
A televised -portrait sitting - by famous
will not be academic but of a nature to
maintain interest. They will be within the painters doing the portraits of Hollywood
scope of high school courses in anatomy and Radio celebrities. The daily sittings
are for 15 minutes and the progress of
and physiology.
the portrait is stepped up daily with the
Availability: Live talent
finished work on the final day. The conTime Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
versation and narration makes it a liveAudience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Sunday Afternoon, Eve- ly and interesting thing to watch. "Portrait kibitzing - is one of the most fascinning
ating of all pastimes.
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists Employed: 2 plus guests Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 7 weekly
,
Cost: Adjustable
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Audition Facilities: Live
for:
Late
Afternoon,
Early
Submitted by: Frederic Damrau, M. D., Suggested
I:vening
247 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
Client Suitability: High class product
Number of Artists Employed: 2
Let's Play Reporter
An audience participation program with Submitted by: Green Associates, 360 N
Michigan, Chicago 1, Illinois
a newspaper office background. Has a
record showing for television, for ABC
Television, as well as for radio over
NBC. Frances Scott acts as city editor.
and quizmistress, and gives out assign-

RADIO

Paper Moon
This show won the Frances Holmes
Award for Miss Marcia Drake, its writer

and director. The award was given to
Miss Drake for having made the most
outstanding contribution to television programing on the West Coast for the year
of 19346. A nostalgic mood dramatization of the songs you like to remember.
Easy to listen to, easy to watch; pictorial appeal of vivid vignettes set to
music. An inexpensive show designed
for the pleasure of anyone old enough to
remember when.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 14 minutes, 3 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Suitable for practically
any product
Number of Artists: Varies
Cost: Cost submitted upon request
Audition Facilities: Will audition and/or
submit a picture board
Submitted by: Patrick Michael Cunning
Television Productions, Stage 8 Hollywood, 6532 Sunset Blvd., Suite C,
Hollywood 28, California; Stage 8
Riverside, Westfall Bldg., 3717 Main
Street, Riverside, California

graphic arts or fashion field in a short
demonstration.
Pop-up film is accompanied by live narration giving background of artists.
Show incorporates
name designers, stylists, photographers.
musicians, singers
and dancers, and
amusing film introductions provide sparkle
and freshness.
Availability: Live talent; Film
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Open
Number of Artists Employed: 3 plus narrator
Audition Facilities: Scripts, outline, presentation, films
Submitted by: Video Associates, Inc., 515
Madison Avenue, New York 22, New
York

Pass 1,1 Review

Submitted by: Philco Television Station
WPTZ, 1800 Architects Building, 17th
and Sansom Streets, Philadelphia 3,
Pennsylvania

Play Hall!

Audience participation sports quiz conducted by Mel Allen and Russ Hodges
with outstanding sports authorities as
referee or umpire. Sports questions change
with sports seasons.
Additional visual
appeal gained by use of stills and film
to illustrate answers.
Pictures can be
seen by the viewing audience, but not by
"Parents, Please!"
the con:estants.
The half-hour format incorporates a
Availability: Live talent
dramatization of a problem in child care
Time Units: 10 to 30 minutes, 1-5 weekly
or discipline, an audience participation Audience Appeal: Entire family
segment in which studio guest-parents Suggested for: Afternoon
comment upon and correct the situation Client Suitability: General
under the guidance of a child care ex- Number of Artists Employed: Three
pert, and a redramatization of the prob- Costs: On Request
lem in solution. The entire show is aimed Audition Facilities: Will Audition Or Subat parents, and is the first television semit Outline
ries dealing with child study material. Submitted
by:
Television-Radio
EnterProblems are
one
found in average
prises, Inc., 104 East 40th Street, New
homes, and top authorities moderate the
York 16, N. Y.
series, with backing by well-known child
ca re
g roups.
Pleased To Meet You
Availability: Live talent
Program designed to present personaliTime Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
ties
in
the news. Visiting theatrical
Audience Appeal: Adult
celebrities and national and international
Suggested for: Evening
figures to appear on program, giving
Client Suitability: Food, cereal, baby
highlights to televiewers of their life and
products,
teen-age
magazines,
ju- work. Roy Neal, popular radio personvenile books, toys, clothing, houseality, is interviewer.
hold and dairy products, etc.
Availability: Live talent
Number of Artists Employed: 3-4 plus Time Units: 15 minutes, weekly
moderator
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Audition Facilities: Scripts, outline, pies
Suggested for: Evening
entaticn.
Number of Artists: Master of Ceremonies
Submitted by: Video Associates, Inc., 515
and three guests
Madison Avenue, New York 22, New
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions; Will
York
pipe live talent
Outstanding events of World War II
accompanied by lively, humorous comment by the top cameramen who made
the films to be shown.
Second half of
show features kindly criticism by these
experts of amateur movies and stills.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client
Suitability:
General,
although
especially suited to camera and film
manufacturers and distributors
Number of Artists Employed: Two
Cost: $500
Audition Facilities: Will Audition Or Summit Outline
Submitted
by:
Television-Radio
Enterprises, Inc., 104 East 40th Streeet,
New York 16, New York

Personal it y Pre Hews
This half-hour show presents new personalities and eliminates the MC. Talent
introduced via 1-minute unique film
cartoons with 'Pop-up - animation.
Each
show introduces 2 performers from the
theatre world and 1 personality from the

DAILY

The Record Shop
Boy and girl operate a Record Shop.
New releases introduced on show, with
gossip about the bands. Girl is songstress,
boy singer and/or dancer. A guest danceteam, artist drawing picture to accompany musical selection, or vocalist, to be
occasional feature. -Oldies - played on
show, with phone-in answers for name.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile; Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon; Evening
Number of Artists: 2 and guests
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: Philco Television Station
WPTZ, 1800 Architects Building, 17th
and Sansom Streets, Philadelphia 3,
Pennsylvania

( Title

School Days
Subject To Change)

A happy unsophisticated, entertaining
program. Played by adults and using
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FILMS FOR TELEVISION
16MM — 35MM
*

*

*

*

FEATURE PICTURES -SHORT SUBJECTS
DRAMAS

-

MUSICALS

COMEDIES

-

TRAVELOGS

SERIALS
CARTOONS

*
ADVANCE TELEVISION PICTURES
DOCUMENTARY and EDUCATIONAL SUBJECTS
Serving the Industry for the past seven years

Offers aWealth of Unique and Valuable Material and
Services for Present and Future Telecast Programming
*
OVER 10,000,000 FEET OF STOCK SHOTS
Material To Fit In With Every Possible Idea
A COMBINATION OF LIVESHOWS AND FILM PROGRAMS
OFFERING

EXCEPTIONAL

PRODUCTION

VALUE

*
Many Pictures and Serials That Will Fit In With A SPONSOR'S Product
ALL FILMS CAN BE CUT TO MEET YOUR REQUIRED SHOWING TIME
*

PROJECTION ROOMS—CUTTING ROOMS
SHIPPING SERVICE—REHEARSAL ROOMS
FILM STORAGE by REEL or VAULT
*
A Production

Department

Producing

Pictures

for

Advertisers who Plan to Use Television Commercially

ADVANCE TELEVISION PICTURE SERVICE, Inc.
Telephone: COlumbus 5-5400-1-2-3-4

729 SEVENTH AVENUE

-
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the school-room as a device with human
emotions as expressed only by children
for a spring-board, the writers have produced a fast moving format with plenty
of laughter, gags, songs, and novelty numbers. A variety show that has a book to
support it. There is no limit to its flexible
and diversified entertainment.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 14 minutes, 3 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client
Suitability:
Regular
household
pr, 1•ts (soap and/or bread) etc.
Number of Artists: Variable
Cost: Submitted upon request
Audition Facilities: Will audition
Submitted by: Patrick Michael Cunning

Tele -Pak

TELEVISION

Circulating program service consisting
of
carefully
selected,
television-tested
shows minus all the technical and production snarls, packaged in complete production kit form, and adapted to individual station specifications.
Tele -Pak Availability: Film
includes:
Master
script, camera plot, Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
ground plan, set specifications, musical Audience Appeal: Entire family
selections and cue sheets, prop plot, slide Suggested for: Evening
continuity, complete analysis of show for Client Suitability: Any product for the
adult appeal
director,
plus
special
props
where '
needed.
Lessens production time and; Number of Artists Employed 2
costs and furnishes good program mate- Submitted By: Television Films of America, Box 2222, Hollywood 28, Calif.
rial for local use.
Time Units: Varies per show-20-30 min.., s, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested
for:
Morning,
Afternoon,
Evening

Television Productions, Stage 8 Hollywood, 6532 Sunset Blvd., Suite C,
Open—according to
Hollywood 28, California; Stage 8 Client Suitability:
series packaged
Riverside, Westfall Bldg., 3717 Main
Number of Artists Employed: 3-4 per show
Street, Riverside, California
Cost: Equivalent to script cost
Audition Facilities: Presentation, scripts,
Stories In One Camera
sample
A different
approach
to
television
diama.
Actually a number of corneras Submitted by: Video Associates, Inc., 515
Madison Avenue, New York 22, New
are used to facilitate transitions from
York
scene to scene as well as for titles and
special effects.
But within any given
scene, only one is used in a particular
manner which heightens the introspective
mood of the stories and strengthens
viewer's emotional association with the
central character. Tested and proven on
WABD, New York.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 20 to 30 minutes as desired,
once or twice weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Stability: Gener-11
Number of Artists Employed: Average of

Telerision Camera Club

Televised Camera Club meeting from
studio. Activity same as that of regular
camera club—judging and criticizing of
prints submitted by members with prizes
for best prints. Informative talks and
demonstrations by big name photographers with exhibits of their work and
helpful suggestions for the amateur and
advanced camera fan.
Also prize for
best-of-the-week print sent in by viewers.
These prints will also be discussed and
criticized.
Availability: Live talent
Cost: Fr.- xr,,, ,
'lime Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audition Facilities: Live talent
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Submitted by: japles Company, 535 Fifth 'Suggested for: Evening
Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
Client Suitability: Camera shop or Photo-

Streamliner Time
Informal interviews with passengers
(including many famous personages) departing from Chicago on Chicago Northwestern-Union Pacific Streamliners "City
of Los Angeles" and "City of San Francisco."
Authentic
remote
pick-up
in
Northwestern Station, Chicago.
Converr
ration ad lib except commercials.
Interviewees
presented
with
corsages
or
boutonierres.
Concludes with actual departure of train.
Joe Wilson and Joan
Tighe as interviewers. Crowd and trains
in background.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 20 minutes, 1 to 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Luggage, travel wear,

Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists Employed. 2 to 4
Cost: $700
Audition Facilities: Will Submit Outline
Submitted
by:
Television-Radio Enterprises, Inc., 104 East 40th St., New
York 16, N. Y.

Toni Ste tryer

Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 5 minutes, any nuinber weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Evening
Number of Artists Employed: 1
Submitted by: Rupe Werling, 403 Oreland Mill Rd., Oreland, Pa.

The World's .1 Stage
A sensitive

story of the

little

people

who are "merely players" in the great
drama of life. Drama which only reaches
the back pages of a metropolitan newspaper, that lies cloaked in a few simple
sincere phrases under the column heading of ... Personal. The tenderness, comedy, and pathos of a message to a loved
one. The magnetic quality the unspoken
meanings will have upon a life . . .
somewhere.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 20 to 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suiatbility: Almost any client
Number of Artists: 4 to 6
Cost: $750.00
Audition Facilities: Will submit outline,
sketches, photographs
Submitted by: Robert M. Campbell, 347
Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

Played to a large and receptive audience when released on the West Coast.
A program whose popularity has been
substantiated by a large mail-bag. Mark
Twain's beautiful story of 'Tom Sawyer'
adapted to television and set to music.
All of the wonderful 'Tom Sawyer' scenes,
and more, woven into a lovable story of
kids of long ago. 'Tom Sawyer' as a
1 ou 11 ere Sixteen
musical and heart warming thrill. Inaugurating the Lew Hersher sags as
A refreshing, unpredictable comedy in
'
grciphic Manufacturers
found in the celebrated Sam Fox's 'Tom volving a teen age girl whose behavior
Number of Artists Employed: 1
amuses and confuses her family. A visuSubmitted by: Green Associates, 360 N. Sawyer Song Folio.'
ally pleasing story with all the inherent
Michigan, Chicago 1, Ill.
Availability: Live talent
charm and beauty of the American girl.
Time Units: 14 minutes, 5 weekly
Designed to attract adults and children,
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Tele-Views Behind
and make this the shortest time segment
Suggested for: El ., :ling
The News
' Client Suitability: Large National Ad- in television for teen-agers.
News Breaks off the wire and onto the
vertisers
Availability: Live talent
television screen in minutes. A proven Number of Artists: Variable
program that excited much comment dur- Cost: Costs submitted upon request of Time Units: 20 to 30 minutes, 1weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
ing the war years when it was produced
client
and released on the West Coast as 'Be- Audition Facilities: Will audition; or story Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Almost any client
hind the News.' All the immediacy of
board
Number of Artists: 4 to 6
to-day's news. Life and history resource- Submitted by: Patrick Michael Cunning
Cost: $750.00
fully crystallized and reenacted by speTelevision Productions, Stage 8 Hol- Audition Facilities: Will submit outline,
cialized Tele -stock Unit who's showmanlywood, 6532 Sunset Blvd., Suité C,
sketches, photographs
ship gives authenticity to their performHollywood 28, California; Stage 8 Submitted by: Robert M. Campbell, 347
ance. A show that fulfills the requireRiverside, Westfall Bldg., 3717 Main
Midison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
ments of a local sponsor. The audience
Street, Riverside, California
sees the news, from at home and abroad.
•
Availability: Live talent
our Fireside Theater

Western resorts, sports equipment, or
general
Number of Artists Employed: 2
Time Units: 14 minutes, 5 weekly
Audition Facilities: Live talent
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Submitted by: Caples Co., 225 East Erie '
ISuggested for: Evening
Street, Chicago 11, Illinois
Client Suitability: Local Sponsor (department stores)
Taste And Technique
Number of Artists: Variable
The home economics show with visual Cost: Submitted upon request
appeal. Starring the Society of Amateur Audition Facilities: Will audition
Chefs whose famous members appear as Submitted by: Patrick Michael Cunning
guest chefs and compete with lady guests
Television Productions, Stage 8 Holof their own choosing. The results will be
lywood, 6532 Sunset Blvd., Suite C,
judged by a panel chosen from the studio
Hollywood 28, California; Stage 8
audience.
Riverside, Westfall Bldg., 3717 Main
Availability: Live talent
Street, Riverside, California
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Suggested for: Afternoon
This Is II atiiiiligi011
Client Suitability: Any product or service
This program produced on 16mm film
angled mostly to family or women
Number of Artists Employed: 1 and guest ,for television stations takes the audience
on a personal tour "behind the scenes"
Cost: On Request
Audition Facilities: Will audition or sub-' in the nation's capitol interviews with
Government Officials and trips to famous
mit outline
Submitted
by:
Television-Radio
Enter- Washington spots keep the program inprises, Inc., 104 East 40th Street, teresting and holds the tele -listener and
brings them back for more.
New York 16, N. Y.

RADIO

This Is I'olir S.P.I.
New inventions and gadgets demonstrated by their inventors under the
watchful and sympathetic eye of Col.
Lemuel Q. Stoopnagle as M.C. The Colonel's own fantastic inventions play a
large part of the show.

[forte Yorob
Uncle Yacob tells "Get-out-of-bedtime
stories" with action in dialect (Pennsylvania Dutch). Could be used for 5 minute
segment of variety television shows.

The Travel Hour
(The Travel Counselor)

A Weekly program, scheduled in bilid
Week for the week end traveller which
tells about places which can be visited,
how to get there, and gives costs, with
dress suggestions, etc.
In some part of
the program there would always be
shown places of pure adventure, places
to which the watcher could probably
never go, but about which he or she
might be culturally or romantically interested.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15-30 minutes, weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Gasoline or any mfr. of
articles used in travel
Number of Artists Employed: 1
Submitted by: S. H. Cuff, 4th fi. 14450
Broadway, New York, N. Y.

DAILY

An achievement in imaginative programming for evening viewing. Sophisticated fairy tales, romantic music dramas
designed for exceptionally talented performers.
Elisabeth Gillette of the Radio
City Ballet is featured with other selected
artists of stage and screen.
These delightful stories utilize a minimum of
dialogue, and suggest a distinctive production treatment. Presentation is limited
to stations within four hours flight time
of New York.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 20-30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Almost any client
Number of Artists Employed: 3 to 6
Cost: $750 and up, dependent on show
Audition Facilities: Will submit ouline,
sketches, photographs
Submitted by: Robert M. Campbell, 347
Madison Avenue, New York 17, New
York
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Interican Family Forum
Of The.ir

INGRED IENTS
of Sound Advertising

FLA

The American Family Forum of the Air
is designed to allow the radio audience

THE

HUNT FOR HAPPINESS
SHOW

Take Adele Hunt, add your product and let simmer for five
minutes, mix thoroughly with WPAT audience ...and watch
the sound ingredients produce sure-fire results.
Adele Hunt, M.C. of the "Hunt For Happiness" program, is the

Cures Of Tomorrow

most tailted-about woman in North Jersey.
Her kitchen and
household hints, her lively interviews with top-notch guests,
and her homey chatter make the show a MUST program for
the women.
Mrs. Hunt works closely with her sponsors and,
in addition to her selling job on the radio, will aid in merchandising plans without cost to the advertiser.

7 CHURCH

STREET,

PATERSON

1,

N.

Books On Trial
Each week a timely book is brought to
trial in the "Court of Books." Sterling

J.

A DOCTOR SPEAKS ON
YOUR RADIO PROGRAM

"YOU CAN KEEP YOUNG"
The secrets of youth, told with medical authority. Appeals to people past forty who wish
to look, act and feel young. Now in its second
in

North, literary editor of the New York
Post presides, and a jury of twelve is
selected by lot from the studio audience.
The author of the book takes the stand to
face the questioning of "prosecuting" and
"defense" attorneys. What results is a literary tug-of-war ...fast ... furious ...
and uninhibited.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Institutional, newspaper,
publishing
Number of Artists: 5
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WHN, 1540 Broadway, New
York 19, N. Y.

City Council "Meeting

Popular Medicine Programs
backed by Medical Authority
Available for Sponsorship

year as a live sustainer

New York City.

explains and clarifies issues to
cussed in the Council meeting.

ITime Units: 60 minutes, bi-w -k1y
Audience Appeal: Entire family
•
Suggested for: Evening
Submitted by: WNEB, Park Building, Worcester 8, Mass.

Civic Forum

narrated and described in away

to hold dramatic interest. Entertaining and
educational for the whole family.

Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes weekly
Audience Appeal: Male, female

Time: 15 minutes once a week
Talent: Dr. Frederic Darnrau and Adeline Maneery
Script and platter on request. Also short talks and
transcriptions made to order for special programs.

FREDERIC

DAMRAU,

dis-

Program has semi-permanent moderator
who invites four leading local or visiting
citizens to discuss topic of local, state,
national or international interest. Program
has run for two years with wide comment
and appeal.

New medical discoveries everyone wants to
a bout,

be

M. D.

Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Only institutional
Number of Artists: 5
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WBML, Macon, Ga.

"before the mike since 1933"

Conversation at Eight

247 PARK AVENUE •NEW YORK 17, N. Y. •Wickersham 2-3638

Originating in the apartment of Tom
Sugrue, noted writer and book reviewer,

80

New
medical
discoveries
everyone
wants to know about, narrated and described in a way to hold dramatic interest. Entertaining and educational for the
whole family. The scientific discoveries of
today will be the cures of tomorrow. Sensatioral stories packed full of human interest, yet strictly authentic. Dramatic
suspense will be maintained by narrating
actual cases where life hangs in the
balance.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: i
:vening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 2
Cost: Adjustable
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions; will
pipe live talent
Submitted by: Frederic Damrau, M.D., 247
Park Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Editors Four

"What's going on at City Hall?" This
regular, bi-weekly broadcast of the actual
proceedings of the Worcester City Council helps to answer that question. Cooperation of the Council, itself, in debating
the hottest issues during the hour (and
often more) of air time makes this a lively
program of spontaneous showmanship.
Short pre-broadcast which City Solicitor

"CURES OF TOMORROW"
know

Conversation At Eight comes to the air a
completely unrehearsed show. Over alter.
dinner coffee host Sugrue and his guests
fall into an informal discussion--the kind
that usually follows a pleasant dinner
meeting with one's friends. These dinner

as well as the visual group to partake in
the active operations of the forum. It is a
partners are well known in the "arts,"
"natural" for local activity and especially
and the talk is appealing to all members
so via the airwaves of WSRS and WSRS.
of the family.
FM serving nine cities of Greater CleveAvailability: Live talent; E. T.
land containing three-fourths of the area
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
population and the greatest diversified
Audience Appeal: Entire family
section of buying power.
Suggested for: Evening
Availability: Live talent
Client Suitability: Books, plays, magaTime Units: 45 minutes, once weekly
zines, institutional, etc.; beers, wines
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Number of Artists: Mr. Sugrue and 2 or 3
Suggested for: Evening
guests
Client Suitability: Institutional
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Number of Artists: Panel and staff
Submitted by: WINS, 28 West 44th St.,
Cost: On request
New York City
Submitted by: WSRS and WSRS-FM, Radio
Center Bldg., Cleveland Heights 18,
Ohio

VOR

of Local Appeal

lip

CULTURAL

A roundtable discussion of news of the
day. Participants are WHAM%
News
Editor, Sports Editor, Farm Editor and
-Odds
and Ends" Editor. Each in turn
discusses the big story in his respective
field. Al the program's conclusion, each
Editor makes a prediction based on his
feature story. The "Odds and Ends" Editor usually confines his remarks to news
with an unusual twist ...the man bites
dog variety.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, one weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: All types who desire
adult thinking people
Number of Artists: 4
Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WHAM, Sheraton Hotel,
Rochester 4, N. Y.

Joe Emerson's Hymn Time
156-15 minute shows now available.
Each episode has three hymns, one spiritual, and and story behind the writing of
two of the numbers, together with a
friendly philosophy and a closing thought
for the day.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 156 --- 15 minutes, 3 or 5
weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested
for:
Morning;
Afternoon;
Evening

RADIO
WorldRadioHistory
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Client Suitability: Any product but alcoholic drinks
Number of Artists: 2
Cost: Varies
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Morton Radio Productions,
Inc., 360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago
I.

Meet The People

Outstanding local people of Savannah
are invited to discuss in across the table
fashion various topics ranging from local
issues to international problems. There
is no attempt made to make it primarily
controversial, but rather to expose all
sides of a particular question.
Availability: Live talent
Footprints On The Sands
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Client Suitability: Any
Oh' rime
Number of Artists: 3
260 little biographies of outstanding
Submitted by: WFRP, Savannah, Georgia
men and women of our American Heritage together with many who have had
a marked influence on our history.
Meet The Press
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 5 minutes, 5 weekly
Audlience Appeal: Entire family
Client Suitability: All types of clients
Submitted by: World Broadcasting System, Inc., 711 Fifth Ave., New York 22,
N. Y.

Inter-City Mayors'
Council
A weekly presentation featuring four
different New Jersey moyors in a discussion and exchange of ideas on municipal, and county government improvement, with criticisms of legislation before
the State body and proposals for needed
municipal, county and state legislation
affecting the citizens of New Jersey. The
moderator is a well-known judge and frequent guests are leading state legislators.
This program is considered responsible
for several important improvements in the
last year in municipal affairs in New
Jersey.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Institutional
Number of Artists: 5
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WPAT, 7 Church St., Paterson 1, N. J.

KSL Reports The
Washington Scene
This program is designed to present to
the listeners of the Intermountain West
an up-to-the minute report on current
points of issue being discussed in the

One

White

Rose

I
,orerer

Named for York. England, the symbol
of this United States town is also the
White Rose . . . hence the title of this

Opinion-lire
The program format for "Opinion-Aire provides
for
immediate
cross-section
analyses of public reaction to problems
of national import.
Two distinguished
guests appear as either "prosecution" or
"defense - witnesses on the subject. They
are queried in direct and cross-examination courtroom type technique, with their
respective "attorneys --noted commentators—providing summation arguments. A
twelve-man jury is selected from the studio
audience for immediate reaction test. Listeners in selected cities may vote by

telephone.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Nation's Capital.
A specially prepared Audience Appeal: Male; Female
six-minute summary from the KSL News- Client Suitability: Prestige, institutional
room of the past week's developments in Number of Artists: 4 to 6
Washington opens the program. Two Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Western Congressmen are given ten min- Submitted by: Mutual Broadcasting Sysutes each to discuss current issues . . .
tem, 1440 Broadway, New York 18,
each transcribed talk being preceded by
N. Y.
a brief news story on the subject of the
talk. To round out the half-hour, a short
summary of the late Washington developments is presented from the KSL Newsroom.
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Submitted by: KSL, 10 So. Main, Salt Lake
1, Utah

RADIO

A-
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governor's wife or someone from United, (discussants) and moderator. Invites parNations. Radio Daily called it a must on Iticipation of persons up to 2nd year in
the listener log. It's infinite variety makes college. No adult participation or sponit always interesting and informative to, sorship, except in technical and semia loyal audience.
Commercials are ad advisory capacity (Mrs. John Hamish acts
libbed; no script used.
as manager and Phil Walker as KTMS
Availability: Live talent
liaison). (Otherwise no adults.) Programs
Time Units: 30 minutes, 5 weekly
are lively, informative, uninhibited and
Client Suitability: Products used by W0111- in good taste.
en
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
The format of -Meet The Press" is that Number of Artists: 2
Cost:
On
application
Audience Appeal: Entire family
of a news conference of the air.
Four
Grand St., Suggested for: Saturday Afternoon
newspapermen are invited to question Submitted by: W13RY, 136
Waterbury, Conn.
Submitted by: KTMS, Phil Walkei-,Educasome well-known personage on an imtion
Department,
Santa
Barbara,
portant topic.
Among the outstanding
Pioneers Of Progress
guests have been John L. Lewis, Henry A.
Calif.
Wallace, Senator Robert A. Taft, Fiore110
The basic idea of Pioneers Of Progress
This Is linerica
H. LaGuardia, Harry Bridges, Harold Stas- is the strengthening of the ingenuity of
sen and Senator-elect Theodore Bilbo. This America's future builders of industry and
This is a workship type program. Stuprogram was awarded the 1946 George future inventors. It includes the drama- dents of public and parochial high schools
Foster Peabody Radio Special Citation for tization of the pioneers of this country in Des Moines write and prepare the prooutstanding reporting and interpretation who moved the wheels of progress, and gram under the direction of Tom Lewis.
of the news.
Lewis
is
designed to stimulate the imagina- ISO's director of youth activities.
Availability: Live talent
tions of potential leaders in science and visits the class room on each assignment,
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
analyzes the script, points out needed reindustry.
Audience Appeal: Male; Female
visions, and rewrites the script right on
Availability: Live talent
Suggested for: Evening
the spot ...explaining radio techniques
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Client Suitability: Prestige, institutional
as he goes along. The series consists of
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Number of Artists: 5 to 8
Suggested for: .unday Afternoon, Evening 14 broadcasts, one each Saturday at 6:00
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
p.m., during the school term.
Client Suitability: All products
Submitted by: Mutual Broadcasting Sys- Number of Artists: Orchestra, dramatic Availability: E. T.
tem, 1440 Broadway, New York 18,
Audience Appeal: Entire family
cast and principles
N. Y.
Suggested for: Evening
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions

historical program . . One White Rose
Forever. Written by Helen Miller Gotwatt, noted Children's author and Educator, the program points up spots of Hollywood interest and draws a parallel with
past events and today's history in the
making. Program easily becoming most
It's Up To You
popular show on weekly schedule.
A discussion program with a panel of Availability: Live tale:::
well-known experts and informed students. Suggested for: Sunday afternoon, early
evening
The program aims at exposing problems
raised by the news, and emphasizing the Client Suitability: Institutional bank
Writer, announcer,
responsibility of youth in their ultimate Number of Artists:
producer, organist, (3)
solution. Originates from a different colSubmitted by: WSBA, York, Pennsylvania
lege each week.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: College students
Suggested for: Evening
Number of Artists: 4 participants, permanent moderator
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Intercollegiate Broadcasting
System, 507 Fifth Ave., New York 17,
N. Y.

PROGRAMS

Our

Yeiglibeirli0Oti

Not just another household show. Fay
Clark and Bob Stewart interview a different guest each day—perhaps on taxation, maybe on flower arrangement or
making maple sugar or it may be the

Submitted by: Tele-Radio Creations, Inc.,
540 North Michigan, Chicago, Ill.

The Richmond Forum
This is a locally conducted forum of
both national and local subects with the
program designed to bring out local
opinions.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested tor: Evening
Number of Artists 5
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WKBV, 25 South 9th St.,
Richmond, Indiana

The Santa Barbara
Opinion lrena

Client Suitability: Clothing store, products
of teen age appeal
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions; Will
pipe live talent
Submitted by: KSO, 10th and Grand, Des
Moines 9, Iowa

Three Men On A Limb
Take a newspaper editor, a college
president, and a leading minister, add a
highly controversial subject
. . place
in a studio with guest experts and you
have Three Men On a Limb, highly successful WMT forum type program moder ated by Doug Grant, program manager.
Subjects range from annexation of neighboring towns to housing to the Palestine
issue. No fist fights to date but feeling
sometimes runs high. . .high enough to
attract a Icirge, steady audience in

Town-meeting forum. Broadcast from Eastern Iowa.
local (Santa Barbara) Theatre weekly Availability: Live talent
on Tuesdays, 7 to 7:45 p.m. Public par- Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
ticipation (comment and questions) in- Audience Appeal: Male, Female
vited at any point in discussion but must Suggested for: Early Evening
Number of Artists: 4 or 5 (more possible)
be recognized by moderator. Parabolic
mike engineering set up. Two speakers Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
on each side of question, which must be Submitted by: WMT, Paramount Bldg.,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
controversial, plus moderator. Moderators are drawn from citizenry as are
OCHS Open Forum
speakers. Program designed to stimulate
interest, not reach conclusions, is faded
Current controversial issues, local, naout
at 45 minute mark, continues live tional or international are debated by
for additional 15 minutes. A town-meet- local people, who are selected in coIna
which
is
incidentally
broadcast, operation with the Charleston League
irather than a radio show with incidental of Women Voters. This has proved to be
. Very successful.
a very interesting half hour, as many of
invited audience.
Live
A
talent
the issues discussed hit home. Telephone
ITime Units: 45 minutes, 1 weekly
questions are phoned in during the
Audience Appeal: Entire family
program and are answered during the
Suggested for: Tuesday Evening
last 10 minutes of each program. DurSubmitted by: KTMS, Santa Barbara, ing the last Mayoralty Race, we had the
Calif.

Santa Barbara's Youth
Forum
Panel discussions with from three to
six participants plus moderator. Policy:
to stimulate interest in topics that concern Youth of the Community. Conducted
entirely by youth forum organization
which meets weekly, elects speakers

DAILY

two candidates on the Forum.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Preferably Institutional
Number of Artists: 2 or 4 on Panel and
a Moderator
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WCHS,
1016 Lee St.,
Charleston 24, West Virginia
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Western Michigan At Work

ing,

particularly

among

higher

income

CULTURAL

groups.

Each program describes one of the
industries in this area. Narrative plus in ,
-1Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
terviews;
includes tape recordings in
Audience Appeal: Entire family
plants to get background noise.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.

Suggested for: Evening

Suggested for: Evening

Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly

Client

Client

for

family

client

especially

wanting

male

or

new

products

banks,

to

get

firm

Audition Facilities:

Audition

Transcriptions

orado

Facilities:

Ray Zuteer. Poet Scout

Transcriptions

Submitted by: WISH, Board of Trade Bldg.,
Indianapolis 4, Ind.

by:

WKZO,

Kakanazoo 99,

Burdick

Hotel,

Youth

You Be The Judge

Mich.

This
Dealing with only local problems such

Western

Slope

Forum

as juvenile delinquency

of

slum

The Air
Program
of

features

current

prominent
nal

issue
civic,

leaders

minute
topic,

formal

cussion.

interest.

educational

(four

followed

known

discussion

and
in

the

a double-barrelled

forum

of

original

poetry

and

WSBA.
by

groups.

and

The

discussed

point

by

being

the

that

two

neither

Program

Ray

years

Zoner,

and

is

produced
Scout

and

Executive

presented

in

written
for

25

co-operation

with all Educational authorities in Broadcast area.

and fifteen minutes of unrehearsed

section

of

assigned
dis-

variety

of

-cross-

audience
both

an

groups'

overall
opinion.

troling

final sum-up and compare notes for the

the

discussion.

question

for

with the

audience

own

and
mind

All

sides

of

the

against

are

advised

to make up

ar,

to

which

debated
side

each

group

meet

for

a

conclusion.

Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes
Suggested

Availability: Live talent

Availability:

Suggested for: Evening

Time Units: 30 minutes

Time Units: 30 minutes,

for:

Saturday morning,

early

evening

ploys wel known cieic leaders as mod-

Live talent

is

for

erator.

for the panel. Program has good follow-

The

moderators

Audience Appeal: Entire family

members

cross

fire - examination with a moderator con-

right. In other words You Be The Judge.

and

performance

levels. A topic is selected by the program

emphasis on the local level. Station erntopics

lic

committee

their

selects

be-

tween two youth groups of different age competition for prizes offered in May by

local, national and global problems with

He

and Adams County. Program offers pub-

the

.

Fifteen

mitted by High School Students in York

Speaks Out

giving

two

problem.

and

the

group hears what the other has to say,

frater-

week's

pros

encouraged

minutes given over to prepared speeches

of

the

well-

has

cons

extemporaneous

Topics include wide

debate

four

Scout

of topics

give

on

of

attorneys
of

in Indianapolis,

a panel

Poet

Panel

and

number)

statements
by

clearance,

is

Entering it's third broadcast year, Ray
Zoner,

writing of over 3,000 original poems sub-

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted

Atlantic City, New Jersey

before

public
Number of Artists: 5

Number of Artists: 1 plus guests

Submitted by: WFPG, WFPG Steel Pier,

Utilities,

Cost: Upon application
Submitted by: KFXJ, Grand Junction, Col-

audience

Suitability:

with

Number of Artists: 1

Evening

Client Suitability: Any client;
good

Institutional or public

service contribution

Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for:

Suitability:

1 weekly

Client

Suitability:

Institutional—although

station has never permitted sale
Number of Artists: (3) Zoner, organist, announcer

Client Suitability: Banks, Insurance Cam -

Audience Appeal: Male or Female

Submitted by: WSBA, York, Pennsylvania

By Any Index ...
IT'S MIAMI'S NO. 1 STATION
THE YEAR 'ROUND...THE STATION
MOST PEOPLE LISTEN TO MOST!

lazee-we

WIOD Tops 'em All According to
B. M. B., HOOPER, and RESULTS!
VIO
B.M.B. cot•emte maps.
with market data now available.

your individual needs. That's the kind of programming

advertisers

expect—and

get—at

GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.

WISN

• 5,000 Watts.
• The Katz Agency, Inc.,

Representative

HARRY

E. CUMMINGS

JAMES M

teGATE, General Manager

You

today? There's no obligation.

• Established 1922
Southeast

WISN.

should have full details on this service. Why not write

National •Representatives

Nat'l. Rep.

G.

Grignon, Gen. Mgr.

MILWAUKEE

5,000 WATTS •610 KC •NBC
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Recently, much has been said in print by various transcription producers
about new shows they are offering.
__
One producer says his new show is -making transcription history, - another
says his show is the -greatest and most expensive ever produced, - another says
his show is -more than just a radio show,” another says -all time-all star transcription top," another says "most extensive opportunities ever presented, etc., etc., ad
infinitum.
We're really glad the transcription boys are beginning to do something worth
while, BUT- -WHAT'S ALL THE NOISE ABOUT?"
WE'VE BEEN PRODUCING BIG NAME STAR TOP-NOTCH SHOWS SINCE
19401

min
m
a

FURTHERMORE, WE DEFY ANY RADIO PROGRAM MAN TO SHOW US
ONE SHOW RECENTLY PRODUCED WHICH IS BIGGER IN ANY WAY THAN
THE SHOWS WE'VE BEEN DOING FOR THE PAST SEVEN YEARS.

a
ma
ea

The record speaks for itself. We started name star shows and have continued
that policy for the past seven years.
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What other producer, other than Kermit-Raymond, can offer shows such as
the half-hour transcribed series -HOLLYWOOD OPEN HOUSE - with Ray Bloch's
orchestra, Jim Ameche as emcee, a guest star comedian, a guest star singer and
one or more motion picture guest stars on every show? Such great names as:
Jack Benny and his entire company, Marlene Dietrich, Pat O'Brien, Lucille Ball,
Bert Lahr, Bonita Granville, Milton Berle, Dick Powell, and literally hundreds more
too numerous to mention and equally as big.

3
ii

What other producer, other than Kermit-Raymond, can offer transcribed shows
such as the great situation comedy show, -THE EDDIE BRACKEN SHOW," starring
Eddie Bracken, William Demarest and Ann Rutherford and the entire orchestra
and cast of the original CBS network shows?
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What other producer, other than Kermit-Raymond, can offer such great transcribed features as Dave Elman's -HOBBY LOBBY," with eleven years of network
standing? The -JOHN J. ANTHONY - show with seventeen years of network standing? And such shows as the "FRANCIS LEDERER SHOW, - -FAMOUS FATHERS, with guest stars such as: Ozzie Nelson and Harriet Hillard, Deems Taylor, Lauritz
Melchior, Lowell Thomas and others just as equally big? Shows such as the
-MEAL OF YOUR LIFE - and -THE WOMAN - with guests such as: Gertrude
Lawrence, Elsa Maxwell Victor Borge, Fiorello LaGuardia, Ilka Chase, Burgess
Meredith, Beatrice Kay, Georgie Jesse', Margo and many, many others.
PRETTY IMPRESSIVE, ISN'T IT?
ABU?"
O T

Well then- -WHAT'S ALL THE NOISE

If you really want transcribed radio shows that speak for themselves, drop
us a line, give us a call or send us a wire.
KERMIT-RAYMOND SHOWS REALLY HAVE
ABOUTI - THEY -SPEAK" FOR THEMSELVES.

-SOMETHING

TO MAKE NOISE
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THE TRANSCRIBED

EDDIE
BRACKEN
SHOW

a
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with William Demarest

U

and Ann Rutherford
and the entire original cast and

am

orchestra, just as it was on

ow

the C BSnetwork coast to coast

NOW AVAILABLE FOR LOCAL SPONSORSHIP

Um

RI
am
RI

for audition and full information

II

write, wire or phone

U

Kermitlaymonci
CORPORATLON

NEW YORK CITY (22)

HAT'S

ALL

ELDORADO 5-5511

THE
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ELSA
MAXWELL
and
GREGORY
RATOFF

MARGO

appears twice in series,
once in original story and
second time in adaptation
of "Mary, Queen of
Scots."

play "Romeo and Juliet"
in
a dream
Elsa
has.
Other preposterous things
happen too!

MARLENE
DIETRICH
— program's
first
tells dramatic war
climaxed by favorite
seas song. 'Lillie
lene.'

THE ONLY TRANSCRIBED SHOW OF ITS KIND IN RADIO!
JACK BENNY

with Phil Harris and orchestra. Mary Livingstone,
Rochester, Don Wilson
and stooges dramatize
"The
Life
of
lack
Benny."
Very funny!

guest
story
overMar.

recreates
her
own
show
and sings gloriously. This
program
also features
dramatization of "Emile
Zola" with all star cast.

is program's genial host
and plays opposite many
of the stars in dramatic
• features. Brother Don gets
real competition.

Radio's
busiest
musical
Lonductor leads the band.
The biggest orchestra on
any syndicated transcribed
show.
Twenty-eight
of
radio's greatest musicians.

WESSON
BROTHERS

The format of "HOLLYWOOD'S OPEN HOUSE" allows, for thesi
4 usual
three commercials (opening, middle and closing). "HOLLYWOOD'S OPEN HOUSE" presents top-ptch entertainment in thi order of appearance: Theme opening by the orchestra; then Jim Ameche,
host-emcee, opening the show in billboard fashion; (opening °it mercial); opening rhythm number by maestro Ray Bloch and his
orchestra; Act One of the dramatic story (usually a radio adaptati
of a hit movie) headlined by appearance of the Hollywood guest star;
(middle commercial comes in here); Act Two of dramatic story; musical production number by vocalists and orchestra; a comedy guest spot;
curtain calls for all guest stars in a bright, humorous finish; (closing commercial); sign-off with orchestra and Jim Ameche. Every show has
a name guest star vocalist—a name guest star comedian ...and one or more big name motion picture guest star in the dramatic spot! Yes
music, song, comedy and drama on every show!

HILDEGARDE

JIM AMECHE

RAY BLOCH
"HOLLYWOOD'S OPEN HOUSE," covers a minimum series of 52 half-hour programs available immediately—and more coming—in
a musical-drama-guest star-variety format. The best way to describe "HOLLYWOOD'S OPEN HOUSE" is as a "first" in the field of syndicated
programs—it is the "first" to use big Hollywood personalities in regular guest star appearances—it is the "first" to use top name
comedians in a regular comedy spot—it is the "first" to use a name band as standard personnel—it is the "first" to present name vocalists as
a permanent feature—it is the "first" transcribed show produced in a theatre with a live audience of more than 1,200 people—above all,
it is the "first" to truly apply to a transcribed program the full network standards of production and script. "HOLLYWOOD'S OPEN
HOUSE," in brief, is the equivalent in all respects of a big network variety program made available through syndication to selective local
and spot advertisers.

famous young comedians
appear on series twice for
trem endous
audience
laughter with Margo and
again with Kay Francis.

Please note all commercial spots are placed in high interest spots to integrate entertainment value and "sell."

LUISE RAINER

DICK POWELL

appears in her Academy
Award winning role, "The
Great Ziegfeld." The famous
George
Civet
is
guest comedian.

plays the lead in the famous story of a lovable
thief—and Dick sings too!

There's a reason why all this attention, care and talent (not to mention S S $,—it is the most expensive transcribed show ever produced)
has been lavished on the show, "HOLLYWOOD'S OPEN HOUSE." There's a wide-open market for a first-class syndicated show. There's
a place for it in local programming for use by local clients, who are now fully alert to the values of superior production and attractive
talent and performance. There's a place for it in national spot advertising, for use by national clients who know through network experience
that the product they buy as an advertising medium must match in high quality the commodity they present for sale.
To place insurance on listener attention to the program, a complete publicity and promotion campaign is included gratis for the client.
Included are weekly publicity stories and photographs of guest stars for newspaper release and window display; window cards, counter
cards, truck banners, posters, etc.
Radio can sell only when people listen. People will listen to good entertainment. "HOLLYWOOD'S OPEN HOUSE" is good entertainment. SO "HOLLYWOOD'S OPEN HOUSE" WILL SELL.

relates
peculiar
circumstances
that
cause
his
singing of "Donkey Serenade." He sings it too!
Eddie Mayehoff, Ouest
comedian.

HARRY COOL
and
PATRICIA
GILMORE

BLOCK AND
SULLY

are
guest comedians on
show with Constance Bennett. Their wacky comedy
causes audience to howl.

ALLAN JONES

PETER LORRE
does season's most dramatic role.
Poe's
"The
Tell -Tale
Heart."
Peter
Donald is comic relief to
Lorre's stark drama.

are heard in many duets
as program's vocalists.
Jerry Cooper also appears
as vocalist.

THE GREAT STARS PICTURED ON THESE PAGES ARE JUST
A FEW OF THE GREAT NAMES ON "HOLLYWOOD'S OPEN HOUSE" ...
HERE IS A PARTIAL LIST OF OTHER GUESTS

MILTON
BERLE

CONSTANCE
BENNETT

plays the Bob Hope lead
• in Goldwyn picture,
—They Got Me Covered,''
• with Joy Hodges and big
•
cast.

enacts the famous Dorothy Parker monologue, "A
Telephone
Call."
Much
music and comedy on this
show too!

MOTION PICTURE GUESTS

GUEST COMEDIANS

DESI ARNAZ
LUCILLE BALL

JOEY ADAMS
MOREY AMSTERDAM
JACK CARTER

PHIL BRITO

GEORGE GIVOT
JACKIE f
e
LEASON

EDITH FELLOWS

BONITA GRANVILLE
FRANCIS LEDERER

LENNY "A:NT

MARIE GREENE
MONICA LEWIS

JOHN LODER
ANITA LOUISE

BERT LA,HR
BUDDY :LESTER

NOBLE & KING
DANNY O'NEIL

RODDY McDOWELL
PAT O'BRIEN

JOHNNY MORGAN

PHIL REGAN
LEE SULLIVAN
ROMO VINCENT
BEA WAIN

JOHN CARRADINE
FAYE EMERSON

FAY WRAY
and
JOSEPH
CALLEIA
play leads in famous picture
and
book
classic.
'Crime and Punishment.''
Excellent dramatic fare.

LUCILLE BALL
and
DESI ARNAZ

RICHARD
ARLEN
re-enacts leading role in
adaptation of his motion
picture, "The Big Bonanza."
Guy Kibbee.
Erin
O'Brien Moore also featured.

Glamorous
Lucille
Ball
and stage and screen star
Desi Arnaz deliver comedy, drama and song in
their visit.

ANN
RUTHERFORD

(IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER)

ZASU PITTS

ZERO MOSTEL
JAN MURRAY

BASIL RATHBONE

LEW PARKER

MARTHA SCOTT
ROLAND YOUNG

JACK PEARL
STROUD TWINS

VCCALISTS

JERRY COOPER
DINNING SISTERS

NAN WYNN
YVETTE

MARY WICKES

HARRINGTON
and
HYERS,
comedians of Kate Smith
show appear as guest
comedians on program
with Fay Wray and Joseph Calleia,

"WHAT'S

ALL

GUY KIBBEE
and
STUART
ERWIN

with little Edith Fellows '
star
in
motion
picture
hit, "The Canterville
Ghost." George Givot Is
comedian.
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sensational new young
child star appears in special story opposite movie
favorite Neil Hamilton.

appears
quite
often
as
guest comedian. His comedy routines bring gales
of laughter from the audience.

CORPORATION

11 EAST 52nd STREET, NEW YORK CITY (22)

SKIPPY
HOMEIER,

HENNY
YOUNGMAN

K
ermitla rnon,d
star in special story fantasy, "The Cursed Concerto." Mary W ickes,
Hollywood comedienne,
supplies laughs.

KAY FRANCIS
appears
in
a romantic
story of mistaken identity
with great surprise climax. Jerry Cooper supplies romanti. songs,

plays title role in "Jane
Eyre" to Jim Ameche's
"Rochester."
Henny
Youngman supplies the
laughs,
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1.

During the season of 1939-40, what radio program, byactual count received more publicity clippings than either
Fred Allen or Jack Benny?

2.

What radio program, by actual proof, offers the greatest merchandising possibilities—attracting crowds of 30,000 to
40,000 people in cities throughout the country to view product displays—at no cost to the sponsor?

3.

What radio program achieved the highest Crossley

4.

What program, according to private Gallup polls, was found to be the radio preference of more than two-thirds of
all tuned-in sets in its broadcast area?

rating of any program ever broadcast on Sunday afternoon?

6.

••
•
•
••

•

•
•
ii
•
•
•
•
•
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II
•
•

What radio program, lending its name to exhibits in various cities of America, has broken all records for attendance
at city auditoriums?

7.

What radio program has such proven appeal that the nation's leading department stores are now paying substantial fees for an exhibit based on this program, to draw people into their stores?

8.

What is the only American radio program ever accorded the distinction of opening the great Canada-Pacific Exhibition held annually in Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada?

9.

What radio program delivered the largest audience at the least cost of any Sunday afternoon program ever broadcast?

10.

DAVE

ELMANS
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A SHOW

OF

THIS

TYPE

WITH MERCHANDISING—AND TIE-UPS GALORE
AVAILABLE FOR LOCAL AND REGIONAL SPONSORSHIP

TRANSCRIBED!
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John J. Anthony holds a remarkable record of con-

For along period of time John J. Anthony led all other

secutive weeks on the air; 400 consecu ti ve Sunday
nights on Mutual; 269 consecutive Sunday nights on

programs on the Pacific coast.
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5. What popular radio program started a series of shorts, released nationally by Columbia Pictures?
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THE GREAT STAGE AND
SCREEN

STAR

FRANCIS LEDERER
IN HIS OWN FIFTEEN MINUTE TRANSCRIBED RADIO
LOVE STORIES FOR LOCAL AND

SHOW

REGIONAL

OF

ROMANTIC

SPONSORSHIP

TRANSCRIBED
FOR THREE OR FIVE TIMES WEEKLY

GREAT

STORIES-GREAT

SUPPORTING
AND

CAST-GREAT

MUSIC

A

GREAT

STAR

FRANCIS LEDERER
AND

STILL

ANOTHER

HALF

HOUR

SHOW

THAT

RINGS

THE

BELL!

"RADIO THEATRE OF FAMOUS CLASSICS"
FROM

The title, "THE RADIO THEATRE OF FAMOUS
CLASSICS" sounds imposing—and it is! "CLASSICS" is the aristocrat of the syndicated program field and, as its name indicates, is a series
of half-hour radio adaptations of the great plays.
novels and short stories of the world.
Everyone loves a good story well-told. We can
safely

assume

that

since

the

classics

were

originally written by literary masters they are

THE

WORKS

OF

THE

IMMORTAL

AUTHORS

"good stories, well-told." We also venture to assume that since we've given careful attention
to the writing, casting and production of the
radio version, they've remained "good stories,
well-told." Of course, only classics which are
well suited to radio treatment have been chosen
—and fortunately they are abundant. Some of
the stories are: "A Doll's House" by Henrik lb
sen; "The Artist" by Guy de Maupassant; "The
Suicide Club - by Robert Louis Stevenson; "Ca-

mille" by Alef.andre Dumas; "Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde" by Stevenson: "The Importance of
Being E:nest" by Oscar Wilde; "The Master builder" by Ibsen and a host of others.
Dramatic radio programs stand high with radio
listeners and "FAMOUS CLASSICS" is tops as
a dramatic program—it is tops in the syndicated
program field. Put them both together, they
spell SELL.

Kermit-Ilaymorti
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11 EAST 52nd STREET, NEW YORK CITY (22)
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"WHAT'S ALL 111E NOISE ABOUT?"
WE'RE GLAD OUR DEAR COMPETITORS ARE DOING THINGS TO
MAKE SOME NOISE ABOUT—BUT FELLOWS—TAKE ANOTHER
LOOK AT THESE TRANSCRIBED SHOWS AVAILABLE FOR LOCAL
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JOHN J. ANTHONY
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HOBBY LOBBY
THE FRANCIS LEDERER SHOW
RADIO THEATRE OF FAMOUS CLASSICS
HERE ARE SHOWS TO MAKE A GOOD DEAL OF NOISE ABOUT!!!
YOU GET THESE SHOWS ONLY FROM THE COMPANY THAT
FIRST GAVE YOU BIG-NAME—TOP PRODUCTION TRANSCRIBED
SHOWS ...THAT COMPANY OF COURSE IS
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RED

A
N

FOLEY

Tom Luckenbill and Wm.
to

Decca Records
Disk Jockeys
All the folks in the U. S. A. who listel

'

**
Sponsored by PRNCE ALBERT
WSM-NBC Saturdays, 9:30-10 p.m. (C.S.T.)
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ELTON

BRITT

Exclusive VICTOR Recording Artist

Singing STAR of

"HAYLOFT HOEDOWN"
heard every Saturday coast to coast via

WFIL-ABC

RADIO
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FOLK MUSIC IND ARTISTS

it's big business

noW

Folk-Music Conscious

Folk Music Is Important

By Paul Cohen

By Steve Sholes

Director of Folk Repertoire

Director of Specialty and Folk Repertoire
RCA-Victor Records

importance of American folk music (Hillbilly and Western
I
THE
songs to you!) in radio today cannot be disregarded. It is, of

course, permanently established in its own home territories, where
a recent survey revealed that 79 per cent of this radio time was
devoted to live and recorded Hillbilly and Western music, but
lately there has been a definite trend toward this type of entertainment in the major cities and in locales far distant from the
points of origin.
In the New York and New Jersey area, for example, practically
every station, local and network, now carries one or more daily
folk music programs, either live or recorded. The popular current
"artist turned disc jockey" trend has been established in this
field for some time now, with Rosalie Allen of WOV fame and
Zeke Manners of the ABC network as examples. More and more
programs are being added daily, and it seems probable that
within a short time, such already established programs as Eddy
Arnold's coast to coast noontime "Checkerboard Jamboree" will
find themselves slated for the big time radio hours in the evening.
The major network disc jockeys will find it necessary to play
folk music in order to get a complete audience coverage. This
in turn will introduce this type of music to even more listeners
who ordinarily would not tune in on programs of this sort. And
since in the past few years, the caliber of the folk music and
artists has improved steadily, the listeners will discover and
understand the natural charm and fresh entertainment value of
music that they had formerly passed up.

Decca Records, Inc.

N the past few years, America has become more and more
conscious of folk music than ever before. This has been reflected in the ever-increasing sales of country records; reflected
further in the ever-swelling attendance at the various personal
appearance shows of western and hillbilly artists. But even of
greater importance is that so many people in America's northern
states, that heretofore were completely unaware of folk music,
have now become rabid followers of the artists and their work.
In short, country music is no longer the personal property of the
southern states. It is represented now in the entire country.
Decca has been a true pioneer in this field. In the very first
year of its origination the guiding hands in Decca gave a large
share of Decca's production to country music. Great folk artists
like Governor Jimmie Davis, the Carter Family, the Delmore
Brothers and the late Milton Brown were bringing this type of
music into American homes via Decca records. This tradition
of constantly stressing the importance of folk music has become
a part of Decca's history and today Decca is represented by
some of America's top artists; such as Ernest Tubb, Red Foley,
Governor Jimmie Davis, Cousin Emmy, Burl Ives and others. In
addition, many of the great country songs have been assigned
to such popular artists as Bing Crosby, Dick Haymes, the Andrews
Sisters and Bob Eberle. Folk music is a fixed part of the American
scene and Decca will continue to promote it and encourage it.

Choose Your Own Valley
By Elliott Shapiro
Shapiro-Bernstein & Co.

"Hillbilly" Means Money
By Bob Miller

R

Bob Miller, Inc.

ILLBILLY used to be a fighting word. It isn't anymore. And
the reason it isn't is because it means money now. It means
money—big money—to the singers, the songwriters, the recording companies, the bands and the radio stations, to say nothing
of the music publishers. It has sneaked its way into the pop
field by the novelty route. "Novelty" is a handy euphemism
for the publisher who feels he just has to get his hands on some
of that lovely hillbilly money. More than one name band made
its biggest selling record with a novelty treatment of an outand-out folk tune. And more than one hillbilly singer today is
giving the pop singers something to think about with two and
three tunes at a time riding in the juke boxes, and initial pressings
of 150,000 records.
It is true that the treatment of folk music has changed tremendously in the last ten years. The day of the three-chord
"gittar" and the two-string fiddle are just about over, excepting
for a little handful of artists who sell only sectionally and a few
recording companies who think that they have to record down
to their hillbilly market. But the big sellers in this field are singing and playing good music. Eddy Arnold, Texas Jim Robertson
and Roy Rogers don't sing through their noses, and the western
swing bands like Zeke Manners, Spade Cooley and Bob Wills
are using some of the best musicians in the business. Even
where recordings are being made with a radio band, a musician
has to be really good to get booked on a date.
RADIO

DAILY

"But remember the Red River Valley
• And the girl that has loved you so true."
EMEMBER how granddaddy used to sing this grand old ditty
to you when you were a small boy? Well, he didn't! It isn't
traditional, and there never was a Red River Valley song until
1927!
In the early 1920's one or two of the phonograph companies
tried out the daring experiment of making records of hillbilly
tunes for hillbilly folks. Out of this new field came such hits as
"The Prisoner's Song" and "The Wreck of the Old 97." These
went like hot cakes, so the recording companies sent crews down
South to pick up local talent, and also brought singers and
"gittar" players to New York to do their stuff.
The top authority in the hillbilly field in those days was Frank
B. Walker, then with Columbia, and now the big chief at M-G-M
Records. Frank knew "Bright Mohawk Valley" and had recorded
it, but found there was little demand for it as compared to other
songs of the same type. One day in Atlanta, Georgia, the last
number of a group of songs turned out badly. The singer suggested "Bright Mohawk Valley," and Frank had a brain-storm.
It suddenly dawned on him that people down South didn't want
to hear about New York's Mohawk, so he had renamed the
song "Red River Valley." To his great satisfaction this version
became the biggest hillbilly seller of the year. As a result, singers
realized that it was possible to change the locale of songs, and
the same tune was recorded under the title of "Bright Sherman
Valley"—rarely sung today.
And that is how a forgotten 1896 tear-jerker has become one
of the all-time standards of American folk song.
93
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AMERICA'S

FAVORITE

AND

FOLK

RILEY

WESTERN

SONG

HUMORIST

STYLIST

SHEPARD

(THE COWBOY PHILOSOPHER)

EMCEE and STAR
"Oklahoma Round-Up"
every Saturday via

KOMA-CBS
Permanent Address

55 WEST 42nd STREET

NEW YORK, N. Y.
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CURLY FOX

(National Champion Fiddler)

and

TEXAS RUBY
(Queen of the Cowgirls)

Featured Stars on

PRINCE ALBERT'S "GRAND OLE OPRY"
Heard Saturdays on WSM—NBC
•
•
Columbia Records
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Fairs

Auditoriums

An RCA Victor recording artist who was picked
Billboard as:
The Top Selling Girl Folk Artist in
America in 1946.

Latest RCA Victor release
"ON SILVER WINGS TO SAN ANTONE"
and "I'LL NEVER GRIEVE."'
No, 20-2333

DAVE

DENNEY

EXCLUSIVE VICTOR RECORDING ARTIST
Radio:
-Hayloft Hoedown"
WFIL—ABC

Johnny Olsen's
WJZ—ABC

-Rumpus

Room -

Television:
-Melody Bar Ranch WABD

Records:

Signature Records

-You

Only Want Me When You're Lonely"
-Do You Ever Think Of Me?"

-It

Makes No Difference Now"
"Honey, Be My Honey Bee"
Musicrait

Records

-Cheatin'

On Your Baby"
"Weary With Worry"
-It's

Nobody's Fault But Your Own"
"Careless Love"
Personal Management
Karl Strand
117 W. 70:h St., N. Y. C.
TRa 7-9400
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Rosalie Allen Melody
Round-Up
Half hour live musical show featuring
Rosalie Allen, the top female folk singer
of America, her vocal trio and hillbilly
band, cowboy singer and featured instrumentalist including fiddle and steel guitar.1
The program maintains a western theme
with Rosalie and her group, a traveling
entertainment troupe which moves to
town to town in the west.
Availability: Live talent, E T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile, entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon, Evening
Client Suitability: Home products, foodstuffs, soft drinks, cigarettes, clothing
Number of Artists: 8
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Rosalie Allen Associates,
1619
Broadway,
Room 415,
New
York 19, N. Y.

The Andrews Brothers
With Uncle Elmer
The Andrews Brothers, Jim and Floyd,
whose close-harmony ballading of simple
mountain folk music was enjoyed for five
years on WSM's Grand Ole Opry, present
in person a delightful, fast-moving, daily
quarter-hour of songs of the hills and
plains. The Brothers sing in an unusually
pleasing style, born of thirteen years experience in radio as a duet. Comedy is
furnished on each program by a brief
appearance of Uncle Elmer Ledbetter,
from Thickety Creek. The program is announced by Lonny Moore. and Emceed by
Jim Andrews.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family

* * 1948

Suggested for: Early morning
singers, comedians, vocal and instrumenClient Suitability: Flour, Grain, Feed, Pat- tal units, and all sorts of teams. Availent Medicine, Headache Powders, etc.1 able for full program or quarter-hour
blocks.
Number of Artists: 3
Availability: Live kilent
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Time Units: Four 15-minute periods; 1
Submitted by: WGAC, Augusta, Ga.
weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Blue Sky Boys
Suggested for: Evening
The popular Blue Sky Boys Trio, sings
Client Suitability: All types
and plays those favorite Folk and MounNumber of Artists: Approximately 40
tain songs. During a 30 day period this
Cost: Upon request
trio received 1443 letters and cards—
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
averaging 66 pieces of mail per broadSubmitted by: KMBC, Pickwick Hotel,
cast day, and this mail was postmarked
Kansas City 6, Mo.
from 175 towns throughout Georgia. Alabama, North and South Carolina. This
Carolina Bayride
group has two 15 minute program 5 days
a week, and makes between 4 and 6
Colorful Hill-Billy Music and Variety
personal appearances each week. They Show, featuring WBT's roster of wellalso have been featured on RCA Victor kno wn hillbilly singers, together with
Records for over a decade.
specialists in sacred hymns, spirituals,
Availability: Live talent; E T.
westerns, and comedy. Has been broadTime Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
cast from stage of Charlotte's Armory
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Auditorium for over a year to capacity
Suggested for: Morning; afternoon
audience from Charlotte and surrounding
Client Suitability: Farm products—house- towns. Combining singing stars well.
hold products—food products
known throughout the southeast in a proNumber of Artists: 3
gram format which has proved to have
Cost: On request
listener appeal.
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Availability: Live talent
Submitted by: WGST, Forsyth Bldg., At- Time Units: 1and one-half hours, 1 weekly
lanta, Ga.
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Has sold successfully
Brush Creek Follies
for sponsors of all types—from Ches"Brush Creek Follies," a two-hour, calterfield to such offerings as Dr. Lestar, radio-stage show: a smashing sucGear, designed particularly for rural
cess of a barn dance, entering its tenth
listeners.
big season. The Brush Creek cast has
been conscientiously built up as one of Number of Artists: 30
the country's finest groups of western Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
and hill billy entertainers. Cast includes Submitted by: WBT and/or Radio Sales,

Inc.,

N.

Y.,

Wilder

Bldg.,

Charlotte,

N. C.

Cecil Brower's Western
String Band
Cecil Brower's Western String Band has
gained a large West Texas audience by
featuring popular and old familiar music
as well as western. The band's large
audience has been proved by a recent
give away of pictures of the members,
who were formerly with Milton Brown's
"Brownies - and the Light Crust Doughboys. Cecil Brower and Andy Schroder
are featured on Andy's own hit composition "New Fort Worth Rag" which has
just been released by Victor records.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 7.5 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning; afternoon
Client Suitability: All types who desire a
large audience
Number of Artists: 5
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KECK, Box 672, Odessa,
Texas

Chow Time
Half-hour daily program at twelve
o'clock noon. A fast moving, well-produced hill-billy show with the well-known
ICFH Ark Valley Boys, a hillbilly group
featuring ten musicians. Show uses script.
Has very high Hooper—highest noon time
Hooper for last two years in the city.
Open to two sponsors in fifteen minute
sections.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: Two 15-minute units; 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family

FRED KIRBY
SONORA RECORDS
NBC - MUTUAL - CBS
CURRENTLY

CBS-COAST

TO

COAST

WBT, CHARLOTTE, N. C.
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WALLY FOWLER
AwrisT

TAKE IT AWAY,

SINGER
COMPOSER
PUBLISHER
Wally Fowler and his Georgia Clodhoppers
on Mercury Records

LEON

McAULIFFE)

AND

Wally Fowler and his Oak Ridge Quartet
Featured on Capitol Records

HIS

WESTERN SWING BAND

"GRAND OLE OPRY"
WSM-NBC, Saturdays, 9:30-10 p.m. (C.S.T.)
AJ EST I
C

Travels 60.000 miles yearly on personal appearance tours

WALLY
220 WOODLAND AVENUE

RECORDING

ARTIST

FOWLER
NASHVILLE, 6, TENN.

9C
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laude Casey bad His
Sagedusters
15 minutes of listenable melodies . . .
variety tunes, western songs, a touch of
hillbilly, and featuring Claude Casey's
rendition of romantic ballads. Musical
group includes fiddle and novelty man;
accordionist; Banjo, bass or mandolin,
with Casey's guitar. Especially recommended for mid-afternoon audience, this
show has proved its selling qualities by
record for previous sponsors, and audience appeal evidenced by record amount
of fan mail, calls, etc.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 or 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Any client desiring
large afternoon listening audience
Number of Artists: 4
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WBT and/or Radio Sales,
N. Y., Charlotte, N. C.

Submitted by: WWNC, 14 O'Henry Ave.,
Asheville, N. C.

HILLBILLY

1270 Corral

Fast paced mid-morning recorded Western and hillbilly program. Informally presented. Hall hour five days a week and hillbilly bands, local quartets old time
quarter hour on Saturdays. Exceptionally .fIddlers and even members of the studio
large mail pull. Available in quarter audience get in on the show. Hooper rated
hour blocks. First quarter hour already at 13.5 and 11.1 for each respective half
sold. Master of Ceremonies
- Wally hour this one is a Saturday night must
in Jacksonville.
Blanton.
Availability: Live talent
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: In quarter-hour units; 1 weekTime Units: 30 minutes, 6 weekly
ly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: :!orning
Client
Suitability:
Product
for
entire Suggested for: Saturday evening
Client Suitability: Feed, tobacco, farm
family
products, etc.
Number of Artists: Master of Ceremonies.
Number of Artists: 12
Record Spinner
Submitted by: WF'DQ, Jacksonville, Fla.
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KFJZ, 1201 West Lancaster,
Fort Worth, Texas
Farm And Grove Hour

Stoney Cooper And His
Clinch Mountain Boys
With Wilma Lee
A group of five entertainers who have
made broadcasts on many different stations such as WIJD's "Breakfast Time
Frolic" in Chicago, WWVA. Whçeling.
and other stations in many states. They
are available for transcription work and
can furnish audition records at any time,
featuring American Folk music, novelty
numbers and comedy skits. They recently
entertained the Universal International
Motion Picture stars while filming their
latest production, "Tap Roots." in N. C.
Watch for their record releases soon, on
the new Rich-R-Tone label.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Any time
Client Suitability: Almost any type
Number of Artists: 5
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions

Cowboy Phil lnd His
Goldenwesl Girls
Unusual Western show featuring Cowboy Phil and Girls' Trio. All sing and
play: fiddle, electric guitar, bass fiddle,
mandolin,
guitar. Highly professional.
The group was chosen by the USO to
tour the Pacific Theatre during the War.
This was the smallest variety unit in the
South Pacific, the only girl hill-billy outfit
chosen in that Theatre Circuit.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 or 30 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning; afternoon
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 4
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KQV, Allegheny Broadcas'
ing Corporation, Chamber of Corn
merce Bldg., Pittsburgh 19, Pa.

Dixie

Jamboree

A live talent feature. the Dixie Jamboree is the oldest and only show of this
type in Jacksonville. Talent consists of

Directed to the many farmers and grove
owners of Southwest Florida.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: General rural
Number of Artists: 1
Submitted by: WINK, P. 0. Box 1072, Ft.
Myers, Fla.

Tex Forman
Local hillbilly with gift of gab who
announces his own program and can give
personal touch to commercial. Has large
local following with 5 early morning programs weekly and 11:30 a.m. Saturday
morning program.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 5 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Any product for which
hillbilly talent is suited
Number of Artists: 1 to 4
Cost: On request

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WMAN, Mansfield, O.

Hobby Gregory & His
Cactus Cou-boys
The Cactus Cowboys transcribe many
of the old rarely heard P.D. Western and
Hillbilly songs. 153 now available on Keystone Transcriptions. Bobby Gregory has
actually been a Cowboy, and gets the
Western spirit into his music. He has
also worked in Rodeos with Boy Rogers.
Gene Autry, The Lone Ranger and other
top Western Stars, and has starred in
15 Soundie Motion Pictures. And has appeared on Television Shows. He has many
recordings on the market, and is now an
exclusive MGM Recording Artist.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 to 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Any time
Client Suitability: Most any type
Number of Artists: 4 or 5
Cost: Reasonable
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: American Music,
1695
Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

Harmony Ranch
This station built package has earned
a large and loyal audience almost since
its inception. Show mixes well the two
Ernie Benedict combinations—The Range
Riders and Polkateers, both under contract for recordings to Victor and Continental respectively. Range Riders handle
westerns and American folk music with
PoLkateers taking the polkas. Femme
vocals by the Kendall Sisters with support
also from Roy West and Lenny Sanders.
Emcee is Reg Merridew.
Ilvai'ability: Live talent

(1411DE rISE1
•VICTOR RECORDS
• WBT, Charlotte
"Carolina Hayride"
"Briarhoppers"
"Claude Casey and his Sagedusters"

• WBT -CBS
"Carolina Calling"
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"PEE WEE" KING

DENVER DARLING

and his

GOLDEN WEST
COWBOYS

FOLK MUSIC
HILL BILLY

MGM RECORDING 4111TINT

Republic and Monogram Movies
Acuff-Rose Publishers Songbook
Tele -View Musical Soundies

featuring

CLEF AWARD CONCERT

R-C-A VICTOR RELEASES
•

20-2111

CARNEGIE HALL, SEPT., 1945

"Steel Guitar Rag," "Tenn. Central ::9"

•

20-2212

"Southland

•

20-2263

"Kentucky Waltz," "Keep Them Cold,
Icy Fingers Off of Me"

Polka,"

COWBOY

"Texas Toni

Lee"

Personal Direction

Watch for release of "Ten Gallon Boogie"
and "Don't Forget" on RCA-Victor

PAUL

P:R:ONAL MANAGER

400 MADISON AVE.

100
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Time Units: Two 15 or one 30 minutes,
5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Any
Number of Artists: 10
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions; will
pipe live talent
Submitted by: WGAR, Hotel Statler, Cleve2 nd
/
1

Time Units: 50 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Any type
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WPAT, 7 Church St., Paterson 1, N. J.

Hill Billy nits

14, 0.

Billy Hits is a fast moving recorded hill billy program conducted by
two staff announcers, Bob McBride and
Charlie Warren, who select the top hits
for each program determined by mail
from listeners. This program has a proven
and loyal following and has produced
outstanding results for a number of adHill

Hayloft
-Hayloft

lb-l) o. tell

Ho-Down,"

featuring

Frank

Perri and his Rambling Cowboys presents
everything in old-time music. Soloists include a tenor, girl's duet, caller and ac-

cordionist. Scheduled from 8:30 9:30 on
Saturday nights, Hayloft Ho-Down is constantly rated among the top audience
drawers in Toronto Radio.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 60 minutes weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Due to the wide variety
of listening types attracted, this show
could be used for nearly any sponsor
Number of Artists: 14
Cost: Write, wire or phone for complete
cost detail
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: CKEY, 444 University Ave.,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Ili Neighbor
A carefully

selected

melange

of

hill

billy and native American music, with
birthday greetings and other announcements sent in by wire and mail. The
gimmick here, however, that makes this

local theatre and will employ live talent
appearing before a theatre audience.
‘vailability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 1 minute participations or one

hour or 15 minute segments; 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested f •M'
Client Suitability: Any client looking for
wide regional coverage who wants
results
Number of Artists: Monday through Friday 2, Saturday only 8(six musicians)
Cost: Rates on request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: W'PIK, P. 0. Box 298, Alexandrici, Va.

.Jutitbo Janeboree

background on the origination of the
songs which make them native to this
country and a dramatic and brief biographical sketch of the composer.
Availability: Liv
Iip

"big name - guest each week.
Availability: F.

the bits of information the conductor presents on this program giving the dramatic

Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Farm products, farm
clothing stores, seeds
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WDEF, Volunteer Bldg.,
Chattanooga 2, Tenn.

deep Southern Blues styles. A fast-moving
show with plenty of audience appeal.
sparked by a sharp emcee. During summer months show broadcasts from 10,000
seat outdoor amphitheatre in Red Rocks

Park.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly

Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any ype of consumer
product or service
All live talent. Show employs as many
Number of Artists: 10
as
22
people.
Show
travels
to
different
vertisers, both local and regional. BeAudition Facilities: Transcriptions
ginning in September 1947, the Saturday town each week, broadcasts remote from Submitted by: KFEL, Albany Hotel, DenMunicipal
halls
and
ball
rooms.
Full
session of this show will originate from a
ver 2, Colo,

This is one of those super dooper Satmorning Hillbilly and Western
Shows. Built around Cole Musical Library
including Eddie's Rhythm Makers, Little
Country Gals, Rex Allen and the Arizona
Ramblers. Al and Hank, the Down Horn.
ers, Cactus Slim, others and a different

show different and a highly rated one, is

HILLBILLY

urday

La liere Ind His
Doirgiond lingriele

hour show broadcast, then 7 or 8 piece
band plays for dance, consists of male
quartet, vocal and instrumental, male

trio, vocal and instrumental with female
vocalist. Girl duet, girl (age 13) solo,
male solo. Instrumentals by polka band.
Has been playing profitable for three

months.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: Four quarters, two half or
one full hour, once at present, more
if needed weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Number of Artists: 13 and 14 in the show,
plus 7 or 8 piece band if desired
Cost: Will budget to sponsors need .
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions

Jimmy UnGill lead this
.Nortieeree Bumblers
Top notch unit of old-time musicians,
playing hill billy and old time music.
featuring dance caller, vocalist, and fine
accordionist. This show has rating of

12.0 in first three weeks of its airing.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Client Suitability: Household products,
foods, machinery, etc.
Number of Artists: 8
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: CFRB, 37 Blocs. St., West,
Toronto,

Submitted by: WDLB, 1710 North Central
Ave., Marshfield, Wisc.

KFEL Square Donee
Cast of ten, Emcee and square-dance
caller, present half-hour broadcast of actual square dance, with Western and
Hillbilly vocalists. Show features four.
sister quartet, cowboy singer, girl yodeler,
and fiddler who doubles on vocals in

Canada

The Mailbag
A half hour hill billy request program
that reaches a large audience during the
peak of afternoon listening. Pulls in immense amount of mail. Program is varied
with different "Corn-tests - about once
every three weeks. Fast "down to earth"
chatter and mail-readin'

keeps the pace

THE
THOM FAMILY
TRIO
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•
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THE
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WITH

COUNTRY

THE

VOICE

JICK
BEISLE1
SINGING STAR OF

going smoothly. Every so often, a guest
(famous hill billy band leader) is interviewed on the show.
Availability: Live talent;. E T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Something which is of
interest to the small town and farm
family
Number of Artists: Announcer
Cost: Regular rates
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KFRO, Box 792, Longview,
Texas

Number of Artists: 7, including Nettles
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KNOE, Monroe, La.

The Northwesterners

This versatile Western instrumental
quintet — with every member doubling
on vozals - has corralled top audience
rating among all KEX local programs in
a few short months. A fast-moving format
paces three vocal solos, two trio and
one quintet instrumentals in quarter-hour.
Group headed by Roy Jackson, who led
the famed -Pals of the Golden West"
through many years of network, stage
and screen appearances.
Ed Miller And His
Availability: Live tiient
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Louisiana Playboys
Bullitt Recording Artist Ed Miller and Audience Appeal: Entire family
band with top Hillbilly, Western and Folk Suggested for: Afternoon
Tunes. MC'd by Miller, who is also a Client Suitability: Ideal for introduction
of any product seeking wider districomposer of top folk tunes. Show has very
bution in Oregon
j large following with unusually large mail
Number of Artists: 5 plus announcer
pull.
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Availability: Live talent
Submitted by: KEX, 1230 S. W. Main
Time Units: 30 minutes, 5 weekly
Street, Portland 5, Oregon
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: All types who wan;
a large audience
Number of Artists: 6, including Nettles
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: -KNOE, Monroe, La.

Old Dominion Barn Dance

Barn Dance on the air Monday through
Friday 9:30-10:30 a.m. and 3:00-4:00 p.m.
Sold in five minute units, allowing only
a singe one minute commercial per unit.
Purchase of several contiguous units can
build up quarter or half hour. Ratings
Bill Nettles And His
phenomenal and plenty success stories.
Dixie Blueboys
Three weekly quarter-hours go to four
RCA Victor Recording Artist Bill Nettles state network (special deal on this coverand band who play the top Hillbilly. ing Va.. W. Va.. N. C., and S. C. Also two
Western and Folk Tunes. MC'd by Nettles stage shows WRVA Theatre Saturday
in a unique, homey manner. Show has nights averaging better than 2000 paid
terrific mail pull.
attendance. Broadcast 8:00-8:30 p.m. LatAvailability: Live talent
est Hooper 15.5.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 6 weekly
Availability: Live talent
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Time Units: 5 minutes to half hour daily
Suggested for: Morning
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Client Suitability: All types who want a Suggested for: Morning; afternoon; Saturlarge audience
cicry evening only

OKLAHOMA ROUNDUP

CBS—Monday thru Friday

SATURDAY EVE., 7:30 EDST
COAST TO COAST

KOMA,

OKLAHOMA

CITY

MILTON ESTES

(The Old Flour Peddler)
and His Musical Millers

Heard over Radio Station WSM (In Nashville, Tennessee—
Home of the Grand Ole Opt-y) twenty-six times every week
on commercial shows!
*Proof that Milton Estes is doing a great job for his sponsors!
*Proof thai the fire million WSM listeners just can't seem to
grt imongh of Milton Estes and the Musical Millers!

DECCA RECORDS
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HILLBILLY
Client Suitability: General appeal this
area
Number of Artists: 20
Cost: 5 minutes participation, $21.50 plus
$7.50 net talent fee. Saturday night
on application
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions. Show
available on WRVA, regional or national network
Submitted by: WRVA, Richmond, Va.

Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning; afternoon
Client Suitability: Farm products, household products, food products
Number of Artists: 5
Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WGST, Forsyth Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.

The Radio Rangers

The Rambling Hoboes

The Radio Rangers are a recording
western group of four men and a girl.
They feature a vocal trio and the. solo
songs of Eddie Sosby, Little Ray Bush,
and Patty Flye. Instruments include guitar.
Hawaiian electric guitar, accordion, fiddle,
and bass. The Radio Rangers have a
tremendous
following
throughout
the
KFAB area where they do personal appearances at fairs, festivals, and the like.
It's a smooth western group.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3, 5, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Products for the home
Number of Artists: 5
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KFAB, Omaha 2, Nebraska;
Lincoln 1, Nebraska

Built around the Album of Hobo Songs.
recorded on Apollo Records by Bobby
Gregory & His Ramblin' Hoboes. A type
of real American music, filled with humor,
and among the most played records on
Folk Record shows. Different from HillBilly and Cowboy, yet real American
Folk Music. Entertaining stories of Hobo
life, with yodeling, backed up by a
lively Hobo Band.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Any time
Client Suitability: Any type
Number of Artists: 5 or 6
Cost: Reasonable
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: American Music,
1695
Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

Radio Wranglers

.11 Rogers—Songs

The Radio Wranglers, is another popular Hill-Billy group who are favorites with
WGST listeners. Boots Woodall emcee's
the program and plays electric steel
guitar. Paul and Lee Lunsford, Twins.
play the guitar and bass fiddle and both
sing those favorite Hill-Billy songs. This
group also stays busy making personal
appearances and making recordings for
King records.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.

Al Rogers is a "gentleman cowboy - playing his guitar, singing Western tunes,
and narrating hillbilly ditties as he strums
his guitar. His program is unique inasmuch as Rogers really is a ballad type of
soloist and can do either Western tunes
or folk songs. Very popular.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning; afternoon

LOWELL
BLANCHARD
Emcee

"Mid-day Merry-Go-Round"
Daily-12:10-1:45 p.m. (E.S.T.I WNOX-CBS
•

•

•

"tvlusical Clock"
Daily-7:05-9:00 a.m. (E.S.T.) WNOX-CBS,
Knoxville, Tenn.

THE OKLAHOMA
ROUNDUP
CBS—COAST TO COAST
Monday thru Friday
(SEE LOCAL PAPER FOR TIME)

SATURDAY-7:30 P. M. EDST

STONEY

•

Wilma Lee

"Your Home Folk Singers"

WRITTEN BY:

RILEY

COOPER

Clinch Mountain Boys u

Heard daily WWNC's "Farm Hour'

SHEPARD

Asheville, North Carolina

DIRECTED BY:

ALLAN

Rich — R— Tone Records
first release

PAGE

"The Girl In The Blue Velvet Band"
"What Will I Do?"
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Availability: Live talent

HILLBILLY
Client Suitability: Any type of home remedy or product where sponsor wants
quick results
Number of Artists: 1
Cost: Open
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WIAS, 1406 Chamber of
Commerce Bldg., Pittsburgh 19, Pa,

Sally's Shoff,
Music and song in the western manner
interspersed with home spun humor by
veteran radio and stage stars, Sally Montana and Texas Don, Sally's Montana
Plainsmen provide the music. Network
calibre entertainment by five top notch
western and hillbilly entertainers.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning, before 8 a.m.
Client Suitability: Feed and grain dealers,
lui::: equipment. Bakeries
Number of Artists: 5
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WMBO, 141 Genesee St.,
Auburn, N. Y.

Sally's Sittin• Room

CECIL
CAMPBELL
AND HIS

TENNESSEE RAMBLERS
REPUBLIC PICTURES
VICTOR RECORDS
CBS via WBT

•

Currently on Tour
Theatres — Fairs — Auditoriums

•

I older

fmtract to

Hill & Range Music Co.
1270 Ave. of the Americas, N.Y.C.

Sally Flowers, whose imaginary sittite
room is known to thousands of Central
Ohio listeners, entertains with familiar
hillbilly tunes as she ad libs her way
through fifteen minutes of hilarity. The
program is neighborly, nostalgic and entertaining and Sally's salty humor and
easy style is enhanced by "Harrier —her
piano with whom she carries on conversation. A former vaudeville performer,
Sally is a top-notch showman and has
had a tremendous mail pull.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Most any type of product used by the family in the home
Number of Artists: Sally, her announcerRuss Canter
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WBNS, 33 North High .5 .
Columbus 15, 0.

The Singing Cowboy
From a repertoire of more than 500
Western songs to the tune of his own
guitar accompaniment, the Singing Cowboy has tailored a program with the
proven year-round appeal that Western
music has for the people of the Oregon
country. The program stars Hector Flateau, featured cowboy singer on the National Barn Dance from Chicago until
he entered the army and chose Portland
as his home after leaving the service.
Availability: Liv* talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Any product used in
the home, particularly those marketed for volume sale
Number of Artists: 1 plus announcer
Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KEX, 1230 S. W. Main St.,
Portland 5, Oregon

Songs By Jimmy Ritter
A one-man hillbilly show 6 mornings
weekly at 6:30 a.m. He's real western
and bills himself as the "world's corniest
singer." Cousin of the famous Tex and
a showman with dry wit. Recent mail pull
count shows over 1,000 cards and letters

in one week. On the air twice daily—
one show sponsored. Pulls mail from far
corners of this 250-watt station coverage.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Farm feeds, flour, or
any farm directed product
Number of Artists: 1
Cost: Regular rate plus 20 per cent additional for talent
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WROX, Delta Ave., Clarksdale, Miss,

Sunset Ramblers
Exceptional hillbilly program. Sunset
Ramblers, "The Kings of Hill Billy Swing"
present a variety program complete with
gags. Musical combo includes violin.
guitar, electronic guitar, string bass and
accordion with vocals.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning; evening
Number of Artists: 6
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WITN, Jamestown, N. Y.

Sunset

Roundup

Coming at a choice spot—just before
the "Sons of the Pioneers"—a different
group of Standard Western groups is
featured each day. Included are: Texas
Jim Lewis, Al Clauser, Novelty Aces,
Tune Wranglers, Prairie Ramblers, Johnny Bond and Red River Boys, Rudy
Sooter and Californians. This music popular locally.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire Family
Suggested for: Early morning; late afternoon
Client Suitability: Stores selling the working class, farm goods, clothing
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WDEF, Volunteer Bldg.,
Chattanooga 2, Tenn,

Tennessee

Barn

DUIlee

Two editions of the show on Saturday
night. 7:00 to 9:00 p.m., emcee 1c1 by Uncle
Tom, rustic character who also runs disc
show. and 9:00 to 11:00 p.m. with Lowell
Blanchard. whose popularity is up after
10 years in same locale. Live hillbilly
talent, including many recording stars—
all high class hillbilly talent, well known
in the south and nation. Usual type show,
music, jokes, banter, informality. Both
shows draw capacity audiences to 500
seat studio, with admission charged.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 4 hours, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any client who sells to
:n es •s.
Number of Artists: Approximately 25
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WNOX, 110 S. Gay St.,
Knoxville, Tennessee

Week Roundup
i This is a rollicking Western, with
ranch setting, and starring Pepper How.
thorne, formerly with WLS and other
important Midwest stations. Pepper sings
sweet, sentimental Westerns, as well as
fast numbers. "Smilin' Don" with his
guitar is also featured, and the whole
group participates on one vocal and in
ranch house flavored dialogue.
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Time Units: 15 minutes, 5-a-week or 3.a.
week strip
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Any account desiring
to cultivate rural and industrial market
Number of Artists: 5
Cost: $27.50 per show
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WEEK, Commercial National Bank Bldg., Peoria, Ill.

Western Serenade
This is a program out of the West ...
smell of leather, buckin' bronchas, and
romance, with a special weekly barn
dance. The tunes combine the old traditional folk music with present day cowboy and hillbilly music. We recommend
this show for institutions, advertisers,
sporting goods, automotive manufacturers.
etc.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 7 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Institutional, sporting
cpcds, Automotive manufacturers, etc.
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by:
Keystone
Broadcasting
System, Inc., 6331 Hollywood Blvd.,
Hollywood 28, Calif.

Slim Bryant &
Wildcats

An outstanding combination, Slim Bryant and his Wildcats are the best-known
musical group in the Tri State area. Their
vast repertoire includes old favorites,
folksongs, western ballads, popular song
hits. Hundreds of thousands have seen
them in person. Millions have heard them
on KDKA, and on the 260 stations in U. S.
and Canada that use their transcriptions.
Long-established on the 6:15-6:30 p.m.
period Monday-Friday, they are now
available Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 2 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Various
Number of Artists: 5
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KDKA, Grant Bldg., Pitts•burgh 19, Pa.

t'ountry Folks
If ever a program could claim a richness
of native song and philosophy, this is it.
Here's a group of boys and girls who enJoy every item of their broadcast. They
laugh at each other, sing with each other,
and play the melodies that have grown
dear to the hearts of listeners through all
the years of American history. These are
really "Country Folks" with all the common sense and humor of the Corn Country.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minute units, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: General Farm Audience
Suggested for: Late Morning or Afternoon
Number of Artists: 6
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KMA, Shenandoah, Iowa

Famous Hoosier Hop
Tradition. with WOWO audiences and
ABC. Minimum of 14 live artists sell
Hoosier hospitality with comedy, folk
tunes, westerns, novelties. Popular vocalists, yodelers. harmony duets, trios and
quartettes. Saturday program broadcast
from outdoor amphitheatre to crowds of
more than 5000. Tuesday program now on
ABC. Artists in wide demand for personal appearances throughout area.
'Availability:
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HILLBILLY
The Sage Riders

Time Units: 30 minutes
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client

Suitability: Food, rural, general

Number of Artists: 14
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by:
diana.

WOWO, Fort Wayne, In-

Frontier Fables
Program includes
an old cow-hand
story-teller and four or five ranch-hand
crooners. Stories center around the campfire in the evening, and the old storyteller whips out another of his favorite
yarns . . . which, naturally, hold his
buddies very much in suspense. Story
always takes quick turn at the end, and,
although the story teller often tells himself into a coffin or a grave, he always
gets out!
Availability: Live talent

BOBBY GREGORY

Time Units: 15 minutes
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Institutional advertising

CACTUS COWBOYS

Number of Artists: 6
Cost:

Exclusit e

$65.00-$75.00 commissionable, plus

bale costs

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions

MGM RECORDING ARTISTS

Submitted by: WFAA,
Dallas, Texas

Watch for these MGM releases

1122 Jackson St.,

"Kickin' My Love Around '

!fountain Music

"She's Only A Moonshiner's
Daughter"

Program consists of selected transcriptions and recordings featuring outstanding hill-billy and western style artists.
Included are followng artists: Gene Autry.
Tex Ritter, Roy Acuff, Rosalie Allen,
Texas Jim Robertson, Wesley Tuttle, Jimmy
Davis, Sons of the Pioneers. Riders of
the Purple Sage, Jesse Rogers, Julie-B,
Art Dickson and Harmonicowboys, Dickson's Melody Mustangs, Elton Britt.

•Never Hit Your Mother-in-Law "Lollapazooza"
(hillbilly dialect1
•

Bobby Gregory and his Cactus Cowboys starred on 153 Keystone Transcriptions and 15 Motion Picture
'Soundies'.
Bobby

Time Units: 25 minutes 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning

Gregory's

Songs and
Sunshine"

Availability: E. T.

Album

of

Hobo

You Were Once
backed

by

"My

My
Good

Gal's Gone Away" on Apollo Records—Selling BIG.
•

Client Suitability: Feed Stores; Agricultural Products; Rural. Has large following also in urban areas.
Number of Artists: Announcer & Recordings & Transcriptions
Audition

Facilities: Transcriptions

Submitted by: WRNY, 191
Rochester 4, N. Y.

East Avenue,

Writer of over 1,000 songs, includTex Ritter's Maisie Corral
ing Bobby Gregory's song folios No.
1 to No.

12. Appeared with

Roy

Rogers Rodeos past four seasons.
Available for Radio, Transcriptions,
Motion Pktures.

BOBBY GREGORY
American Music Pub. Co.
1695

Broadway

New York
CO 5-0093

RADIO
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An authentic program of Western Hillbilly tunes offered by a group wellknown in the area. Effective patter inbetween selections done by the leader.
Yodeling and vocals in true Western
fashion are a specialty. Have been on
the air for a number of months and show
the continuing popularity of this type
of music in this area.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 or 2 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon, Evening
Client Suitability: Farm and home would
give one type for which it would be
acceptable
Number of Artists: 4
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WHYN, 180 High St., Holyoke, Mass.

Songs Of The Saddle
Songs of the west sung by Walter
Lovell of Ray. Minn., accompanying himself on guitar. A program with a professional touch and answering listeners'
written requests. Lovell is just back after
making a hit as an entertainer in the
United States Army.
Availability: Live
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: All types
Number of Artists: 2
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: CKFI, Fort Frances, Ontario,
Canada

talent

The Texas Hangers
America's finest music of the man OB
horseback.
Music with
mass
appeal.
Music that makes the West live again.
Young and old alike thrill to these vocalists and instrumentalists
of stage,
screen and radio fans. So flexible is the
library
of
"America's
finest
western
musical unit, - that literally thousands of
different programs can be created with.
out repeating the same show twice. Here
is the answer to your need for a program that never grows old.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 7 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: All types
Number of Artists Employed: 8
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted By: lavISC, Pickwick Hotel
Kansas City 6, Missouri

Westward

Availability: E. T.

Curley Bradley, cowboy singer and
philosopher, unfolds in song and prose
the ballads of the west in this series of,
five-minute song stories of the west.,
Each program is complete in itself and
features Irma Glen, one of radio's best
known organists. To complete the mood
of the Old West, there is just enough
guitar accompaniment to add the tang
of the campfire.

Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly

Availability: E. T.

Audience Appeal: Entire family

Time Units: 5 minutes, 3 or 5 weekly

A fast moving western musical show.
spotlighting movie cowboy singer Tex
Ritter with Merle Travis and his Coon.
hunters. Format includes opening and
closing themes and continuity and voice
tracks by Ritter. Music and features from
library tracks.

Suggested for: Morning; Evening

Audience

Client Suitability: Clothing Stores, Chain
Stores, Beverages

Suggested
ning

Appeal:
for:

Entire

family

Morning, Afternoon, Eve-

Number of Artists: Two to three

Number of Artists Employed: 2

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions

Submitted by: Capitol Records, Inc., Sunset and Vine. Hollywood 28, California

Submitted By:
117 West
Ohio

DAILY

Transcription
High Street,

"HOWDY"! and
"THANKS"
from

MINNIE
PEARL
(the pride of Grinder's Switch, U. S. A.)

Featured every Saturday Night
041

Prince Albert's

"GRAND OLE
OPRY"
•

WSM-NBC 9:30 (C.S.T.)
Nashville, Tenn.
Thanks to Wm. Esty & Co.

Sales, Inc.,
Springfield,
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The heart of entertainment has always been
music. The heart of American music is ASCAP.
Down through the years it has been the professional ASCAP composer who has provided
the foremost dance music, popular ballads, chorales, religious, concert and symphonic works.
There is no substitute for talent ...and for
more than three decades ASCAP has had the
privilege of representing the leading talent in the
field of music. To all American organizations in
which music is an important necessity, it is the
Society's repertoire which provides the complete
music catalogue.

American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.
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music societies hold forth

To facilitate your program
letters which reach the broadbuilding, the volume of SESAC's
caster
regularly
comprise
an
inPresident, Broadcast Music, Inc.
egral part of this service to the "Best Music In America," which
is recognized as "Music of Last'OW well into its seventh year industry.
of actual service to the in- , In the field of educational and ing Value," has been ever-industry, BMI, which had enough standard music, BMI is consist-creasing as more and more pubmusic for the entire needs of', ently building, through its own lishers join the SESAC family.
broadcasters back in 1940, today ¡
publications and those of its af- Today, over 175 publisher catahas extended its catalogue by, filiate publishers, an extensive logs representing more than 120,more than 580 per cent. At pres- and valuable library of distinc- 000 copyrighted compositions,
ent more than 1,000 publishing ,tive music which will never be make up SESAC's vast repertory
which is available for use in
firms clear their music to broad- cut of public favor.
casters through BMI.
, By continuing to render the every way that music is sung or
More than 800,000 titles, rang-,
same valuable service to the played everywhere. The univering from the venerable classics broadcasting industry in the fu-sal appeal of this varied music,
to the current Hit Parade fa- lure, and by maintaining honest plus the simplified procedure set
vorites, are listed in the latest competition in the licensing of up to authorize its public perBMI catalogue. All but a handful music for broadcast purposes, formance, have created a conof the broadcasting stations in the BMI will be upholding its posi- sistent usage of SESAC music by
United States and Canada today lion as a permanent protection live talent, on phonograph rec(1,680 as of July 30, 1947) as well against injustice to the industry ords, library services and commercial transcriptions.
as all national and regional net- as a whole.
Carl Haverlin

i
q

shows. Some of the shows are
three times a week, 15-minutes
each,
some are 30- minutes
across-the-board" shows, some
are for Sunday only and some
for a particular time of day.
Rather than present my personal opinions which might or
might not be of interest, Idecided
to obtain the facts first hand and
here are the results of my phone
calls:
CAPITOL: Walter Scanlon advised me that they furnish "formats" for 22 shows each week.
•
THESAURUS: Lloyd Egner says
they furnish 24 shows each week,
special shows for Holidays. Occasionally they get out special
shows written around composers
and New York shows.

works, are licensees of BMI, and
•
•
all of them make a very substan•
tial use of the BMI repertory.
Paul Heineeke
As a performing rights organiBut BMI does not limit its serWORLD: Al Sambrook informs
President of SESAC, Inc.
zation, SESAC provides music
vices to the granting of music
service in every possible form, me that World furnishes 35 shows
rights only. It distributes to li- P ROM that momentous day and is happy to make available each week and special shows for
censees, without cost, avariety of,
when sound was first transHolidays.
sheet
music
and
recordings mitted through space, right up to for the programming operations
•
which constitute a valuable por- '
today's programs on the air, themusic
of today and tomorrow,
STANDARD: Alex Sherwood
tion of any station's music li- phenomenal growth of the radiobetter
with which to build that
was out of the city but his girl
brary. It furnishes script services industry can be summed up in Iprogram in the public interest.
To augment this music service, "Friday" tells me they furnish 19
adapted to the specific needs of one word — progress. The theme SESAC recently engaged in shows and special shows for Holprevailing
throughout
this
amazbroadcasting stations, and regubuilding Shows of Tomorrow for idays.
larly makes available to its li- ing development has always radio broadcasting in the form
•
been
"Build
A
Better
Program"
censees a wide range of helpful
of the SESAC Transcribed ProLANGWORTH: Pierre Weiss,
information resulting in better and it will always be the driving gram Service. Not just another
force which spurs radio to attain
tells
me they furnish 16 shows
musical programming.
Transcription Library, this
each week. They also furnish a
Bulletins are sent periodically, perfection in programming. Thus,
progress will continue to be made I
vice provides pre-built musical special show to accompany cerlisting vital changes in the basic
only as a result of the building of i
programs, made up of separate
BMI catalogue, so that stations
cuts on every record side. Thus, tain name bands and written
are always aware of music avail- better programs as the Shows of it is a 2-in-1 service which was around this particular band. They
,
able to them under their BMI Tomorrow.
created by and for broadcasters also furnish special shows for
Whether it be in the shows of 1
license.
for the benefit of the entire in-Holidays.
•
An experienced staff of field yesterday, today or tomorrow on
AM, FM or Television, it is music,offers
dustry. With pride, SESAC
representatives, specially trained'
this newest service along with a
ASSOCIATED: 20 shows are
radio men, is constantly visiting the universal language, that vast musical repertory, as the
makes the difference. For the
I
furnished each week and special
the stations with helpful suggesbasic ingredie,, nts for the "Shows shows for all Holidays. Also a
tions from station men in order past 17 years, SESAC has been of Tomorrow.
proud to be able to make availspecial show entitled "Prevue"
to make possible even better
•
able to program builders a wide
built around the new music
progress in BMI's service.
diversification of that basic prowhich makes up the monthly reJohn Andrew
Many other special services,
gram ingredient which provides
lease and consisting of four, 30
provided by BMI are all designed
Associated Program Service
,
minute shows. Occasionally, 13
to aid program and production the showmanship and variety so
necessary
for
a
successful
broadAS
YOU
no
doubt
know,
all
,week shows are furnished cornmen, music directors, librarians ,
transcription library corn- plete with selling aids.
and every person in the broad- cast. Yes, music does make the
difference
between
just
another
panies
appreciating the imporOf course, you understand the
casting station concerned with
show and a good listenable pro- tant role of music and furnish, as continuity or "formats" furnished
the use of music. The BMI month -I
ly Pin-Up Sheet of Hit Tunes, Disc gram; and it is the careful selec- part of their service, continuity by the aforementioned library
transcription companies are a
Data, Music Memo, Pin-Up Patter, lion and blending of the musical (Capitol uses Formats) written
part of the service and cannot be
around
the
musical
sections
in
;ingredient
which
is
of
prime
imRecordata, Holiday Music lists,
each library and formed into purchased separately.
Record Index and Monthly News-portance in the final analysis.
RADIO
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.1 Date With Jerry

MUSICAL

Barbershop Ilar 111011 y

A Date With Jerry presents Jerry Carter,

I Program features old time songs sung
Washington's popular young tenor. An
in true Barbershop style on transcriptions
Arthur Godfrey "Talent Scout" find. Jerry
by the Pittsburgh Chapter of the Society
Carter sings an easy-on-the-ears program
for the Preservation and Encouragement of
of popular ballads and novelty tunes.
Barbershop Quartet Singing in America.
Accompaniment is supplied by the Four
Special continuity provides build-up for
Kings, an instrumental quartet comprising
nostalgia of "good old days."
piano, guitar, base and organ. Music for
Availability: E. T.
the
show is especially arranged for
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Jerry Carter. Date With Jerry also feaAudience Appeal: Entire family
tures the winner of WTOP's Top Talent
Suggested for: F:vening
show in a series of guest appearances.
Client Suitability: General
Availability: Live talent
Number of Artists: 5 (including announcer)
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Cost: Time and announcer's fee plus $10
Audience Appeal: Entire family
per program
Suggested for: Morning; afternoon; eveAudition Facilities: Transcriptions
ning
Submitted by: KQV, Allegheny BroadcastNumber of Artists: 5
ing Corporation, Chamber of COMAudition Facilities: Transcriptions
merce Bldg., Pittsburgh 19, Pa,
Submitted by: WTOP, Earle Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.

IlaroId Arlen
New weekly quarter-hour of hit blues
for the millions who follow "classical"
iazz with cult enthusiasm. One of the
great blues composers featured as personality singer in a show of his own.
Star: Harold Arlen, composer of Bloomer
Girl, Stormy Weather. Blues in the Night.
St. Louis Woman. Here Arlen does his
own blues hits, interprets other indigo
favorites. Vocal group of four and 18.
piece symphonic jazz orchestra.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Sat. or Sun. evening
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: CBS, 485
New York 22, N. Y.

Madison

Ave.,

1948

Jack Benny's Sportsmen
Quartette
Comedy and standard tunes with original Benny Quartette plus announcerwriter. Bill Demling, produced by lack
Stewart of Art Rush, Inc.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes; 1-3 or 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested
for:
Morning;
Afternoon;
Evening
Client Suitability: All types
Number of Artists: 5
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Art Rush, Inc., Suite 116-NBC Bldg., Sunset and Vine, Hollywood 28, Calif.

lfartin Mork Show

Martin Block features his "disc jockey show for the first time nationally. Block
combines his listenable microphone style
Basin Street
with the presentation of recordings by
Feel your body swaying to the deep the nation's top dance bands and vocalpagan chant of the street sellers as they ists.
Program originates from a special
call their wares on Basin Street. And as newly constructed studio adjoining his
you hear these plaintive strains, you home in Encino, Calif.
find yourself listening to Basin Street ... Availability: Live talent
the program of authentic jazz music Time Units: 15 and 30 minutes, 5 weekly
brought to you from the home of Jazz. New Audience Appeal: Female
Orleans. Not too specialized to please the Suggested for: Daytime
casual listener ...but unique enough to Client Suitability: Products bought by wopique him into listening to this musical
men
show.
Number of Artists: MC and guests

Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon; Evening
Number of Artists: Host
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WDSU, Monteleone Hotel,
New Orleans, Ia,

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions;
pipe live talent

Will

Submitted by: Mutual Broadcasting System, 1440 Broadway, New York 18,
N. Y.

taining, pulls mail at the rcte of 1,000
letters a day on a limited ne work of 62
stations. Its idea: writers of ten best request-letters each day win a cozen roses.
Winning letters highlights are read, and
songs are sung by Patti Claytcn and Billy
Williams, accompanied by 13-piece orchestra,
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 5 weeny
Audience Appeal: Entire fame ,
Suggested for: Morning; crfternDon; early
evening
Audition Facilities: Transcriptio is
Submitted by: CBS, 485 Mad-son Ave.,
New York 22, N. Y.

The Bradford Clo finis
Miss Lisle Bradford has beei teaching
the youth of this city to sing to- the past
decade. Recently a group of 100 of her
former students joined together inder her
direction to form the Bradford C torus ...
singing for the joy of singing. This pro
,gram gives opportunity for then to sing
a variety of choral numbers -ranging
from the religious spiritual to the hit tunes
of Broadway's musical corned- shows.
IStrong soloists make up the g oup and
are utilized singly and in combh ations to
give variety to this half hour of telightful
music.
Availability: Live talent
Time Unis: 30 minues, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Enire family
Suggesed for: Evening
Client Suitability: Institutional advertising
Number of Artists: From 50 to a 00 sing-

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KSL, 10 So. Main, salt Lake
This favorite-song-request-show, on susCity 1, Utah

Bouquet For You

MILDRED FENTON PRODUCTIONS
In Association With
Louis Shurr Agency
1501 Broadway, N. Y. C.
CH 4-8240
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The Phil Brito Show titt
4 Date With Music
An intimate musical fiesta of all time
favorites by Phil Brito, popular young
baritone who is rapidly ascending the
heights of stardom. An easy listening
quarter-hour with musical accompaniment
of Doc Whipp'e and Sam Liner of the
Kostelanetz orchestra at the twin keyboards. Direction of Bill Stoess results in
a well-paced tuneful musical that Variety
in its revue stated "It's a series of openenders that anyone in search of a good
soothing, solid 15-minute musical airer
would find hard to pass up.'
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3-5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning; afternoon; eve-

Submitted by: Wolf Associates, 420 Madison Ave., N. Y. C.

Cafe Conti:denial

MUSICAL

Cafe Continental is a show designed
Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon; Eve.
Cand"elight Choir
specifically to catch listeners of many
different nationalities, without resorting to
With the rapidly diminishing taste for
foreign language programs. While the live and boogie wooqie, and the ever Client Suitabinty: Any type
Number of Artists: 4
music of many nations is used, each present acceptance of group
singing,
Cost: Based on market, station
number is carefully chosen to silt out Candlelight Choir takes its rightful place
those too extreme for ordinary listeners. in the vanguard of the Shows of To- Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Kasper-Gordon. IncorpoNaturally,
it
can't
completely
please morrow by providing melodic listening
rated, 140 Boylston Street, Boston 16,
every nationality, but it keeps them all fare in the late evening. The excerent
Mass.
listening in hopes that the next tune will eighteen voice mixed chorus contains
be one from their mother country.
many smaller groups, including a barber
Availability: E. T.
shop quartet, and the tyo pianos accomt'aste
'mat
Time Units: 30 minutes, 5 weekly
paniment adds sparkle to the program.
Xavier Cugat, master of the rhumba,
Audience Appeal: Entire family
This group is under the direction of Jacob
samba, tango, and his full Waldorf-Astoria
Suggested for: Evening
E. Hines.
orchestro with chorus and vocalists. In
Client Suitability: Any client or product Availability: Live talent
ning
Client Suitability: All products seeking
who wants to reach a large varied Time Units: 15 or 30 minutes, once weekly this sparkling show the audience hears
Carmen Castillo, Nita Rosa, Del Campo.
entire family audience
audience in a locality of polyglot Audience Appeal: Entire family
Don Rodney and the Cugat Choir and, of
Number of Artists: 4
nationalities
Suggested for: Evening
Cost: See Adam I. Young, Jr.
Client Suitability: Client must be meten- course, the orchestra.
Cost: Rates start at $10
Availability: E. T.
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
able to non-shouting commercials
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Charles Michelson, Inc., 67 Submitted by: WNEB, Park Building, Wor- Number of Artists: 18 voices-2 pianists- Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
W. 44th St., New York 18, N. Y.
cester, Mass.
1 director
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions; will Suggested for: Evening
By Popular Demand
C'ient Suitability: All types of clients
pipe live talent
California Melodies
"By popular demand - a musical, starSubmitted by: WHK, 1311 Terminal Tower, Number of Artists: Name leader, popular
Ca'ifornia
Melodies
offers
distinctively
ring Mary Sma'l . ..Ray Bloch and his
Cleveland 13, 0.
concert orchestra
orchestra and male singing guest stars. styled popular symphonic arrangements
Submitted by: World Broadcasting System,
Format of this show makes it different by composer-conductor Harry Zimmerman
Inc., 711 Fifth Ave., New York, N Y.
Glioritt Carroll Entertains
from the average musical. Favorite tunes and his orchestra in this half-hour sereis
When
lovely
Gloria
Carroll
starts
singfrom different sections of the country are originating in Mutual's Hollywood studios.
The Chicago
ing "Night and Day," "Getting Sentisung and played. These favorites are de- The current series will feature famous
Begin the Beguine
Philharmonic
singers and instrumentalists as guest stars. mental Over You,
termined by the top names in show busi- '
—and more than 200 other top tunes, you
Orchestra
ness by direct contact. Last heard on the Avai'ability: Live talent
sit up and take notice of the 'glorious
air in a successful series for a shampoo Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
An outstanding symphonic hour feacorralling.'
The
CBSongstress
with
Frank
Audience Appeal: Entire family
company.
Bell and The Belltones dish out rhythmic tures the artistry of the midwest's finest
Suggested for: Evening
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
arrangements that are something spe- musicians under the talented and skillful
Client
Suitability:
One
who
would
like
to
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
cial. A quarter-hour of music that's dif- baton of maestro Henry Weber.
become
identified
with
a
'prestige"
Audience Appeal: Entire family
ferent from anything obtainable in any Avai'ability: Live talent
program
Suggested for: Afternoon; Evening
library service, giving a sponsor a unique Time Units: 60 minutes, 1 weekly
Number
of
Artists:
2
and
orchestra
Client Suitability: Any produce
Audience Appeal: Entire family
and distinguished exclusive program.
Audition
Facilities:
Transcriptions
Number of Artists: 22
Suggested for: Evening
Availability: E. 1.
Submitted
by:
Mutual-Don
Lee
BroadcastCost: Very reasonable
Client Suitability: A client interested in
1
ing System, 5515 Melrose Ave., Holly- Time Units: 15 minutes, 1, 3, 5 weekly
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions;
institutional advertising
Audience Appeal: Entire family
wood 38, Calif.
pipe live talent

WILLIAM GERNANNT ASSOCIATES
6253 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.,
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.

"MOODS BY LAURA"
"AFTERMATH"
"STRAIGHT ARROW"

RADIO
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ae
.ifittiic Wall 01 game

Number of Artists: 60
lAudition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: WGN, 441 N. Michigan
Ave., Chicago 11, Ill.

G80 Club
This is one of WRNY's featured shows.
680 Club program consists of 55 minutes
of popu'ar music; recordings and transcriptions. No offensive jive selections.
Program participation available in guarter-hour, half-hour, or one-hour strips.
Daily except Saturday.
Availability: E. T.

APPLETON & FIELD
duo-pianists
NOW

ROSE BAMPTON
Met soprano

AVAILABLE

IN

NADINE CONNER
Met soprano

FIFTEEN-MINUTE

Time Units: 55 minutes, daily except Sat.
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning

WALTER CASSEL
Met baritone
OPEN-END

HELEN JEPSON
Met soprano

RECORDINGS

WILLIAM KAPELL
pianist

For "Prestige" Advertisers

Audience Appeal: Entire family
for: Afternoon; evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KQV, Chamber of Commerce Bldg., Pittsburgh 19, Pa.

Crystal and Old Lace
CHARLES KULLMAN
Met tenor

REVELERS
concert male quartet

A large orchestra opens and closes this distinguished show—the body of the
program features the musical great in accounts of their careers—fabulous stories
from musical backstage—and they sing and perform their specialties.
Walter Preston
of
interviews the artists.

Columbia Concerts is the

Master of Ceremonies who

The series consists of 52 Quarter-hour shows—it is contemplated this will be
expanded to 156 programs.
Here is the list of other stars already recorded on the first 52 programs of
the "Music Hall of Fame.'
NORMAN CORDON, Met basso
TODD DUNCAN, baritone
EILEEN FARRELL, soprano
SASCHA GORODNITZKI, pianist
JENNIE TOUREL, Met mezzo-soprano
WHITTEMORE & LOWE, duo-pianists
BARTLETT & ROBERTSON, duo-pianists
LOIS BENNETT, soprano

MONA PAULEE, Met mezzo-soprano
IRRA PETINA, mezzo soprano
WILLIAM PRIMROSE, violist
PIERRETTE ALARIE, Met coloratura
TOSSY SPIVAKOVSKY, violinist
LUCILLE MANNERS, soprano
SANROMA, Puerto Rican pianist

EXCLUSIVITY in each city to be granted on a "First Come,
First Served" basis.
RATES

• Class A Markets (on request); Class B Markets $1 1.00;
Class C Markets $8.50; Class D Markets $6.00 per program.
. . . PRICES

INCLUDE

MUSIC

RIGHTS

Your telegraph order will secure excluvive contract for one yea r i
n
your city.

. . .

no IT Nmui
V

%Ms.

FOR AUDITION DISC—WIRE

FORD BOND RADIO PRODUCTIONS
810 RCA Building West, New York 20, N. Y.

INC.

Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 10 minutes, 5 week_y
Audience Appecd: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon; Late erening
Number of Artists: Host
Audition Facilities: Transcription;
Submitted by: WDSU, Monteleo se Hotel,
New Orleans, La.

Dick eic Jeannie
Here is a year's supply five weekly of
musical shows with dialogue by Aargaret
Sangster. Singers are Ray Willigms and
Phyllis Creore. The hit tunes of today and
yesterday only, with slight dialo tue continuity to -told the series from day to day.
Hank Sylvern at the organ.
Availability: ):.

Time Units: 5 minutes, 260 episodes, 5
Client Suitability: Most any type of client
wkly
Number of Artists: Announcer with El's
Audience Appeal: Female
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
submitted by: WRNY, 191 East Avenue, Suggested for: Morning; afternocn; evening
Rochester 4, N. Y.
Client Suitability: Home product advertisers who sell to women—bakers,
Contrasts In Music
furniture dealers, jewelers, hrriers
Program idea is contrast between hit
Number of Artists: 4
tunes and performers of today and those
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
of the 1920's. Old records used are colSubmitted by: Harry Jacobs Prod -ictions,
lector's items, not available on the market.
6000 Sunset Blvd., Hollywoxl 28,
Ray Starr, the emcee, knows his music
Calif.
well and contrasts style, arrangements.
instrumentation, and artists, and calls
Down :1 Country Rond
attention to the events which made news
An old-timer, as radio broads asting
in the era when the tunes were popular.
goes, this has been the common highway
Availability: Live talent; E T.
for thousands of men and women who
Time Units: 60 minutes, 1 weekly
ISuggested

DOROTHY KIRSTEN
Met soprano

for Bing's songs are snatches of poetry
recited against the background of faint
strains of music.
A completely molded
show of verse and song.

An hour program of light classical
music—selections by the great composers
of all time performed by large ensembles
and symphonettes. Program is designed
for listening to music during the dinner
hour.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 60 minutes, 7 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family

have found there a peace and conte itment
in troubled times.
Here are verses that
have been a part of American life, popular ditties, old-time songs, and the voice
of the great organ filling the silences that
sometimes fall when people meet ta talk
things over.
Music at its best . . . and
poetry from the heart of America.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon; Late
evening
Number of Artists: 2
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KMA, Shenandoah, Iowa

Echoes Of The Rig Tittle

Echoes of the Big Time takes you back
Suggested for: Early evening
to those good old days of vcrudevi'le—
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WHL1-WHNY, 245 Baldwin the days of Lauder, Gallagher & SI eon.
Tucker, Cohcm, Cantor and Jolson. This
Rd., Hempstead, N. Y.
nostalgic halt-hour of all-star vaude ville
brings back the voices of all those beThe Daily Double
loved entertainers. It's all made pos: ible
Four recordings are selected by Platter in New York through one of the calmJockey each day as his personal selection try's most notable collections of rare re'
of the four best recordings for that day cordings, dated from 1900 to 1927. Ht re's
from the entire Pop Music Library. These la complete, well-produced script s tow
four tunes are broadcast in a mornihq with a loyal following and immense famquarter hour Monday through Saturday,' ily appeal. 8:00 to 8:30 p.m. Sun icry
with the announcement that the same four through Saturday.
tunes will be broadcast again that same Availability: E T.
afternoon. lf morning listeners hear and Time Units: 15 or 30 minutes, 7 weekl r
like a tune, they know they can hear the Audience Appeal: Entire family
same tune again that afternoon.
Suggested for: Evening
Availability: E. T.
Client Suitability: General
1Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 weekly. The Number of Artists: None
same program repeated 15 minutes Cost: See rate card
afternoon, Monday through Saturday Audition Facilites: Transcriptions
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Submitted by: WMCA, 1657 Broadway,
Suggested for: Morning; afternoon
New York 19, N. Y.
Client Suitability: Food, drug, household
Number of Artists: 1—Platter Jockey
Ruth Ettiny Shoat.
Submitted by: KCKN, 300 Waltower Bldg.,
The incomparable Ruth Etting in ber
Kansas City 6, Mo.
comeback series over WHN shows that
she has lost none of that sultry style that
Dear Ring
made her network performances a -must The mellow voice of Bing Crosby— a decade ago. Leaning heavily on h ir
America's most popular singer brought to r
epertory of sentimental favorites. Ru h
you on the shiny wax surfaces of his also does a beautiful job with modemn
most popular records.
Setting the mood ballads in her nightly quarter-hour
if
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song. The orchestra is under the direction Client Suitability: Banks, restaurants—
those desiring a large mixed audiof her husband-arranger, Myr1 Alderman,
ence
and clever lines are written for them in
the husband-wife style: Terrific fan mail Number of Artists: 1
reflects an Etting audience as large as Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WIL, Hotel Melbourne, St.
ever.
Louis 8, Mo.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
1400 Club
Suggested for: Evening
A program of sweet melodies on the air
Client Suitability: General
since 1941 with a proven record of sales
Number of Artists: Ruth Etting and Myrl
and audience. Many a sponsor through
Alderman's orchestra
the years has depended on the 1400 Club
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
to move many of his wares. Program has
Submitted by: WI-IN, 1540 Broadway, New
built a faithful audience of housewives
York 19, N. Y.
and men who like music easy to listen to
in the mid morning.
The Family Ilbum
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Gene Jones turns the pages of a Family Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 weekly
Album, and the pictures bring to mind Audience Appeal: Entire family
melodies and events of the past, leading Suggested for: Morning
into a song. Gene Jones was heard for Client Suitability: General clientele
several years over CBS and CBC coast. Number of Artists: 1
to-coast as star of The Coffee Club. In this Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
new series he is assisted by The Girl Submitted by: WHYN, 180 High St., Holyoke, Mass.
Friends (quartette) with Don Hicks arranger and pianist, and Hal Freede at
the Hammond. The Family A'bum appeals
to all, and the unusual musical arrangements plus the vocalizing make this one
of the top musical shows in the country.
Time allowed for brief middle commercia%
as well as customary opening and clos
ing spots.
Availability: E T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1, 3 or 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon; Evening
Client Suitability: Any type. Department
store, food, soft drinks, camera shops,
specialty, candy, etcetera
Number of Artists: 8
Cost: Based on market, station
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Kasper-Gordon, Incorporated, 140 Boylston Street, Boston 16,
Mass.

Fun With Music
Sigmund Spaeth, The Tune Detectives
is known all over the world as an outstanding authority on music. Author of a

MUSICAL
score of books which have made music
easy to take for the masses, he goes even
further in this transcribed series of 26
shows, and demonstrates how easy it is
to have fun with music, with any kind
of instrument. In the series are guar tettes, string groups, swing bands, toy'
instruments, soloists, etc. Series has been
sponsored in a score fo cities with success. Ad mats, publicity, etc. with series.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 or more weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon; Evening
Client Suitability: Music stores, musical
instruments, piano dealers, laundries,
bakers, dept. stores
Number of Artists: About 60 in series
Cost: Based on market, stations
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Kasper-Gordon, Incorporated, 140 Boylston Street, Boston 16,
Mass.

The Jan Garber Show
Straight

musical show by the Garber

Orchestra. Format includes opening and
c'.osing
continuity,
specially
recorded
themes, piano theme fills and interludes
and artists' voice tracks. Programs are
derived from library tracks.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appea'.: Male; Female
Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon; Evening
Client Suitability: Used
Car Dealers,
Clothing Firms, Cosmetics
Number of Artists: One
Audition Facilities: -Transcriptions
Submitted by: Capitol Records, Inc., Sunset and Vine. Hollywood 28, California

Gift Shop Of The hr
Bette Smiley, a veteran of 10 years in
radio and the entertainment field, including star bi'lings at some of the nation's
top radio stations and entertainment centers, handles a quarter hour of popular
melodies. Bette at the piano sings her
own vocals. Ad lib gab with announcer,

For Perfection in Sound Effects
use

Flight With Music
Radio's greatest open-end transcribed
musical show with Marion Hutton, Nat
Brusiloffs sixteen piece orchestra and Herb
Sheldon on every show plus guest stars
Desi Arnez, Clark Sisters, Johnny Desmond, Ray
Eberle, Bob Eberly, Tito
Guizar, Gene Krupa, Phil Moore, Danny
O'Neil, Tony Pastor, Carl Ravazza, Claude
Thornhill, Miguelito Valdez, Jerry Wayne,
Henny Youngman. Thirty-nine fifteen minute shows now available. Send for free
audition disc and low rates for your
territory.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 or more weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: All types
Number of Artists: 33
Cost: According to market to be covered
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Finley Transcriptions, Inc.,
8983 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

RECORDS
Over 500 realistic sound effects
"From a Cat's Meow to a Lion's Roar
. . . a Pistol Shot to a World War"

Send for Catalog B-A

Footlight Furorites
An hour presentation exclusively highlighting selections from the lighter classics.
Through the medium of special recorded
albums musical scores from well-known
stage successes are frequently presented
in their entirety—often with original casts.
Appropriate accompanying copy is supplied, enabling the assigned announcer to
elaborate in factual detail regardng the
music and featured artists. The program
is familiar to those listeners constantly in
quest of classical and light classical melodies best remembered through the years.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 60 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon

RADIO

MAJOR RECORDS
Distributed by

THOMAS J. VALENTINO, inc.
1600 Broadway
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musircAL
Charles Nuzum. works in letters from listeners requesting favorite tunes. If tune is
played and sung, writer gets a gift. Two
gifts are awarded on each session.
Availability: Live talent
Tme Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 2
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WCAE, Wm. Penn Hotel,
Pittsburgh 19, Pa.

Good Morning
6:45 to 9:00 seven days weekly. Features light c:assical music with time and
weather announcements between selections. There's nothing unusual in this show
except that it differs markedly from six
morning-men competition show in town.
Announcer is subdued and does not ad
lib. Aimed at government worker listener
who might occasionally seek a change
from jive and rebop and personality
heartiness.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 7 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: No special type.

Par-

ticipating sponsorship to all types
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WQQW, 2627 Connecticut
Ave., N. W., Wnshington 8, D. C.

Glee Club
Coming from a different college each
week, this program features college singing groups in the songs for which college
is famous.

BOB

ROBERTS
— itle

"THE

Role in

SHERIFF"

every Friday, 9:30-9.55 P. M. ABC-WJZ

•

featured in

J. Arthur Ronk Production

"Stairway To Heaven"
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Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: College students
Suggested for: Evening
Number of Artists Employed:
One announcer, plus chorus
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Intercollegiate Broadcasting System, 507 Fifth Avenue, New
York, 17 N. Y.

Gypsy Swing
A novel conception of gypsy melody
and idiom—sprightly and charming, with
the softly nostalgic reverie of gypsy
tunes. The best in gypsy melodies in new,
or;ginal, modern arrangements—and the
tcp tunes of the day in gypsy style and
rhythm tempo—arranged and conducted
by popular song-writer Dick Manning.
Euch program also dramatizes a pleasing
gypsy legend in words and music.
Availabi'ity: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 or 5 weekly
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Any
Number of Artists Employed:
Approximately 20
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: Advertisers' Broadcasting
Company, 117 West 46th Street, New
York 19, N. Y.

Mery Griffin Sings
Mery Griffin, rising young star of song.
Icurrently available on the full Mutual network, accompanied by the music of Lyle
Bardo from MBS, San Francisco Studios.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, up to 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested
for:
Morning;
Afternoon;
Evening
Client Suitability: Any
INumber of Artists: 1 and orchestra

WorldRadioHistory

Audition Facilities: Transcriptior s
Submitted by: Mutual-Don Lee 3roadoasting System, 5515 Melrose A ¡e., Hollywood 38, Calif.

Happy Birthday
Entire program of music decicated to
teen ager who is having a birtl day, preferably of her own selection. Program has
been on the air for one year, :ponsored
39 weeks.
Availability: Both
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 wee::ly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Products appealing to
teen agers
Number of Artists Employed: 1
Cost: Card rate (no talent)
Audition Facilities: Transcription:.
Submitted by: WMAN, Mansfielc, Ohio

The Happy Gang
Most popular musical variety show
heard for many years over Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., facilities th•oughout
Canada. Sponsored coast to cocul in the
Dominion
by
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet.
Line-up of topflight talent featurir g inimitable Bert Pearl as MC in a fun reicking
half hour of mirth and melody. Successfully broadcast by Foremost Firms in
20 cities and others in U. S. A. .111 with
outstanding audience ratings.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
•
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning, afternocn, evening
Client Suitability: All types seek_ng top
audience appeal
Number of Artists rmployed: 10
Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Charles Michelso.r, Inc.,
67 W. 44 Street, New York lf, N. Y.

Harmony Isle
From the dreamy enchantment of faroff Hawaii comes the lilting sob of the
surf and
the
langourous.
fasc nating
rhythms of natives. A narrator we rves a
spell of island magic against the melodious curtain of Dick McIntire's Hc rmony
Hawaiians. Long after the song is ended.
the subtle seductive charm of its }melody
will live in the listener's memory. Dick
McIntire's Harmony Hawaiians are :rationally known recording artists. Vibr sharp.
electric guitar, standard guitar, ucelele,
bass, plus four mellow voices, make up
the series.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 2 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitabrity: All types
Number of Artists Employed: 11
Cost: Stations 5,000 watts or under, $3.00
per
program.
Purchased
ot Aright
$5.00
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Walter Biddick Company,
Radio Programs Division, Chcmber
of Commerce Bldg., Los Angeles15,
Calif.

Immortal Lore Sonfis
Immortal Love Songs is a five -ri mute
program that revives cherished mem)ries.
Chosen from a treasure-chest of imn.ortal
love classics, these melodies are cleverly framed with romantic poems and Irma
Glen's background of organ music. Lawrence Salerno, for twelve years the toast
of Chicago on WON, and Irene V( rner,
a favorite in the midwest. provide the
voca's on this popular five-minute program. Everett Clark is your announc
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 5 minutes, 3-5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Female

RADIO
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Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Florist, jewelry and per
turne
Number of Artists Employed: 3
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Transcription Sales, Inc.
117 West High Street, Springfield
Ohio

the Frank Ilettnessy
Sh 0 le
Frank Hennessy, Central New York's
most popular radio personality, brings
to the air waves his sparkling combination of songs, old and new, with music
by the Hal Swartz Stylists. To brighten
Central New Yorker's noon day listening.
Hennessy's 15 minute show provides topflight entertainment in a natural time spot
for relaxation and enjoyment. Backed up
by audience-building promotion this program is proving exceptionally effective
in adding listeners to an already wellrated time spot.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly

week averages 403. Total membership
in club 15.000. Records, dresses, novelties,
given as prizes.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 2 hours, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Client offering merchandise to 'teen aqers, Dept. Store,
Dairy, etc.
Number of Artists Employed: M. C. and
guests
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WEBB, 23 North St., Buffalo 2, N. Y.

• Hits Of All Time
Recordings of the Pop Tunes that have
been favorites through the years. Each
recording is followed by a brief mention of an interesting event connected

MUSICAL
developed by contacting publishers and
having the opportunity to judge a selection from published tunes which have not
been promoted.

946 South Normandie
Angeles 3, Calif.

Hymn

Availability: Live talent

Avenue,

Loi

Tinte With Smilite Ed Met'onnell

Smilin' Ed McConnell, one of the most
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1, 3 or 5 week y
popular performers ol all time, loved and
Audience Appeal: Entire family
listened to by folks throughout the counSuggested for: Afternoon
try, now in his 19th year on the air.
Client Suitability: Beauty preparations
Available in his own transcribed series
Number of Artists Employed: 2
of hymns and homey philosophy in a
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
program which is a proven sales gathSubmitted by: WIZ, American Broadcasterer. Sponsored by such firms as General
ing Co., 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New
Foods for Instant Postum, Tuxedo Feeds,
York 20, N. Y.
Pil -sbury Mills and over 175 local advertisers all over the USA, and Canada.
Truly an outstanding buy.
Home Folks
Availability: E. T.
Songs everyone loves. bal'ads, acceptTime Units: 15 minutes, 3-5 weekly
ed folk tunes, mus'cal comedy, motion pic.
Audience Appeal: Entire family
lure and light opera favorites, dating from
Suggested for: Morning, Afternoon
50 years ago to today.
All are current.
Client Suitability: All types except Beer,
Featured artists is former Bostonians, CasP :tent Medicines or other products
tle Square, La Salle Street Theatre, stage.
not in keeping with dignity of this proand motion picture artist, who sings.
gram
writes, and reads his own lines. Excellent
Number of Artists Employed: 2
examp'e of a -Singin' Sam - show at its
Cost: Rates on request
best.
52 15 minute episodes.
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Availability: E. 1.
Submitted by: Charles Michelson, Inc.,
Time Units: 15 minutes, usually 1 weekly
67 W. 44 Street, New York 18, N. Y.
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: 1.lorning; Afternoon; Eve-

with the year the tune originated. This
program appeals to oldsters because
they can remember when the tunes were
lirst popular. Appeals to young people
because the tunes are as good today as
they were years ago.
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Availability: E. T.
Suggested for: Afternoon
Time Units: 30 minutes, b weekly
Client Suitability: All types of products
Audience Appeal: Entire family
needing large audience
Suggested for: Afternoon
Number of Artists Employed: 1 and 4
Client Suitability: Food-Drug-Household
musicians
Number ai Artists: 1, the announcer
Cost: Rates by request
Subm:tted by: KCKN, 300 Wallower Build
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will
ing, Kansas City 6, Missouri
pipe live talent
Submitted by: WSYR, Syracuse, Kemper
Bits 01 l'ontorrott•
Bldg., Syracuse 2, New York
This is a light musical show with
lacques
Frey
of
the
internationally 1Client Suitability: Any ethical accour.:
Alcohol only barred, Banks, Finance
A program beamed directly at the known piano team of Braggiotti and Frey,
1
Companies, Building and Loan; Agri'teen-agers, featuring latest in recorded at the piano, and Vera Massey as vocal,.iultural Implements; Seed, Feed, Ferpopular dance music. Ballroom of local ist. Frey plays tunes of years gone by
tilizer;
Nurseries; Provisions; MorE:ks Club taken over every Saturday aft- that achieved popu'arity and Vera Mastuaries; Cemeteries.
ernoon for dancing for the group. Promi- sey sings them. With each song goes a
,Number of Artsits: 2
nent entertainers in Buffalo to fill engage- little story of how it was developed to
ICost: $5.00 to $100.00 per spisode, dependments are invited as guests, (band lead- the point of hit proportions. Mr. Frey and
ing on population
ers. singers, etc.) Admission to dance is Miss Massey then select a tune which
1Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
by invitation only and restricted to mem- they predict will achieve Hit Parade proSubmitted by: George Logan Price, Inc.,
bers of Hi-Teen Club. Attendance each portions. This portion of the program is

1 It N Music Hall

A fine se -ection of serious music, with
commentary which enhances its interest.
produced locally from records, scripts.
and transcripions syndicated from New
York. Contents of each program and program notes are given in monthly Music
Lover's Guide, distributed free to every
listener.
Availability: Live talent, E. 1'
Time Units: 60 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: College students

BYRON PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Producing

"MR. DISTRICT ATTORNEY" for Bristol Myers

and

"CHRISTOPHER WELLS" for De Soto

RADIO
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Client Suitability: Concert Bureaus, Book
Stores, Jewelry, Florists
Number of Artists Employed: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions

MUSICAL

Submitted by: WOL, Washington 6, D. C.
Suggested for: I. r. Evening
Number of Artists Employed: Local announce:
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Intercollegiate Broadcasting
System, 507 Fifth Avenue, New York
17, N. Y.

Impressions In

Music-

This program is a combination of impressionistic music evenly paced, intermittently, with associated diologue; both
the music and speech are chosen to recreate visual moods within the listener.
Every other program consists of background music from some outstanding motion picture, with a verbal "recap" of important scenes carried out over the proper
sequence music. On the "straight" shows,
the orchestras heard are such groups as
are conducted by Gould. Kostelanetz,
Whiteman, Myri and Rose.
Availability: Live talent, E T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Wine distillers or cigarette mfrs.
Number of Artists Employed: Operation:
One announcer and a turntable operator
Audition Facilities: Transcription
Submitted by: WTRY, 92 Fourth Street,
Troy, New York

In Old New York
This is a musical show, and all the
material used in it is in some way or
other reminiscent of old New York. The
music is by the Arlo Ensemble, six piece
combination of exceptional ability. The
narration is by Milton Cross--songs by

Charlie Jordan—and the feminine touch
is supplied by Jean Colbert, fashion commentator. As Old New York gave us such
outstanding figures in the entertainment
world as the late George Gershwin and
Jerome Kern, and such contemporaries
as Irving Berlin- -entertainers like Jimmy Durante, Eddie Cantor, George Jessel
and many others- -there is a wealth of
material available for scores of human
interest stories. This is a half hour show
for which the script was written by Jean
Colbert. The producer is Walter Scanlon,
whose background includes many successful Broadway appearances.
Availability: Live talent
bile Units: Half-hour, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: l
,
I,rning, Afternoon, Evening
Client Suitability: Public service
Number of Artists Employed: 9
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WIZ, American Broadcast
ing Co., 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New
York 20, N. Y.

The Inside Of

Music.

The Inside Of Music departs from the
usual format of classical music shows. It
is conducted by Washington's outstanding young conductor and composer. Richard Bales, currently conducting the National Symphony summer concerts. Bales,
in crisp layman's language, takes classical music apart, debunks its common misconceptions, analyzes symphonies, suites
and concerti and brings out little known
facts about composers and their works—
illustrating with symphonic recordings.
Availability: Live talent; E. 'I'.
Time Units: 30 minutes
Suggested for: Evening

Interlude
Interlude is designed for exactly what
it implies--a fifteen-minute program of organ and vocal interspersed with poetry—
an interlude of relaxation and pure enjoyment utilizing the artistry of the finest
talent such as Ivan Ditmars at the organ
and Anita Boyer as the vocalist.
Avananiiity: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3-5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Male, Female
Suggested for: Afternoon, Evening
Client Suitability: Churches, Mortuaries,
Florists, Church Suppliers, Insurance
Companies, Banks, etc.
Number of Artists Employed: 3 and Music
Costs: Based upon the size of the station
ana market
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: C. P. MacGregory
pany, 729 South Western
Hollywood 5, California

Com-

Avenue,

Isle Of Dreams Serenade

Isle 01 Paradise
In line with its title this pa gram features exotic South Sea Island n usic interwoven with tales of enchcmtr lent in a
matching mood.
Availability: L. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 week y
Audience Appecd: Female
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Local sponsoi ship
Audition Facilities: Transcriptioss
Submitted by: Keystone Broadcc sting System, Inc., 6331 Hollywood Ilvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

It's .1 Hit
A combination of sports and music;
popular hits are introduced with hits of
the week in baseball—hits that have been
decisive in winning ball games in major
leagues. Summer only.
Availability: Live talent, E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any
Number cf Artists: 2
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WKZO, Burdick Hotel, KalaITICIZOD 99, Mich.

WIOD house Musical Group in a serenade of salon type renditions of popular
musical scores, rangos, rhumbas, waltzes,
and concert type music. Earle Barr Hanson, WIOD music director, playing the
piano and direct the group composed of
2 violins, cello, bass, clarinet, saxophone,
and trumpet. Seven outstanding Miami
musicians form this highly popular group.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: Half-hour, six weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Jewelry, Home Appliances --Utilities
Number of Artists Employed: 7
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WIOD, 600 Biscayne Blvd.,
Miami 30, Fla.

Jam
Jazzicana

in

Setitii011,
fifteen-minute

programs

recorded by 131 name musicians assembled into 25 groups. Each of these
Jam Sessions is full of the jazz that is the
music of America. Great individual instrumentalists combine their talents and
extemporize on themes and melodic lines
of standard and popular songs.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes 3 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: All types of clients
Number of Artists: 131 name artists in 25
-iifferent groups
Submitted by:
tem, Inc.,

World

711
York 22, N. Y.

Broadcasting Sys-

Fifth Avenue, New

JACK MEAKIN
CURRENTLY

"SUMMERFIELD

BANDSTAND"

NBC —

AND CONTINUING AGAIN

MUSICAL DIRECTOR

PROGRAM

Wednesdays

IN THE FALL

AS COMPOSER-DIRECTOR ON

"THE GREAT GILDERSLEEVE"
NBC — Wednesdays

Artist Management:
MELVILLE A. SHAUER
9120 Sunset Boulevard
Los Angeles 46, Calif.

Press Representation:
A. L. RACKIN ASSOCIATES
1610 Cosmo Street
Hollywood 28, Calif.
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Karin Sings

Korn Kobblers

Songstress, linguist, homemaker, Karin
sings the folk tunes of the old countries
in eleven native languages. Her own
musical ensemble backs up her unusually
appealing voice. On the air 3:00-3:25
Mondays through Fridays. Over ten years
of broadcast experience give Karin the
'know how" to create desire and impel
action.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 25 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Any type wishing a
wide range of listeners
Number of Artists: 5
Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: WTCN, Wesley Temple,
Minneapolis 4, Minnesota

Bright, hilarious musical entertainment
by six amazing and amusing musicians—
the Korn Kobblers is a novelty-instrumental group with an entirely new interpretation of music and song—the band of a
thousand gadgets and a million laughs.
Universal appeal proven by their 2200th
consecutive appearance at Dempsey's in
New York. 350 programs available.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 or 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Any time
Client Suitability: Any time
Number of Artists: Approximately 10
Cost: ET--Based on population
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Frederic W. Ziv Company,
1529 Madison Road, Cincinnati 6, 0.

Keeping Up With The
.loues
A brilliant half hour musical with dramatic situcrtion—cornedy in each program. Starring Allen Jones of stage,
screen and radio with Irene Hervey of
New York stage and movies. Henry
Russell and his orchestra. Available for
release
early
f111.
Sold
for
Pacific
Coast. Available transcribed elsewhere in
United States and Canada. Definitely network calibre. Magnificent entertainment
with top dramatic cast. Brand new.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning, Afternoon, Evening
Client Suitability: Any type client
Number of Artists: 20 to 24
Cost: B-rsed on station rate cards
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Teleways Radio Productions, Inc., 8949 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 46, Calif.

Lee Kelton .1.
Orchestra With I Trio
Ind Two Vocalists
"Music as smooth as Velvet" by Lee
Kelton & his orchestra. Starlight Time
Trio featured (2 men and a girl) also
Noreen Kennedy, vocalist and Ted Perry,
vocalist. Special arrangements of numbers by Lee Kelton himself. Popular music
featured. Third year staff orchestra at
WJAS. Eleven musicians make up the
lichestra.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 or 30 minutes 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Male; female; entire
family
Suggested for: Morning, Afternoon, Evening
Client Suitability: All types of products
or services
Number of Artists: 11 including leader &
director
Cost: Open
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WJAS, 1406 Chamber of
Commerce Bldg., Pittsburgh 19, Pa.

Keystone Sunday
Symphony
This program, as its name suggests, is
a well rounded one, presenting best
known c:assics, with program notes on
the composers and the music and would
tie in well for institutional advertising.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon, Evening
Client Suitability: Institutional Advertising
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Keystone Broadcasting System, Inc., 6331
Hollywood Blvd.,
Hollywood 28, Calif.

RADIO

MUSICAL

world's masters, and talks about the Client Suitability: Farm products, housemusic with her young guests in a very
hold products, food products
informal manner. Her unusual stories Number of Artists: 4
about the music and the men who wrote Cost: On request
it bring out all the glamour and excite- Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
ment to be found in great music in a man- Submitted by: WGST, Forsyth Bldg., Atner that appeals to young people and
lanta, Ga.
older ones, too.
Availability: Live talent
Let's Dance
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
This is a typical disc jockey program
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
with smart introductions to top tunes of
Suggested for: Sat. or Sun. morning
the day.
Client Suitability: Children shops or firms
Availability: E. T.
seeking "prestige program"—banks,
Time Units: 30 minutes, 7 weekly
etc.
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Number of Artists: 1 plus guests
Suggested for: Evening
The Wayne King Show
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Client Suitability: Local sponsorship
Wayne King, his orchestra, his golden Submitted by: WTAG, 18 Franklin St.,
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Worcester 1, Mass,
saxophone, plus vocalists Nancy Evans
Submitted by' Keystone Broadcasting Sysand Larry Douglas with narrator Franktem, Inc., 6331 Hollywood Blvd., Hollyn MacCormack combine talents in an
Itegic Melodies
lywood 28, Calif.
elegant half hour of music that has made
A program of modern instrumental muWayne King America's "Waltz King."
Let's Make Music
sic with smooth special arrangements of
Long familiar on the networks and through
popular numbers designed for Sunday
Completely new formula for presenting
his recordings, Wayne King again deafternoon listening. Magic Melodies fea- music—will have unusual appeal and
lights the radio audience in this new
tures four of Pittsburgh's best-known mu- ready listenership. Built around outstandhalf hour series, featuring the famous
sicians in a unique combination: two ing young American composer-conductor
"Waltz King" and his orchestra of sevenpianos and celeste. Hammond organ and with years of successful broadcasting over
teen men.
guitar. Buzz Aston, top Pittsburgh vocal- major network with consistent high ratAvailability: E. T.
ist, doubles on piano, handles introduc- ing; program utilizes special talent of
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
tions in an easy conversational style, his, never before aired. Also features
Audience Appeal: Entire familfy
works in duets with vocalist Ellen Foley. renowned musical figure as commentator
Suggested for: Evening
Hooperating 12-12:30 period (Dec.-April), and outstanding guest soloist appearing
Client Suitability: Any type
10.9. far above competition.
as integral part of program.
Number of Artists: 4 and music
Availability: Live talent
Availability: Live talent
Cost: ET—Based on population
Time Units: L minutes, 1 weekly
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Submitted by: Frederic W. Ziv Company,
Suggested for: Afternoon
Suggested for: Evening
1529 Madison Road, Cincinnati 6, 0.
Client Suitability: Any client or product
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 5
Number of Artists: 2 stars; 1 or 2 guest
King Cole Court
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
soloists and large orchestra
Music of the King Cole Trio. The Submitted by: ICDKA, Grant Bldg., Pitts- Cost: Available on request
burgh 19, Pa.
Court Jester (announcer to you) and such
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Court Guests as Anita Boyer, Peggy Lea,
Submitted by: Oliver W. Nicoll ProducAnita O'Day, Mel Tormel and others.
Lean Dark And Listen
tions, Radio Features of America, 37
Avai'ability: E. T.
West 46th St., New York 19, N. Y.
Bill Mezger has received a sound muTime Units: 15 minutes, 1weekly
sical education and gives it full play in
Audience Appeal: Entire family
the selection of the records and transcrip- Tin» Michael Loring Show
Suggested for: Afternoon; evening
tions used during this late evening half
A musical program starring Michael
Client Suitability: All types who want a
hour. He selects "pleasant" music in a Loring, with George Burns and his 11large audience
mood to soothe the nerves frayed at the piece orchestra, pianist Fred McKinney,
Number of Artists: 4
end of the day. It is a program designed and each week a special guest. Michael
Cost: Based upon the size of the station
to satisfy the needs of those listeners who Loring is perhaps best known for his own
and the market
have been crying for an "intelligent" program series on a major network a few
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
musical program, and surcease from the years ago,
ad for his recording work
Submitted by: C. P. MacGregor Company,
blaring dance bands.
for Columbia Records. His first recording
729 South Western Ave., Hollywood
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
of "We Could Make Such Beautiful
5, Calif.
Time Units: 25 minutes, 6 weekly
Music' in 1941 sold near the million mark.
Audience Appeal: Adult male; femal; A half-hour show of network calibre.
Melodic Moods
entire family
Availability: Live talent
This program combines light classical Suggested for: Evening
7:ine Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
tunes and notes about people and the Client Suitability: All typos designed fo , is.udience Appeal: Entire family
adult use
anniversaries of our times. This show
Suggested for: Evening
makes an excellent public service pro- Number of Artists: 1
Client Suitability: Quality products in the
Audition
Facilities:
Transcriptions
gram.
higher price brackets—furniture, auSubmitted
by:
WEEI-CBS,
182
Tremont
St.,
Availability:
tomobiles, etc.
Boston
12,
Mass,
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Number of Artists: 15 including announcer
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 weekly
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Suggested for: Morning; afternoon; eveLe Fevre Trio and
Submitted by: KEX, 1230 S. W. Main St.,
rung
Portland, Oregon
Jim Waits
Client Suitability: Institutional, publishing
The Le Fevre Trio and Jim Waits sing
houses, food and drugs or local sponThe Kay Lorraine Show
sacred songs in their own popular and
sorship
unique style. The Le Fevre Trio has been
Kay Lorraine singing your memory
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Keystone Broadcasting Sys- a part of the WGST family almost 10 songs and featuring Frank Gallop, nettem, Inc., 6331 Hollywood Blvd., Hol- years. Besides their daily broadcast over work announcer and M. C. currently heard
WGST, this popular group makes an on Milton Berle Show, Prudential Hour,
lywood 28, Calif.
average of 5 personal appearances a N. Y. Philharmonic etc. 53 quarter-hours
week in surrounding towns and commu- of transcribed musical entertainment inMake Friends II
1Iusic nities. Jim Waits, Basso Profundo, has for cluding a very extra special Christmas
To show young people that "good mu- a number of years been one of the most Show.
Kay Lorraine featured on Your
sic" can be fun—that's the purpose be- popular Bass Singers in the entire South. Hit Parade, Carnation Contented Hour,
hind Make Friends With Music. With 3 Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Lower Basin Street, etc.
youngsters as her guests, Gladys Toma- Time Units: t5 minutes, 5 weekly
Availability: F. T.
jcm, head of WTAG's music department, Audience Appeal: Entire family
Time Units: IS minutes, 1 or 2 weekly
plays recordings of lighter works by the Suggested for: Morning; afternoon
Audience Appeal: Entire family

DAILY
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Suggested for: Sunday Afternoon; Evening
Client Suitability: Beverages, Foods. Retail Merchants, Utility Co., etc.
Number of Artists: 15
Cost: Based on population
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Harry S. Goodman Radio
Productions, 19 E. 53rd Street, New
York 22, N. Y.

C.

P.

'MacGregor
Library

Musical

Music for today and tomorrow. Both for
AM and FM. Contains over 2500 basic
selections, 60 monthly releases. Large variety of music. Recorded to NAB specifications, lateral cut. 50 to 10,000 cycles or
Ibetter, on vinylite pressings, more than
400 radio stations in the United States,
Canada and other parts of the world.
Availability:

E. T.

and the poems are read by a romantic
voice. The Hammond Organ music is
under the singer and poetry-reader.

A cooperative-type program

STUDIOS
OFF-THE-AIR
OFF-THE-LINÉ
PORTABLE JOBS

conducted

by Warren Stamper. Music is recorded
and transcribed and chosen with great
care from station's complete record files
and three transcribed libraries. Selections
are sweet-popular with sprinkling of the
lighter classics from stage and screen
productions. All musical introductions are
based on research material gathered
from authentic sources regarding entertainers and melodies they are featured on
during course of the program.

Transcribed musical entertainment featuring Roy Bargy at the piano, his orchestra, and starring Jeannie McKeon,
vocalist. 130 programs available for immediate - spot - placement. A series with
a proven success story and Hooper rating

in many metropolitan cities.

The Oldest Sustaining Program on the
Air, (17 years on WLW). Moon River is
known to many listeners all over America.
Moon River is now being readied for
commercial sponsorship on transcriptions
Iin all states except Ohio, Indiana, KenItucky and West Virginia. Moon River con-

of beautiful poetry read by Peter
Grant backed by soft organ music and the
blended voices of the DeVore Trio topped

sists

by the once heard never forgotten Moon
River verse. Listener loyalty has
claimed Moon River one of the very
programs on the air.

actop

Availability: E. T.
Availability: E. T.
'lime Units: 60 minutes, 6 weekiy; spots Time Units: 15 minutes, / weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
and segments available
Suggested for: Evening
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Client Suitability: Consistent Radio AdSuggested for: Morning; afternoon
vertiser
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 5
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
itirnitted by: WIL, Hotel Melbourne, Si. Submitted by: WLW Promotions, Inc.,
Transcription Division, Crosley Sq.,
Louis 8, Mo.
t
Cincinnati 2, O.

Melody Matinee
This is an excellent afternoon

Moon Dreams is the station's favorite
type of program, humanly enriched by the

Availability: E. T.
Time units: 15 minutes, 30 minutes; 5
woekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Any type client
Number of Artists: Announcer and E. T.'s
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
àuomitted by: WRNY, 191 East Ave.,
Rrches'er 4, N. Y.

rich, deep notes of Ivan Epinoff's violin.
Fifteen minutes five-a-week for -easy lis-

masterful voice of one of America's great...:ommences at 3:15 p.m. to 4 p.m.; Re. est radio stars, Marvin Miller; the lyrical
s.umes at 4:05 p.m. and runs until 5 p.m. ,tenor voice of the sensational new singing
Program participation available in quar- discovery, Warren White: the gifted fin'gers of Del Castillo. at the organ, and the
ter-hour, half-hour or 55 minute strips.

Moods And Music
This

is

a romantic,

relaxing

and

in

the

Musical Journey
Fleasan•ly put together with program
notes abo•at the paces visited musically
on the imaginary tour, this half hour
show employees records and trcmscrip

tions old and new, vocal and instrumental, for a quick Musical Journey here.
there, and everywhere around the world.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes

Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Sunday afternoon
C:ient Suitability: All types
Number of Artists: 1 and recordings, Ers
Audition Faci .ities: Trcrnscnpuoii.
Submitted by: WISH, Board of Trade
Bldg., Indianapolis 4, Ind.

The Music Hall Of Fame
A large orchestra opens and closes this
distinguished show----the body of the program features the musical great
counts of their careers--fabulous

tening. -

Hooper

Available 3 or
Ratings as high

5 time basis.
as 15.1! Pro-

duced by Teleways Radio Productions,
Inc. Send for free audition platters. A
brand new series.

Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3or 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Female; entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any type client
Number of Artists: 5

program

Cost: Based on station rate card. Very
inexpensive
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Teleways Radio Productions, Inc., 8949 Sunset Blvd., Hollysongs are sung by a romantic tenor voice.
wood 46, Calif.

that is beamed directly at the housewife
who already has packed-off her husband
(and children) and is alone to do her
housework and relax, if possible. The
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ton is Master of Ceremonies
views the artists.

who

inter

Avarability:

Time Units: 15 mInutes, Once or twice
weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Any time
Client Suitability: General
Cost: Upon request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Ford Bond Radio Productions, Inc., 810 RCA Bldg. West, New
York 20, N. Y.

Music From Hollywood
Format, including opening
and closing continuities, specially transcribed theme songs and harp fills, ai
A Program

voice

tracks

and

twenty

second

transcribed courtesy spot plugs. Programs
embody tracks from library service.

Availability: E. T.
Time Units: Thirty minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Female; Male
Suggested for: Morning; Evening
Client Suitabilly: Department Stores, Institutional, Banks, New Car Dealers
Number of Artists: Four
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Capital Records, Inc., Sunset and Vine, Hollywood 28, California

My Serenade
A

-quality -

vocalist
features
chestra.

musical program featuring
Hal Derwin with instrumental
by Frank DeVol and his orFormat includes opening and

closing continuity, themes, transcribed
voice tracks by Derwin and DeVol and
harp theme fills and interludes. Material
is from library tracks.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning. Evening

RADIO
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in ac
stories

from musical backstage---and they sing
and perform their specialties. Walter Pres -

tists'

.on
musicalDreaMS Mo

program broadcast daily except Saturdays
and Sundays. Consists of announcer and
popular
recordings
and
transcriptions.

EMPIRE BRORDCRSTIOC CORP.

pared both selection-wise
accompanying continuity.

Availability: Live talent
Availability: E. --.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Time Units: 25 minutes, Mon. through Sat
Audience Appeal: Female
I nour Sunday
Suggested for: Morning
Audience Appea:: Entire family
Number of Artists: 3
Submitted by: WLIB, 207 East 30th St., Suggested for Afernoon, Evening
Client Su:tability: Institutional
New York 16. N. Y.
Number of Artists: Announcer
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Music From Hollywood
Submitted by: WPAT, 7 Church St., Paterlnd Ilife
sell 1 N. I.

Availability: E. T.
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Time Units: 15 minutes
Suggested for: Morning; afternoon; eveAudience Appeal: Entire family
ning
Client Suitability: All types who want a Suggested for: Afternoon, Evenin-j
Client Suitability: General
large audience
Audition Fact ities: Transcriptions
Cost: Based upon the size of the station
Submitted by: Selected Radio Features,
and- the market
1583 Crossroads of the World, HollyAudition Facilities: Transcriptions
wood 28, California
Submitted by: C. P. MacGregor Company, ,
729 South Western Ave., Hollywood r
5, Calif.
‘I OEM it
I'

Meeody Lane

Twenty-live minutes daily, and one hour
Sunday of the finest transcribed music,
uninterrLpted by commercials. This series.
which is as old as the station, has one
of the finest ratings for its time in the
metropolitan area. Very carefully pre -

DAILY

Client Suitaleity: Cosmetics, Women's
Dress Shops
Number of Artists: Two
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Capitol Records, Inc., Sunset and Vine, Hollywood 28, California

The NBC Symphony
Standard symphony literature played by
the incomparable NBC Symphony Orchestra.

Availability: Live talent
' hour, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Male; Female
Suggested for: Afternoon
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: National Broadcasting Company, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York
20, N. Y.

Time Units:

,
Neic

Spanish Trail

Program uses modern Mexican music,
tempered for United States and Texas
listeners, and is under the direction of
Mel Winters. Features Mexican band and
songs by Rosita, Latin-American soprano.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 or 30 minutes; 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening

Notes lo
incredible

Harry Revel,

wife as she does her morning housework.

Comedy supplied by Dick Perry, MC.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Household products, personal products appealing to women
Number of Artists: 7 plus announcer
Cost: See WOAI rate card plus talent cost
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WOAI, 1031 Navarro St.
San Antonio 6, Texas

Once Upon :1 Tune
This series does on the air something
comparable to what Disney does on the
screen. Imported
than 90-days, it

composer

of a hundred hits, writes a song during
each broadcast ...and writes it around
four notes which someone from the audience picks at random on the piano. With

Canada, in less
impressive press

play and all-out audience mail. Crosby
of Herald Tribune calls it;
-freshest.

wittiest

radio
American air

Harriet

Van

hear - , "a

program
in many

heard on the
a long year - .

Home says it's "a
fresh
and
original

joy to
idea - ,

catchy, lilting hit-tune which the entire
orchestra and singer render as the grand
finale to "Notes to You. Famous composers will appear as guests.
Availability: Live talent
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening

Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 18, including orchestra
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Commodore Productions,
1350 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood
28, Calif.

Helen O'Neill Sings
An early evening musical featuring
the lovely voice of Helen O'Neill with
the popular tunes of the day ... backed
up by the instrumentals of the Johnny
Matthews Quintet . .. who, offering one
instrumental each program, give an original arrangement of the most listenable of
the hit tunes. These colorful instrumentals,
plus the pleasing vocal interpretation of
favorite melodies by Helen O'Neill combine into a solid fifteen minutes of early
evening, easy-to-re:ax-by music being received most enthusiastically by listening

we need more of. - Average
original tunes and lyrics per pro-

three

gram.

.,ing
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: CBS, 485 Madison
New Yerk 22, N. Y.

Eve-

Ave.,

Once t pon Our time
Once Upon Our Time is a dramatic program in which true human interest stories
today and

yesterday are

Client Suitability: Theatres, record shops,
etc.
Number of Artists: 1 and music
Cost: Air time
Audition Facilties: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KROW, 464 19th
Oakland 12, Calif.

related

by

Jack Kitty in narrative and song.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: IS minutes, 5 weekiy
Audience Appeal: Entire family

Street,

Nocturne
by poetry, with recap of
(recorded) at middle and

music

played

end.

Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Record dealers, jewelers, short institutional client
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Faci.ities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WBML, Macon, Georgia

Near

1rtists In Recital

This program features one male, on.
female vocalist, with male or female instrumental soloist, in recital, supported

by a name Hammond
pianist

Organist, and a l
each week. The!

established name is in charge of show,
and introduces four new names on each
program each week. This is a very good
outlet for the new artists who pass our
audition tests each week.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1weekly
Audience Appeal: Male, Female
Suggested for: Evening
C:ient Suitability: Household produ( Ic
tood, luxeries, etc.
Number of Artists: 5
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: CFRB, 37 Bloor Street W.
Toronto, Canada

Orchestra Hall originates in the WSRS

Submitted by: National Broadcasting Corn- ,& WSRS-FM transcription studios and feapany, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New tures the best in good music. Program contests will design the bulk of the programs,
York 20, N. Y.
so that WSRS & WSRS-FM can satisfy

On 11 ings Of Song

all

listeners

during

this

prize

evening

period.
Program is arranged for poetry with
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
musical background of organ, piano, cmd I
Time Units: 30 minutes, 5 weekly
celeste. Includes individual numbers by
Audience Appeal: Entire family
a girls' trio and violinist.
Suggested for: Afternoon, Evening
Availability: Live talent
Client Suitability: Institutional
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Number of Artists: 1

Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Best suited for „institutional advertising
Number of Artists: 7
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WDIB, P.O. Box 150, Roanoke 2, Virginia

Stage

Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by WSRS á WSRS-FM, Radio
Center Bldg., Cleveland Heights 18,
Ohio

The Phileridelphia
Orchest ra
Weekly hour of great symphonic muciic

Show comes on with band tuning up, by best-seler of all recording orchestras,
the
baton
of
world-accla:m-d
background cries of On Stage, tap of, under
baton and overture. Format provides the IEugene Ormandy and guest conductors
listener with a mythical stage and a sup- like Stravinsky, Walter, Mitropoulos. Br'l-

Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 weekly
a
posed seat on the aisle. The first act liant list of quest soloists such
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Coast-to-coast
features variety type of thing with hits Piatigorsky, List, Serkin.
Suggested for: Evening
and artists from actual shows. The second favorite with some 15,000,000 music lovers
Client Suitability: Any client wishing
act, one half hour later, features all se- who have paid cash at the box office to
:e.ach a large audience
lections from one definite show such as hear The Philadelphia Orchestra in con
Number of Artists: 6
-Song
of
Norway,"
"Oklahoma, - etc. cert and on tour.
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Cooperation with kcal legitimate thea- Availability: Live talent
Submitted by: Wet, Charlotte or Radio ,tres makes interview of actual stars pos- Time Units: Ihour, 1 weekly
Sales, Inc., Wilder Bldg., Charlotte, ,sible. Show was designed for local thea- Audience Appeal: Entire family
North Carolina
tre sponsorship in either participating Suggested for: Weekend Afternoon
Number of Artists: Conductor, over 100 inor block segments.
su umentalists
Once 0 re r Brightly
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Morning program
musical format of Time Units: 60 minutes, 5 weekly
Submitted by: CBS, 485 Madison Avenue,
popular songs and instrumental features -- Audience Appeal: Entire family
I
New York 22, N. Y.
designed for easy listening by the house- Suggested for: Afternoon

RADIO

11944diee
Hammond Organ
Sound Effects
Library
Portable Equipment

AUDITION and
OFF-THE-AIR
RECORDING
SERVICE

Orchestra Hall

Suggested for: Morning
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions

On

CARL FISCHER
zecopeeeet,
(rà.5tuseeeeid
1 1 II111 ii1

Program consists of only quiet, melodious classical music; selections are divided

different young

Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Sunday afternoon,

his lyric writer, who works from a title
of
supplied from the audience, he writes a

audience.
Availability: Live talent

from
won

-something

Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 6
Cost: See W0A1 rate card plus talent cost
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WOAI, 1031 Navarro St
San Antonio 6, Texas

The

MUSICAL

for
ADVERTISING
AGENCIES
MUSIC
PUBLISHER
MOTION
PICTURE
COMPANIES
TALENT
PRODUCTION
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Pleasure Parade
A lavish transcribed musical show that
includes an unusual array of top talent
with such stars as Jimmy Wallington, The
inn
MIMMML
Glen Miller Modernaires, Paula Kelly,
Bob Kennedy (singing star of -Oklahoma")
Dick Brown, and Vincent Lopez and the uals, shout songs, and hymns. To prac- by the great masters of music. For inrarade Orchestra, featuring fa- tically everything in popular field. Booked c:ecsed .istening pleasure the program
is presented unannounced.
vorite selections from stage hits and song solid throughout territory.
Availability: E. 'I.
hits by today's greatest popular com- Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time
Units:
15
minutes,
5
weekly
Time Units: 60 minutes, 7 weekly
posers, interpreted in a brilliant and
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Audience Appeal: Entire family
sparkling manner.
,Suggested for: Morning
Suggested for: Evening
Availability: E. T.
Client Suitability: Any client desiril. : Client Suitability: Any type client with
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 or 5 weekly
mass appeal
institutional mesage
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Number of Artists: 5
Submitted by: WHNY, 245 Baldwin Rd.,
Suggested for: Anytime
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Hempstead, New York
Client Suitability: Any type
Submitted by: WPTF, Raleigh, N. C.
Number of Artists: 10 and orchestra
Sextette Front Hunger
Cost: ET—Based on population
Six young men and a friend. That good
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Serenade To 1 housewife
time Dixie Jazz the group that was voted
Submitted by: Frederic W. Ziv Company,
Serenade to a Housewife is a program
1529 Madison Road, Cincinnati 6, specially beamed to the housewife. Pro- into the Number One spot in surveys
overseas. This show also contains such
Ohio
gram is composed of music and poetry.
Poetry is rendered with a musical back- guest stars as Dale Evans, Anne Jefferys,
,Martha Tilton, etc.
Remember July
ground and the music is composed of roA half-hour of torchy songs by colle- mantic ballads selected to portray music- Availability: E. T.
giate star Judy Dvorkin with small band. ally the poems on the program. Introduc- Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
Intimate program built on the star's per- tion and sign-off are specially directed ,Audience Appeal: Entire family
sonality and heavily promoted with free to the housewives to lighten the household Suggested for: Afternoon, Evening
pinup photos and posters. College atmos- duties and to kindle romance in their 'Client Suitability: All types who want a
large audience
phere is emphasized, and program is tai- marriage.
Number of Artists 8
iored to student tastes. It has built a de- Availability: Live talent
Cost: Based upon the size of the station
voted local audience.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 5 weekly
and the market
Availability: Live talent
Audience Appeal: Female
Time Units: 30 minutes 1 weekly
Client Suitability: Any type interested in Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: C. P. MacGregor Company,
Audience Appeal: College Students
women audience
729 South Western Avenue, HollySuggested for: Evening
Number of Artists 1
wood 5, California
Number of Artists: Singer, announcer, 4 Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
in ,:i-icins
Submitted by: KMAC, National Bank
Sincerely, Kenny Raker
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
,1,1ommerce Bldg., San Antonio 5, Tex.
Intimate musical, starring America's
Submitted by: Intercollegiate Broadcastfavorite romantic tenor—singing America's
ing System, 507 Fifth Avenue, New
Serenade To America
favorite romantic songs, assisted by
York 17, N. Y.
The NBC Serenade orchestra under the songstress Donna Doe and the musical
direction of Milton Katims and H. Leopold accompaniment of Buddy Cole and his
nose Room
5 minute interviews with
Spitalny plays the better known classics men, and Jimmy Wallington as Master
Rose Room is a title derived from the
and more popular semi-classics and ac- of Ceremonies. Presented as personalized
principal performer, Johnny Rose. Johnny
companies such young stars as Elaine musical greetings.
sings a very stylized song that is some
IMalbin, Thomas Hayward, Jack Kitty, Lee Availability: E. T.
sort of a combination of scat singing and
Sullivan, Irene Jordan, Marjorie Mayer Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 to 5 weekly
crooning. Add to that the fact that
and others in a smooth and relaxing 25 Audience Appeal: Entire family
Johnny can and does converse in the
minutes which can easily be expanded Suggested for: Anytime
present day teen jargon like a native,
to a half hour.
Client Suitability: Any type
and we have a program that is very atAvailability: Live talent
Nt.mber of Artists: 6
tractive to high schoolies. Some sort of
Time Units: 25 minutes, 5 weekly
Cast: ET- -Based on population
(Can be run either as a "filler" stylized singing will always have
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
place in the Shows of Tomorrow.
Suggested for: Evening
or as a 5 minute "strip -)
Submitted by: Frederic W. Ziv Company,
Availability: Live talent
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
1529 Madison Road, Cincinnati 6, 0.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Submitted by: National Broadcasting ComAudience Appeal: Juvenile, Female
pany, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New
With custom Built -PERSONAL- Suggested for L fly Evening
Singing Keyboards
York 20, N. Y.
One of Miami radio's most popular
IZATIONS - including "HELLO'S". Number of Artists: 1 singer 1 piano
musical programs. Earle Barr Hanson,
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions, Will
to your JOCKEY, and CALL LETSESAC Transcribed
W1OD musical director, and Clark Fiers,
pipe live talent
staff organist, combine their talents in
TER listeners in, and around your Submitted by: WHK, 1311 Terminal Tower,
Progra
Serrice
four hand renditions of variety music.
Cleveland 13, Ohio
This unique program service provides
CITY — Plus SPONSOR -MENunlimited numbers of pre-built shows in Requests from listeners are honored, and
Anniversaries observed with special efTIONS - —
'Openings"
and
Safety Musical
many musical categories
- American
forts. A half-hour of genuine musical
Ten minute show via transcription and Folk, Cowboy, Hillbilly & Western, Con-Closings. 28 markets signed
merit running the gamut in musical inrecords put on at 8:20 to 8:30 every morn- cert, Hawaiian, Novelty, Religious and
before first — April 28, 1947 — ing Mondays thru Saturdays following Spanish. Each record side contains 7 to 8 terest from "Pop Goes The Weasel" to
symphonic works, including several origair date.
"Instantaneous - cuts five minutes of local newscast. Music selections expertly balanced and paced, inal compositions by Hanson.
selected especial:y for morning listening, recorded as separate cuts. The combinaAvailability: Live talent
— all on one track — no cueing
soft and sweet tunes. Na hot tunes or tion of odd and even numbered cuts on
— bridge provided if wanted for Sjazz used, with safety messages given any two record sides produces up to 4 Time Units 30 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appea': Entire family
throughout program.
quarter hour shows custom built to suit
5 minute feature.
Suggested for: Afternoon
Availability: :
I,nt or E. T.
individual sponsors.
Client Suitability: Household appliances,
Time Units: 10 minutes, 2, 3, 5, or 6 Availability: E. T.
n: ties, foodstuffs
weekly
Time Units: 15 minutes, optional weekly
Number of Artists: 2
Audience Appeal: Male ,Female
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Suggested for: Morning
Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon; EveSubmitted by: WIOD, 600 Biscayne Blvd.,
Client Suitability: Something for family
ning
Miami 30, Fla.
to use on male or female selection Client Suitability: All types and products
Number of Artists: 1
Number
of
Artists:
Unlimited
Sing
merica Sing
1032-36 No. Sycamore
Cost: On request
Cost: Based on quarter hour daytime rate
Bob Grant and his orchestra dredge
Ho. 2291
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
as listed in Standard Rate á Data
the depths of memory dreams of other
Submitted by: WLEU, Commerce Bldg., Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Hollywood 33, California
days and give you a series of fifteen.
12th
&
State
Streets,
Erie,
Pa.
Submitted by: SESAC, Inc., 475 Fifth AveHi. 0191
He. 3680
minute programs full oi nostalgic melonue, New York 17, N. Y.
dies woven into medleys. Each program
Selah Singers
includes the top melodies of a particular
Serenade to Long Island
Unusually fine negro quartet with guitar
year as far back as 1917. The vocals are
accompaniament just back from successAn hour recorded program of the popu- sung by headliners Art Gentry, Kay
ful war-time tours with USO camp shows. lar classics featuring music of the great- Benton, and Helen Carroll.
The group sings er:erything from spirit- est artists of all time in selections written Availability: L.

MUSICAL

For Your Record Shows

Ira Cook's

"WHO'S WHO IN
MUSIC"

THE BIG NAMES
OF MUSIC

LAMPSON
TRANSCRIPTION SALES
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MAKE
the AIRWAYS
your PATHWAYS
to PROFITS!

with
BASCH
PACKAGED
RADIO
PRODUCTIONS

really sell
your product...

LIVE PACKAGE SHOWS
TRANSCRIBED PROGRAMS
SPOT CAMPAIGNS
LIVE TELEVISION SHOWS
FILM SPOTS • FILM SHOWS
(including

a complete production

for

The

—

nook" Smith Show

This program showcases the musical
talents of "Hook" Smith, brilliant young
arranger, orchestra leader, and his orchestra. Featuring arrangements that are
musically progressive, yet commercially
appealng, the "Hook" Smith orchestra
presents a well rounded program of
popular music. Also featured is the voice
of JoAnn Tice, newcomer, who promises
to some day invade the ranks of Stafford.
Shore and Whiting. This is a 15-minute
ET package show.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, ils desired
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Readily adaptable for
any client or product
Number of Artists: 8
Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Hagan, Meredith and Ryan
Agency, WLBR, Lebanon, Pennsylvania

Songs Of Good Cheer

Shows that

service

Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
C:ient Suitability: All types of clients
Number of Artists: Name Leader and Orihes tr, :
Submitted by: World Broadcasting System, Inc., 711 Fifth Avenue, New
York 22, N. Y.

advertising

agencies)

A musical show with a galaxy of gorgeous voices. The program includes careully selected tunes from famous operettas and from the pens of Victor Herbert,
Gershwin, Cole Porter, Friml, Romberg
and others presented by the Songs of
Good Cheer chorus and aranged by that
brilliant young composer-arranger Gerald
Allaire Sears. Vladimir Silensky conducts. Program narrated by Larry Elliott.
Cast also features Willard Young. Lydia
Summers, Mary and Henry Shope, Philip
Duey, Stanley Carlson and others.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 or 5 weekly
Aud.ence Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Any time
Client Suitability: Any type
Number of Artists: 15
Cost: ET—Based on population
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Frederic W. Ziv Company,
1529 Madison Road, Cincinnati 6,
Ohio

Songs For You

vilLeGET THE MOST
OUT
RADIO

OF

YOUR

POTENTIAL

RADIO PRODUCTIONS
17 East 45th Street
MUrray Hill 2-8877
"For New Trends in Radio -

RADIO

The finest tenor in Western New York
is Art Steffen. His experience includes
both NBC and name band experience.
Steffen, plus a piano duo make up the
format of Songs For You. Pianists are
Gene Zacher, WHAM Musical Director
and Syl Novelli, pianist-composer. Music
is both old and new. The old favorites
for reminiscing and the current hits for
modern appeal. This is easy listening with
wide audience acceptance.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: Quarter hour, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Early Evening
Client Suitability: All types who want a
large audience
Number of Artists: 3 and announcer
Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WHAM, Sheraton Hotel,
Rochester 4, New York

The Song Tram cher
Tom Glazer and his guitar recall some
of the favorite folk songs and legends
of the different corners of the United
States. Each of these songs and stories
form part of the heritage of America and
in many cases provided the background
for books by Mark Twain, Bret Harte,

MUSICAL
Nathaniel Hawthorne, James Fenimore
Cooper
and
other
famous
American
writers. Stor:es are told by the "Oldtimer" and Tom Glazer sings the balla.ds.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Any firm appealing to
a sophisticated, higher income audience
Number of Artists: 2
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Gainsborough Associates,
507 Fifth Avenue-Suite 1200, New
York 17, N. Y.

Song Shop
A half-hour of recorded music chosen
for the housewife to fit her early morning moods. Listener is taken in imagination to an imaginary record shop and
from the shelves the tunes are presented.
Light chatter, kept to a minimum, is used
and the musical accent is sweet and instrumental. Program follows a "Homemaker's Program" and the advantage is
taken of the feminine audience built up.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appea:: Female
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Program suitable for
participation announcements or sponsor selling to women
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WCLO, Gazette Building,
Janesville, Wisconsin

Song Of Tite

Defy

After playing a selected recording,
which is the song of the day, phone
numbers, selected at random, are called
by means of a studio phone, a genial
Emcee asks the one called to identify
the song. If he can do it, he is awarded
a nice merchandise prize. A consolation'
prize is awarded him if he is unable to
guess it. Popular music is used for fill.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 or 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: :.lorning, Afternoon, Evening
Client Suitability: Jewelry store, clothing
store
Number of Artists: 1
Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WNOE, St Charles Hotel,
New Orleans, La.

Spotlight Song

ENGLISH

NX

PROGRAMS

The latest in MUSIC
SPORTS

..

..and NEWS.

1:30 to 6:30 P. M.
Monday thru Saturday

A five minute show, featuring one hit
5000 watts
of the week, and the daily Spotlight
1380
on the dial
Song Award, a merchandise give-away
from the sponsor of the day. Winners are
picked from local directory. Sponsor gets
one minute commercial at opening and
Use WBNX for all-inclusive
closing of show. Spotlight Song follovis
New York coverage.
"Kenny Baker Show" and gets large
mid-morning listening audience.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 5 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning
Number of Artists Employed: Announc r
Cost: Regular rates
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted By: KFRO, Box 792, Longvie-....,
5000 WATTS DlliEC TIONAL OVER NEW YORK
Texas

Speaking oh' Music
3:00-3:55 p.m. Monday through Saturday. Producer-Writer, Pierson Underwood,
WQQW music director. Show is symphonic in nature. Ties in with the musical
organizations in Washington and through

DAILY
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out the country. Features news of musi- Cost: Based on market, station
cal organizations and interviews with Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
outstanding musical personalities when Submitted by: Kasper-Gordon, Incorporated, 140 Boylston Street, Boston 16,
they come to town for personal appearMass.
ances. Show has been cited by National
Symphony Orchestra for its work in proSongs To Remember
moting musical interests.
Trio with quartette background. NostalAvailability: E. T.
gic tunes of yesterday. Popular instruTime Units: 55 minutes, 6 weekly
mental guitar, accordion and bass. Sweet
Audience Appeal: Entire family
sister team. Novelty numbers and ansSuggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Record Store, Bank or wering of audience requests. Popular in
Department Store interested in insti- the area for public appearances.
Availability: Live talent
tutional advertising
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 weekly
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Submitted By: WQQW, 2627 Conn. AvrSuggested for: Morning, Afternoon
N. W., Washington 8, D. C.
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists Employed: 7
Songs Of Cheer And
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Comfort
Submitted By: WOWO, Fort Wayne, InRichard Maxwell in gospel songs and
diana 2, Ind.
hymns, plus down-to-earth philosophy
Sons Of The Pioneers
which has made Dick Maxwell one of
Fifteen-minute five a week transcribed
the best loved personalities in radio. Maxwell was rated 13th most popular artist musical series starring Bob Nolan, Tim
in the entire country, in a 40-city poll Spencer and all the Sons of the Pioneers.
conducted by the New York Daily News. This particular group has made over
One hundred seventy-six Richard Max- 100 movies and have been radio headwell Clubs have been formed in 21 states. liners for 15 years. In addition to their
This recorded series now being used by own coast to coast network shows for
bakers, drug stores, insurance company, Goodyear, Dr. Pepper, Camel Cigarettes
iewelers, memorial parks, morticians, re- and Alka-Seltzer, they have been guests
tail stores, and others. Adaptable for use on the programs of Charlie McCarthy,
by any sponsor. Each show allows for Jack Benny, Kate Smith and Bing Crosby.
opening, middle and closing commercials. This is a brand new series. 260 programs.
F 'ty-two episodes.
Available three or five time-per-week
Availability: E. T.
basis. Produced by Teleways Radio Prorime Units: 15 minutes, 1, 2 or more ductions, Inc.. Send for free audition
weekly
platters.
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Availability: E. T.
Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon; Eve- Time Units: 15 minutes, 3, 4 or 5 weekly
ning
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Client Suitability: Any type
Suggested for: Morning, Afternoon, EveNumber of Artists: 2

Client Suitability: Any type client( no beer Suggested for: Atternoon
Client Suitability: Institutional only; tutor alcoholic beverages)
mture store, bakery, banks
Number of Artists Employed: 8
Number of Artists Employed: Writer, AnCost: Based on station rate
nouncer, Producer
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted By: Teleways Radio Produc- Audition Facilities Transcriptions
tions, Inc., 8949 Sunset Blvd., Holly- Submitted By: WNOX, 110 S. Gay Street,
Knoxville, Tennessee
wood 46, Calif.

Sundown Serenade

Sweethearts Of Song

This show, programmed variously with
Featuring a soprano. tenor, and pianist.
light :lassical tunes, ballads. etc., has
this show tells the story of two famous
the popular revelry appeal. The contin•
sweethearts of song in words and music.
uity has a poetic philosophical quality.
These sweethearts are either fictitious
Availcbility: E. T.
personages—such as the principals of
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 weekly
operettas—or real life characters whose ,
Audience Appeal: Female and Entire famlove story can be told by a series of
ily. Afternoon, evening
dramatic scenes, each climaxed by a
Suggested for: Afternoon; evening
solo, duet, or piano solo. For instance
Client Suitability: Institutional and local
the lyrical lovers on the opening program
sponsorship
were Charles and Marianne of RomAudition Faciities Transcriptions
berg's -New Moon -.
,Submitted By:
Keystone Broack-crsting
Availability: E. T.
System, :nc., 6331 Hollywood Blvd.,
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Hollywood 28, Calif.
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Sunday •afternoon, EveSunrise Salute
ning
This show is programmed with eyeClient Suitability: General-Institutional
opener music and continuity. It is a salute
Number of Artists Employed: 4 (Including
to the American way of lile ... dedicated
narrator)
to the dramatic happenings which make
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
up the business of everyday living.
Submitted By: KINY, 'Decker Building,
Availability: E. T.
Juneau, Alaska
Time Units: 15 minutes, 7 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile, Entire family
Sunday Down South
,Suggested for: Morning
Program features glee clubs, choirs, Client Suitability: Institutional and local
soloists, personalities from the churches
sponsorship
and colleges of East Tennessee. Different 'Audition Facilities Transcriptions
artists invited each week, appear without Submitted By:
Keystone Broadcasting
cost, and program eulogizes the particular
System, Inc., 6331 Hollywood Blvd.,
school or church represented. Special
Hollywood 28, Calif.
feature is a brief talk on home making.
Sunset And Vine
i.e. decorating, gardening, choosing fur1niture, etc. Theme of program is -Church,
A musical
potpourri
of nationally
Home,
School—Their
effect
on
the known vocal and instrumental artists.
family. - Mostly religious music, but oc- Format includes opening and closing concasional standard or semi-classic.
tinuity, themes, transcribed courtesy spot
Availability: LivQ talent
announcements of 15 seconds duration.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Programs prepared from
transcription
Audience Appeal: Entire family
library tracks.

PROCKTER
Pace°. AzadisciiaetS, Yee.

Takes pleasure in
announcing
the opening of new
offices at
Now

Available

In A Quarter-Hour

1270 Avenue of the Americas

TRANSCRIPTION SERIES

RKO Bldg.

"JACK BENNY'S SPORTSMEN 'S QUARTET"

New York 20, N. Y.

Prices And Availability Through

MAYFAIR TRANSCRIPTIONS CO.
8511-13 SUNSET BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
PHONE ...WHITNEY 3375
Radio City

Suite 309

Exclusive

Management

ART RUSH, INC.

RADIO
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Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Afternoon; Evening
Client Suitability: Used Car Dealers,
Chain Stores, Furniture Dealers
Number of Artists: Four
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Capitol Records, Inc., Sunset and Vine, Hollywcod 28, Ca':
tornia

Sunnyside Beriew
Big

time

talent

musical

revue

featur-

ing
Keith
Wildeson's
Orchestra.
The
Twelve Harmonaires, Jack Brown—Baritone, Sylvia—her songs and her piano.
A made to order show with a total of
100 selections by these star performers.

Suggested for: Evening
C:ient Suitability: Any
Number of Artists Employed: 6 musicians,

vocalist, emcee and writer
Audition Facrities Transcriptions
Submitted By: WGAR, Hotel Statler, Cleveland 14, Ohio

Swanee Quintet
Five colored boys, re-creating the harmonies of the old south: singing spirituals, old-time melodies, and pop tunes,
in a smooth, rythmic manner attainable
to those of their race only. The Quintet
has developed a different and unique
style, and the quality of their arrangements is exceptionally good. Program is
announced by John Vance who weaves
into his delivery, nostalgic stories of the
southland our grandfathers knew.
Availability: Live talent and E. T.

MUSICA
mond, Al Nevin's electr:c guitar, and
Morty Nevins' accordion—it's music that
really gives you a lift-- arrangements that
are entirely different.
The
trio
also
boasts of three lovely song stylists—Nan
Wynn, Dorothy Claire and Irene Daye—
For a sparkling show of music and song

it's The Three Suns And A Starlet.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 weekly

Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon; Evening
C'ient Suitability: General
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 weekly; could
Number of Artists: 5
Audience Appeal: Entire family
be increased
Cost: Syndicated for low cost
Suggested for: Morning, Afternoon, Eve- Audience Appeal: Entire family
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Suggested for: Evening
Submitted by: NBC Radio-Recording DiviClient Suitability: All types
Client Suitability: Any type appealing to
sion, National Broadcasting Co., 30
Number of Artists Employed: 28 (includ—
heads of homes, or entire family,
Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.
ing Orchestra)
units.
Audition Facilities Transcriptions
Number of Artists Employed: 7
The Three Suns Shine
Submitted By: WLW Promotions, Inc., Audition Faci7ities Transcriptions
The most popular musical group on the
Transcription Division, Crosley Square Submitted By: WGAC, Corner 7th and.
air today. Al and Marty Nevins and Artie
Cincinnati 2, Ohio
,
Broad Streets, Augusta, Ga.
Complete with 52 scripts.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 7 weekly

Supper Session

Dunn, combined with Betty Harris, sultry

Talk Of The Totrn

•
i

A
smart
sweet
and
swing
combo
Romantic tenor with organ, featured
featuring the Henry Pildner sextet. Music' guest who is in the news and who s
the
"talk of the town."
specially arranged by Howard Wellman:
ex-Tommy
Tucker top arranger.
High Availability: Live talent
spots include Pildner piano solos with Time Units: 15 minutes, 1weekly
station musical director strong on orig- Audience Appeal: Female
inal transcriptions of all time American' Suggested for: Evening
standards plus vocal offerings of Betty' Client Suitability: Currently sponsored by
jewelry concern
Allen, a topnotcher. Combo musicians '
well qualified and often used on solo Number of Artists: 3
runs. Script by James Orgill with well Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
spaced commentary on fields of music and Submitted by: WSB, Atlanta, Ga.
entertainment.
Availability: Live talent

Three SIMS .Iied .1 Starlet

Time Units: 30 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family

One of America's greatest trios, The
Three Suns, will really set your toes tap-

the WSPR announcing staff. It offers very
listenable music for the accompaniment
of dinner, and is wide:y listened to by
folks in the WSPR service area during
their evening meals.

ping with their rhythmic melodies—features vocals by Artie Dunn at the Ham-

Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: The client who wishes
to get u message to the family circle
in a manner which will not ruffle
the calm of a group seated at dinner.
Number of Artists Employed: 1
Cost: Station time, plus talent fee, plus
AFRA announcer's fee, plus ASCAP
license fee
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted By: WSPR, 63 Chestnut St.,
Springfield 5, Mass

Tir-l'or

Dukes - composed of piano, guitar and
bass.
Unusual and distinctive arrangements
Availabilit y:veLi
have made this staff group one of the
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
outstanding musical groups in Buffalo.
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Featured on MBS with Buffalo—WEBR as
Suggested for: Afternoon
feed-point.
Number of Artists: 4
Availability: Live talent
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Submitted by: National Broadcasting ComAudience Appeal: Entire family
pany, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York
Suggested for: Morning, Afternoon, Eve20, N. Y.
ning
Client Suitability: Any client desiring an
Tones It Twilight
excellent live-talent show
A p r and e t show, presenting music Number of Artists Employed: 8
on the lighter side, the romantic side,' Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
show tunes, etc. It is devised and pre- Submitted
By:
WEBR,
23 North St.,
sented by Robert ("Bob") Ellsworth of
Buffalo 2, N. Y
chanteuse, in a new and unique program
of exciting and extraordinary music.

WAZL
(11111 VINCENT COMPANY

S ER VES

509 Madison Ave.

N. Y. C.

*BMB

figures.

for

1780 Broadway

CIr 6-6454

N. Y. C.

means 9 out of every

That

10 Radio Families in

our Coverage Area hear your Sales Message

Advertisers.

Complete Audience

you.

Dollar
Let

A full promotion program sup-

plements Time Buyers

placed on
us

give

Programs.

Report Available on
WAZL

you

means

complete

Request.

increased

Sales

details.

WRITE TO

Vic Diehm

Radio Advertising Company

WAZL

!National Representative)

OR
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Radio Productions

-ADVENTURES

Time

group; Hammond organ.
piano, guitar, bass, accordion and drums
supplemented with male and female vo
calist on alternate days. Program also
features
swing
groups
"The
Three
Instrumental
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1932

Serving The Region For
Established
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MUSICAL
There's '11`usic In the Air
This program fills a definite need for
smooth, easy listening music. It is designed particularly for housewives who

radio product ion

Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
might seek a bit of relaxation just before preparing dinner. The basic music Audience
Suggested Appeal:
for: Saturday
EntIre Morning
family
is of the much-in-demand popular conClient Suitability: ?Kinks, Insurance Corncert type interspersed with two choral
groups singing popular melodies, scintiV
pony, Utility Co.
lating piano work, and novelties by Number of Artists Employed: 3
Audition Facilities: Tianscriptions
large semi-classic orchestras.
Availability: E. T.
tSubmitted By: WACE, Chicopee, Mass.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Late afternoon
Client Suitability: Anything women would

WOLF

Associates, Inc.

in all

Phases

EDWARD WOLF
General Manager
420 MADISON AVE
NEW YORK CITY
PLaza 5-7620

by two children chosen fo r eac h program. Following the music, a discussion
is held on the music presented.

buy
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted By: WHK, 1311 Terminal Tower,
Cleveland 13, Ohio
The1370

Club"

Two Thirty Visit
(Hoosier Visit)
Dick

Fansler,

well-known

vocalist

an d

MC with the backing of the Rhythm
Makers and Jimmy Boyer gives with
Hoosier facts and philosophy tempered
with

smooth

delivery of popular

favor-

ites old and new in a pleasing quarter

A musical request program, where only
members may request tunes. Membership is invited of all listeners, and membership-cards are sent out. Show opens
with theme (Sunny Side of Street), then a
new release, then the "Musical Memory
Quiz -, where members phone in correct
answer. Rest of program taken up with
chatter and request tunes. -Abercrombie-,
the talking horse who wants to become
an announcer fills in with comedy.
Avaliability: Live talent and E. T.
ITime Units: 30 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Cient Suitability: A client who wants to
reach a large membership that's
faithful to the program, and who has
something to sell the entire family

hour aimed
Instrumentals
at his vast
by Hoosier
the group
Audience
round
• •
out an

"easy

listening -

quarter

hour

the dialogue is designed to build an
atmosphere of good-natured informality.
Mail pull is by means of title-guessing
contests.
Availability: Live talent
Audience Appeal: Female
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 to 5 weekly
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: All types
Number of Artists Employed: 2
Audition Facilities: Tromscriptions
Submitted By: WMAS, Hotel Charles,
Springfield 3, Mass.
Treasure ('hest
Recorded music, followed by studio
phone
calls
(numbers
selected
from
phone book at random). Dollar bills
given for mere answering of phone.
Merchandise prizes given if certain questions are answered. A master question
accumulates cash or merchandise daily
until answered.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 or 30 minutes, 5or 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning, Afternoon, Evening
Client
Suitability:
Department
stores,
clothing stores, jewelry stores
Number of Artists Employed: 1 or 2
Cost: Or request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted By: WNOE, St. Charles Hotel,
Now Orleans, La.

of songs, information, and music.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Hoosier products or
Venus
national with good Indiana distribuAn outstanding program in search of the
lion.
Number of Artists Employed: 4
most beautiful girl in the world. FeaturAudition Facilities: Transcriptions
ing headline stars with the music of
Submitted By: WISH, Board of Trade Or.
Raymon Littee and his Continental
Bldg., Indianapolis 4, Ind.
chestra. Written by the well known John
Fleming. ..Every Show is a salute to a
Two raids
different nation with authentic music of
that country.
Pianis t (Paul Peletier) and M. C. (Paul
Monson) carry on a lively dialogue Availablity: Live talent; E. T.
wants,
around specially-arranged piano num- Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Number of Artists Employed: Announcer bers. Music is of the familiar typ e, and Audience Appeal: Entire family
Cost: Regular rate
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted By: KFRO, Box 792, Longview,
Texas.
Syncopators
Three Suns combination with bass
added and popular male vocalist. Very
highly rated, fast moving show, with arrangements specially written for combo.
and current vocals featured.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon, Evening
Client Suitability: Any products
Number of Artists Employed: 5
Audition Facilities:
pipe live talent
Submitted By: CFRB, 37 Bloor Street W.
Toronto, Canada.
The Lee Sweetland Sh
A new musical show starring Lee
Sweetland, young American baritone, in
an unusual musical production. The three
major instrumental groupings are strings,
reeds and brasses. The orchestra of 26
men, and soloist will feature familiar
melodies which throughout the years
have earned constant popularity and
some of the new favorites.
AvailabiLly: Live talent
Time Units: 10 minutes, 1weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted By: American Broadcasting
Company, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, N.Y.
20, N.Y.
WACE

Children's

Concert

Hour Of The Air
A music appreciation program for
children from the elementary grades.
Recorded classical music with narration

RADIO
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Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Cosmetics, watches,
travel, etc., coffee
Number of Artists: 4-5 plus band
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: V. S. Becker Advertising
Service, 562 Fifth Avenue, New York
19, New York

Kay,
is
accompanied
by
Hammond
Organ, Elechic Guitar and Clarinet in
a noon-time program of popular songs.
His pleasant chatter helps to make his
delightful music still more enjoyable.
Mostly on the romantic side, his songs
have a-n especial appeal for feminine

listeners.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
WGIl Chorus
Station chorus of 40-voices, singing Audience Appeal: Entire family
classic, semi-classic and novelty num- Suggested for: Afternoon
bers, interwoven by narrator with poetry Client Suitability: Soap, Food Products, or
other household items
and philosophy.
Number of Artists Employed: 4
Availability: Live talent
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Submitted By: KFAB, Omaha 2, Nebraska
Audience Appeal: Entire family
and Lincoln 1, Nebraska
Suggested for: Evening

MUSICAL
calists. Jimmy Walcely, star of Monogram Suggested for: Morning
Pictures, Capital Recordings, and rodeo, Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
favorite, has been acclaimed 1947's out- Submitted by: National Broadcasting Company, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New
standing Western Song Stylist. Now be- ,
York 20, N. Y.
ing offered as a radio -package - for all
markets.
Your Gospel Singer
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes
Edward MacHugh, network star, sings
Audience Appeal: Entire family
hymns in his own inimitable way and
Suggested for: Morning, Afternoon, Eve- reads poems and offers friendly philning
osophy. Mr. MacHugh is one of the outClient Suitability: General
standing singers of hymns in America.
Submitted by: Selected Radio Features, To sponsor the Gospel Singer is to inherit
1583 Cross Roads of the World, a vast loyal audience that will support
,
Hollywood 28, Calif.
the sponsor's product. Hymn books, espe-

Number of Artists Employed: Narrator, '
Walsh's Wax Works
Chorus of 40 voices, director.
Ulysses James Walsh is a name to ,
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
cially prepared by Mr. MacHugh, are
Submitted By: WGH, 500 Portlock Bldg., reckon with in the record collecting I
Waitin' For Clayton
available at a low cost.
field. He is regarded by many collectors
Norfolk 10, Virginia
Availability: E. T.
(Patti Clayton Show)
as the nation's foremost authority in
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Western Echoes
this esoteric but highly popular (to the I Patti Clayton, the original Chiquita
who made the banana commercial a hit Audience Appeal: Entire family
Western Echoes, a nightly quarter-hour general public) hobby. Walsh is master of
Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon; Eveshow with a ready made audience, ceremonies, parading his "Wax Works" to 'pop tune, here sings old and new songs
ning
featuring the distinctive music of "The a fascinated audience. Program is three' to taste of all kinds of listeners. High- Client Suitability — Foods; Utility ComRhythm Riders, - four talented young ar- years old and over that period of time light: each week one living composer
panies; Drugs; Retail Merchants
tists whose entertaining and unusual ar- has brought WSLS listeners thousands' of all-time favorites personally selects Number of Artists: 3
rangements of western favorites have of interesting facts about old recording three tunes for the show. Variety calls
Cost: Based on population
headlined coast-to-coast network radio. stars and the discs they made. Walsh it "neatly groomed ... and a little above Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
the
record
department
in room temperature, cozy and intimate."
It's music of the west in a perfect blend conducts
Submitted by: Harry S. Goodman Fiadic
23-piece orchestra. Guests.
of instruments and voices that creates a "Hobbies" magazine.
Productions, 19 E. 53rd Street, New
Availability:
Live
talent
Availability:
Live
talent
and
E.
T.
following of all who love fine music.
York 22, N. Y.
Time
Units:
15-30
minutes,
1
weekly
Time
Units:
30
minutes,
1
weekly
Availability: Live talent
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Your Hymn For The Day
Suggested for: Evening
Suggested for: Evening
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Gene Baker, one of radio's outstanding
Number of Artists Employed: 2
Suggested for: Evening
Submitted By: CBS, 485 Madison Ave., singer-narrators, sings
America's most
Cost: Upon request
Client Suitability: All Types
familiar hymns with organ accompaniNew York 22, N. Y.
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Number of Artists Employed: 4
ment by Irma Glen. Each hymn is high
Submitted By: WSLS, Shenandoah Life
Cost: Upon request
lighted by a brief sermonette, a religious
The Fred Waring Show
Building, Roanoke, Virginia
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Fred Waring and his 60 Pennsylvanians poem in keeping with the spirit of the
Submitted By: ICMBC, Pickwick Hotel,
Jimmy Wakely's Western sing and play in the unique format which hymn, and a -thought for the day."
Kansas City 6, Missouri
has been overwhelmingly successful many Special holiday programs are provided.
Song Parade
Your Hymn for the Day—beautifully difyears and for many clients.
Jack Wells And The
A transcribed custom made western
ferent in its presentation, features 65 of
Availability: Live talent
musical treat starring Timmy Wakely and
Midwesterners
our most cherished hymns.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 5 weekly
Jack Wells, pianist and vocalist for- his orchestra, and featuring the SunAvailability: E.
Audience Appeal: Entire family
merly with Anson Weeks and Herbie shine Girls Trio, instrumentalists and vo -

ariniMICePleduCtliel
c4
Lt»-r
LIVE

PROGRAMS,

FEATURING

OUTSTANDING

HOLLYWOOD

NAMES

Theater of the West
Notes to you
Glamour Girl
Luck o' the Irish
Driftwood

... wanta leap all over

Radio's Stork Club
Death's Door
Casebook of Caleb Knight
•

audition

records

available

•

a 14,000 square mile
sales area?
PHILADELPHIA'S

WALTER WHITE, JR. — SHIRLEY THOMAS — PIERRE VIDALIS
1350 N. Highland Avenue, Hollywood 28, California, HO 8229
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Availability:

MUSICAL
Time Units: 5 minutes, 3 or 5 weekly.
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: '.lorning, Afternoon, Eve
run ;

Number of Artists Employed: 2
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted By: lianscription Sales, Inc.
117 West High Street, Springfield
Ohio

Client Suitability: Any Type
Number of Artists Employed: 6 and music
Cost: E. T. -Based on population
Your Boa. At The Opera
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Your Box At The Opera features re.
Submitted By: Frederic W. Ziv Company,
cordings by the greatest voices of all
1529 Madison Road, Cincinnati 6,
time—selected by Robert E. Smith from
Ohio
his personal library of over 10.000 records—one of the very finest collections
ith Reimer Reason
in the world some very rare, and some
Tom Reimer selects the lighter stories
never before heard in this country. Mr. in the news, and ties them to appropriSmith is the commentator . . sets the
ate music. Designed for simple, pleasant
scene of the aria . . gives interesting
listening, and aiming to leave a smile.
notes and anecdotes regarding perfor- A casual program with a homey feeling.
mer. Special feature is the -mystery
Availability: Live talent
record"—WTIC awarding an album of
Time Units: Half hour or quarter hour 5
choice operatic recordings to listener
identifying singer an commenting thereon.
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Availability: Live talent and E. T.
Suggested for: Morning
Time units: 30 minutes, once weekly.
Client Suitabilty: Not restricted
Audience appeal: Entire family
Number of Artists Employed: 1
Suggested for: Sunday Afternoon
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Client Suitability: Any product that can
Submitted By: WFRP, Savannah, Georgia
be done with dignity and mature
appeal
Wings Of Song
Number of Artists Employed: 1
Emile Cote, a tradition in American
Cost: On request
Choral music, directs his sixteen voice
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
choral ensemble, The Serenaders, to new
Submitted By: WTIC, 26 Grove St., Hartachievements in this universally appealford IS, Conn.
¡„ing fifteen minute series.
Wings Of

The Barry Wood Show
Super smooth musical entertainment
with Barry Wood. top singing star, available for local and regional sponsors.
Barry Wood is featured as the singing
host, plus Margaret Whiting, one of
nation's leading female vocalists. The

T.

Whoopee John

4 NEW St1011!
Now Available For Radio

"MUSICAL MYSTERIES"
An open-end series of fast moving, hard
hitting five minute mystery dramas with
delayed solutions. Double barreled appeal
to entire family—in the ever popular desire
to "name that tune, - plus the challenge to
solve amystery.
It is thrilling ...entertaining ...and
alot of fun!
For further information, write, telephone
or wire

GIRARD PRODUCTIONS
NEW YORK, N. Y.

Phone: Butterfield 8-6853

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Hal Wilson Radio Productions, 6000 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood
28, Calif.

Louise Massey And The
fl'esterners
156-15 minute programs.
Musical
with Curt Massey and Louise Massey as
soloists; also instrumental including piano,
celeste, flute, guitar, uke, violin and accordion.
Also combines quintet in soft
ballad standards with good current pop
tunes.

Whoopee John arrangements are devised to amplify the appeal of folk mu- Availability: E. T.
sic. The nove:ty treatment is never over- Time Units: 156-15 minutes, 3or 5weekly
done. Connoisseurs agree that Whoopee's Audience Appeal: Entire family
style is entirely different from that of Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon; Eveany other player of old-time popular
ning
music and one whi
mane pe- Client Suitability: All types
culiarly his own. Whoopee says -We Number of Artists: 5
play what they want to hear the way Cost: Varies
they like to hear it." And by radio, Submitted by: Morton Radio Productions,
record and jukebox testimony, he's right.
Inc., 360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago
He's the "Poor man's Cugat". Sundays
1,
1-1:30.
Availability: Live talent
Magic Of Music
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Something
new in a musical variety
Audience Appeal: Entire family
show with equal accent on music, comedy
Suggested for: Afternoon
C:ient Suitability: Any type for a large and drama. It has style, class and originality. It will make a great institutional
audience
show. For its basic theme is one to inNumber of Artists Employed: 10
terest everyone and all the commercials
Cost: On request
will be tied into that theme smoothly.
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted By: WTCN, Wesley Temple
Bldg., Minneapolis 4, Minnesota

Kathryn Wood Show

Vocalist — classic
and
semi-classic.
Song. In Wings Of Song--the Serenaders Violin soloist and accompanist. Pianist.
have found that the music which Amer- Woven together with notes about musical
ica loves best—in Cole's own sparkling selections and the composers.
arrangements.
Your musical
host is Availability: Live talent
Warren Sweeney (narrator for the New
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly.
York Philharmonic). Production is by Ro- Audience Appeal: Entire family
land Martini, producer of the Pet Milk Suggested for: Evening
Saturday Night Serenade.
Number of Artists Employed: 4

•

50 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA

E.

Time Units: 15 minutes, 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: All types who want
a prestige program
Melody Maids and the silken strings or. i
chestra under the direction of Henry' Number of Artists Employed: 18 and
music
Sylvern. 15 or 30-minute program.
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Availability: E. T.
Submitted By: Transcription Sales, Inc.,
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 or 5 weekly.
117 West High Street, Springfield,
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Ohio
Suggested for: Any time

Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
C'ient Suitability: Any product
Number of Artists: MC, orchestra and participants
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: Art Henley, 88-04 63rd Dr.,
F
Hills, N. Y.

nelodies That Endure

Featuring "Jimmie Nolan, golden voice
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
tenor with Wes Tourtelotte at the organ
Submitted By: WGH, 500 Portlock Build- and narrated by Bob Pursell. Melodies
ing, Norfolk 10, Virginia.
that Endure is a "must" for all stations.
Smooth vocals, melodious organ and
dreamy ncrration. Melodies from the past.
Pick Of The Platters
Melodies that you'll hum and whistle all
A daily review of the tunes Charlotte day long.
is playing and singing. Ten of Charlotte's
Availability: E T.
favorite musical hits, recorded and tranTime Units: 85 available with three per
scribed by the nation's top talent. Here
week, any number of times weekly
are the songs Charlotte's been buying at
their local music stores and playing on Audience Appeal: Entire family
Client Suitability: Any
juke boxes, the tunes most people write
Number of Artists: 3
in and ask to be played. Popular tunes
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
with old favorites are played Mondays
thru Thursdays, on Fridays the ten top Submitted by: Exclusive Radio Features
Co., Ltd., 14 McCaul St., Toronto, Ont.,
tunes of the week as chosen by Charlotte
Canada
are played. These top tunes are determined by calling music stores.
Availability: Live talent
Jack Parker Sings
Time Units: 30 minutes, 5 weekly
Jack Parker has been singing to AmerAudience Appeal: Entire family
ica's radio listeners since 1921, the appeal
Suggested for: Afternoon
of his voice today is the sanie as in the
Client Suitability: Department stores merdays when he was a favorite of pioneer
broadcasting and phonograph records.
Number of Artists: Announcer
His voice has been released from hunAudition Facilities: Transcriptions
dreds of s'crtions before the networks
Submitted by: WAYS, 120 E. Third St.,
were organized, and
since on three
Charlotte 2, N. C.
networks, transcriptions, recordings and
on the screen. Parker introduced the
Melodies That Endure
"confidential type" of singing on radio
Syndicated program featuring Jimmy and copied by hundreds of singers since
Nolan, singing star of Earl Carroll's 1921.
"Vanities" in Hollywood. Fifteen minute Availabi:ity: E. T.
program of memory music by Nolan with Time Units: :5 minutes, I to 5 weekly
Hammond electric organ accompaniment. Audience Appeal: Female
Availability: E. T.
Suggested for: Afternoon, Evening
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 to 5 weekly
Client Suitability: Any type of product
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Number of Artists: 2
Suggested for: Evening
Audition Fac,lities: Transcriptions
Client Suitability: Any type
Submitted by: Blue Ribbon Radio ProNumber of Artists: 3
ductions, Box 2222, Hollywood 28,
Cost: Depends on market
California
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Client Suitability: Any client who wants Water," "The Wolf Who Raised Two Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Human Children," and all sorts of stories Suggested for: Morning
a large listening audience
Commentator-Producer,
Paul
Martin.
Client Suitability: Food distributor, applilong and short of general appeal.
Number of Artists: 1
WQQW Program Director. Once a week.
ances for the home, or any kind of
Availability: Live Talent, E. T.
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Saturday, 4:45 to 5:00 p.m. Chatter about
business
Submitted by: Hamilton-Whitney Produc- Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 or 5 weekly
the trade and interviews with trade perNumber of Artists: 2 with music
tions, 435 S. La 'Cienega, Los Angeles Audience Appeal: Entire Family
sonalities. Show has recently featured
Suggested
for:
Morning,
Afternoon, Cost: Depends on market sold in. Given
36, Calif.
Bill Bailey of the FM Association: Lee
on application
Evening
Hart of NAB, co-author of "Radio for ReAudition Facilities: Transcriptions
Birmingham Swap Shop Client Suitability: General
tailers": Charles Kelley of the local TeleSubmitted by: The Karl Zomar Library,
Local women bring items to swap. Number of Artists: 2
vision outlet. Also discusses station polP. 0. Box 417, Denver 1, Colorado
Swappers chosen by number.
Ladies Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
icy, program changes, announcer's bonchosen have choice of anything they see Submitted by: Jack Rourke Productions,
Funny Paper Party
ers and it is filled with anecdotes —be- in audience. Swap is made on air. Prize
6330 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28,
hind the mike."
Bill Evans, favorite Chicago radio perCalif.
given to each lady who swaps. ..prize
sonality. dramatically reads the favorite
Availability: Live talent
given to best swapper ...and number
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
drawn for grand prize.
Takes a clever The Friendly Philosopher comics of the Chicago Sunday Tribune,
Audience Appeal: Male; female
Karl Zomar, nationally famous as "The with dramatic organ background music.
emcee (which we have).
Idea is copySuggested for: Afternoon; Evening
Friendly Philosopher," again offers his Availability: Live talent
righted by Bob Leach of our staff.
Client Suitability: Higher priced men's Availability: Live talent
program to individual stations in a Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
clothing store or broadcasting school Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
fifteen-minute
presentation
of
homey. ISuggested for: Morning
down-to-earth, philosophy and poetry with IClient Suitability: Client interested in
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Availability: Live talent
juvenile market
organ background. Karl Zomar's voice is I
Submitted by: WQQW, 2627 Connecticut Audience Appeal: Female
known to millions through his former net- Number of Artists: 3
Ave., N. W., Washington 8, D. C.
Suggested for: Morning
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions; Will
work programs.
Client Suitability: Some product the hous,
Authors In Person
pipe live talent
wile uses every day. Jams, soaps, Availability: E. T.
Submitted by: WGN, 441 N. Michigan
In each program (daytime or evening)
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
etc.
Avenue, Chicago 11, Ill.
Audience Appeal: Entire Family
a prominent author reads excerpts of his Number of Artists: 3
own work. The author and the work se- Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
lected are especially chosen for their Submitted by: WTNB, Box 1248, Birmingsuitability to the public relations reham, Alabama
quirements of the sponsor. Show is ar,
ranged in 13-week units. Four or five The Calendar Of Character I
FEATURING
selected authors would be presented in
"The Calendar of Character" is conrotation during each 13-week period.
ducted by Helene Graham, who possesses
Availability: E. T.
the unique ability of analysing people
Time Units: 5 minutes, at sponsor's plea- and their characteristics.
She does this
with only the knowledge of the person's
sure
month of birth. This ability must not be
Audience Appeal: Entire family
confused with popular "horoscopes" or
Suggested for: Afternoon; evening
Client Suitability: Insurance companies astrology. "The Calendar of Character"
invites listener's queries concerning charand institutional advertisers
acter
analysis
(Mail-Pull!),
discusses
Number of Artists: 1
characteristics of people born during the
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Gordon M. Day Advertising month under discussion, and gives helpServic ,,145 East 53rd St., New York ful instructions for every listener.
Availability: Live talent
22, N. Y.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1, 2 or 3 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire Family
This Amazing World
New—Five minutes of stimulating en- St.ggested for: Sunday Afternoon; evening
tertainment with a genuine universal ap- Client Suitability: All types who want a
peal. 260 shows in series. Odd stories.
large audience
...Strange customs ... Little known his- Number of Artists: 1 plus announcer
torical facts. . . . Narrated to captivate Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
NO 1 RADIO PROGRAM AT BREAKFAST-TIME
the imagination of young and old in Submitted by: WFBR, 10 East North Avenue, Baltimore 2, Md.
Charles Garland's dramatically interesting manner. Available three or five times
Dream Street
weekly.
Produced by Teleways Radio
Program features poetic readings with
Productions, Inc. Send for free audition
transcribed or recorded music. The readplatters. A brand new series.
ings are of the romantic type and are by
Availability: E. T.
Will Morrall who has gained a large
Time Units: 5 minutes, 3 or 5 weekly
Suggested
for:
Morning,
Afternoon, audience in this area through this type
of work. Music chosen points up the
Evening
romantic theme and the program at presClient Suitability: Any type
SYNDICATED ...OPEN-END RECORDS AVAILABLE
ent is running 10 minutes nightly-7
Number of Artists: 3
This 5-minute daily radio program has the sales-punch
Cost: Very inexpensive based on station nights a week. "Dream Street" is probably going to longer periods shortly—
rate card
of big-time radio! Presented in transcriptions, espebut sponsor could use any time segment
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
cially designed for the breakfast-time audience.
Submitted by: Telewcrys Radio Produc- desired with ten minutes minimum. An
Your audience will get abang out of the riotous comedy
tions, 8948 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood excellent late in the night program.
Availability:
Live Talent, E. T.
moments from the great and inimitable Tom Howard
46, Calif.
Time Units: 10, 15 or 25 minutes, 7weekly
and George Shelton, stars of their own night-time half
Behind The Scenes
Audience Appeal: Male, Female
hour
show "It Pays To Be Ignorant."
Knox Manning who narrated the Oscar Suggested for: Evening
Special survey in over 100 cities gives "Fun At Breakwilling "Hitler Lives" in 1945 and who Client Suitability: All except juvenile
has 500 movie credits takes you lie- Number of Artists: 1 with transcriptions
fast" rating of 3.8.
and recordings
hind the Scenes," a five minute human
260 programs available--costs 20% of radio station national yearly
interest series.
The story gems behind Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
time rate—average cost 53.00 per day.
the careers or personal lives of the great Submitted by: WCAU, 1622 Chestnut St.,
FOR CERTAIN LOW POWER STATIONS IN SPECIAL MARKET
Phila. 3, Penna.
and near-great. Knute Rockne once boxed
AREAS RATE IS '0.40 PER BROADCAST PER DAY.
with Dwight D. Eisenhower. They were
FOR AUDITION DISC—WIRE
Fact And Fallacy
youngsters then, and the story had never

I Talk With The Listener

FUN AT BREAKFAST

TOM HOWARD &GEORGE SHELTON

been told—until Manning poured it out.
He has a million like that in Behind the
Scenes.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 5 minutes, 5 weekly
Suggested for: Late Afternoon or Evening

RADIO

Strange stories dramatized with sound
effects and music, narrated by Jack
Rourke.
Such thought provoking stories
as "The Man Who Became Queen of
England," "The Girl Who Turned Into a
Hyena.""The Horse that swam Under

FORD BOND RADIO PRODUCTIONS
810 RCA Building West, New York 20, N. Y.

INC.
Phone Circle 7-2236

1X5:
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Globe Trotting With R.J.

Good Morning Man

This is a quarter hour commentary by
the much-traveled B. J. Seabury, covering
in romantic and colorful terms the lure of
many countries.
Availability: Live talent

Monday thru Saturday, 6 AM-9 AM.
Long standing personality show featuring Zenas Sears as Good Morning Man
who uses mixture of pop ballads, old
favorites and light classics.
Plenty of
music—time signals using cuckoo whistle
after each record.
60 seconds news
headline with weather and ball scores.
Cheerful, friendly, honest commercials.
A top buy in 15 minute segments or spots.
Availability: Live Talent
Audience Appeal: Entire Family
Client Suitability: Breakfast foods, coffee,
clothing, anything
Number of Artists: 1
Cost: On application
•
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WATT..., Henry Grady Bldg.,
Atlanta 3, Georgia

Time Units: 15 minutes, 1, 2 or 3 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire Family
Suggested
for:
Morning,
Afternoon,
Evening
Client Suitability: Food, clothes, travel
Number of Artists: 1
Cost: Talent cost $12.50 per show
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WEEK, Commercial National Bank Bldg., Peoria, Ill.

Arthur

Godfrey

America's greatest early-morning salesman excels in creating a cozy -between
you and me" atmosphere with each individual listener.
Though his style knows
no set pattern or conformity to rule, its
result is a sales-effectiveness and audience-responsiveness that is the envy of
many a would-be Godfrey imitator. Sponsors' products are referred to in a casual
conversational way. Godfrey's audience
trusts his recommendations without reservation, and acts upon them.
Availability: Live Talent
Time Units: 105 minutes, 6 weekly (Participating Sponsorship)
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Early Morning
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WCBS, 485 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

Dowdy,

Client Suitability: Real Estate, Department Stores, Hardware, Coffee
Number of Artists: 1
Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KTUC, 900 E. Broadway,
Tucson, Arizona

so ngful
,
4
4
,.

A SHOW OF TOMORROW.
-Visiting

Neighbor!

Gerry O'Brien tells stories, gives advice, talks about neighbors around the
world, reads poetry, expounds in a
friendly vein that wins a lot of listeners
and sells a lot of goods of any type.
Real estate, department stores, coffee and
hardware sponsoring over a five year
period.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire Family
Suggested for: Morning, afternoon

with Peggy Tucker''

For
A PRODUCT OF TOMORROW
Mercalized Wax Cream
Dearborn Supply Co.,

Chicago

IN N. Y.
Monday-Wednesday-Friday

11:45 A. M.

certs, opera, ballet, movies. etc.
Music
High Time
Anita Lou (
-Bunny")
Barrows emcees includes tunes from stage and screen, as
a weekly quarter-hour of chatter, beamed well as pop or crooners.
at the 'teen-agers of high schools in the Availability: Live Talent, E. T.
service area of WSPR. She plays records, Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 weekly
and she talks about school affairs re- Audience Appeal: Male, Female
ported to her by her listeners.
It is a Suggested for: Morning
new angle on the disc show time, strik- Number of Artists: 1
ing a tone of earnestness and seriousness, Submitted by: WLIB, 207 East 30th Street,
New York 16, N. Y.
and magnifying the importance of the
young folks' activities and their slant on
It Really Happened
things.
"Bunny" Barrows was "discovIt Really Happened is a provocative
ered" as a radio personality while acting
historical-narrative program starring Jim
as station receptionist.
Ameche, telling intense, absorbing edu•
Availability: Live Talent
Icational stories based on the least-known
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
facts about the most well-known people.
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Availab i
lity: E. T.
Suggested for: Morning (on a non-school
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
day)
Audience Appeal: Entire Family
Clew Suitability: Any type of product for
Suggested for: Any Time
which the high schooler is a likely
Client Suitability: All products
purchaser or whose merit might be
Number of Artists: Narrator and supportbrought
to the adults'
attention,
ing actor or actors, Organ
' through the 'teen-agers of the family
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Number of Artists: 1
Submitted by: Tele-Radio Creations, Inc.,
Cost: Regular station rate, plus talent fee,
520 North Michigan, Chicago, Ill.
AFRA announcer's fee, and ASCAP
license fee
Jazz At Grand And Lindell
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
"The only jazz show of its kind in St.
Submitted by: WSPR, 63 Chestnut Street, '
Louis. That sums up -Jazz At Grand
Springfield 5, Mass.
and Lindell, - featuring Charles Menees,
popular record reviewer of the St. Louis
Hoosier Trareler
Post-Dispatch, and a musician in his own
Saturday evenings (6:30) listeners join
right.
Music ranges from the distinctive
the -Hoosier Traveler" for a trip in old jazz records up to the modern proIndiana. He points out spots of interest, ,gressive type of jazz.
Guest record colvacation sites, and entertainment tealectors are invited to bring up their choice
tui•es within the state boundaries in these f
disc items for discussion and broadcast.
air-travelogues.
Folklore, history and
Show is novel—entertaining—authoritageography are woven into stories of
tive.
hamlets, towns and cities . . . streams,
Availabiliiy: Live Talent, E. T.
creeks and rivers . . . rolling hills, pro- Time Units: 30 minutes, 3 weekly
ductive fields . .. in short everything of
Audience Appeal: Entire Family
interest to Hoosiers and out-of-state visi- Suggested for: Evening
tors.
Chambers of Commerce and civic
Client Suitability: General
leaciers of Indiana cities enthusiastically
Number of Artists: 1
endorse raconteur and information man,
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
the -Hoosier Traveler," Sydney Mason. Submitted by: WIL, Hotel Melbourne, St.
Availability: Live Talent
Louis 8, Mo.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
KGV .11111tIllne
Audience Appeal: Entire Family
Suggested for: Evening
The show is designed to remind listenClient Suitability: Travel service, trans- er:. what happened in past years, not
portation companies, family product only nationally and internationally but
or service, automotive accounts, gas, criso locally. Humorous items are stressed
oil and auto accessories
and listeners are invited to send can
Number of Artists: 1
tributions.
Music is also selected from
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
yesteryear.
Bill Fox writes and an
Submitted by: WIBC, Indianapolis News flounces the show which is 15 minutes in
Bldg., Indianapolis 6, Ind.
length and is heard Monday thru Friday
at 10:15 AM.
Jane Ellen Hall Presents Availability: Live Talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Miss Ball is a well-known personality
Audience Appeal: Entire Family
around town, having served the public
Suggested for: Morning
here in Civic activities for years.
She
Client Suitability: Appeal mostly to femalso served overseas with the Red Cross
inine audience
as social director for the G.I. hospitals
Number of Artists: 1 and transcribed
in the European Area during the war.
music
Miss Ball conducts interviews as well as
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
giving the very latest news for women
Submitted
by:
KGY,
Radio
Center,
and the whole family.
She has a habit
Olympia, Washington
of -breaking back-page news first. In
other words back-page news "Scoops'
KUP's Column Of The Air
which have not yet been in the newsA fifteen-minute program packed with
papers nor on the air. She has a musical
fast moving and exciting news and gosvoice which appeals especially to women
sip of the day; on the spot interviews
but entire families enjoy her broadcasts.
with celebrities and prominent personalAvailability: Live Talent, E. T.
ities from famous eating places such as
Time Units: 15 minutes, 2 weekly
the Pump Ream, sports events and other
Audience Appeal: Female, Entire Family
public activities.
Program features Iry
Suggested for: Morning
Kupcinet, well-known Chicago Times colClient Suitability: Any type of product
umnist, popular among radio, stage and
which women are interested in
sc:een stars, business men and public
Number of Artists: 1
officials.
Narration and dramatization.
Cost: Open
Brochure upon request.
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Availability: Live Talent
Submitted by: WJAS, 1406 Chamber of
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 or 4 weekly
Commerce Bldg., Pittsburgh 19, Pa.
Audience Appeal: Entire Family
Suggested for: Evening
In Toien Tonight
Client Suitability: All types
Suggested places for Mr. and Mrs. Number of Artists: 2 and guests
Listener to go in the evening, when they Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
dine out and stay in Manhattan. Sug- Submitted by: Green Associates, 360 N.
gestions include . . . the theater, con•
Michigan, Chicago I, Ill,.
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KSFO Farm Bureau
For farmers and ranchers, especially
directed to Northern California. Includes
market reports, information and suggestions to farmers and farmer's wives.
Active participation in rural activity in
area by on-the-spot broadcasts. Includes
activity and participation of 4-H and
future farm groups.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire Family
Client Suitability: Any product appealing
to rural audience
Suggested for: Mid-day
Number of Artists: 1
Cost: Optional
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KSFO, Mark Hopkins Hotel,
San Francisco 6, Calif.

keeping with mood of show.
Availability: Live Talent, E. T.
Time Units: 5 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire Family
Suggested
for:
Morning,
Afternoon,
Evening
Client Suitability: National furriers, farm
equipment manufacturers, appliancemakers, etc.
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Number of Artists: 1
Submitted by: KGVO, 132 W. Front St.,
Missoula, Montana

Mr. and Mrs. Hollytrood
Starring

Virg:nia

Mayo

and

Michael

O'Shea who are engaged to be married
and wi:1 probably be married by the
time this goes to press, do a chatty Mr.
and Mrs. program from Hollywood, talking about their friends, the other movie
The Kingdons
stars, styles, fashions from a man's point
Dr. Frank Kingdon, the commentator.
of view, anecdotes about Hollywood and
and his actress wife, Marcella Markham
other places, things that happen to them
';af "The Iceman Cometh"), sit around a
on the sets of their latest pictures, and
table, discuss the newspaper and engage
general human interest material of varied
in chit-chat. It is a program that is light
appeal.
and bubbles with personality.
Avai:ability: Live Talent, E. T.
Availability: Live Talent
Time Unit: 15 or 30 minutes, 1 to 5 weekly
Tane Units: 30 minutes, 5 weekly
depending on time broadcast
Audience Appeal: Male, Female
Audience Appeal: Entire Family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Suggested
for:
Morning,
Afternoon,
Number of Artists: 2
Evening
Submitted by: WLIB, 207 East 30th Street,
Client Suitability: Particularly suited for
New York 16, N. Y.
any client who wants to emphasize
Librarian Speaks
the glamour background of Hollywood.
A program devoted to the world of
books presented by the head of one of the Number of Artists: 5
:ocal libraries. The latest books or those Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
unusual from some standpoint are part of Submitted by: Jack Rourke Productions,
6331
Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood
the program. Literary figures when avail28, Calif.
able guest on the program.
Of interest
to those who love books or want to know
Maxie Of All Nations
more about them.
Presented in an inMusic recorded in Europe featuring
teresting and charming manner, not a
native tunes of each country beamed to
dull program or one designed to cater
individual segment of Canton's cosmoto a minority audience.
politan population.
Availability: Live Talent; E. T.
Availability: Live Talent, E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
Time Units: 30 minutes, Sunday
Audience Appeal: Entire Family
Audience Appeal: Entire Family
Suggested for: Afternoon, Evening
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Book stores and pubClient Suitability: All except beer and
hb..

,

MISCELLANEOUS
terviews with leading airmen, aviation
weather reports, etc., on Sundays at 9:00
b.m. by one of KDKA's top newsmen,
who is also an aviation authority. Paul
Long is a member of the Flying Evaluation Board, Air Reserve Association, Air
Forces Association and the Examining
Board for applications for reserve commissions, etc.
An outstanding program
with a leading personality.
Availability: Live Talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire Family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitabi:ity: Especially suited to
anything pertaining to aviation
Number of Artists: I
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KDKA, Grant Bldg:, Pittsburgh 19, Pa.
Safe

Driving

children and these programs become
part of participating schools curriculum.
Subjects: Health, Safety, News Forums.
History, Music Appreciation, and special
subjects.
Children were taken through
radio
station.
newspaper
plant,
and
places of local civic and industrial interest following their broadcast performance. Station works in close cooperation
with teachers and superintendents of the
counties represented.
Availability: Live Talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Any sponsor, such as
bakery or Dairy, who wish to reach
children.
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WCLO, Gazette
Bldg.,
Janesville, Wisconsin

Itrard

Second Cup

With co-operation of local Police Department, award is presented weekly to
driver who has best observed the traffic
laws.
Driver is interviewed about his
driving experience and presented with
an award on behalf of the Police Department. Award is either a small windshie:d
sticker or metal identification ticket for
bill fold.
Availabi,ity: Live Talent
Time Unite: 5 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire Family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any type
Number cf Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KFBB, 605 First National
Bank Bldg., Great Falls, Mont,

Second Cup is a conversation piece
... fifteen minutes of casual comment by
an announcer and the woman's director.
Hank and Gay. relaxing over their second cup of coffee, banter back and forth
on a number of things.
Headlines the
only standard feature.
Other than that.
anything they find interesting or entertaining included.
Touch is light . .
pace is rapid.
Show aims to give new
twist to breakfast programs ...two professional people making mid-morning
break instead of married couple in homey
atmosphere.
Availability: Live Talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire Family
Client Suitability: Perfect for coffee, but
suitable for any household item
Sehooltime
Number of Artists: 2
With approximately 400 rural schools Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
in five counties participating. WCLO pre- Submitted by: WrRY, 92 Fourth St., Troy,
New York
sents daily programs broadcast by school

IS

Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WHYN, 180 High
Holyoke, Mass.

Street,

IMentelry lio0111

Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WHBC, 550 Market Ave
nue
Canton 2, Ohio

Obsession

Program, thirty minutes.
10:30-11:00
What are the fears that darken the
P. M., organ music background for intirational mind, and motivate wrong? What
mate poetry and prose featuring voice
of man supposedly speaking his thoughtstheare the terrors that commandeer
thoughts of the paranoiac or schizoto the girl who has deserted "Memory
Room." First words heard are:
pbrene?
All are found in Obsession ,
It v, as subtle—clever of you my dear
dramatic new series of half-hour mystery
programs produced by C. P. MacGregor
To leave the scent of your perfume.. .
In Hollywood.
Obsession tells gripping,
The echo of your love that Ican hear.
dramatic stories of dark emotions. It unAs alone, I come to dream in Memory
masks the fears that lie behind them,
Room.
bringing retribution to the wrong, and
All poetry and prose original.
Availabi:ity: Live Talent, E. T.
yet introducing a drama and suspense
Time Units: 5 30-minute programs weeklyweek,
unique to radio mystery.
Each
Audience Appeal: Adult
Obsession presents a prominent star of
Suggested for: Late Evening
motion pictures, narrator, music, and a
distinguished supporting cast of Ho:lyClient Suitability: Florist, jeweler, cosmetics
wood Radio players.
Availability: E. T.
Number of Artists: I (if music is transTime Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
scribed)
Audience Appeal: Male, Female
Cost: Talent—$35 per program, plus staSuggested for: Evening
tion Class "13 - time
Client Suitability: All types who want a
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
large audience
Submitted by: KSDJ, 1405 5th Ave., San
Number of Artists: 4 to 10 and music
Diego 1, Calif.
Cost: Based upon the size of the station
and the market
The Montana Story
Colorful 5-minute "chapters" from The Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Montana Story—America's 41st Common- Submitted by: C. P. MacGregor Company,
729 South Western Avenue, Hollywealth—little-known facts about its early
wood 5, Calif.
development and the people who made
her famous. An actual historical presentation but
woven with such colorful
phases, heart-warming incidents, humaninterest stories as to attain the "painless

A program especially designed for the
vast audience of aviation enthusiasts in

history" ccrtegory.

the Tri State
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TAKE THE GUESS OUT OF BUYING
WITH WOV'S çadie

ateelfeed

No palaver— just honest, down-to-earth facts—known— proven—
tested facts, form the basis of WOV'S AUDITED AUDIENCES. The

*WAKE UP NEW YORK with Peggy Lloyd

complete story of WOV listeners—where they live—where they shop

*1280 CLUB with Fred Robbins

—what they buy—how much they spend—what they like and don't

*BAND PARADE with Bill Gordon

like—inside dope to help you select the program best suited to your
specific sales requirements.

*PRAIRIE STARS with Rosalie Allen
* ITALIAN MARKET OF 2,100,000 Italianspeaking Americans. (More than the combined population of Baltimore and Washington.)

Here at WOV, the alert advertiser keys his messages to known individuals, not to an unknown mass audience.
We want you to have the knowledge of 5 AUDITED AUDIENCES,
each adifferent group of purchasers; each the result of apenetrating, accurate survey. Get the facts on these 5 AUDITED AUDIENCES today, and... "TAKE THE GUESS OUT OF BUYING?
Ralph N. Weil, General ManaFer • John E. Pearson Co.. National Representative
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as avital contriburion

By Ralph IV. Weil
General Manager, Station WOV

F

OREIGN language radio is as essential a part of the overall
broadcasting picture as folks of foreign birth or foreign extraction are of our American scene. Not many years ago an
incorrect belief was rather prevalent as concerned the language
radio field. Advertisers as well as English-speaking listeners
glanced with a shrug-of-the-shoulder look at a phase of radio they
could accept or understand at best only as non-vital to a growing
industry. Foreign language radio was the poor relative. Today
the picture is different. Language radio, neither
retiring nor aggressive, contributes vitality to the
business of airwaves.
•
It is interesting to take a look at the whys and
wherefores of such progress. Because Iam concerned chiefly with Italian language broadcasting
here at WOV, my conclusions will be drawn primarily from my experience in this division. But the
entire language field falls into the same category,
embraces the same function and desires the same
results. We do not, initially, try to sell time. Naturally it is our reason for being in business, but—
as every salesman knows—he has a tough time
selling anything without a guarantee of performance or serevice or value to back it up. He sells
on the merit of his offering. And it is on the merits
of foreign language radio that Iwish to speak.
Through constant alertness to the needs, character and trends
of our listening audience, we are able to shape our programs constructively. What do you think we try to do?—see the Italian listener as a segment apart from and unlike the average American?
Such an approach would be not only useless, but actually destructive to the democratic ideals of this country. No, even as the
jingle-inspired "Gaston", the foreign language listener is ". ..nuts
about the good old U.S.A." As long as the United States has been
in existence it has been to the "foreigner" a symbol of good living, freedom and justice. Through good broadcasting foreign language radio in America can, and does, bring about a greater appreciation and understanding of the enjoyment of these cherished
elements. First and second generation immigrants need the assistance of language radio as an interpreter not only of tongue but
of American principles. That is the "why" of our field.
•
In programming for the Italian listener at WOV, we never consider our audience a group apart from the rest of America's millions. They are a part of the population and they are Americans.
We endeavor, however, to key our programs to the inherent characteristics of our listeners. The entire field in foreign language
radio is doing the same. It is through such an intelligent approach
that language radio has gained its present position of prestige and
importance. We aim to blend; not to divide and segregate. In living habits, understanding and thinking, people who speak foreign
languages want to be as everyone else in the country. It is simple. This group chose America. Constantly, the foreign language
broadcaster holds this idea in mind.
His function is positive
—and quite necessary. Without radio in a familiar tongue, the
association with American customs surely would come more slowly and the differences be more acute. These citizens, or future
citizens, who are hampered only through a difference in tongue
listen more sincerely to their radios than do their English-speaking
co-citizens. (This is statistically correct as per a survey recently
made for WOV on foreign language listening habits.) A foreign
RADIO

language broadcast translated into English, verbatim, could
scarcely be distinguished from a regular program in English. We
incorporate the same ideals, the same basic themes, identical
principles of democracy and endeavors in public service. Programs present the customary daytime serials, news, stories, drama.
comedy, music and talks.
•
Merchandisers today, in greater numbers than
ever before, are turning to foreign language radio
as a sales medium. Language broadcasters can
be proud of the job they have done, and are con
stantly improving, in earning recognition for their
efforts. Advertisers realize that the American who
has not yet learned to speak English, or the American who has in his blood a fondness for the sound
of a familiar foreign language, is not a stepchild.
He is an avid radio listener, and a big part of the
radio market. What, for instance do, we expect
to find on the pantry shelf in an Italian-American
home?
Undoubtedly some spaghetti, yes ...but also
corn flakes, canned goods, crackers and the whole
lineup of products you'd find on the shelf of Mrs.
Smith, English speaking citizen. (I might add that
Mrs. Smith's shelf will undoubtedly boast a box or two of spaghetti!) The only difference in the foreign language market and
the English market is that the foreign language market is still learning. This fact raises the sales potential—for as fast as the language radio listener learns and understands, the faster he becomes a purchaser. Advertisers today, now that shortages are
not prevalent and competition waxes keen, are becoming fussier
about the advertising budget and its distribution. They're casting
their careful eyes across the entire radio field, and as they learn
the foreign language radio story, more and more are earmarking
part of every advertising dollar for language radio time. It makes
sense.
•
No one realizes better than the language broadcaster himself
that this is a specialized field. Before this phase of radio had attained its majority and rightful place in the sun, all language stations were expected to exhibit a rather apolegtic attitude to justify their existence. Radio was valued pretty much by the number of listeners it could prove or promise. Logically, foreign language radio never has and never will deliver the ears dedicated
to a Crosby on a nation-wide hookup. But, only in the past few
years has it been able to prove that a specific audience, loyal day
in and day out to the programming designed and presented almost as a personal thing, is dynamic sales material.
•
Working under a handicap often strengthens the character of a
worker. This is, Ithink, applicable to foreign language radio. All
radio is still somewhat experimental, because of its youth. Any
new industry spends a good length of time in the field of trial and
error. That radio is still in that field is evident today all over the
radio map. It is my observation, however, that foreign language
radio, as part of the overall industry, has had to fight harder and
has, as a consequence, made more constructive progress toward
the aim of all radio—service and quality combined with sales
performance. Foreign language radio has worked intensely to
perfect the specific and important sector of the industry it embraces. It has come a great distance and is today proudly established and recognized as a valuable and specialized market.
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The Adventures Of
Ezekiel Skulki
The first Yiddish detective story in
radio history. The detective, a famous
professor of mathematics solves crimes
by erudite deduction. Many solutions are
based on Jewish life and customs. Each
exciting episode is complete in itself.
Program is sure to be high-rated with
all age groups because of its originality
and
gripping
adventures.
Professor
Ezekial Skulki will quickly become as
famous as some of his top-ranking detective colleagues on the English airwaves.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon; Evening
Client Suitability: Any

.nerry-Go-Houtid)

Number of Artists: Five to eight
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WEVD, 117 West
Street, New York 19, N. Y.

many, her efforts to come to America Availability: Live talent
and her struggle for security, happiness Time Units: 60 minutes, 6 weekly
and freedom inside the Golden Door. Audience Appeal: Entire family
The title is from the last line of the Suggested for: Afternoon
famous poem inscribed on the Statue of Client Suitability: Food, drug products,
Liberty. It reads:
lift my lamp beside
cigarettes
the Golden Door."
,Number of Artists: 1
Availability: Live talent
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
'Submitted by: WHOM, 29 West 57th
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Street, New York 19, N. Y.
Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon
Latin-American
News
Client Suitability: Any
Cuban born staff Spanish specialist,
Number of Artists: Three to four daily
Blanca Estrella, delivers in the Spanish
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WEVD, 117 West 46th language a resume of world news for
the benefit of listeners in Cuba and the
Street, New York 19, N. Y.
Mediterranean Islands, as well as Spanish speaking persons in the lower FlorLa Giostra Musicale
ida Peninsula.
(Musical
Availability: Live talent

46th

The Golden Door
A gripping new Yiddish daily radio
drama by master playwright Louis Frie.
man. The story of a Jewish girl in a displaced persons camp in occupied Ger-

' This is an Italian-language version of
the disc jockey program. It is conducted
in a light and listenable manner by
Michael Bongiorno whose Italian presentation is similar in style to the presentations of his English counterparts. Much
of the music is imported from Italy. American popular tunes done with Italian
lyrics are one of the program features.

Time Units: Ten minutes, five weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Any product seeking
the specialized audience of Spanish
speaking people
Number of Artists: One
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WIOD, 600 Biscayne Blvd.,
Miami 30, Fla.

Let's Learn Spanish
(Canadian distribution)
Let's Learn Spanish was compiled by
the editors of Time & Life Magazine and
was designed originally to promote good
will between the two countries. Conversationally put together, is ideal for summer sponsorship. Word lists tying in with
the broadcasts, make it a natural for
bookstores. Easy to understand and one
of the easiest ways to learn Spanish.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 39 Quarter hours, three pe:
week
Audeince Appeal: Male; Female
Suggested for: Afternoon; Evening
Client Suitability: Any
Number of Artists: Announcer; two actors
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Exclusive Radio Features
Company Ltd.,
14 McCaul Street,
Toronto, Ont., Canada

Spanish Class
Five minutes of English-Spanish lessons
with Peggy Montegut being taught Spanish by Senor Bermudes. This program
catches the current interest in Spanish
and everyone's desire to
know the
language.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 5 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon
Client Suitability: Those who could cash
in on the Latin-Am. interest
Number of Artists: 2
Auditior

Facilities: Transcripions

Submitted by: WDSU, Monteleone Hotel,
New Orleans, La.

Sunday Serenade

PROGRAMS OF DISTINGUISHED FEATURES

A 30-minute Sunday Italian-language
presentation featuring the WHOM Orchestra, songs by Rosalia Maresca, winner of Radio Executives Club of New
York talent contest, and one featured
guest stor.
Availability: Live talent
Time Uni s: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon; Evening
Client Suitability: Food, wine, drug products
Number of Artists:
chesba
Audition Facilities:

RESPONSIVE AUDIENCES
MARKETS WITHIN

Send for WHO'S WHO Among Advertisers on WEVD

2 vocalists

and

or-

Transcriptions

Submitted by: WHOM: 29 West 57th St.,
New York 19, N. Y.

TWO Edwards
An early morning Polish language feature aired seven times weekly
7:00
A.M. to 8:00 A.M. conducted by two
young
Pclish-American
war
veterans.
Program features early morning Polish
language comic dialogue and recorded
Polish musical favorites.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 1, 5 and 15 minutes, 7 weekly

Henry Greenfield,

Audience Appeal: Entire family

Managing Director

Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Food, furniture, clothing,
jewelry
Number of Artists: 2
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WHOM, 29 West 57th St.,
New York 19, N. Y.
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Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Sports minded clients
A -Mr. and Mrs." program on sports.
Number of Artists: 2 announcers
The most novel
15-minute dramatized
Cost: 1 time rate
sports show in America. This show must
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
be handled by two commentators, one
Submitted by: KROW, 464 19th St., Oakmale and one female. The news, romance.'
land 12, Calif.
drama, humor and the strangest stories
in the history of the passing parade of
Chuck Crosby Sports
sports revealed thru the -eye-and-voice"
Scrapbook
of a man and a woman.
For national,
Chuck Crosby, WCOP's staff sportsregional or local presentation.
caster, in a fast-moving 10-minute roundAvailability: Live talent
up of late sports dope and information.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
Periodic interviews with guest sports
Audience Appeal: Entire family

A Sports Gentleman
And A Lady

Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Sponsor serving his
product to men and women
Number of Artists: 2 with incidental music, organ or records
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions, Will
pipe live talent
Submitted by: Mac Davis, 1 Montgomery
Place, Brooklyn 15, N. Y.

celebrities.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 10 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Male
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Men's products
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WCOP, 485 Boylston St.,
Boston, Mass.

Athlete Of The Week
Short news segment on all sports,
scores, etc.
Sports Editor interviews in
studio athlete selected by listener nominations for some outstanding action during previous week.
Any sport qualifies.
baseball, golf, tennis, bowling, etc. Athlete gives background, personal slant,
etc. He then is given scroll testifying as
to his being "Athlete of the Week for
particular dates - ... Program ended with
the Sports Chuckle of the Week.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Male, Female
Suggested for: Afternoon, Evening
Client Suitability: General or Men's prodNumber of Artists: I
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KWPC, P.O. Box 860, Muscatine, Iowa

Auto Racing

‘etes

A presentation of the very latest news
in auto racing sport in America, and
particularly the East Coast with guest interviews of the nation's foremost auto
race drivers. This program, conducted by
Ted Webbe. formerly an auto race driver
himself, is the only show of its kind in
the East and has a terrific following as
evidenced by its mail response.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 10 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Male
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Any product designed
for male usage
Number of Artists: I
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: WPAT, 7 Church St., Patprscri 1, N. J.

Baseball Bandstand
This show is built to take advantage
of premium adjacencies to larger Hooper
baseball.
Basic design is a warm-up
for the sport show to follow. This show
precedes by one half hour all baseball
games played out-of-town. Show is only
sold participating in order to vary the
types of accounts that want baseball
tie-in.
It consists of big league scores,
coast league standings and scores of 'the
previous day's games, local gossip from
both big leagues
and Pacific Coast
leagues and transcribed martial music
to emulate actual bandstand.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: Participating

RADIO

Cross Views Of The
Sports Nears
A produced sports show with appropriate sound effect introducing each bracket
of news (baseball, boxing, racing. etc.).
Inclusion of general-appeal features such
as
-sports
laugh, "quiz
question,"
closing human interest story over music.
Written in concise, straight-forward everyday language without the usual sports
parlance and cliches, rapid-fire, fastmoving but
with complete coverage.
Combines reporting and showmanship.
Copyrighted.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: t
l) minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client
Suitability:
Clothing
Beverage,
Food, Automotive
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WPLH, 1105 4th Ave.,
Huntington, W. Va.

1948

Time Units: 15 minutes, (before each local '
game)
Audience Appeal: Male, Female
Client Suitability: Beer distributors, Department stores, Jewelers
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KPDR, 1710 Jackson St.,
Alexandria,

Louisiana

Famous Sport Thrills
With a well known sports editor as
head of the show. -Famous Sport Thrills",
emphasizes the humor, the screwball
characters and the suspense in the field,
of sports. . . Partially based on fact.
dramatizations are fictional spotlighting
Damon Runyonesque characteres. ..Not
only listenable to the sportsminded, but
anyone who likes a humorous story.
Availability: Live talent, E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile, Male
Client Suitability: Masculine and young
boys products
Number of Artists: 5-8
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent.
Submitted by: Alan Sands, 1201 S. Windsor Blvd., Los Angeles 6, Calif.

Bob Feller

Program

Inside stories of baseball told by Bob
Feller in his own style and drawn from
his own experiences. Feature of the program is local cutaway for insertion of
current baseball news with scores, etc. by
local announcer. Available during baseball season only — 26 weeks.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client
Suitability:
Automobile,
men's
stores, brewery
Number of Artists: 2 (Feller & Anncr.)
Cost: Variable
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Radio Productions Inc., 317
Citizens Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio

Final
-Final

Sports

Edition

Heartbeats In Sport
Headlines

The only 5-minute syndicated script
show of its kind in America.
Strange.
amazing stories covering all sports, timely yarns of human interest dramas from
behind the headlines, and never-beforetold stories of famous personalities in the
news.
New stories written from weekto-week by the man who has created and
written the most unusual sports programs
in the country.
This feature now in its
8th consecutive year, serving local stations, sports commentators and sponsors
from coast to coast.
An incomparable
all year show.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 5 minutes, 1 to 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: All types who want a
large audience
Number of Artists: 1 (the story teller)
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Mac Davis, 1 Montgomery
Place, Brooklyn 15, N. Y.

Here Comes Harmon
Tons Harmon,
famous
AR-American
Football Star, returns to the air as the
nations foremost sports commentator in a
program which last season met with tremendous success on 46 stations.
To-n
amazed everyone with his uncanny accuracy in sports forecasts. Teamed with
him are Will Gould well known for his
sports columns and cartoons and Vic
Knight. one of radio's most talented producer-directors.
Outstanding sports figures will appear as guests on each program.
Availability E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile, Male, Entire
family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Men's clothing stores
rd other men's products
Number of Artists: 2
Cost: Percentage of station time
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Universal Radio Productions Of Hollywood, Inc., 6757 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

Sports Edition - is a sparkling
running commentary on the day's hapDiamond Dust
penings in the world of sports, narrated
A baseball feature of 5-minute stories by WMAQ-NBC sports announcer, Don
for single-voice.
New baseball yarns E:der.
Familiar to millions throughout
exclusively written each week, during the Midwest. Elder also spins two or
Hoof-beats
the season—timely. exciting. human-in- three star-studded specials of "stories
terest stories of ballplayers past and behind the stories - and interviews such
A five-minute, fast moving program
present—legends,
behind
the
scene sports celebrities as Ted Lyons, Georgo packed
with drama, heartbreak and
dramas, and strange, fascinating stories Halas, Willie Hoppe and Honus Wagner. humor.
Stories of horses
and their
of
the
diamond—tales
at
screwball Availability: Live talent
jockeys in the sporting world of running
rookies and faded oldtimers.
This fea- Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
races.
Opening and closing with sound
ture available each week from April to Audience Appeal: Male
effects; Bugle and fast-stepping fillies.
October only.
Suggested for: Evening
Availability: Live talent, E. T.
Client Suitability: All clients desiring t, Time Units: 5 minutes, 5 weekly
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 5 minutes, 1 to 5 weekly
reach a male audience
Audience Appeal: Male, Female
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Number of Artists: 1
Suggested for: Evening
Suggested for: Afternoon, Evening
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent 'Client Suitability: Masculine
Client Suitability: Sponsors serving their Submitted
by:
WMAO,
Merchandise Number of Artists: 1 Sportscaster
product to a male and female audiMart, Chicago 54, Ill.
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
ence
Submitted by: WFIN, Findlay, Ohio
Great
MOntelli1
In
Sport
Number of Artists: 1 (the story teller)
A five-minute sport show which goes
Cost: Front $1.50 up per script
Horse Tales
back along the memory trail of sports,
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
5-minute single-voice dramatic stories
Submitted by: Mac Davis, 1 Montgomery picking out the dramatic moments in
baseball,
golf,
football,
svrmming. from romantic land of the turf—forgotten
Place, Brooklyn 15, N. Y.
etc.
Highly-dramatic moments in the legends and strange tales of race horses
and jockeys and incredible yarns of the
lives of dramatic sports personalities.
Dugout l)oins
men, moments and horses that created
Remote from
dugouts of contesting Time Units: 5 minutes, 6 weekly
turf history.
A feature as thrilling as a
baseball teams lust prior to start of Audience Appeal: Entire family
'Man 0 War thundering down the home
game. Popular local team and opponent Suggested for: Evening
Available also in packages of
in pre-game interviews with Client Suitability: Sporting Goods stores, stretch.
13, 26 or 39 stories.
Breweries, Men's Clothing, etc.
prominent local sportscaster. Shouts, the
Availability: Live talent
crack of bats and thump of balls Into Number of Artists: 1 announcer
mitts as well as other ordinary baseball Submitted by: The United Press Associa- ,Time Units: 5 minutes, 1 to 3 weekly
ticn, 220 E. 42nd St,, New York, 17, Audience Appeal: Male
field sounds make excellent background .
Suggested for: Evening
N, Y.
Availability: Live talent

featured
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Client Suitability: Sporisc,:s serving their
products to men
Number of Artists: 1 (the story teller)
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions

Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any product
buyers
Number of Artists: 1

for male

Submitted by: Mac Davis, 1 Montgomery
Place, Brooklyn 15, N. Y.

Cost: Card rate plus talent for announcer
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WORZ, Orlando, Florida

The "lion-To'' Of Sports

Intercollegiate Football
Games

Show stars Bob Edge, famous outdoorsman.
Hunting, fishing, and outdoor life
stressed.
Show is seasonal and Bob
Edge has prepared give-away booklets
incorporating invaluable hints to sports-

Most major games in the East will be
broadcast this year.
Practically 100 per
cent listenership is assured in the college
which is playing away.
In addition to
play-by-play
reporting
and
quarterly

men given on the program. Show can be
easily personalized and localized by local, summing-up reports, the scores of other
stations.
simultaneous games in the same league
Availability: E. T.
will be transmitted from time to time
Time Units: 5 minutes, 5 or 6 weekly
during the game.
Several simultaneous
Audience Appeal: Male
games available each week on the camSuggested for: Evening
pus stations of the colleges playing.

Client Suitability: Almost any client whose
product can be used outdoors
Number of Artists: 1

Availability: Live talent
Time Units: Various

Cost: Based on size of station and mark:
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions

Suggested for: Afternoon
Number of Artists: 2 announcers
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions

Submitted
by:
Television-Radio
Enterprises, Inc., 104 East 40th St., New
York 16, New York

In

Audience Appeal: Male College studeit'.

Submitted by: Intercollegiate Broadcae.ing
System, 507 Fifth Ave., New Yer'
17, N. Y.

The Sportlite

Walt Kennedy

The ten minutes are equally divided
between a swift coverage of national

Walt
thority,

sports news, and
sports activities.

Director of Notre Dame University. After
the Saturday and Sunday games he gives
his views of football and other sports in
season,
and predictions of
things
to

visiting

sports

a full picture of local
Periodically local or

personalities

viewed on the program.
not only reports what's

are

inter-

Bob Marshall
"In the Sport.

lite" —but also gathers most of the local
sports news which is used on the show.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 10 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Male

Kennedy, outstanding sports auwas for four years Publicity

corne in the sports world.
Availability: Live talent, E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Male
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability:

Men's—Beer, etc.

BUY SHOWS THAT SELL

Number of Artists:

1

Audition Facilities:

Franscriptions

Numbere dof by: tiswtsisT
Submitted
1
Stamford, Conn.

,

270

that appeals

Atlantic

Let's Howl 'Ent (lier
Program produced from local bowling
alley. Bowlers chosen by number. Prizes
given for strikes and spares. Small award
made to each bowler.
Highest bowler
held over until later date when you run
a big contest for all the high bowlers.
(Program here was sponsored by Seven.
Up ... called Seven Pins Down or Seven.
Up.
Seven dollars given to those who
left seven pins standing or to those who
knocked seven pins down.
Carton of
Seven-Up given to each contestant.
Perfect show for that product . . . or any

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WTNB, Box 1248 Birmingham, Ala.

Singing Weathermen

See Miscellaneous Section

Time in Rhyme

See Miscellaneous Section

Musical Thermometer
Sports Album
Home Service

317

Citizens

Bldg

Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 10 minutes, 3 or 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Client Suitability: All types
Number of Artists: 2
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions

L. A. GIFFORD,

Pres.-Mgr.

4050

One For The Rook
Five-minute

sports

stories

written

and

Suggested for: Anytime
Number of Artists: 1
Cost: ET- -Based on Population
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Frederic W. Ziv Company,
1529
Ohic

.

Submitted by: Yankee Network, 21 Brookline Ave., Boston 15, Mass.

Cost: On request NBC Spot Sales Office
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WTAM, NBC Bldg., Cleveland 14, Ohio

Cherry

moments and memories of days gone by
—sagas and intimate tales that make up
the history-books of sports.
Sp yrts-storytelling at its best.

Time Units: 5 minutes, 3, 5, or 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Male

Client Suitability: Tobacco, Chewing Gum,
Candy, Beer, Clothing
Number of Artists:
1

RADIO PRODUCTIONS, INC., Cleveland, O.

I Sports Time

A dramatic single-voice dramatic feature of nostalgic sports tales of yesteryear—legends, heroes and unforgettable

about on "Let's Go to the Games," most
talked about and listened to Yankee sports
feature.

Time Units: :) minutes, 5 weekly

See Feminine Angle Section

Once Upon

Hotel,

grouped as a 15-minute program.
Availahility: E. T.

Audience Appea:: Male, Entire family
Suggested for: Early Evening

See Sports Section

Submitted by: KMBC, Pickwick
Kansas City 6, Missouri

tickets to top sports events.
Listeners
earn chance to - get to games" they hear

coveted Sporting News Golden Trophy.
Tom has covered the All Star baseball
game, the Ohio State Football games and
the Cleveland Barons' Hockey Games.
Has a loyal following all through Ohio.
Availability: Live talent

See Miscellaneous Section

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions

delivered by Sam Bolter in the famous
Batter network style—little known stories
Let's Go To The Gantes
about big shots in the world of sports.
"Let's Go to the Games" is a live-wire Each exciting episode is dynamic in
sports show with a unique contest idea script and expert in presentation.
A
blended into a hardhitting double-header unique program with proved rating and
by sports experts Les Smith and Verne remarkable record of sales success, 192
Williams on alternate nights, 6 nights a programs recorded . . . can be used as
week, to attract listeners and intensify 15-minute program or a feature part of a
sponsor
identification.
Winners
get 'variety program . ..or 3 stories can be

Cleveland sports fans thrill to the exciting voice of Tom (Red) Manning, Cleveland's first
and only
winner
of
the

See Sports Section

Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: All types
Number of Artists: 1
Cost: Upon request

other product of interest to seports people Availability: Live talent
,T.me Units: 5 minutes, 1 to 5 weekly
or ust everyday folks.
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Availability: Live talent
Suggested for: Evening
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Client Suitability: All types who want a
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Icrrge audience
Suggested for: Afternoon, Evening
Client Suitabi:ity: Any client who wants Number of Artists: 1 (the story teller)
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
to put over his product in a big way
Submitted by: Mac Davis, 1 Montgomery
Number of Artists: 3 (two announcers and
Place, Brooklyn 15, N. Y.
produotion man)

lotit !fanning

Bob Feller

to the entire family.

Availability: Live talent
Time Unit: 10 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family

Memory Lane 01 Sports

Madison

Road,

Cincinnati

6,

One I'll Serer Forget
Jack Stevens, formerly sponsored by
Phillies Bcryuk Cigars over a 74-station
Inetwork in - The Inside of Sports, - is
,starred in this new transcribed series of
5-minute shows, 156 episodes now ready.
Stevens tells unusual and little-known
stories about sports headliners, each show
sparkling with humor and drama. Stories
were told to Stevens personally by sports
headliners in every field of sports. Sponsored successfully by men's clothing companies, beer and ale, men's furnishings,
jewelers, gasoline and tire distributors
and others. Available for local or regional
sponsorship, or for national spotting in
available markets. One sponsor in a city.
Jack
Stevens
recently
won
Peabody
Award for his program.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 5 minutes, 3 or 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Male
Suggested for: Afternoon; Evening
Client Suitability: Any product appealing
to men
Number of Artists: 1
Cost: Based on station, market

Here's an ideal combination of sports Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
and story telling all wrapped up into a Submitted by: Kasper-Gordon, Incorposure-fire radio program.
Sam Molen, the
rated, 140 Boylston Street, Boston 16,
Mass,
middlewest's
top
sports
commentatar,
noted author, and KMBC's director of
sports presents fascinating, untold sports

Recaps

Ind Rhythms

stories of the past in ten minutes of down-,
Title is indicative of program content.
right good listening. Sports, steeped with It is based on baseball theme for postsagas and anecdotes, presented by that game listening.
This program follows
favorite story teller of young and old every broadcast of Pacific Coast League
alike make "Memory Lane" a program basebal'. Tie-in to sports picture is used
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on the recap portion of the program which
gives complete recapitulation of outstanding innings or plays, total base hits,
pitching and batting averages and is
sprinkled intermittently with coast league
gossip.
The rhythm portion of the program consists of latest pop tunes on
record which are used as breathers between announcements on sports data.
Availability: Live Talent, E. T.
Time Units: 45 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Sports minded clients
Number of Artists: 2 announcers
Audition Facilities; Transcriptions
Submitted by: KROW, 464 19th Street,
Oakland 12, Calif.

Jim Reid Ott Sports

Salty Says
"Salty" Mallents (Frank) one of South
Florida's best known Salt Water Fishing
and outdoors experts. reviews the events
in those fields, reporting on catches in the
area, giving hints on how to catch the big
ones and keeping abreast of all problems
involving Conservation of natural resources in the State.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 10 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Male
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Men's sporting apparel
—Fishing Tackle—Marine Supplies
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WIOD, 600 Biscayne Blvd.,
Miami 30, Fla.

Harry Singleton's

One of the sections best known sports
Baseball Clinic
personalities and WPTF's sports director
covers sporting scene from all angles.
A locally prominent college coach disExtremely popular during baseball sea- cusses technique of baseball. He answers
son and during football and basketball questions submitted by the listeners, and
season in an area which takes its colle- interviews outstanding personalities on
the air. In conjunction with the program
giate sports seriously.
he has an annual clinic in the local high
Availability: Live Talent, E. T.
school gymnasium in which local high
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
schools coaches present different phases
Audience Appeal: Entire family
of the subject.
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Public Utilities, Sport- Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
ing Goods, Oil Companies
Audience Appeal: Juvenile, Male
Number of Artists: 1
Suggested for: Evening
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Client Suitability: Sporting goods distribSubmitted by: WPTF, Raleigh, N. C.
utors, clothing retailers, packaged
foods
Number of Artists: 1
Reports Trott, The
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WHDL, Olean, New York
World Of Sports
Rollie Johnson and Dick Siebert —
Two outstanding sports personalities on
one program -Dick Siebert handles baseball and basketball —Rollie covers all
other sports events. Here's a sports show
with plenty of spark and backed by solid
authority in all the sports field. Dick was
top-flight first sacker for the Philadelphia
Athletics and now Athletic Director for
Concordia College.
Rollie is a veteran
of more than 14 years of sportscasting
and is writer, referee, umpire, participant
and active coach himself.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any type that caters
to sports
Number of Artists: 2
Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WTON, Wesley TempleMinneapolis 4, Minnesota

Reports On Sports
As its title implies, the program -Reports On Sports - is a roundup of all
sports. national, regional and local. Bill
Murphy, the program commentator, is
well-voiced in sports of all types and
frequently has guest sports stars of both
national and local reknown. Occasionally program originates from the scene of
some major sporting event in the KFYR
area. Being the one and only sports show
in this territory it has a tremendous following:

Sizing l'p Sports
A 15-minute sports show that wraps up
the events of the week just past and takes
a look at what is corning up in the world
of sports in the week just ahead.
An
analysis of the past; and prediction of
the future in sports.

SPORTS PROGRAMS
Client Suitability: Beverage, Sports equipment
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KFAB, Omaha 2, Nebr.,
Lincoln 1, Nebr,

Sports Curious World

A unique feature presenting three minSports Star Special
utes of incredible facts from the world of
A 15-minute interview and dramatizasports. topped off by a smash-dramatic
tion of personalities who are the "who's
2-minute surprising story based on one of
who" of the sports world. Each episode
the strange facts told.
An entertaining,
presents either a present-ady idol, or a
informative and intriguing sports feature.
sports hero of the past whose name and
Availability: Live talent
activities still make news. Each episode
Time Units: 5 minutes, 1 to 3 weekly
dramatizes a new or little-known human
Audience Appeal: Entire family
interest story about the personality. A
Suggested for: Afternoon, Evening
"Cue-In" program. whereby the featured
Client Suitability: Sponsors serving
personality exchanges comments, at bemale and female audience
ginning and close of broadcast, with
Number of Artists: 1 (an announcer)
your own sports reporter or annoucner.
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Availability: E. T.
Submitted by: Mac Davis, 1 Montgomery Time Units: 26 units of 15 minutes, 1 or 2
Place, Brooklyn 15, N. Y.
weekly
Audience Appeal: Male
Sport folio
Suggested for: Evening
"Sportfolio,"
conducted
by
WHK's Client Suitability: All types
Cost: Net rate per episode: 7% of stasports director Don Campbell, opens
tion's top hourly national time rate
daily with a personalized view of sports
card; minimum $4.00 net per episode
events of the day followed by Sport
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Shorts, a factual report of the day's
sports developments.
The balance of Submitted by: The Associated Press, 50
Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20,
the program consists of either a Sports
N. Y.
Story, a Sportorial (Sports Editorial) or
Sports Album
an interview with a prominent sports
figure.
The program is broken in the
The sports album features Van Patmiddle to present the sponsor's message. rick with stories about the famous sports
Availability: Live talent

!personalities of America. with a play by

Time Units: 15 minutes, I weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Sporting Goods stores,
Breweries, Men's Clothing shops, etc.
Number of Artists: 1or 2 announces show
Submitted by: The United Press Association, 220 E. 42nd St., New York 17,
N. Y.

Speaking Of Sports
A five-minute sport show centered
around the persnalities or events in the
news light at that moment. Background
and little-known facts about the stars of
the sports-front.
Time Units: 5 miutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Sporting Goods stores,
Breweries, Men's clothing, etc.
Number of Artists: 1 announcer
Submitted by: The United Press Associations, 220 E. 42nd St., New York 17,
N. Y.

Sports By Brentser

Lyell Bremser ...The mid-west's top
sports announcer. .. In a fifteen minute
commentary that includes not only scores,
Availability: Live talent
'interviews, and prognostications concernTime Units: 15 minutes, 6 weekly
ing major sports activities, but also huAudience Appeal: Entire family
man interest direct-from-the-scene broadSuggested for: Afternoon
casts transcribed during the day.
This
Client Suitability: Foodstuffs, toiletries,
is not a show for men only, but has a fine
appliances, beverages, clothing
female following.
Number of Artists: 1
Availability: Live talent
Cost: $45.00 per program
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KFYR, 200 1
/ Fourth Street, Audience Appeal: Entire family
2
Suggested for: Evening
Bismarck, North Dakota

RADIO

Time Units: 10 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Late Afternoon
Client Suitability: No special type
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WHK, 1311 Terminal Tower,
Cleveland 13, Ohio

RECORDING "open-end" transcriptions?

That's aman-sized job...better do it at UNIVERSAL
IN CHICAGO
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Client
Suitability:
Cigars,
Cigarettes,
Sporting Goods, Automotive, Men's
Wear, Food Products
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WTOP, Earle Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.

SPORTS PROGRAMS
play, on-the-spot recreation of the events
that made these stars famous. In addition,
Sports Album presents these stars in person. Program is unseasonal in that it
presents sports of all types throughout
the year. Local cutaway for current sports
news.
Availabiilty: E T.
Time Units: Quarter hour, 1 to 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Male
Suggested for: Afternoon; Evening
Client Suitability: Male products
Number of Artists: I plus guest
Cost: Variable
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Radio Productions Inc., 317
Citizens Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio

Sports Fanfare
A series of 156 programs depicting in
breath-taking
eloquence
those
little
dramas, those inside human-interest stories
of the sports world that the score boards
never reveaL Tom Carr, the story-caster
featured on the show, has at his fingertips
an endless supply of sports doings and

Sports Final

"Sports Final" is a recap of the day's
Sports Highlights
sports news plus night game scores and
It is a round-up of national and local
late sports flashes. Conducted by Charlie sports, prepared and presented by Robert
Zeanah, WSFA sport director, the pro- L. (
-Bob - ) Jones,
sports editor of the
gram is scheduled for 10:15 P.M. until ,station, and play-by-play announcer on
time change in September, will probably all station ports originations, including
be chanqed to 10:30 at that time. Charlie hockey games of the Springfield Indians
Zeanah is rated by Bill Stern as one of in season.
-Sports
Highlights - emthe South's top sports reporters and sports - phasizes service on local college, prep,
caser.
and high school athletics, and the pro,
Availability: Live talent
semi-pro, and amateur sports events oc-

Time

Units:

15

minutes,

up

to

seven

Audience Appeal: Male
Client Suitability: Any client seeking male
audience
Number of Artists: 1
Cost: Class "A" rate covers time and
talent
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WSFA, P. 0. Box 1031,
Montgomery, Alabama

Sports Gallery

Sports Gallery is a fast-moving earlyevening sports report show with popular
Eddie Gallaher.
A swift, but complete
his circle of intimate friends — snortsdords round-up of the latest in sports is followed
greatest—supply much of his material.] by Gallaher's keen analysis of the latest
developments.
Calling upon his own
Availability: E. T.
athletic background (Gallaher starred in
Time Units: 5-10-15 minutes, 1 to 6 weekly track and basketball at Tulsa University)
Audience Appeal: Male
plus years of broadcasting sports events.
Suggested for: Sunday Afternoon; Eve- Gallaher sets up the sports situation and
ning
primes his listeners for the next Sports,
Client Suitability: Men's clothing, bever- Gallery. Among timely interviews with!
ages, cigarettes, sportswear shops, sports leaders in case of Lew Worsha:m's
etc.
visit to the Sports Gallery one week before
Number of Artists: 1
winning the national open.
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Availability: Live talent
Submitted by: Harry S. Goodman Radio Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Productions, 19 E. 53rd Street, New Audience Appeal: Enfire family
York 22, N. Y.
Suggested for: Evening

"The most colorful adventure series yet transcribed for radio
aimed at a Juvenile audience that will meet with the approval of

PARENTS

-

EDUCATORS GOVERNMENT

CHURCHES

THE FABULOUS ADVENTURES OF
ZORRO
based on Johnston McCulley's famous
novel and Motion Picture versions of

"THE MARK OF ZORRO"
Produced by MITCHELL GERTZ
Directed by Robert M. Light
Written by

Maria Little

Recorded by UNIVERSAL RECORDING PRODUCTIONS IN HOLLYWOOD
Cast Composed of Hollywood's Top-ranking Motion Picture and Radio
Performers including
Hy Averback
Isabel Jewell
Geo. Lewis
Eddie Fields
Tom Charlesworth

curring in the service area of the station.
During the strike which kept all local
newspapers out of publication "Sports
Highlights" won—and has held --greater
stature.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: The type of dent well
known for sponsorship of sports programs, game results, and such
Number of Artists: 1
Cost: Station time, plus talent fee, plus
AFRA announcer' fee, plus ASCAP
license fee—against use of music at
any time
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WSPR, 63 Chestnut Street,
Springfield 5, Mass.

Sports l'arade
Sports news, commentary, and interviews with players, coaches and officials
prominent in college sports. The first 10
minutes of the program is aired on the
network, the final five minutes cut-in
locally in each college with news of local
teams and their opponents.
Carried on
Friday evening, this program covers late
news and predictions for Saturday games.
01 top interest to students.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Male College students
Suggested for: Evening
Number of Artists: 1 commentator, guests,
local announcers
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Intercollegiate Broadcasting
System, 507 Fifth Ave., New York 17,
N. Y.

Sports Personalities
This show is a five minute show open
on both ends. Each show is an individual
human interest story on a sports personality. France Laux who conducts the show
has had twenty years of broadcasting
sports of all kinds including nine world
series and eight all star games over a
national network. He has also broadcast
fights, hockey games and football over
the network and in 1937 was awarded
the sporting news trophy as the outstanding baseball announcer of the country.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 5 minutes, 3 or 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon Evening
Client Suitability: Beer, Oil Co., Sporting
Goods Store, Men's Clothing, Solt
Drinks, Tobacco, Coffee, Hair Tonic,
Shaving Cream, Automobiles, etc.
Number of Artists: 1

Don Harvey
Mary Brian
Robert Warwick
David Holt
ETC.

Cost: Will be supplied upon request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Sherman Productions, 334
Arcade Bldg., St. Louis, Missouri

MITCHELL GERTZ AGENCY, INC.

Sports Quiz

Artists Representatives
8533

Sunset

Boulevard

Hollywood
Crestview

15136

46,

California

This program appeals to all sports fans
—male and female. It covers all angles
ol every sport. Employs one quizmaster
plus 4 or 6 sports fans pre-selected from
the listening area. All types of questions
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are used.
Situation true and false and
specific response. The tougher the ques tion the more point allotted for the ques
lion.
Participant
indicates ability
to
answer
by
pressing
high-frequency
buzzer.
Availability: Live talent
Tizne Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Male, Female
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Beverage or Heavy Industry Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WSTV, Exchange Realty
Building, Steubenville, Ohio

Sports Review
Presented each evening from 6:45 to
7-PM preceding network show—Preview
of all sports of the day with interviews of
well known local sports personalities, and
visiting sports figures.
Ball games, football in season, horse racing and all types
of sports, with one good short story daily.
Availability: Live talent, E. T.
Time Units: 10 or 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Male
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Sporting Goods—Men's
wear—Billiards—Beer
Number of Artists: 1
Cost: 10 or 15 minutes station time plus
talent fee $1.00
Audition Facilities: •Transcriptions, Will
pipe live talent
Submitted by: WOLS, 129 South Dorgan
St., Florence, S. C.

Sports Round-Up
A morning round-up of the outcome of
previous day's and evening's sporting
events and a preview of the day's sched
uled events, plus a capsule version of
last-minute important news developments
along the entire sports front.
Availability: Live talent, E. T.
Time Units: 5 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Automotive, breakfast
Food, Tobacco
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Number of Artists: 1
Submitted by: WPEN, 1528 Walnut Street,
Philadelphia 40, Pa.

Sports Theater Of The i
'
tir
A dramatized show presenting true -lile
stories or. the lives and careers of the
legendary and famous heroes and hero.
hies of sport.
Each show a complete
quarter-hour human-interest drama of the
songs, the legends and the treasured
memories from the world of sports.
A
dramatic show with everything—novelty,
drama, music, humor, story and heart.
For national or regional presentation.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: All types who want a
large audience
Number of Artists: About 4 with incidental
music, organ or records
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Mac Davis, 1 Montgomery
Place, Brooklyn 15, N. Y.

Sports Whirl
A nightly recap of the day's activity in
the world of sports—local and national—
by Tim Muzzy who handles all play by
play accounts of local high school football and basketball games.
Currently
conducting Golf Clinic of the Air.
Program divided by appropriate musical fanfares into segments covering individual
sports activities.
Fast paced—effective
presentation.
Availability: Live talent, E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 weekly
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Audience Appeal: Male
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Breweries, men's clothing, sports equipment, food
Number of Artists: 1
Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WHBC, 550 Market Avenue
S, Canton 2, Ohio

Sportseopy fly Crain
The radio sports page viewed from a
Northwest perspective. Among Northwest
sports fans, Paul Crain is widely known
—not only through his own programs, but
through his network football broadcasts
for a large oil company. Two years old.
Sportscopy has a long record of actively
promoting every worthy Northwest sports
event.
The program's guest book reads
like a "Who's Who - of the Sporting
World.
An odds-on choice for any sponsor seeking a predominantly male audience.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Male
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any product bought
mainly by men
Number of Artists: 1 plus announcer
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KEX, 1230 S. W. Main Street,

Bob is a former pro boxer and motorcycle
racer . . . has a sponsored AM musical
clock show . . . is an ace pecial events
man . . . and makes frequent guest appearances as after-dinner speaker and
toastmaster.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 10 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Male
Suppested for: Evening
Client
Suitability:
Tobacco,
shaving,
clothing, fuel, tires, cars, sport goods,
etc.
Number of Artists: 1
Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WTIC, 26 Grove St., Hartford 15, Conn .

This Is Football

An exciting passing parade of the gridiron.
Dramatic 5-minute narrations revealing the strange history, the romance,
the legend and the incredible, unforgettable dramas of the gridiron—strange
stories of the heroes who've played the
game and the fantastic moments that
made football history. Only a 13-week
feature during the football season.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 5 minutes, 1 to 3 weekly
Audience Appeal: Male
Suggested
for:
Morning,
Afternoon
Evening
Portland 5, Oregon
Client Suitability: Sponsors serving their
products to a male audience
Number of Artists: 1 (the story teller)
Sportsmen's t'orner
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
The -Sportsman' Corner" program pre- ,
Submitted by: Mac Davis, 1 Montgomery
sents news of interest to sports enthus—
Place, Brooklyn 15, N. Y.
iasts, including conservation and game ,
information of value to sportsmen travelChuck Thompson
ing to othe states for the various seasons.
Speaking Of Sports
In seasoon, hunting, fishing, hiking, boat- ,
ing, trap shooting, etc., are discussed as
Chuck Thompson, WIBG play-by-play
ie the training, health, and feeding of broadcaster of baseball, football, boxing
dogs.
Famous sports authorities and and basketball discusses sports in his
sports events are frequently program own style.
features. Gordon Graham. Special Events Availability: Live talent
Director of WIBC handles the program.
Time Units: 10 minutes, 6 weekly
Availability: Live talent
Audience Appeal: Male
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
Suggested for: Evening
Audience Appeal: Male
Client Suitability: Cigars, cigarettes
Suggested for: Evening
Number of Artists: 1
Client Suitability: Sports equipment and Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
apparel, all men's appeal merchan-' Submitted by: WIBG, 1425 Walnut Street,
dise
Philadelphia 2, Pa.
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Time Oat With
Submitted by: WIBC, The Indianapolis
Rill Campbell
News Building, Indianapolis 6, Ind.
A lively kid participation show aimed
at the sand lot league.
Appeal to boys
Spotlight On Sports
ages 8 to 16. Show has two prominent
Latest news from the world of sport by
sports authorities each week and Bill
Bill Pryor, colorful radio personality and
Campbell, WCAU's Sports Commentator
rapid paced reporter whose clear diction
is the master of ceremonies. First half of
and surefooted delivery are a joy to fans
show--kids fire questions at the guest
and sponsor alike.
Captain Bill Pryor
authorities.
Last have—Bill Campbell
knows his sports and those who make the
reverses process and fires questions al
headlines. . . .covers national and local
audience.
Audience averages 200 encontests, interviews guests—sells with
thusiastic youngsters and about 30 of
his commercials.
these get on the air at each session. Show
Availability: Live talent
has
definite anti-juvenile delinquency
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 weekly
angle.
Kids in second half of program
Audience Appeal: Male
who give correct answers are awarded
Suggested for: Evening
prizes.
Client Suitability: Brews, smokes, snack
Availability: Live talent
foods, automotive accesories, sportTime Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
ing goods
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Number of Artists: I
Suggested for: Saturday Morning
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Client Suitability: Any product of interest
Submitted by: WNBF, Arlington Hotel,
to young boys aged 8 to 16
Binghamton, New York
Number of Artists: 3 and organist
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Strictly Sports With
Submitted by: WCAU, 1622 Chestnut St.,
Philadelphia 3, Penna.
Bob Steele
Sports with humor gives a different and
highly personalized slant to this sportscast .
Bob Steele does more than give
the usual ball scores, news and competitive highlights of the local and national picture--he gives his material humor and personality.
One of Southern
New England's best known air figures,
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SPORTS PROGRAMS
all evening from local ball clubs, bowling
leagues, etc., both on results and on future events, for inclusion in program. Does
not entirely neglect major national sports,
but emphasis here is on local sports
events. Guest when possible.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Male
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Client aiming at predominantly male audience
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: W. C. A. E. Inc., Wm, Penn
Hotel, Pittburgh 19, Penna,

Vandt's Sports Slants
KGVO's most popular across-the-board
sports
feature.
Delivered
in
clipped
fashion, by the sponsor (Max Ycmdt.
Men's Clothiers), capsule covers both the
local and national scene.
Spotted at
5:50 each evening, sports fans have
learned to tune "Yandt's" for the Major
League baseball scores and results of all
local athletic contests.
Program occasionally features interview with prominent coaches and athletes, prognostications of coming contests. During the war,
sponsor supplemented weekly programs
with published "Slants" mailed to all
Missoula men in the Armed Services.
Commercials are brief, colorfully-phrased
—pointed particularly at the college man.
Availability: Live talent, E. T.
Time Units: 5 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon, Evening
Client Suitability: Men's clothiers, sporting
goods store
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KGVO, 132 W. Front Street,
Missoula, Montana

American Sports-O-Raina
Program covering the entire field of
sports in review, forecasts, dramatizations,
personalities, etc.
Features nationally
eminent authority on sports as host-commentator; a staff of nationally celebrated
special events sports announcers, on a
rotating basis; individual sports headliners, as program guests.
Actionful, informative and entertaining, this show
combines all the elements to attract the
fans and followers of all lines of Ameni•
American sport.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, I weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 3 stars, 6 to 8 actors,
plus orchestra
Cost: Available on request
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: Oliver W. Nicoll Productions, Radio Features of America, 37
West 46th Street, New York 19, N. Y.

The Sportsman
Fifteen-minute streamlined features, for
use any hour Monday through Saturdays,
available on The Associated Press Radio
news wire. Intimate details of big and
little figures and their doings in the world
of sports. The program contains a sport
memory designed for five minutes air
time.
Availability: Telescript
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Male
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: All types
Submitted by: The Associated Press, 50
Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20,
N. Y.

READY FOR FALL SPONSORSHIP
Comedy—"My Friend Mulrooney."
Freddie Robbins as "Mr. Midnight."
For Dreamers—"Dark of Night."
"The Amazing Adventures of
Dippy The Dwarf."
Action—"The Steel Mask."
Comedy -Mystery—"Trouble
Shop."
Thrills—"Rip Powell"
and
others.
Current

Director -Producer
"The Gabriel Heatter Show"
"A Brighter Tomorrow"

Today In Sports
A quarter hour of general sports coverage, preferably scheduled late ai night
in order to get complete sports data. Ray
Scott, expert sports announcer, handles
this with an eye for local and neighborhood sports events. Receives phone calls

41 West 53rd Street
New York City
COlumbus 5-5123
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FU PROGRIIIIIIIG PROSPECTS

problems of new service

By Val Adams
Staff Writer, RADIO DAILY

I

T seems to have become fashionable to toss highly seasoned
remarks at FM broadcasting because, as some of the tossers
proclaim, the only imagination shown in program format is
that which can be squeezed out of a musical recording. At the
same time, however, AM radio has ordered up more turntables
itself, to accommodate the platter spinner sweepstakes, and the
FM people might well yell out, "Whose stealing whose stuff?"
If the trend continues, some day a fellow may have to tune in an
FM station to hear a live program.

When FM first came along, a lot of propaganda popped up
about revolutionizing the whole radio setup. Here was a new
medium, the word buzzed convulsively, that would force revamping of radio's whole program structure. Talent would have to learn
to talk all over again, a new technique was needed.
This was only one of the illusions. The other was that FM was
synonymous with music. FM, with its high fidelity qualities and
qualitative reproduction, meant that 100-million listeners would
fall in love with Brahms, Bach and Beethoven. In opening the door
FM, in some ways, seemed to hit itself right in the face, a common occurrence in any pioneering development.
•
As for future FM programming trends, well, what's good on
AM will be good on FM. The latter's proponents say it will be
much better. But from a program standpoint, if people want to
hear Jack Benny they'll tune him in, no matter whether the program is on AM or FM. With the foreseeable total of 3,000 stations
in operation throughout the country, combining both AM and FM,
those stations can remain in business only so long as their programs pull listeners. This means that FM will inevitably throw
away many of its phonograph records.
Already FM program fare is moving toward the lighter side and
away from its ill conceived innfatucrtion with long hair music. Certainly some stations are going to specialize in the higher forms
of musical composition but FM as an industry can't be built on it.
And speaking of specialization, that's just what individual FMers
are going to do, much more so than the AM branch of radio has
everdone. When those 3,000 stations start clogging the air waves
there will have to be a lot .of gimmicks if they all stay in business.
Also, the many new-comers to radio, through FM, presented a wide
range of backgrounds and some program structures are going to
be built on pretty personal reasons or preconceived policies.
For the good of FM progress, it is a nice healthy sign that some
already in the business grant that additional program know-how
is needed. Larry Carl, program manager for WASH, Washington, a station which feeds live programs to the Continental FM
network, is one who admits this, saying that FM needs men with
program experience. And he adds, "men who're not necessarily
hog-tied by program tradition but who on the other hand can tell
a bad program idea from a good one."
Despite the general impression that the human voice is yet to
be heard live over an FM station, many outlets around the country do mix their platters with real flesh and blood at certain inter-

vals. Enough of it is going on to definitely show that FM is trying. On an industry wide basis the percentage of live talent on
FM against recorded programs might be so small as to seem insignicant but that's the way any baby looks to its father until the
bills for baby shoes start coming in.
Another one of the most healthy signs for FM is the number of
little networks springing up in various regions. In the east is the
Continental network with 13 stations participating. Some of the
live programs fed the web weekly from Washington include the
Army Air Forces band, direct from Boiling Field, the U. S. Army
band and a pickup from the famed King Cole Room.
If small regional FM webs keep cropping up, it is a cinch that a
coast-to-coast link will ensue, even without thinking about it. Already we have word that such plans are being made but FM
regional webs assure that such reports are not just idle talk. And
when there is a coast-to-coast hookup, and presuming that millions of listeners have FM sets, then FM will be in a position to
bargain with AM on top budgeted shows which cost $15,000 or
more.
Some say FM will be just like money in the bank to agencies
and advertisers. It's being talked around that since you can set
up an FM coast-to-coast network without lines, each station passing along the program to another by direct broadcast, FM will
save agencies and sponsors pots full of money.
•
Another recent occurrence in FM have been items in the trade
press revealing that national advertisers are now placing business with the new medium. Aside from receiving sets, the only
thing the FM broadcaster has been waiting for is that great American radio humanitarian, the advertiser.
It is not easy to discuss future FM trends, the why's and wherefore's of the matter, without first separating some of the complexities. First of all, there are two general types of FM broadcasters.
One is exclusively that and the other is also an AM operator. And
it must be admitted that fundamentally the two are not thinking
in exactly the same channel. In theory, one has FM because its
insurance against what may happen and the other eyes it has a
full time instrument toward some goal. In discussing FM, these
things have to be considered.
What ever the delay in bringing FM into full bloom, in many
ways it is coincidental with the television turmoil. Birth pangs for
both seem to be too similar to pass over lightly. The entertainment value of FM and video programs today is said to be questionable. To improve program structure, however, they both need
sponsors and that requires listeners. In order to get listeners sets
must be available and the few manufactured so far are too expensive for the most famous of all Americans, the common man.
All these problems apply to both television and FM, not to mention FCC and frequency channels.
One thing you can bank on—positively. When those 3,000 different stations start scrambling the air waves, there's going to be
a chance to try out every and any program idea that was ever
dreamed up or ever will be.
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INTERVIEW PROGRAMS

The Raker Roy
Each

day the

Baker Boy

Availability:

visits a dif-

(Undid ilierophone

Live talent

Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 weekly

ferent grocery store where his sponsor's

Audience Appeal: Entire family

bread is sold, and interviews the custom-

Suggested for: Afternoon

ers in that store, picking up the tab on

Client

the

interviewees'

groceries.

The

Suitability:

Beachwear,

Clothes,

Cosmetics, Sun tan oils, etc.

inter-

views are wire-recorded daily and broad-

Number of Artists: 1

cast the following day. Announcement is

Audition Facilities:

made in advance as to where the Baker

Submitted by:

Will pipe live talent
WFPG Steel Pier,

Availability: Live talent

Breakfast On Nob Hill

Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested

Audience

for: Morning

Hotel,

Client Suitability: Baker

Francisco,

,.ion time plus $3.00 per day

groups

and

directly
theme

On

Availability:

audience

to

the

interviews

dividuals

on

way.

usually has

He

questions
question

the

the

with
of

world

day.

and

vacations

E.

T.

Time Units: 30 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience

Atlantic

colorful

famous

in-

wooden

interests

The

trips

studio

a running

topical

the

plane

Board-

famous

many

participa-

The

fire of
and

program

a

tion, all types for large audience

Cost: optional
Facilities:

Transcriptions;

Will

pipe live talent, if local
Submitted by: KSFO, Mark Hopkins Hotel,
San Francisco 6

ple met and interviewed.

ture of the teen-ager, his activities, hob

unposed

bies, ambitions. The program is presented

photograph,
microphone

so

the

catches

concealed
people

off

as

a Red

Feather

Service

of

the

Com-

munity Chest.

ous and serious. The candid microphone

Availability: Live talent

representatives will talk to people in all

Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly

walks of lile and will discuss all kinds of

Audience Appeal: Entire family

subjects with people who have no knowl-

Suggested for:

edge whatever that they are being inter-

Number of Artists: One plus the partici-

viewed for the air.
Audience Appeal:

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WBNS, 33 North
Street, Columbus 15, Ohio

Entire family

Suggested for: Evening
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: American Broadcasting Co.,
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20,
N. Y.

Curbstone t'onfab
BlaMe

Afternoon

pants being interviewed

Time Units: thirty minutes, once weekly

chats

with
about

the

man-and-

topics

of cur-

rent interest, local, regiona', or national-

Morning

Number of Artists: two and one announcer

Audition

developed to provide a constructive pic-

woman-on-the-street

Client Suitability: Food, florist, transporta-

gets

its interest from the cross section of peo-

for:

as they are. As the candid camera catches
people off guard and reveals them in cm

Alan

Appeal: Entire family

Suggested

City Boardwalk where the boardwalk reporter

for

from

walk In Atlantic City. Announcer switches
radio

organizations

to resorts. etc. Produced by Sid Sidley.

Boardwalk Reporter
opens

Gi-

tion. Prizes range from boxes of candy to
cross-country

transcribed

Lee

especially women. Caters to invitation to

Submitted by: WDVA, Box 1338, Danville,

Program

Fairmont

fast broadcast appealing to all listeners.

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions

with

from

featuring

roux and Ruby Hunter. Fast-moving break-

Number of Artists: 1
Cost:

participation

San

A Saturday half-hour which has been

candid

Atlantic City, N. J.

Boy will appear the next day.

John Doe Jr.

The Candid Microphone presents people

guard in casual interviews, both humor-

WFPG,

1948

international.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: fifteen minutes, three weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Client Suitability: Especially good for
consumer products, particular food,
bev.
Number of Artists: one plus assistant
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WLBR, 8th and Cumberland
St., Lebanon, Pa,

High

t'areers In The Making;
Each week during school term, four
or five students from a senior or junior
high school in Des Moines, interview a
leader in u particular field of interest.
Produced under the direction of Torn
Lewis, suggested questions to be used
on the broadcast are submitted in advance. Topics discussed range from Medicine to Trucking. Unusual interest for the
series has been demonstrated by education leaders, parents as well as the actual participants.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Variety sponsorship as
it has family appeal
.
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: KSO, 10th and Grand, Des
Moines 9, Iowa

WEBBER RADIO PROGRAMS
Presents

GREEN ASSOCIATES

Programs That Build Audiences
l'outh
(Uurageous
Youth Courageous programs are based on stories
of
courageous
acts
of
youth taken from history,
literature,
and
current
events of the present day.
Each program is complete
in itself and is approximately eleven minutes in
length. The stories are not
morbid but maintain
throughout "lift," achieve.ment, and success.
Availability:

E.

T.

Time Units: 15 minutes,
1, 2 or 3 weekly
Audience
nile

Appeal:

Juve-

Suggested
for:
Sunday
afternoon, evening
Client Suitability: Banks,
dairies, public service
corporations
Number of Artists Employed: Five to ten
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by:
Webber
Radio Programs, 401
Shops
Building,
De>
Moines 9, Iowa

WEBBER

The
Adventures of
Jane Arden

Jane Arden is the well
known comic strip character featured in more
than 100 daily and Sunday
newspapers.
The
radio
program, like Jane Arden,
stands "on its own legs"
and the successful use of
the Jane Arden radio program is not dependent
upon
the
comic
strip
being carried in a market. The Jane Arden radio
program consists of 170
programs developed from
ten separate stories and
incidents.
A variety of
merchandising helps are
available including commercials by Jane Arden.
Availability: E. T.'
Time Units: 15 minutes,
3 or 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire
family
Suggested for: Afternoon
or evening
Client Suitability: General
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted
by:
Webber
Radio
Programs, 401
Shops
Building,
Des
Moine. 9, Iowa

RADIO

RADIO & TELEVISION

Toby mad Suzy
Toby and Suzy is an
up-to-date series of fifteenminute programs — 260
now transcribed. The program has been carried for
five years in live talent
form on six midwest radio
stations
and
has been
placed in approximately
sixty markets in transcribed form. It has an
outstanding record of success based upon ability to
build an outstanding audience and achieve significant sales results.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes,
3 or 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire
family
Suggested for: Afternoon
or evening
Client Suitability:
Bakeries, flour, feed, beer,
dairies, farm audience

PRODUCTIONS
•
PACKAGE SHOWS—LIVE AND TRANSCRIBED
SINGING COMMERCIALS
ANIMATED TELEVISION COMMERCIALS

Number of Artists Employed: 5.
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions.
Submitted by:
Webber
Radio
Programs, 401
Shops
Building,
Des
Nloine>, Iowa

PROGRAMS

Tailored to fit your needs

•

360 NORTH MICHIGAN AVE.
CHICAGO 1, ILLINOIS
CENTRAL 5593

401 SHOPS BUILDING
DES MOINES 9

RADIO

IOWA
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1947 * INTERVIEW PROGRAMS
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Is a typical Man on the Street pro- Audience Appeal: Female
gram ... 12:30 to 12:45 6 days a week Suggested for: Daytime
Client Suitability: Product bought by
from the crossroads of downtown Tacoma,
women
Washington. Man on the Street is Arnold
Number of Artists: MC and Participants
Benum armed with a cheerful approach
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions; Will
to passers-by . . . and a glib sense of
pipe live talent
humor. Is the Only Man on the Street
Submitted by: Mutual Broadcasting SysShow in Tacoma . . . has successfully
tem, 1440 Broadway, New York 18,
sold Coffee . . . Gasoline . . . Men's
N. Y.
clothing.
Availability: Live talent
Honeymoon In New York
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Ed Herlihy, the master of ceremonies,
Suggested for: Noon
interviews an engaged couple, an anniClient Suitability: Most any kind
versary couple, and a honeymoon couple
Number of Artists: 1
to elicit their stories and presents them
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
with useful gifts. Eve Young sings.
Submitted by: KMO, 914 1
/ Broadway, Availability: Live talent
2
Tacoma 7, Washington
Time Units: 30 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning
Aboard The Ptittlithi«
New Orleans' most prominent train, the Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Panama Limited, and New Orleans' most Submitted by: National Broadcasting Company, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York
interesting interview on Aboard the Pan20, N. Y.
ama. New interests and new businesses

KMO's Man On The Street

discovered in informal questioning of the
passengers on the observation car of
this deluxe train from New Orleans to
Chicago. Gay Baston, poised, experienced
announcer, keeps answers coming fast
and humorously on Aboard the Panama.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 10 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon
Client Suitability: All clients, could be
tied in with luggage, travel, etc.
Number of Artists: Announcer, master of
ceremonies
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WDSU, Monteleone Hotel,
New Orleans, La.

A. L. Alexander's
Mediation Hoard
When people from all walks of life
find their problems have become too
knotty and complex for ordinary solution by themselves, they invariably turn
to A. L. Alexander's Mediation Board.
There, in complete anonymity, they are
afforded the privilege of submitting problems and disagreements to a board of
distinguished persons, in most cases experts in the field of mediation. While the
board's decisions are not binding, the
disputing parties in many cases agree
among themselves to abide by the verdict.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Male; Female
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Family consumed products
Number of Artists: MC and Participants
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions; Will
pipe live talent
Submitted by: Mutual Broadcasting System, 1440 Broadway, New York 18,
N. Y.

Heart's Desire
Many people have a "heart's desire"
— something they have wanted and genuinely needed for a long time. The program Heart's Desire has been planned
for just such people. Recipients of Heart's
Desire awards are selected on the sincertiy of their letters to Master of Ceremonies Ben Alexander. Alexander reads
excerpts from the winning letters on the
air.
Availability: Live talent

refrigerators. Iello, etc. Program has been
attracting large crowds on the street and
has brought many letters of praise for
the service rendered by the station.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 4 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Not limited
Number of Artists: 2
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WJEJ, Franklin Court, Hagerstown, Maryland

1948
Quad-City Cruise

"Skipper" Benne Alter cruises the
Quad-Cities each day and wire and tape
records interviews with people in all
walks of life tor playback the same day.
Typica, day's program included interviews traffic policeman, lady hanging out
wash and trip through wooden shoe factory.

Availability: E. T.
Time Units: F:fteen minutes, five weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Any
Meet Your Neighbor
Number of Artists: One
Program originates as remote in down- Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
town section of city. Highlight is inter- Submitted by: WHBF, Rock Island, Illinois
view of married couple moved into city
within past few months, bringing out
Luncheon At Sardi's
ther background, how they met, previous
Each day Bill Slater, well known network, how happened to come to Muscawork emcee, interviews from 8 to 12
tine, and how they like it in new home.
prominent people from all walks of life,
Great interest in getting reactions of
while lunching at New York's famous
newcomers to city. Builds up town, fine
Sardi's restaurant. Such great names as
public service.
Mrs. Eleanor Foosevelt, John Roy CarlAvailability: Live talent
son. Roy Rogers, Lucille Ball, etc. Famous
Time Units: Fifteen minutes, Once weekly
authors, statesmen, theatrical, radio and
Knock Knock
Audience Appeal: Male; Female
screen personalities appear on the show.
Announcer calls on three housewives Suggested for: Morning
Programs available on transcription for
during early part of day. Interviews Client Suitability: New products to be
7 participating sponsors on each half-hour
housewife in own home via wire recordused in home
show. The only big name participating
ing. Personal questions regarding family, Number of Artists: One
Isponsorship show available open-end.
home, hobbies, recipes, etc. Recordings Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
used on same day. Each recording pre- Submitted by: KWPC, P. O. Box 860, Mus- Availability: E. r.
ceded by announcer giving the address
Time Units: 30 minutes, 6 weekly
catine, Iowa
of residence, then he is heard knocking
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon
on front door—thence, the title of proMr. And Mrs. Music
Client Suitability: General
gram. Suspense built up by mentioning
the street announcer will visit the followPopular singer, Bea Wain and an- Number of Artists: 14 or more
ing day.
nouncer-husband, Andre Baruch shuffle Cost: Dependent upon market population
Availability: Live talent
Pthe platters in New York's most unusual Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Time Units: IS minutes, 5 weekly
husband and wife record session. WMCA's Submitted by: Kermit-Raymond Radio
Audience Appeal: Female
Productions, 11 E. 52nd St., New
show includes "in person" musical see
Suggested for: Morning
York 22, N. Y.
sions by Bea herself, interviews with guest
Client Suitability: Any home product. Ideal stars, the day's hit tunes and smash
tie in
Reunion
audience-winning contests. Informal diaNumber of Artists: 1
logue handling of commercials particuAll the drama of meeting after long
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
larly effective. Extensive merchandising separation is packed into this new proSubmitted by: KWPC, P. 0. Box 860, Mus- cooperation. Musicland's top personalities
gram idea. Here is actual "reunion" of
catine, Iowa
for the cost of spot radio! 12 Noon to relatives, Liends, heroes — meetings, the
2:00 p.m. Also 4:00 to 5:30 p.m. Monday dreams of which have inspired great
Luncheon At Sardi's
through Saturday about September 15th. hopes, but which could never before be
Every Monday through Saturday Bill Availability: Live talent
consummated. With Milo Boulton as masSlater, armed with a harness mike, Time Units: 10 and 15 minutes, 6 weekly ter of ceremonies, the program is presquires a guest through a host of celeb- Audience Appeal: Entire family
sented as c vehicle for reuniting all types
rities at the famous Sardi's restaurant. Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon
of people and highlighting all types of
just off Broadway. The quest is a woman Client Suitability: General—local or na- situations.
tional
listener who has written Bill a letter tellAvailability: Live talent
ing why she would enjoy a luncheon at Number of Artists: Two
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 wekely
Sardi's. Bill and his guest saunter from Cost: See rate card
Audience Appeal: Entire family
table to table for interviews and in- Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Suggested for: Evening
Submitted
by:
WMCA,
1657
Broadway,
formal chats with stage and screen stars,
Client Suitability: All types
New York City 19, N. Y.
producers, authors, and other luminaries.
Number of Artists: MC — Participants,
The program is a made-to-order vehicle
and music
for commercials. Marlow Lewis is the
Nelson's Hospital Hour
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions; Will
producer.
This program originates from the local
pipe live talent
Availability: Live talent
hospital each Sunday. During the course
Submitted by: Mutual Broadcasting SysTime Units: half hour, 6 weekly
of
the
25
minute
broadcast,
patients
are
Audience Appeal: Entire family
tem, 1440 Broadway, New York 18,
interviewed at their bedside. Music used
Suggested for: Afternoon
N. Y.
during the program originates from the
Client Suitability: all clients
stations transcription library. The proCost: upon request
Such Interesting People
gram affords pleasure for those confined
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
to the hospital and makes interesting
Public interest interview program, preSubmitted by: WOR, 1440 Broadway, New
listening for those who listen in at home. senting a news-worthy guest weekly, inYork 18, N. Y.
Availability: Live talent, E. T.
terviewed on his position in world of
Time Units: 25 minutes, Once weekly
business, sports, politics, etc. Past guests
May We Help You
Audience Appeal: Entire family
include Colorado University preedent;
Program is a new twist on Man on the Suggested for: Afternoon
Economist Leo Cherne; Colorado GoverStreet type show. People in need of hard- Client Suitability: Most any is suitctble
nor Lee W. Knous; Babe Didrickson Zato-get items are interviewed. Listeners
except a beer account
call in offering these items during the Number of Artists: One or two interview- harias, noted golfer; E. Palmer Hoyt, Denver Post publisher. Guests are quizzed by
broadcast. Program even succeeded in
ers
finding hard-to-get apartments; also mer- Cost: $40.00 net
working newspaper men, radio news edichants cooperated by letting us know Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
tors, and press association representatives
when they had such items as diapers, Submitted by: WCED, DuBois, Pa.
from Denver area.
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Availability: Live talent
Tune Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any type of consumer
product or service
Number of Artists: I, plus interviewers
and quests
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KFEL, Albany Hotel, Denver 2, Colorado

The Sky Club
Everyday, rain or shine, Jack Lacy and
his portable microphone go to the Airlines Terminal Building and seek out interesting personalities for this fifteen min•
ute interview show. Originatng at the
arrival and departure station for all major
airlines operating in New York, the Sky
Club is more
than
a-man-in-the-street
series. Youngsters who are making their
first trip, visitors
from foreign lands,
business trips, honeymoons . . . humor,
pathos, drama ... make the Sky Club an
interesting well-rounded show.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: fifteen minutes, 11 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon
Client Suitability: luggage, newspapers,
magazines, candy, gum, travelers
checks, etc.
Number of Artists: One
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WINS: 28 West 44th Stree•
New York City

Stork Club
Stork Club daily announces the births
occurring in West Texas, and each new
arrival is saluted with a transcribed musical selection.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 10 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Dairies, diaper service.J,
children's wearing apparel
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KECK, Box 672, Odess

l'ourist Iniformation Guide
Half hour program consists of popular
music, interspersed with recorded interviews made at the summer hotels which
abound in this district. Each day one particular hotel is saluted, and its manager
and guests interviewed. Program also
contains information of interest to tourists, such as places to go, things to do,
etc. Since Orillia is the heart of the great
Muskoka vacation district, thousands of
Canadians and Americans pass through
each year and the program is sold to
national sponsors.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Sun-tan lotion, ginger
ale, ice-cream, other summer products
Number of Artists: 3
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: CFOR, Orillia, Ont.

Treasure Time
Boysen's Treasure Time, for thirty minutes each weekday afternoon. WMBO
plays host to the ladies of the community
in an interview-stunt program at the city's
leading restaurant. Big feature is the
Treasure Chest which each person interviewed has a chance to open and to

RADIO

which is added a major prize each day
plus several supplemental prizes. One
opening of the Treasure Chest provided
fur neckpiece. wrist watch, airplane trip,
two one-year theatre passes and seventeen other valuable prizes.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, Five weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Department store, Dairy,
Bakery
Number of Artists: Two
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Eubmitted by: WMBO, 141 Genesee Street,
Auburn, New York

What's Worrying l'ou?

INTERVIEW
PROGRAMS
Pick The Hits
Syndicated script series with unique
mail-pull tie-in. Listeners are given three
-pop - tunes and
asked to list these in
order of their preference. A sample poll
is developed each day and one letter
is selected. A cash award is given if the
list in the letter drawn, compares with
the popular poll. If letter does not, prize
"jack-pots".

As a qualified psychiatrist, Dr. Frederic Damrau discusses in simple terms
the mental quirks and worries presented
to him by Adeline Maneery. She obtains
her case histories by social interviews
previous to the broadcast. The program

AvailabFity: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1-6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon; Eve-

is patterned to sound ad lib and conversational but is carefully written in advance so as to give only correct advice.
't combines human interest and emotion
vith medical authority.

Number of Artists: One staff announcer
Audition Facilities: Transcription
Submitted by; Imperial Radio Productions,
444 University Ave., Toronto 2, Ontario, Canada.

Availability: Live talent
time Units: Fifteen minutes, Once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
3uggested for: Evening
2,lient Suitability: General
Number of Artists: Two
cost: Adjustable
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: Frederic Damrau, M.D.,
247 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

II Idle 13 fridges Sleeps
We use our wire recorder and one of
lur best ad lib artists and send him out
'he night before we rebroadcast the show
'o talk to various sort of tradespeople
who work while the rest of the town
sleeps (Hence the name of program). We
will eventually cover the bakeries, the
depot, the railway express offices, the
bus barns, dairies, street cleaning deoartment, airport, or any place we find a
light on at night which we might think
'nteresting as a story to our listeners.

Personality Time
A
15-minute
interview
and dramatization presenting prominent personaTiiss in the news, and from stage, screen,
radio, art, science and literature! It features the voice of the personalities themselves who, through the -Cue-In - technique, exchange comments, at the beginnIng and close of each broadcast with
your own woman's program editor or
ccmmentator.
Dramatizations
by
topFight radio talent of the career, profession
or event in the
life of the star of the
program.
Availability: I

Availability: Live talent
Time Units: Fifteen minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Insurance client
Number of Artists: One announcer and
engineer
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KANS, 1015 N. Broadway,
Wichita, Kansas

You Can Keep Voting
Now in its second year as a sustainer
in New York City. Dr. Frederic Damrau
and Adeline Maneery tell how to halt
the march of time. An authoritative program of practical and scientifically correct information aimed at listeners who
don't want to grow old. It presents authentic secrets of reiuvanescence which
can be applied in daily life. Told in
simple and conversational style.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: Fifteen minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Male; Female (over
35)
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: Two
Cost: Adjustable
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Frederic Damrau, M.D.,
247 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

Time Units: (78) 15 minutes, 1, 2 or 3
weekly
Audlencs Appeal: Entire family
.Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon
¡Client Suitability: All types
Cost: Net rate per episode: Seven percent
;
of station's top hourly national time
,
card rate; minimum $4.00 net per
episode
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: The Associated Press, 50
Rcrkefeller Plaza, New York 20,
N. Y.

Question

llarket

Tor Local Stations
New quiz show built around friendly
frame of a general store with customers
as contestants and master of ceremonies
as the clerk. Chief attraction of the show
is tha: V. I. P. provides script, gimmicks
and all of the prizes, at a low packaged
cost—prizes being same for local shows
as provided on networks.
New twist
brings in listeners as contestants.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 30 minutes, 3 to
5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon
Client Suitability: All types wishing large,
steady audience
Number of Artists: 1—Master of Ceremonies
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: V. I. P. Service, Inc., 1775
Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

WLIB
THE

FAMILY

STATION

Serves New York families with top flight programs
that are ready-made for maximum audience appeal.
All programs are distinctive and refreshing shows
in MUSIC ...CULTURE ...VARIETY ...COMEDY
...and NEWS! This type of showmanship must be
included on any radio schedule.
Fur further details, write or phone

WLIB
207 EAST
NEW

30th

YORK

16,

STREET
N.

Y.

Phone: MUrray Hill 3-6903
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ef

VARIETY PROGRAMS

.1 Han .1ted His Ilusie
Each week—life of a different composer
is narrated with dramatic inserts. As pro•
gram progresses, composer's outstanding
works are woven into the script. Sound
effects and musical bridges.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Number of Artists: Narrator; 2 or 3 for

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WHIO, 45 So. Ludlow St.,
Dayton 2, O.

Baker's Spotlight

An entertaining script show, featuring,
of all things, transcribed one-minute commercial spots, and the midwest's biggest
popular entertainer, Dick "Two-Ton" Baker
and his piano and songs. A radio show
presenting spot announcements—not as
interruptions, but as intrinsic parts of
dramatic inserts
each light, lively, laughable and "diflerAudition Facilities: Transcriptions
ent" quarter-hours—spots with character
Submitted by: WGH, 500 Portlock Bldg.,
all their own, spots that build-up rather
Norfolk 10, Va.
than break-up a program. It's commercial
but ills entertainment.
Interiettn Opportunity!
Availability: Live talent
The dramatic, interesting story of a Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 weekly
famous American is told in narrative form Audience Appeal: Entire family
with the segmentation of the episodes tied Suggested for: Morning; afternoon
in with music pertinent to the subject of Client Suitability: Any spot buyer
each story or to the times discussed. Em- Number of Artists: 2
phasis is placed on the use each subject Audition Facititles: Transcriptions; will
pipe live talent
made
of
the
opportunities
that
are
uniquely American or how the subject Submitted by: WGN, 441 N. Michigan
Ave., Chi
II, Ill.
worked to increase Opportunity for all
Americans.
Recent figures in history,
contemporary national figures, and wideThe Bandbox
ly-known local figures are selected as
"The Bandbox" consists of
"name"
subjects.
bends and "name vocalists" performing
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
leading popular music. The general apTime Units: 30 minutes, 1 wteekly
peal of the program is also enhanced by
Audience Appeal: Entire family
the presence of Jim Ameche as emcee and
Suggested for: Afternoon; Evening
a "Name" comedian to be used throughClient Suitability: Designed as good-will
out the program. Each program will star
:•-i for manufacturing firms
a different "Name" band, a difIerent
Number of Artists: 1 (narrator)
"Name" comedian
and
two different
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
"Name" vocalists.
In this fashion we
Submitted by: WRRN, Warren, Ohio
will achieve variety and distinction since
each band has its own unique style. Such
II Your Serriee
"Name" vocalists as Nan Wynn, Jerry
This program is to entertain as well as Cooper, and others will appear and will
give helpful information.
Each program at times have the use of a choral backAlso appearing will be such
is composed of a popular song. a book ground.
review, a household suggestion, style quest comedians as Henny Youngman,
notes or other news of interest to women, George Givot, P,ter Donald, Jan Murray
and a thought for the day.
Household and others.
hints are solicited from listeners and daily Availability: Live L-ent; E. T.
prizes are awarded.
Bob Neff handles Time Units: 15 minutes, 1, 2, or 3 weekly
the show, aided by Dawn Mundy Provost. Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon; Evening
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Number of Artists: 24 (minimum)
Audience Appeal: Female
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions; Will
Suggested for: Morning
pipe live talent
Client Suitability: Furniture stores, laun- Submitted by: Kermit-Raymond Radio Prodry concerns, department stores
ductions, 11 East 52nd Street, New
Number of Artists: 2
York 22, N. Y.
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WSPB, Sarasota, Florida

Barnyard Jamboree

Audition Time
For years each Wednesday has been
audition day at WHIO. Singers, actors,
announcers, imitators have all flocked to
the station for an audition. Now, the station selects the best of the applicants each
week and they are presented on the air in
Audition Time, Wednesdays at 4:15 p.m.
Radio listeners are advised that the variety of talent came to WHIO for an audition, and the listeners are asked to act as
an audition board and select various entertainers worthy of being heard on the
air again. Mail from listeners will decide
which acts will be given more air time.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon; evening
Client Suitability: Any product that wants
to capitalize on giving new talent a
break. This is not necessarily amateur
talent.
Number of Artists: Varies

Teleways newest half-hour transcribed
hit, "Barnyard Jamboree," starring Jimmie "Round Boy" Jefferies. A jcnn-packed
half hour of sure-fire entertainment, serious sentiment, rural rhythm. A real oldfashioned barn dance with songs that all
America sings.
Large cast.
Fifty-two
programs. A brand new series.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested
for:
Morning,
Afternoon,
Evening
Client Suitability: Any type
Number of Artists: 15
Cost: Based on station rate card
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted
by:
Teleways
Radio
Productions, Inc., 8949 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood 46, Calif.

The Bedelia

Shotr

A variety program featuring Shirley
Reid, the most unusual female ventriloquist and her Magic Doll, "Bedelia." In

Bedelia, Miss Reid has developed a most
loveable character with unbelievable life
and personality. Shirley Reid has been
the screen voice of Minnie
Mouse,
Petunia Pig and many other similar
characters.
"The Bedelia Show," with
Bill Meigs, band stooges and announcer,
is a show packed with laughs, music and
wholesome entertainment.
Availability: Live talent.
'lane Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Saturday Morning
Client Suitability: All types
Number of Artists: 4-plus band and guests
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: Green Associates, 360 N.
Michigan, Chicago 1, III.

The

Jim

Carina Shoat.

Bill Gwinn, Mutual's genial emcee,
rings the bell again with this high-powered entertainment show starring young
singing star Mery Griffin and the music
of Lyle Bardo's orchestra from Mutual's
San Francisco studios. This program is
easy listening and fun for the whole
family.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, up to 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon; Eve.
Client Suitability: Any
Number of Artists: 4 and orchestra
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Mutual-Don Lee Broadcasting System, 5515 Melrose Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.

Biography
A half hour dramatic musical depicting
the life story of stars of stage, screen and
radio—with the different guest stars each
week portraying their own role.
Top
flight writers, producer and director with
special musical treatment of 30 piece
orchestra under the direction of Morris
Staloff,
1547 Motion Picture Academy
Award winner--A weekly radio entertainment treat comparable to the "Jolson
Story" motion picture.
Availability: Live talent.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: Approximately forty
including musicians
Cost: Stars of Stage, Screen and Radio
supported by AFRA members
Audition Facilities: Printed presentation
Submitted by: The Lowe Agency, 6121 /
2
1
Selma Ave., Hollywood 28, Calif.

Breakfast At Chin
Station staff actually cooks breakfast
in the studio, on the air, describing various routines and necessary steps. Guests
are invited to the program each week
and given breakfast after having been
interviewed on the air. Musical entertainment is provided by staff pianst,
organist and vocalist. Master of ceremonies keeps show lively with humorous
banter. Time checks and weather reports
are also broadcast.
Availability: Live talent.
Time Units: 45 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: All types, but particularly bakery, creamery or coffee
manufacturer
udition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: CKFI, Fort Frances, Ontario, Canada
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1948
Calling

11i Girls

Designed spccifically to appeal to the
teen-age girl—especially for department
store sponsorship.
Features the nation's
foremost fashion authority, Nancy Pepper,
and Patsy Campbell, Linda Allen, Dick
Erawn—popular baritone, Tommy Jones,
and Hank Sylvern's music.
Famous for
guest appearances by noted screen and
entertainment personalities such as Barry
Wood, Peter Lawford, Xavier Cugat,
fenny Goodman, Vaughn Monroe, Bay
Eolger, etc.
Two-time winner of the
CCNY Radio Program Awards.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Anytime
Client Suitability: All types
Number of Artists: Approximately 12 per
program
Cost: ET—Based on population
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Frederic W. Ziv Company,
1529 Madison Road, Cincinnati 6,
Ohio

Club 580
"Club 580" features a daily 55 minutes
of music designed for the juvenile audience, combined with interviews, giveaways participation stunts, inter-school
contests. Membership cards given, along
with crests, Club 580 pictures, etc. 15,000
members current figures.
Show put on
at CKEY Radio Theatre to daily audience cf 300.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units:
55 minutes,
daily,
(Not
Available Saturdays)
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Anyone catering to
teen-age sales and good-will
Number of Artists: Emcee and commercial
man
Cost: Write, wire or phone for complete
information
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: CKEY, 444 University Avenue, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Coffee Club
This program broadcast daily from Dix
Cafeteria, large local eatery.
Establishment serves over 100 guests daily with
coffee and doughnuts.
Cast entertains
the audience there, and the audience participates in the program. Their participation is rewarded by gifts. Something different in the way of stunts each clay.
Availability: Live talent.
Time Units: 30 minutes, sold as spots, 6

What's The

Weather

Primarily designed to give the Northwest radio audience a complete resume
of daily weather conditions, the program
includes not only the current weather
information, but also contains music
(ive talent) dai'y cash prizes for temperature predictions, and audience participation.
Studio audience daily.
Invaluable to both urban and rural listeners inasmuch as weather plays an important pert in everyday life.
Availability: Live talent
'lime Units: 30 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Cereals, other food
items, anything connected with farming
Number ot Artists: 7 (5 musicians)
Cost: $40.00 per program
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KFYR, 200 1
/ Fourth Street,
2
Bisma. -ck, North Dakota
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Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: All home products
Number of Artists: 2
Cost: Timo cost for Class B spot plus
$2.00 daily,
plus either a merchandise gift daily or $2.00 to purchase a gift.
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WDVA, Box 1338, Danville,
Va.

College Town. I .S.1.
Program originates
from imaginary
"Pops Place" in College Town, U. S. A.
Just around the corner and down a block
from no particular campus. Main characters: Joe and Betsy, "The Co-Eds" working with loose plot, bring in varied Collegiana: Songs, sayings, fashions and
fads of U. S. colleges. Each week they'll
salute both a college of the U.S.A. with
Alma
Mater,
and
a local
"Kollege
Kween," who will be selected by listener
response. Runs parallel to school sessions, September to June.
Availability: Live talent, E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 2 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Clothing stores, soft
drink manufacturers
Number of Artists: Between 8 and 10
Cost: $40
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WTRY, 92 Fourth Street,
New York

Family Party
This is a Saturday noontime show,
broadcast before a live audience in
WMT's Radio Theater.
The hour-long
feature wraps up all the most popular
talent heard on the station throughout the
week, including such regional favorites
as Tom Owen's Cowboys, Dad and the
Boys, Uncle Elmer, Dempsey Jones, etc.
MC is Si Perkins played by WMT staff
announcer, Bob Leefers. Show is sold in
quarter-hour segments to non-competitive
accounts.
Availability: Live talent.
Time Units: 60 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Saturday Afternoon
Client Suitability: Preferably product that
appeels to farm audience.
Number of Artists: Approximately 25
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions, will
pipe live talent
Submitted by: W1v1f, Paramount Bldg.,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

BlaMe Mathe, jazz and classical virutoso
of the violin; Key Stokes, wizard of the
Hammon Organ; Jimmie Namaro, composer-arranger. star of the vibraharp;
Cliff McKay, clarinetist-singer; Bob Ginsby,
cornetist-extraordinary;
Joe
Niosi, ;
master of the Bass Viol; and Hugh BartPeter Lorre, Pat O'Brien,' Number of Artists: Staff and participants
lett,
personality
announcer;
George Hildegarde,
Lucille Ball, Luise Rainer, Martha Scott, 1
from audience
Temple, producer.
Basil Rathbone, Faye Emerson and guest 1Submitted by: WSRS & WSRS-FM, Radio
Availability: Live talent, E T.
comedians such as Milton Berle, George!
Center Bldg., Cleveland Heights 18,
Time Units: 26 episodes, 30 minutes
Ohio
Givot, Bert Lahr, Peter Donald, Jan MurAudience Appeal: Entire family
ray, Jackie Gleason and many other HollySuggested for: Morning, Afternoon
wood stars and famous comedians. Guest
It Pays To Adrertise
Number of Artists: 10
vocalists such as Harry Cool, Jerry Cooper,
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions, Will
Recounts adventures
of
advertising
Patricia Gilmore, Nan Wynn, Monica
pipe live talent
agency putting on radio show for sponLewis. Danny O'Neil, Phil Brito and others
Submitted by: Garry J. Carter, Inc., 67
sor. Main characters are account execuappear. First series of 26 shows feature
West 44th Street, New York
tive and copywriter who does commerEnric Madriguera and his orchestra while
cials.
Chief character could be film
second series of 26 feature Ray Bloch and
Harlem Hospitality Club
name. Since the imaginary program they
his orchestra. Jim Ameche is host-emcee
put on each week is variety show, there
An all-colored cast gives this variety on entire 52 shows.
is perfect way of handling guest stars,
show an entertaining and different twist. Availability: E. T.
interviews, rehearsals, etc.
Comedy or
Program originates in Harlem's Savoy
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
dramatic bits can be inserted easily.
Ballroom and highlights Willie Bryant as
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Commercials, of course, can be beautimaster of ceremonies and the Loumel
Suggested for: Afternoon; Evening
fully integrated by having chief charMorgan Trio. Featured guest stars have Client Suitability: General
acters argue about what is best to say
included Butterfly McQueen, Teddy Wil- Number of Artists: 38
about product.
Situations are innumerson, Erskine Hawkins, Lionel Hampton,
Cost: $20 per program up, depending upon able and highly entertaining.
Maxine Sullivan and the Golden Gate
market and population
Availability: Live talent
Quartet. Bryant's excursions with a porAudition Facilities: Transcriptions
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
table microphone provide the show with Submitted by: Kermit-Raymond Radio ProAudience Appeal: Entire family
an audience-participation flavor.
ductions, 11 East 52nd Street, New Suggested for: Evening
Availability: Live talent
York 22, N. Y.
Client Suitability: Any large national adTime Units: 15 or 30 minutes, 5 weekly
vertiser who wants to reach comedy
Audience Appeal: Female
Hollywood Itadio Theater
._iudience
Suggested for: Daytime
Original stories made for Hollywood Number of Artists: Average 6 and music
Client Suitability: Products bought by woAudition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
personalities such as Herbert Marshall,
men
Larraine
Day,
Vincent
Price,
Turhan Submitted by: Gordon M. Day Advertising
Number of Artists: 3 plus music and parService, 145 East 53rd Street, New
Bey and hundreds of others. Music proticipants
York 22, N. Y.
vided by Mahlon Merrick and his 17
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
piece orchestra.
Comedy, drama, roSubmitted by: Mutual Broadcasting SysJainior Junction
mance, mystery.
Past performances
tem, 1440 Broadway, New York 18,
prove 50 per cent ratings.
Each half
This is a fast-moving variety show
N. Y.
hour story complete in itself.
with all the charm and sparkle of youth
and their outstanding abilities. Dick York
Availability: E. T.
Heart Of Interica
is the M.C., a veteran radio actor, the orTime Units: 200 half hours, 1 weekly
Barn Dance
chestra of 22 pieces is conducted by
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Mary Hartline, 18, who is not only a
A DeLuxe Barn Dance Production con- Euggested for: Evening
Suitability:
Department
stores, musician, but also a successful photogsisting of a large group of different type Client
model
in
Chicago.
Jackie
Jewellers, shoe stores, Fashion shops c.pher's
Barn Dance performers using famous
Hillbilly and
Western acts as guest Number of Artists: 5 actors, 17 piece or- Dvorak, 16. is the commentator and gives
advice to the teen-agers about their
ches lr
stars. Comp'ete show including bands,
problems etc.: Lola Ameche, 17, and
trios,
choir,
dancers,
producers.
MC, Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Exclusive Radio Features Tony Trankincr, 18. are the vocalists.
soloists.
60 people in cast.

VARIETY

Co., Ltd., 14 McCaul Street, Toronto,
Ontario, Canada

Availability: Live talent.
Time Units: I hour, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 60
Submitted by: W. M. Ellsworth,
Wacker Drive, Chicago 1, Ill.

Home On The Range
75

E.

Fun Time
Half hour show in local theater.
Kid
show using juvenile talent.
(Age 4 to
14). M.C. known as Cousin Howie (or
Uncle). Show consists of songs, contests,
and quizes.
Prizes for every contest.
Most popular features are Peanut Holing
Race, Suitcase Race, Community singing, Talent Show (competing for prizes
like bicycles, radios, etc.) Bubble Gum
contest.
Additional features; short educational talks, singing cowboys, local
quartets. sextets, choirs and choruses.
Also prize for lady bringing most kids.
Packed with action and humor.
Appeal
directly to kids. Movie after show.
Availability: Live talent.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Saturday Morning
Client Suitability: Any local mercheet
(except beer or wine sponsor)
Number of Artists: Varies. To run show,
M.C. and Stooge and engineer
Submitted by: KWYO, Sheridan, Wyc.

The Happy Gang
The Happy Gang features Bert Pearl,
ace M.C. and mainspring of the Gang;
Eddie Allen, dramatic singing sensation.

Holiday Inn
A daily audience participation show
complete with studio orchestra, announcer, three vocalists and an M.C. Quizzes,
awards and other audience participation
features.
Audiences consist primarily of
women's organizations. Program is available on participation basis in approximate 15-minute blocks.
Availability; Live talent, E. T.
Time Units: 40 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: General
Number or Artists: 10 including orchestra
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WPEN, 1528 Walnut Street,
Philadelphia 40, Pa.

Hollywood's Open House
Most ambitious and spectacular program yet developed for use by spot local
c'ients through means of transcriptions.
Show matches in all respect live Hollywood shows. Presents guest stars chosen
from the cream of Hollywood including:
Marlene Dietrich, Jack Benny and his entire company, Dick Powell, Kay Francis,

Western musical with humorous script
built around a ranch idea with owner as
Emcee.
Male quartette and tenor, supported by five piece Western ensemble,
all of whom act as ranch hands. Quartette and vocalists all talk and do
doubles. This show has been on the air
for 2 years, and has average rating of
15.0.
Availability: Live talent, E T.
Time Units: 30 minutes
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Household products,
foods, etc.
Number of Artists: 11
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: CFRB, 37 Bloor Street Mast,
Toronto, Canada

SRS

Spotlight

Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Morning
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: American Broadcasting Co.,
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20,
N. Y.

The

Kiddies

Show

Unee Jerry holds forth with a group
of talented youngsters, interviewing and
sending them into their selections. Mem bers of studio audience are interviewed.
Fan Club has been started; Juvenile announcers are given copy to read; Community Singing stressed; Birthdays announced; games played. Winners chosen
by mail vote—every 9th week previous
8 winners called back to compete in a
round of semi-finals—finals held at end
of year to determine outstanding talent.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Cienti Suitability: All types, especially
those with juvenile products
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WLBR, 1103 Mifflin Street,
Lebanon, Penna.

This is a variety program of music.
quiz, comedy, sports, amateurs, news
and interviews involving the great WSRS
coverage area population wherein they
are not only the listeners and spectators,
but also the entertainers.
This is a
marvelous merchandising type of show
KI111.1 Musical Clock
and it is available on the Cleveland
area's only full-time independent radio
K1MA goes on the air 1 full hour i
-en-e
station.
any other station heard in Central Wash
ington.
And during that hour, Barry
lime Units: 60 minutes, 1 weekly
Suggested for: Afternoon, Evening
Watkinson, chief waker-upper for Yakima
Client Suitability: All
Valley hold forth with fine variety show
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5-6 a.m. with all types music, weather Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
forecast, late news, sports results and Submitted by: Jack Rourke Productions,
farm news.
6331 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28,
Availability: Live talent, E. T.
Calif.
Time Units: 15, 30 or 60 minutes, 6
weekly
.1111Sie And Sluff
Audience Appeal: Entire family
This is a twenty minutes madhouse of
Suggested for: Morning
nitetime fun with studio audience.
Our
Client Suitability: Farm equipment, feed
golden throated M.C. Tom Leahy ad libs
and grain dealers, or anyone else his way in and out of more trouble than
wanting to appeal to a wealthy farm
would be thought possible in such a
market
short time.
Usually a series of short
Number of Artists: 1
dramatic (a la Henry Morgan) episodes
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
are woven in thru musical interpolations
Submitted by: KIMA, Box 702, Yakima,
on the Hammond organ.
One of the
Washington
merriest late fife programs in the area.

The King's Jesters Show.
The King's Jesters, top network, recording, and stage stars, have developed
a brand new 15-minute transcribed series.
Featured with the King's Jesters are other
network favorites — Walter Patterson.
singing M.C., and George Barnes, Crown
Price of the Guitar—with music under the
direction of Jack Fascinato. Series offers
side deal—Individual Sponsor Spots"—
King's Jesters singing 30-second spot for
any client sponsoring show.
Availability:
E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire Family
Suggested for: Afternoon, Evening
Client Suitability: Any client wishing universal acceptance
Number of Artists: King's Jesters Trio—
M.C.—Soloist George Barnes and
Music
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Jewell Radio Productions,
Wrigley Bldg., 410 N.
Michigan,
Chicago 11, Ill.

Bill illeigs Show
Bill Meigs, singer-actor now featured
in musical comedy success, "Call Me

Morie
Alward"

heard
stars

famous

an-

nouncer Wendell Niles and top Hollywood
Commentator
Erskine
Johnson,
with guest stars of Hollywood film naines
(Virginia Mayo on the audition record.)
Participants from the studio audience are
selected.
Participants have a chance to
act, to answer questions about their
favorite stars and to perform in a skit
written for comedy with the guest star.
Highly interesting and laugh provoking
half-hour show at a reasonable budget.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Particularly suited for
glamorous
products, interested in
using the Hollywood background.
Number of Artists: 10

H2

1529 Madison
Ohio

Road,

Cincinnati

6,

On Stage
Highlight feature of each program is
"guest appearance" of an out-standing
star in a recorded drama.
Also on the
mythical stage are a nationally-known
recorded orchestra and vocal ensemble.
Program is padded with sound effects
cnd musical bridges--and opens with
call of "on stage, on stage" over a background of orchestra tuning up.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units, 60 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire Family
Suggested for: Evening
Number of Artists: Announcer-Narrator
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WGH, 500 Portlock Bldg.,
Norfolk 10, Virginia

Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 20 minutes, weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested
for:
Morning,
Afternoon,
Evening, Late Evening
Client Suitability: Someone who can stand
to be kidded.
Puppy Smith Ind His
Number of Artists: 3 men-1 girl, 1
ergs:nisi
Hired Elands
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Pat Barnes, veteran M.C., portrays himSubmitted by: KANS, 1015 N. Broadway,
self and his old friend "Poppy Smith"
Wichita, Kansas
whose
-Cornhusker
Philosophy"
end
keen wit will appeal to listeners young
My Lucky Break
and old. A simple homey program with
the elements of variety entertainment,
-My Lucky Break" is a half hour live
radio program of network magnitude it features musical antics by Frank Novak
featuring Josef Cherniaysky with a 40 ("The Stokowski of Corn") and the 4
piece "pops" symphonette, Jim Ameche hired hands, solos by Master Accorclionas narrator, the Dinning sisters, (or a ist Charles Magnante and songs by Cowvocalist, male or female), and a brilliant boy Eddie Smith. Of 7 to 8 selections ir.
dramatic cast. The show includes a give each show the first fourth and last inaway "gimmick" which is used for the strumentals may be faded for commerfirst time in the history of the business cials.
and which will electrify the listening Availability: E. T.
audience.
Time Units: 15 minutes, Optional weekly
Availability: Live talent
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon; EveAudience Appeal: Entire family
ning
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General appeal to farm,
Client Suitability: All Product
home and family product manufacNumber of Artists: 36-40 pc. orchestra,
turers

Mister, - carries the ball throughout the
n in
varying dramatic cast.
entire fifteen minutes with songs, stories,
a short play and guest interviews. Hand- Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
some, 6 ft. 5, Bill has a terrific appeal Submitted by: Tele-Radio Creations, Inc.,
540 N. Michigan, Chicago, Ill.
to both female and male audience.
An
ideal low cost show for three or five a
week.
A small combo, announcer and
Oklahoma Routidup
guests complete the package.
Variety describes it thus: "Show, origAvailability: Live talent
inating from CBS' Oklahoma City outlet,
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 or 5 weekly KOMA, is poured straight out of cider
Audience Appeal: Entire family
lug.
For them that likes the stuff that's
Suggested for: Morning, Afternoon
stilled in the hills, this is it, 200 proof...
Client Suitability: Any product purchased frontier fiddling, yodeling, and rube.
by women
gagging that should appeal to folk who
Number of Artists: 2 and music and guests swear by Gene Autry and other saddle
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
swooners."
Pays off either in evening
Submitted by: Green Associates, 360 N. (Hoppers up to 7.1 sustaining); daytime
Michigan, Chicago 1, Ill.
5-a-week (sustaining high, 4.3).

"Movie

Audience Appeal: Entire Family
Suggested for: Anytime
Client Suitability: Any time
Number of Artists: Approximately 20
Cost: ET -Based on population
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Frederic W. Ziv Company,

Number of Artists: 4 and music
Cost: $6 per program
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: SESAC, Inc., 475 Fifth Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

Parade Of Schoors

Parade of Schools, a half hour transcribed weekly program, is made during
student assemblies of grade and high
schools.
These broadcasts planned entirely by the schools (usually musical
d1rector), with WING Production Director
as Emcee. Schools heard include public,
parochial, Negro and vocational.
Series
creates tremendous interest of school
officials, students, parents, and is sucAvailability: Live talent
cessful means of developing youthful
Time Units: 15 or 30 minutes, 1 to 5 talent.
During summer vacation, shows
weekly
made in Teen Age clubs. Series not only
Audience Appeal: Entire family
has full sanction of education boards ...
Suggested
for:
Morning,
Afternoon, it's an extra-curricu'ar activity 'must.'
Evening
Availability: Live talent
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Submitted by: CBS, 485 Madison Avenue, Audience Appeal: Entire Family
New York 22, N. Y.
Suggested for: Evening

Old Corral
A Western variety musical show star.
ring Poppy Cheshire.
There's a thread
of story running through it—heart-interest
between Sally Foster and Wade Ray.
The highlight of the program is a stirring western story by Peppy Cheshire
himself.
Large vocal and instrumental
groups made up of popu'ar Western stars
of both screen and radio fame.
Availability; E . T.
Time Units:

ss

Irseph, Missouri; is music and comedy—
:so gag comedy, but informal fun -music runs (rom hilly-billy to modern, including Westerns and Pops. Has been a
mid-afternoon show for all those years.
Following is proved and faithful. . . .
Featu:es staff personalities and combos.
Availability: Live talent
Time :Inns: 5 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire Family
Suggested fcr: Afternoon, Early Evening
Client Suitability: Middle-class and rural
epunals
Number of Artists; Varies—average 15
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KFEQ, KFEQ Bldg., St.
Joseph 7, Mo.

Purity Letters Game
During prosram, which features recorded music, the announcer gives three sing .e
letters of the alphabet, sometimes during
the commercials, sometimes during music.
At the time the third letter is read, the
first person to call in, having those three
letters in his or her last name, receives
a letter entitling him or her to a prize-in this .nstance, seven quarts of milk and
a quart of ice cream.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Number of Artists: Announcer
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: './CSC, Charleston, S. C.

The Record Party
Joe Desh, former Hit Parade Headliner
and popular recording artist, emcee three
hours of dancing, quizzes, games, scavenger hunts and other exciting entertainment especially designed for a teen age
audience. The youngsters are treated to
a Saturday attemoon record party heavily
interspersed with all types of participation games in which they compete for
prizes. In addition they are interviewed
on the air, make station breaks, plcry announcer, request their own favorite tunes,
dance and partake of hot dogs and soda
pop.
Availability: Live talent; E. T., Both
Time Units: 165 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile; Entire family
Suggested for: Aillernoon
Client Suitability: Anyone interested in
reaching teen-age audience — also
parents
Number of Artists: 3 and audience participation
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WINX, 8th and Eye St.,
Washington IS, D. C.

11What

Do You Think

Master-of-Ceremonies
Wendell
Niles
selects one married couple, one single
girl, one single fellow and a fifth person chosen for his comedy characterizations, and invites them to appear on the
program.
These people discuss with
Master-of-Ceremonies Niles, letters sent
in by listeners describing a problem. For
example, -How dces a person tell when
he's in love?" Each participant hat; a
chance to answer the question and sometimes the participants argue back cmd
forth as to the answer, moderated by
Master-of-Ceremonies Niles.
A concluClient Suitability: Any type — present
sion is drawn at the end of each discussponsor Coca Cola Bottling Co.
sion, and prizes are awarded. Hilarious
Number of Artists: Station Emcee &
audition recording available.
Musical Director & Student Cast
Availability: Live talent
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Time Units: 30 minutes, I weekly
Submitted by: WING, 121 N. Main St.,
Audience Appeal: Entire family
(Dayton 2, Ohio
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General
Pony Express Roundup
Number of Artists: 10
This program has been on the air Audition Fac,lities: Transcriptions
more than ten years--Takes advantage Submitted by: Jack Rourke Productions,
of all the color and romance of The
6331 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood,
Pony Express,
which
started in St.
Calif.
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Rural Rereille
Rural Reveille is an early morning
show but not necessarily of the "wake
up" variety. It is pointed directly to the
rural trade with farm and ranch news
featured, particularly Extension service
bulletins, weather report and farm commodity market reports, time signals and
U. S. D. A. news releases.
Music runs
to folk tunes rather than hill-billy with a
generous sprink:ing of old time hits and
at least one hymn during the morning.
Program is designed to be sold on a participating basis for sports or in blocks of
five to thirty minutes.
Availability: Live talent, E. T.
Time Units: I hour, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire Family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Those who want to
appeal primarily to rural and ranch
trade
Number of Artists: 1 (announcer)
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KWYO, Sheridan, Wyoming

'lu

t' Sandman

The Sandman featuring Cement Fuller,
well-known
English
broadcaster
and
writer, is leisurely paced program of
music, narration and drama, designed
lei the goodnight hour after 11 p.m. news.
Each program in series is created around
specific theme such as Rain, Dreams,
Parting, etc., and contains music sympathetic to theme with the gentle, heartwarming philosophy of The Sandman (a
happy blend of the most beautiful words
ever written upon the subject and The
Sandman's own inimitable thoughts on
it) weaving in and out in a graceful, easy
delineation.
Availability: Life talent, E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 weekly
Audience Appeal: Male, Female
Suggested for: Evening 11:15 p.m.
Client Suitability: Advertiser who wants
to hold on to late news audience with
an appealing goodnight program
Number of Artists: 3 and music
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Gordon M. Day Advertising
Service, 145 East 53rd St., New York
22, N. Y.

Shoppers' Serenade
A mid-morning variety program of live
talent—a sort of studio party, informal,
yet planned for maximum appeal. Ross
DeRoy at the organ and piano, Dick
Campbell, former member of Waring's
Pennsylvanians, sings.
Virginia Murphy and Bill Heffernan give out with the
chatter—the
maculine
and
feminine
angles to current goings-on. Meanwhile,
Char:ie Holmes is out with the tape recorder visiting some housewife and presenting her with a market basket of
groceries—these events spliced into the
following day's show.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minute program spots sold,
b weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: All products of interest
to women, or used in the home
Number of Artists: 5
Cost: Snot announcement cost (Class B)
plus $1.00 per broadcast
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WDVA, Box 1338, Danville,
V.

Phil Silvers ShoatPhil Silvers of stage and screen will
star in this new comedy show.
Silvers
plays a small town newspaper man who
lands a job on a big city theatrical
journal covering the entertainment beat.
Silver's unusual comedy sense combined
with the many and various situations in
which he gets involved will keep this
series fresh and a consistently hilarious
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attraction. His job as a newspaper man
covering all the night spots leaves open
numerous possibilities for show-casting
and introducing new talent.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire Family
Suggested for: Evening
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by:
American Broadcasting
Company, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New
York 20, N. Y.

Shipteen Spotlight
All teenager cast. Master and mistress
of ceremonies, orchestra, fashions commentator, sports, comedy.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire Family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Dept. store, Banks, etc
Number of Artists; 13
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WACE, Chicopee, Mass.

Something For The Family
A fast moving variety-comedy program
for the whole family with a joke for dad,
a song for brother, a dance tune for sister
and a poem for mother, starring George
Iessel, the nations number one master of
ceremonies and after dinner speaker, the
favorite guest of America's top radio
stars and Joan Barton, the newest singing
sensation on Hollywood's radio horizon,
and featuring the orchestras of Bill Bunt
and Eddie Oliver.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire Family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Department stores and
any other client appealing to the
whole family
Number of Artists: 4-plus 18 piece orchestra
Cost: Based on percentage of Class A
station time
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Universal Radio Productions of Hollywood, Inc., 6757 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

VARIETY
Stars Of

T 011101°

Ib

'Stars of Tomorrow' brings excellent
live Central Florida talent to listeners
every Sunday night.
Four new entertainers are presented each week and are
voted upon by studio and listening audiences.
Winner of previous week's program appears each week as guest star.
Prizes are given all contestants with
grand prize awarded each week to winner. Voting is done by mail. Master of
ceremonies and straight announcer used.
This show has been a very consistent
mail puller.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire .family
Suggested for: Evening
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Client Suitability: Very general type —
commands large general audience
Number of Artists: 8
Cost: Card rate plus MC, announcer, and
pianist talent
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WORZ, Orlando, Plorida

Surprise Package
Audience participation show.
Can be
broadcast also from local theater.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 3 plus contestants
Submitted by: WINK, P. 0. Box 1072, Ft.
-;, Fla.

Talent Search

Show is aired three times weekly using
nine live contestants. Each contestant is
interviewed, performs talent, and is given
small cash reward plus recording of their
act. Weekly winner, decided by audience
mailing cards in as votes, receives larger
cash award, other small prizes, plus
occupying entire 4th, 15 minute program
each Sunday.
Excellent talent plentiful
Songs 01 The Plainsman
in this area.
Show pulls 4,000 to 5,000
Henry
Mattison,
unusual
cowboy cards monthly. Good local talent assures
singer, popular KFH favorite for five large listening audience. Sponsor's reyears. He sings all types of songs in a sults terrific!!
better than average voice for westerns. Availability: Live talent
Talks his own commercials in an in- Time Units: 15 minutes, 4 weekly
formal way, and is a great favorite with Audience Appeal: Entire family
both old and young. Calls himself "The Suggested for: Early Evening
Plainsman."
Has good mail pull, and Client Suitability: Sponsorship is unhas done a great job on many sponsors.
limited
Availability: Live talent
Number of Artists: 3 (Emcee, Announcer,
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Musician)
Audience Appeal: Entire Family
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Suggested for: Morning, Afternoon
Submitted by: WLBR, 8th & Cumberland
Client Suitability: Any type
St., Lebanon, Penna.
Number of Artists: 2
Cost: Reasonable
1«cation 1 arieties
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Vacation Varieties is a half-hour show
Submitted by: KFH, Wichita, Kansas
originating in our studio.
An audience.
comprised mostly of teen-agers, is interSouren-aires
viewed by the wise-cracking emcee;
Show
features,
girl
vocalist,
staff asked questions mostly about records and
pianist and announcer-MC.
Listeners movies, but some current events. Talentwrite in requesting tunes that have some ed kids "show-off" during audition on the
special significance to them giving rea- Iair periods of the show. Merchandise
sons.
MC reads letters inserting patter prizes are contributed free by merchants.
are
conducted
occasionally.
between all three performers. Best letter Stunts
daily awarded S1.00.
Best letter of the Popular records requested by studio audience are played.
week gets $6.60.
Availability: Live talent, E. T.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: Two 15-minute, 5 weekly
Time Units: 30 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Audience Appeal: Entire Family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Drug store, theatre,
Client Suitability: None in particular
music store
Number of Artists: 3
Number of Artists: 2
Cost: $60.00 per week talent plus time.
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WESC, Greenville, South Submitted by: KTMC, City Hall Bldg.,
McAlester, Oklahoma
Carolina

1020 Club
The "Sunny Side of the Street" sets the
scene for a happy go lucky variety record
show, presided over by master mike man,
Berne Enterline.
The 1020 Club is a
listener membership group numbering in
the thousands.
Membership in the club
gives listeners a show of their own. Enterline incorporates their letters into the
program and plays their requests. Membership cards and a 1020 Club newspaper are part of the promotion.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 1 hour, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 1
Cost: Card rates plus talent
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WMMJ, 408 Fulton Street,
Peoria 2, Ill,

Top Talent
Talented amateurs and professionals
compete for cash prizes and a paid engagement on the air on the WTOP Top
Talent program.
Top Talent is broadcast before a large audience in the Hall
of Nations of the Washington Hotel.
Eddie Gallaher is featured as emcee,
while a twelve-piece orchestra supplies
the music.
Prominent entertainers such
as Lausitz Melchior, Barry Wood, Patsy
Kelly and others appear as quest talent
judges. The audience also helps in the
selection of the lucky winner.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WTOP, Earle Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.

Three Ala I'M
Three alarm clocks are set by movie
personalities to ring on the "Three
Aiarm" show each day. Contestants are
requested to write "Three Alarm" that
they would like an alarm to ring at a
certain time on a specific date. Winners
who fall nearest the time the alarm rings
receive three regular prizes; contestants
who fall within 30 seconds receive a
-Jackpot" prize; and contestants who list
the actual time the alarm rings receive a
"bulls-eye" prize. Popular recordings are
featured on the program in addition to
guest interviews and musical selections
by the KMPC staff orchestra.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 90 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Anyone who desires to
reach a large audience
Number of Artists: 4 and music
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KMPC, 5939 Sunset Blvd.,
Los Angeles 28, Calif.

WWI Minstrels
Typical minstrel format—two endmen
and
interlocutor.
Recorded
orchestra
backing and vocal groups. Sound effects
and musical bridges, with simulated tapdancing, stage-stunts, etc.
Availability: Live talent, E. T.
Time Units 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Number of Artists: 3
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WGH, 500 Portlock Bldg.,
Norfolk 10, Virginia
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Bunkhouse Janaboree
All of the latest farm front news, the
stock reports, weather, crop hints and
temperatures are part of Bunkhouse Jamboree which also features those artists
who have been farm country favorites
through the years.
Availability: Live talent, E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Farm equipment, poultry supply, or feed companies
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WFRP, Savannah, Ga.

This Business Of Farming
Formulated after an extensive personal
interview survey among those radio listeners who are interested in -this business of farming" to determine what they
wanted and when they wanted it broadcast, this program presents (1) a brief
dramatization of current problems of the
farm or an interview with a recognized
authority or a question and answer period
featuring questions written in by the
listener plus (2) a daily weather report
from the U. S. Weather Bureau at local
airport and the reading of the latest livestock market quotations plus (3) helpful
household or farming hints and highlights
of the days news.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Male; female
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: That client or product
that is particularly concerned witti
distribution to the rural audience.
Number of Artists: 2 personalities, plus
dramatic artists as needed
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KSL, 10 So. Main St., Salt
Lake City 1, Utah

Dixie Farm flour
Interviews on farm activities, guests
from State Department of Agriculture and
State College of Agriculture, information
of all types of interest to rural listeners;
weather reports, market reports, time, and
music.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 1 hour, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Farm products
Number of Artists: 1and guests
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted
by:
WSB,
Biltmore
Hotel,
Atlanta, Ga.

Grady Cole Time
A program designed to bring agricultural news, local and foreign news, discussion of farming problems, homey
philosophy, music, etc., which has become
so popular throughout the southeast that
WBT signed on one hour earlier in response to thousands of requests that
farmers be ab:e to hear Grady Cole from
5 A.M. until 8. Famous for his help and
advice to farmers, Grady Cole continues
to be a power in the state and community through this broadcast.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units; 3 hours, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitabiliy: Farm client, products
directed specifically to farm audience
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WBT and/or Radio Sales
Inc., N. Y., Wilder Bldg., Charlotte,
N. C.

AGRICULTURE
Columbia's Country
Journal
Winner Ohio State First Award for
Agricultural
Programs.
because
"it
makes a sincere and well-presented effort
to provide its audiences with current information on market conditions, keeps
them informed on trends in agriculture
and advances the agriculturist's interests
in his own calling. - John Crosby says
it "treats farmer as if he were an intelligent specialist - ...-gives five times as
niuch information - as nearest comparable
series. On sustaining, currently outrates
best sponsored network farm program by
.10 per cent (May).
Availability: Live talent
lime Units: 30 minutes, 1weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning, Afternoon
Client Suitability: Any product of interest
to farmers, their wives and families
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: CSS, 485 Madison Avenue,
New York 22, N. Y.

Community

llmanae

The ingredients of this 90 minute program are: (1) United States Weather
Bureau reports (2) Time Signals (3) Two
five minute talks by County Agent (4)
Music by Dixie Playboys staff orchestra
(5) Fun At Breakfast with Howard &
Shelton (6) Calendar of Events, the day's
happenings (7) Lost & Found Column of
the Air (8) Song by Gene Autry. All this
and Uncle George the lovable old character who has become a listening habit
in the Roanoke area.
Availability: Live talent, E. T.
Time Units: 90 minutes, 6 weekly. Will be
sold in any unit of five minutes or
more
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Client Suitability: Farm products, Flour
Mills, etc.
Number of Artists: 6
Cost: Upon Request
Submitted by: WSLS, Shenandoah Life
Building, Roanoke, Virginia

Country Caller

In:ormal talk or interview dealing with
current agricultural problems of area
farmers and rural dwellers, conducted by
county agent of Koochiching county,
Minnesota.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family

11918

Suggested ion Afternoon
t:tient Suitability: Those who wish to
reach a rural market
Number of Artists: 3
Audition taciiities: Will pipe talent
buomitted by: CKFI, Fort Frances, Ont:rio, Canada

Client Suitability: Clients wanting to conmot farmers
Number of Artists: 1
Cost: On Request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions.
Submitted by: WLEU, Commerce Bldg.,
12th & State Streets, Erie, Pa.

Murray Cox—RFD

Farm Bulletin Program

Murray Cox, well-schooled in agricultural methods and management, has
Monday thru Friday studio broadcasts
with up-to-the-minute agricultural news,
and also goes out in field for many
broadcasts with mobile unit and wirerecording system. Gets cross-view account of conventions, dairy meetings,
finuie Farmers of America, 4-1-f. Clubs,
etc. Wi.1 nave his own booth at the State
Fair of Texas in October, with booth also
serving as headquarters for Future Farmers, 4-1-I Clubs, etc. Cox will attend outol-state events in which Texas exhibits
are featured in the future.
Availability: Live talent, E. T.
ame Units: 15 minutes, 3 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning, Afternoon
L.,tient Suitability: Any product directed
toward rural audience (home, farm,
etc).
Number of Artists: 1
Cost: Ou Request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions.
S,,,, mitted by: WFAA, 1122 Jackson Street,
Dallas, Texas

Down On The Farm
Show uses Hillbilly music (live) with
Farm Topics (about 4 minutes) dispersed
at intervals between musical selections.
Topics include various livestock market
quotations, the time of day, temperature
and weather forecast.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Manufacturers of farra
equipment, feed
Number of Artists: 5
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions.
Submitted by: WDBJ, P. O. Box 150,
Roanoke 2, Va.

WCLO's "Country Caller" program is
built around Grant Ritter, WCLO Farm
Dir. Aired at 7 a.m, program contains
Down To Earth
general farm news, weather, markets, and
particularly highlights wire recorded inKFAB Farm Service Director Bill Macterview with a farmer-neighbor of the donald is on the air each weekday mornrural listeners of five counties obtained ing at 6:30 with a fifteen-minute visit
daily by Ritter.
Interview is of special which concerns itself with every phase of
interest in that it brings out some special farming in this area. A large proportion
accomplishment or farming method of Iof the programs include transcribed onMr. Average farmer for the interest and the-spot broadcasts from farm gatherings
benefit of listeners.. This interview fea.! through the midwest.
We think Bill is
ti.re has built up tremendous audience the best Farm Service Director in the naover the more than a year program has tion. He has received many honors inbeen on the air.
cluding honorary 4-H Club membership.
Avai:ability: Live - talent, E. T.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 45 minutes, 6 weekly
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Male, Female .
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: For any sponsor seek- ,Client Suitability: Any product that is
;u:
market
sold to the farm market
Number of Artists: None
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions.
Submitted by: WCLO, Gazette Bldg., ;Submitted by: KFAB, Omaha 2, Nebraska,
Janesville, Wisconsin
Lincoln 1, Nebraska

County Agent's Quarter
Hour

v(-

Daily broadcast of special classified
farm advertisements carried in the Farm
Bulletin section of the Janesville Gazette.
Some Farm Bulletin is also displayed on
Bulletin boards in as many as 100 dealers places of business. Ad read on air,
in most cases, eliminates name and addresses and refers listeners to "Farm
Bulletin
Dealers"
and
their
bulletin
boards or to the Gazette. Many ads can
be read in fifteen minutes and farmers
greatly interested in ads during the many
shortages. Now interest is increasing.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Male, Female
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Any advertiser wanting to reach farmer . . . especially
the farmer with something to sell
Number of Artists: None
Submitted by: WCLO, Gazette Bldg.,
Janesville, Wisconsin

Farm Fair
News of interest to the American
farmer, available for use any time Monday through Saturday, through The Associated Press Radio news wire.
Availability: Telescript
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Any time
Client Suitability: All types who want to
interest the American farmer
Submitted by: The Associated Press, 50
Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20,
N. Y.

Farm Market Analysis
Gives un early morning analysis of the
preceding days agricultural markets in
grains, livestock and poultry. Presently
aired Monday through Saturday at 6:15
A. M.
Avcrilabillty: Live talent
Time Units: 5 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Male
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Those with general or
farm appeal
Number oi Artiste: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions.
Submitted by: KFBB, 605 First National
Bank Eldq., Great Falls, Mont.

Farm Sews

Complete market reports and complete
coverage of local farm activities in Ohio's
richest—most heavily populated farm
region—presented by Farm Editor Dick
Martin. A feature of this farm program
is interviews with agricultural experts.
Popularity DI program among farmers is
enhanced by "on the farm - interviews.
Mr. Merrin, active on all farm grargss
and farm activit.es in this area. has
gained respect ard authority in this important phase.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: )5 minutes, 6 weekly
.1nd County News
Audience Appeal: Entire family
15 minute Farm and County news pro- ,Suggested for: Aft arnoon
gram consisting basically of prices on, Client
Suitability:
Agricultural imple:five stock, produce, fruits, etc., in season
ments, dairies, feed, farm stores,
plus farm news on local area activities,
nurseries
plus five minute national news summary. Number of Artists: I
Availability: Live talent
Cost: On Request
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 weekly
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Audience Appeal: Farm audience
Submitted by: WHBC, 550 Market Avenue
Suggested for: Morning
S, Canton 2, Ohio
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Farm Party Line
Program includes complete national
and state market analysis listing and
discussion of rural activities in cooperation with 10 area country agricultural
agents. A report of Farm Director's contacts with agricultural sources. Local,
State and National farm news. Periodic
listing of high herds in area DHIA groups.
Comprehensive
four
days
agricultural
weather forecast. Selected music. Program
is predominately local in nature.
Time Units: 35 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Fuggested for: Morning
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WBCM, 100 Center Ave.,
Boy City, Michigan

Farmers'

.Ilmanae

This is a program presented exclusively for the farmer.
It contains timely information on local crops and information
of value in operating a farm.
This Information gathered from the local Farm
Bureau, State College of Agriculture and
U. S. Department of Agriculture.
Local
weather conditions are also stressed and
music is interspersed throughout.
Aval'ability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 7 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Farm machinery, Feed
and Milling products, Household products
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WJTN, Jamestown, New
v-r1

Farmer's Digest
An up-to-the-minute farm program of
news, weather, market reports, interviews, on-the-spot pickups and general
human-interest material for the whole
family ... by one of New England's best
known farm reporters, Frank Atwood.
Frank spent his boyhood on a Vermont
farm .. .was on the staff of the RutlandVermont Herald, the Hartford Courant
and the University of Connecticut's College of Agriculture.
He maintains close
personal contacts with farm bureaus, cooperatives, 4-H Clubs, Granges, farmers
and college agricultural units throughout
New England.
Aavi'ability: Live talent
Time Units: 40 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested : for: Early Morning
Client Stability: Farm supplies and equipment, banks, food, autos & equipment
Number of Artists: 1
Cost: On Request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WTIC, 26 Grove St., Hartford 15, Conn.

Farmer's Radio Institute
Program of useful information to the
dairy farmer and to other types of farmers throughout the country, with material
gathered and given by the County Agent's
Office. Soil Conservation Office, Agricultural Teachers of the County, Home Demonstration Agent, etc. This program is
rotated weekly between all participating
agencies.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 times weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Noon
Client Suitability: Dairy products
Submitted by: WBUY, Lexington, N. C.

Farmtinte
Farmtime is an exceptional public interest program designed to furnished accurate information to the farmer. This
daily quarter-hour is prepared and pre-

RADIO

sented by Bill Zipf, WBNS farm director,
formerly associated with Ohio State University Extension Service. Broadcast devotes a portion of the time to a complete
weather report from the United States
Weather Bureau. Also included is the
daily report from Central Ohio County
Agency offering this program as a medium of presenting important announcements to the farmers of respective counties. Mr. Ziof has received national recognition for his work and uses the :wire
recorder extensively in field work.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Noon
Client Suitability: Farm products and imI>lements or general stores with rural
coverage
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WBNS, North High
Columbus 15, Ohio

St.,

Florida Farmer
Directed at the farm audience this
feature includes such regular items as
weather, crop reports, interviews with
County Agent and Home Demonstration
representative. A trading post is included
with farm listeners able to swap some
item for another which they need. The
entire program concentrates on service to
the rural listener. March raelodies, familiar ballads with a sprinkling of hillbilly and popular tunes accounts for the
musical side of this program.
Availability: Live talent and E. T.
Time Units: One hour; quarter hour units
qvailahle
Audience Appeal: Male; female
suggested for: Morning
cli ent suu,b;utv: Farm products
Number of Arti%ts: Announcer and guests
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WPBQ Iaaksonville, Flo

Farm
Rome Hour

Ind

A program especially designed to he of
interest to all rural listeners and city
dwellers also, directed by Stanley Farnsworth. The Intermnuntain West's outstanding radio agriculturist and agricultural
aditor for the Salt Lake Tribune. Music
farm information, market reports, household help, a special agricultural weather
forecast, plus daily participation in the
Program by outstanding farm and livestock leaders make this a program of real
interest.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: Participating announcements
5 wc,-;:lv
Audience Appeal: Male; female
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Program is best suited
for the sale of products used by farmers and farm families
Number of Artists: 3
Cost: Rate card plus $4.00 per announcement participation charge.
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: The Intermountain Network
Inc., 248 South Main St., Salt Lake
City 1, Utah

KFEL Farm Reporter
Well-known, well-liked Gus Swanson
"talks it over" with Colorado farmers and
ranchers six mornings a week. In addition to the usual agricultural news, reports and statistics, Swanson gets right
down to earth with listeners through his
daily "mail basket," "swap column," and
a "description of new gadgets." Frequent
visits are made to farm and 4-H meetlngs, to farmers and ranchers themselves,
and these wire-recorded features are a
part of the next day's program.

AGRICULTUltE
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Feed manufacturers
Farm Stores; Farm Equipment and
Machinery manufacturers, etc.
Number of Artists: I
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KFEL, Albany Hotel, Denver
2, Colo.

Meet Your Farm

ldrisor

Faatures WCNT Farm Advisor Harry
Lackrone, who each day presents a Farm
Advisor, Agriculture Teacher, or some
prominent man in agriculture, or a high
school agriculture class. These men present information of general interest to
farmers, ranging from pure instruction to
lighter entertaining speeches and anecdotes. One day each week is devoted to
a general farm survey. Program has been
promoted in 44 Southern Illinois counties.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Male
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Not presently offered for
sponsorship Carried as local public
service
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WCNT, Centralia,

Morning

Farm

ears

A 5-minute show six mornings weekly
with first farm news of the morning at
6:25 a.m. Preceded and followed by ET
and live-talent hillbilly. Reports morning
news headlines, weather report for day,
and Mississippi State Extension Department farm news. Inexpensive Class B
rate and delivers goods for farm product
advertisers.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 5 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Any type directed to
farm buyers, and farmer's products
Number of Artists: 1
Cost: Regular rate—no talent costs
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WROX, Delta Ave., Clark,
dale Miss.

Mr. Ind Mrs. Rural
lmerica
Farm news and general information of
interest to all types of farmers regardless
of location or crop raised. News source is
Washington, principally, so as to include
information of nationwide interest. Does
not conflict with strictly local farm program.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Any type of product
appealing to farm or rural audience
Number of Artists: None
Audition' Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WSAZ, Huntington, W. Vo

Piedmont Farm Ind
Home 'Veers
A farm program featuring news and
human interest stories of great interest to
farmers. A daily feature of this program
is the Home Demonstration Agent for
Mecklenburg County who gives a report
on farm and home activities in this area.
If any special activities of the Four H Club
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or any other farm club are in progress,
people from these clubs are interviewed.
Wire recordings of any special farm activities are made and played back over
this program.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Any farm products or
banks
Number of Artists: Farm Editor
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WAYS, 120 E. Third St.,
Charlotte 2, N. C.

R. F. D. 960
A folksy, informal program aimed at
the farmers throuahout th a Number One
Farm Market by the Number One Farm
Station.
Folks are kept up-to-date with
the weather, farm news, markets and current agricultural conditions of the area.
Guest experts are interviewed an a multitude of topics of paramount interest to the
farmer. This information is presented in
a chatty, informal manner and is interspersed with a well-balanced musical
variety type of entertainment.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 min. units -- 1 hr. total, 6
wpekly
Audience Appeal: General farm audience
Suggested for: Morning
Number of Artists: 8
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KMA Shenandoah, Town

Sat urdas; Farm Helical
Half hour program presented once a
weak. Proararn is conducted by Henry
Schacht, NBC's director of Agriculture for
the West Coast, who is well known in the
agricultural world for his sincerity, completeness, and judicial selection of material for presentation to his rural audiences.
Schacht doesn't report farm news from
across the microphone hut rather travels
in the field spending a good number of
days each week in the field observing and
learning the farmer's problems.
Avai'ability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Male; Female
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Manufacturers of products directly related to the farm
Number of Artists: Announcer
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions; Will
pipe live talent at cost to advertiser
or agency
Submitted by: KPO, Radio City, San Francisco, Calif.

WPTF Farm Magazine
Weekly farm show under direction of
Ted Leeper, WPTF farm editor carries
weekly reports from North Carolina Department of Agriculture, North Carolina
State Col'ege Extension Service, County
Agents, State-Federal market summaries.
plus the pick of station's live talent groups
as entertainment. Program has full support of all cooperating agencies and wide
listening audience
throughout
WPTF's
rural area.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Male; female
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Farm equipment-- fertiii z.. ,, r, building materials
Number of Artists: 8
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WPTF, Raleigh, N. C.
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All In The Family
A domestic comedy with personnel
consisting of husband, wife, two children,
bachelor uncle and various neighbors.
In most episodes a minor point of diherence arises between husband and wife,
and forms the basis of story development.
Scripts are well written, light, fresh comedy with definite characterizations of cast.
Typical young family home life which
will find its counterpart in almost every
home in America. Music bridges. Scripts
by Carroll Moore, Jr., well-known comedy
writer.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any advertiser wanting
to leech large audience.
Number of Artists: Average 7 and music
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: Gordon M. Day Advertising
Service, 145 East 53rd St., New York
22, N. Y.

The Beulah Show
This is a situation comedy series featuring Beulah, whose hilarious escapades
made her a listening favorite for years.
The story each week revolves around the
household where Beulah works; their ups
and downs, and the practical philosophical way Beulah resolves each crisis.
Other characters incorporated in the script
each week are Aunt Alice, Mr. Frank,
and Beulah's boy-friend, Bill.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted
by:
American Broadcasting
Company, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New
York 20, N. Y.

The Bill Goodwin Show
Brand new half-hour comedy series,
built by CBS-Hollywood, lifts radio-screen
favorite Bill Goodwin to network stardom.
Exploits Goodwin skill and popularity developed as announcer-emcee for
Bob
Hope, Sinatra, Burns and Allen; as radio
actor in Request Performance, Silver Theatre and others; as featured movie player
in 20 pictures including Jolson Story,
Spellbound. Casts Goodwin as eagerbeaver civic do-gooder, always behind
the eight ball.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted By: CBS, 485 Madison Ave
New York 22, N. Y.

Crossroads Comedy
A new series featuring a veteran comedy team which has enjoyed outstanding
success throughout the midwest in personal appearances and numerous radio
shows, Neil and Carolyn Schaffner, better
known to radio audiences as "Tobie and
Susie." Their daily quarter-hour shows
previously ran for three years on WIÇ/IT
and a special midwest network, plus transcriptions on stations from coast to coast.
Their new half-hour format promises to
surpass even previous achievements of
this popular team.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Early evèning

*

COMEDY

Number of Artists: 2 plus occasional exti lis
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WMT, Paramount Bldg.,
Cedar Rapids, Ia.

Easy Aces
Easy Aces network show now available
for local and regional sporsorship via ET.
Voted among radio's top comedy teams—
not a continued story, rather a series of
riotous comedy built on the daily happenings in the life of America's funniest husband and wife. Same cast, theme and
characters which created sensational ratings on the networks, and are now rating
even higher on local stations via transcription.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 to 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any type
Number of Artists: 5
Cost: ET—Based on population
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Frederic W. Ziv Company,
1529 Madison Road, Cincinnati 6, 0.

Easy Street
A bouncy situation comedy liberally
sprinkled with gags. Highlighted by fresh,
new comedy writing, Easy Street relates
the progress (usually in a backward direction) of Ken Mason, that young man of
unbounded energy, exalted vision, and
two cents cash. Mason doesn't live on
7asy Street but he's always making plans
to move there. Orchestra bridges and
middle musical number. Scripts by Carroll Moore, Jr., well-known comedy writer.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, one weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: All types who want to
reach large comedy audience.
Number of Artists: Average 4 and music
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted By: Gordon M. Day Advertising
Service, 145 East 53rd St., New York
22, N. Y.

Eddie Albert Show
Eddie Albert is the star of this series in
which he portrays a small town lawyer
whose life is far from the tranquil existence one would expect in a small town.
His difficulties stem from his naivete and
the amusing, blundering manner in which
he tries to set up his law practice. There is
love interest running through the series
which, needless to say, keeps the young
attorney constantly in 'hot water.' Added
to this is the fact that his girl friend's
father is the only other lawyer in the
tcwn, thus his only rival.
Availability: Live talent
Trne Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by:
American Broadcasting
Company, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New
York 20, N. Y.

Eddie Bracken Show
"Eddie Bracken Show" starring the motion picture star himself, as well as additional names, William Demarest and Ann
Rutherford, is now available on open-end
transcriptions, with exactly the same format and show as was on the air coast to
coast for Texaco as a live network program.
It is a situation comedy appealing to all audience.
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Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: Approximately 30
Cost: Depending upon market
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Kermit-Raymond Radio Productions, 11 East 52nd St., New Ycrk
22, N. Y.

Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon; Evening
Client Suitability: Any household product
Number of Artists: Average 7
Cost: Very reasonable
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submated by: Wolf Associates, 420 Madison Ave., New York City

A five minute daily radio program, presented in transcriptions and especially
designed for the breakfast audience. First
a 20 second identifying theme-song —
then space for one-minute opening commercial. Next comedy moments from

CBS comedy-variety. Billboard describes
it: "Lille Show with erstwhile disk jock
Robert Q. Lewis is very promising package. Adult and smart comedy ...bright
not only in scripting but also in basic
satiric conception .. . contains a wealth
of laughs. Strictly wonderful stuff." Variety: "One of the new fresh notes in
radio. Gimmicks
include
song-of-theweek (No. 11 tune in Top Ten), movie and
eports review of week.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 or 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted By: CBS, 485 Madison Ave.,
New York 22, N. Y.

Fun At Breakfast

Tom Howard and Geo. Shelton.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 5 minutes, every day
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: General
Cost: Upon request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Ford Bond Radio Productions, Inc., 810 RCA Bldg. West, New
York 20, N. Y.

How Crazy Are You?
Dramatized
vignettes,
personal
appearances and narrations based on experiences of listeners and their families,
friends and acquaintances, and offering
cash awards for guest participants appearing either in person or by proxy.
Good-humored, light-hearted, fast-paced
comedy show; it hands the listeners
laughs of the kind he most enjoys—laughs
at the ridiculous which is at the same time
human, and laughs which harm nobody
because the objects of the amusement
offer their experiences as laughable themselves.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon or evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 7
Cost: Available on request
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted By: Oliver W. Nicoll Productions, Radio Features of America, 37
West 46th St., New York 19, N. Y.

The .Joke Theater
A brand new idea that uses the old
blackout to it's best advantage. A stock
company of radio actors enact jokes sent
in by the listening audience. Pay off is
made to the best jokes and best cartoons,
dramatized by our stock company.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon; Evening
Client Suitability: Any product
Number of Artists: 6
Cost: Very reasonable
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: Wolf Associates, 420 Madison Ave., New York City

Junior Miss
The same "Junior Miss - that ran in the
New Yorker, then a best seller.
A hit
play on Broadway and a smash movie hit.
On the air with Shirley Temple, it made
an enviable Hooper record. "Junior Miss"
now available with the same cast, the
same director and writer that did such a
swell job for a candy sponsor who had to
leave the air on account of a sugar
shortage.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.

Robert Q. Lewis Little
Show

The Lore Merry-Go-Round
A fast, rowdy burlesque of panel and
advisor type of programs with the laffs
tumbling on top of each other. The format
permits four comedians who individually
could not sustain a network program to be
blended into a sustained-laughter show.
A sure-fire device. In addition, the: e is a
listener participation angle and a take-off
on hill billy singers. Scripted by two
veteran radio writers.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any client who wants a
sock comedy show cet moderate cost
Number of Artists: Approximately 8
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted By: Alan Sands, 1201 S. Winds-r Blvd., Los Angeles 6, Calif.

Luck IF The Irish
Starring Jimmy Dunn, here is a radio
program that answers the persistent wail,
-There's nothing new in radio!"
It introduces the first NEW comedy format in
five years. The tiCe is richly commercial
—and gives a capsule hint of what the
listener may expect. It builds in humorous suspense, punctuated by belly laughs,
:o an O. Henry ending .. .illustrating the
"Luck O' The Irish."
Toe-tapping Irish
nusic and a tenor voice complete the
lormat.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Ciient Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 30, including orchestra
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Commodore Productions,
1350 No, Highland Ave., Hollywood 28,
Calif.

The Mad .1nthonys
Starring Charlie Ruggles, who plays the
leading role of Mark Twain Anthony, the
father of a lovable but a bit on the zany
side family. The other leading characters
are
his
wile,
his
seventeen-year-old
daughter and his ten-year-old son. Program uses the situation comedy format
with a strong story-line at a reasonable
price.
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Availability: Live talent

gins to express itself. Living with Mulrooney is like living in a monkey cage,
and it's twice as funny.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening

Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for:

Evening

Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 25
Audition Facilities:

Script

Submitted By: Jack Rourke Productions,
6331 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28,
Calif.

The Mad Masters
Mad Masters is a situation comedy show
starring Monty and Natalie Masters. The
comedy is written around Monty, a small
town shoe clerk, and Natalie, his cute.
but strong minded "little wife." Story takes
place in their home where they are visited
by various members of the community.
All of these callers are caricaturized by a
cast of hand picked experts. During the
course of the broadcast the Masters are
taken into the past and become a leading
figure of the past such as Columbus, Aliad.
din, King Arthur, Paul Revere, etc. The
visitors to his home heard previously reappear in his dream to create situation
and comedy.
Availability: Live talent; E T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General merchandising
—not limited
Number of Artists: 18 piece orchestra,
vocals by tenor Paul Walti, five actors
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions; Will
pipe live talent at cost to advertiser
or agency
Submitted by: KPO, Radio City, San Francisco, Calif.

C'ient Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 6-8 plus orchestra
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions; Scripts
and Presentation
Submitted by: Corday-Roberts, Inc., 41
W. 53rd St., New York 19, N. Y.

Nasty Naybor Club
Early morning program slanted to "The
poor ignorant yokles who have to rise
early in the morning to make a living."
A program panning the radio audience,
radio, advertising, the sponsor, and the
MC himself. "Brother Filthy McNasty"
mc's the show. Membership is granted all
those who mail letters expressing their
early-morning pet peeves and favorite
gripes. Membership cards issued to all
members, all of whom are -Vice Presidents."
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: Five 30 minute or one hour
!rogrcrms weekly.
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Early morning
Client Suitability: Breakfast cere a l
; any
sponsorship not averse to panning of
product
Number of Artists: 1
Cost: Talent—$30 per program (half
plus Class "C" station time
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted By: KSDJ, 1405 5th Ave., San
Diego 1, Calif.

Wendell Niles and Don
Prindie Show

.fleet Marty Drake
Mutual introduces a new comedian to
the radio audience.
Marty Drake is a
singing comic whose leanings toward selfadvancement invariably result in amusing
situations. With him are a singing group.
Four Chicks and a Chuck, and the orchestra directed by Emerson Buckley.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any type

Combination of Abbott and Costello
and Bob Hope format, featuring Wendell
Niles and Don Prindle, a pair of zany
comedians, with fresh material. Halfhour show includes girl singer, Jeannie
McKeon, Boy Bargy and his orchestra, and
guest stars. Lively audition record indicates tremendous potentialities of this
program.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly

Number of Artists: 8 to 12 plus music
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Mutual Broadcasting System, 1440 Broadway, New York
N. Y.

18,

Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for:

Evening

Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 25
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted

My Friend Irma
New CBS-created half-hour evening COLOedy series which Variety says "shapes up
as top comedy show developed this year
by networks." John Crosby of Herald
Tribune appraises it as "intelligent, plausible—very smartly acted and produced."
Though broadcast late at night, series had
8.8 rating (without East) on third rating,
topping opening Hoopers of such current
bigtimers as Great Gildersleeve, Life of
Riley, Duffy's Tavern. Stars screen comedienne Marie Wilson.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted By: CBS, 485
New York 22, N. Y.

Madison

Ave.,

My Friend Uulrommy
A situation comedy adapted by Albert
N. Williams from his Collier's Magazine

By:

Jack Rourke Production,,

DAILY

Pick lin! Pat Show
series rated as high as 7.4 on sustaining
in special Hooper study in East on'y when
This program is built around Pick and ,
Pat,
America's
foremost
blackface broadcast late at night. Ex-GI Hal March
comedians. Pick and Pat are synonymous !and teammate, Bob Sweeney, do shrewd
and light-hearted take-offs on dilemmas
with clean wholesome humor and their
record speaks for itself. They have sold of everyday life, prompt top columnists to
coffee, tobacco, soft drinks and patent say "may well develop into 1947 surprise
medicines.
They can sell anything for hit." "Wonderful performers," "characanyone who wants a program with a terizations definitely there."
ready made audience.
Backing up Pick Availability: Live talent
and Pat we have the nation's favorites. Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
The Jesters, a singing girl guest star and Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
a small musical group.
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Submitted By: CBS, 485 Madison Ave.,
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 weekly
!
New York 22, N. Y.
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Too Late To Listen

Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any product

The unusual becomes the usual. Allen
Hayes invites listeners not to listen to his

Number of Artists: 7

program. Subtle humor intermingled with
zany situations are punctuated by weird
musical "bridges" and startling sound
effects.
Fantastic inventions are vivicry
Madidescribed.
An oral version of a Rube
Submitted by: Wolf
ew Associates,
York City 420
Goldberg cartoon.
Cost: Very reasonable

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions;
!
pipe live talent

Will

The Smiths Of Hollywood

Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 2 weekly

One of the most elaborately staged, Audience Appeal: Entire family
productions in radio, "Smiths" is a situaSuggested for: Evening
tion comedy series produced by Andrew !
Hickox and written by Richard Nossaman ,Client Suitability: Since appeal to entire
family unit is achieved, sponsorship
and Charles Presnell, Jr., all top-notch
unrestricted
craftsmen of the movies. Regular performers include: Arthur Treacher, Brenda Number of Artists: 1
Marshall, Jan Ford and Harry Von Zell.
Guests include: Ann Sheridan, Lucille
,Ball, William Holden, Marsha Hunt. Can
i
"buck" the biggest and best shows on
any network for relatively small expenditure, although each show represents a
,
production cost of $10.000.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: All types offering product with family appeal
Number of Artists: Each program with
cm average of twelve to fifteen artists
plus a fifteen piece orchestra under
the direction of Charles Hathaway
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted By: Louis G. Cowan, Inc., 485
Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

6331 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28,
Calif.

Suburban Heights

Cost: $40 per program
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
:Submitted by: WWRL, 41-30 58th Street,
!

Woodside, N. Y.

Tune Tabloid
This is a take-off on a news daily cm
suggested by the title. Written as a tabloid-type program with pages of advertising cued into the pages of melodic journalism.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Local sponsorship in
entertainment field, department store,
etc.
Audition Facilities: Trcmscriptions

Submitted By: Keystone Broadcasting SysBased on the famous Gluyas Williams ,
tem, Inc., 6331 Hollywood Blvd., HolOakland's Studios
cartoons of the same name, this situation
lywood 28, Calif.
A situation comedy, with the locale in comedy series brings to life the characters ,
the heart of New York City—Times of Fred Perley, Ernie Plummer and their
' Uncle Rill and Snowball
Square. Jeff Oakland runs a music re- respective wives and neighbors—all typiBill O'Toole, veteran stage and radio
hearsal studio and fancies himself a great cal middle-class suburbanite commuters.
discoverer of musical talent. Into his Perley is often thought of as the cartoon star of Baltimore, has for the past twelve
studio, float assorted musical geniuses equivalent of the late Bob Benchley and years been conducting the program at
and crack-pots. Oakland soon finds him- in his frustrations, embarrassments and 7:45 a.m., with himself as Uncle Bill and
self involved in trying to get a job for a patient sufferings, he is you. A new touch the character he impersonates, Snowball,
novelty musical group, but being re- to the situation comedy—not farce, but a little colored boy, discussing affairs of
buffed on all sides. For a comedy situa- real, human comedy.
ithe day, advice to the youngsters and so
tion that is different in locale and char- Availability: Live talent; E. T.
ton. This program has become an instituacters, and offering musical oddities, this Time Units: Optional
tion in Baltimore, and there are only a
is it!
Audience Appeal: Entire family
!few acts of this kind in the country.
Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon; Eve-' Availability: Live talent
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 10 minutes, 5 weekly
;ono!
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Client Suitability: General
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Number of Artists: Variable
Client Suitability: Soft drinks, ice cream,
Suggested for: Evening
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Client

Suitability:

Submitted By: Caples Company, 535 Fifth
¡too., New York 17, N. Y.

General

Number of Artists: 5-7

series "Bachelor Apartment." The situations tell of the hilarious predicaments Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
in which Madigan and Mulrooney find, Submitted By: Alan Sands, 1201 S. Windthemselves when Mulrooney's genius besor Blvd., Los Angeles 6, Calif.
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Sweeney And March
This air-tested air-polished CBS comedy

WorldRadioHistory

products with juvenile appeal
Number of Artists: 1
Cost: $75.00 talent per week plus time
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted By: WITH, 7 E. Lexington St.,
Baltimore 3, Md.
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.1s Others See Us
This program tells American listeners,
verbatim, what press and radio of other
countries have told their people about
the U. S. during the past week. CBS'

E.velusire Story
Thrills behind the headlines—News-A feature designed to bring to the airlanes the tales behind the news headlines,
the exciting records of contemporary action by correspondents that make history

world wide news organization culls significant opinions and impressions from and reporters that risk life and death
foreign papers, magazines, and broad- to get the news. A dramatic news procasts. Larry Lesueur crystallizes the net gram. Heartwarming, factual and human
findings into challenging radio.
with original plots.
Availability: Live talent
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Time Units: 39 programs 15 minutes each,
Audience Appeal: Entire family
weekly
Suggested for: Sunday afternoon, evening Audience Appeal: Entire family
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Suggested for: Afternoon, Evening
Submitted by: CBS, 485 Madison Ave, Client Suitability: General
New York 22, N. Y.
Number of Artists 5-7
Cost: Per station basis
Facilities: Transcriptions
Tightly-knit "news magazine of the air", Submitted by: G. C. Bird & Associates,
311 S. New Hampshire Ave., Los
brings into perspective the news that
Angeles 5, Calif.
mattered most during the past week.
Covers all fields—international relations,
FI•0111 Front To Hari.
national politics, science, religion, sports,
A news program designed to give
all others of top public interest. No name
credits: emphasis on well-rounded, color- proper airing to local feature stories as
ful news digest. Integrates reports from well as spot local and national news.
50 CBS newsmen here and abroad. Final Front page news by Bob Menefee, for10 minutes of broadcast devoted to news mer CBS announcer and now program
quiz, whereby listening audience tests its director of WSLS, and Back Page features
by Jim Walsh, former newspaperman and
knowledge against studio participants.
WLWS news editor. Walsh is acclaimed
Availability: Live talent
by other newspapermen as possibly the
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
best human interest reporter in the south.
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Availability: Live talent
Suggested for: Sunday afternoon
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: CBS, 485 Madison Ave., Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
New York 22, N. Y.
Client Suitability: Any client or product
Number of Artists: 2
City Desk
City Desk features the most unusual Cost: On request
radio reporter in the nation's capital— Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Henry Muslin--a local news expert whose Submitted by: WSLS, Shenandoah Life
Building, Roanoke, Virginia
one and only assignment is the assembly

CDS Weekly News Review ,Audition

and reporting of a completely accurate
and impartial local news program in
Washington. Eleven years of local reporting experience with one of Washington's
leading newspapers have given Mustin
the feel of the city. Wire recordings of
on-the-spot happenings are an extra feature of City Desk.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 5 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WTOP, Earle Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.

Meade Davidson.
Commentary
Meade Davidson, WWRL's News Editor,
has built up a guaranteed audience in the
saine time segment for 5years. Davidson
possesses an extensive, solid background
which includes business, finance and the
world of diplomacy. Well-travelled, he is
in his element when the spotlight is on
overseas news.
A keen student of politics, he becomes highly analytical where
the domestic political scene is concerned.
Seldom out on a limb ...his average is
high.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 10 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Male; Female
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Would be an asset to
any recognized advertiser
Number of Artists: 1
Cost: $40 per broadcast
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WWRL, 41-30 58th Street,
Woodside, N. Y.
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Edgar 1. Guest
Edgar A. Guest reads the back page —
not headline news. His choice of the
story of the day. a poem or two, a little
philosophy. Fifteen minutes of America's
best known and best loved poet at his
best.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1, 3 or 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Anytime
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 1
Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: W. Biggie Levin Agency,
612 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago
11, Illinois

Joseph C. Horse!, hid The
Meaning Of The News

er

1948

Audience Appeal: Entire family
Intermountain Empire
Suggested for: Evening
Editions
Client Suitability: Any type of client
News broadcast direct from news studio
Number of Artists: 1
of Salt Lake Tribune-Telegram. The InSubmitted by: United Press Associations,
termountain West's largest newspaper.
220 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, ,
Five regional news bureaus and 150
N. Y.
correspondents provide an exclusive regional and local news service nct availIli Neighbor or Howdy
able on any other newscast in the
Neighbor
region. News is reported by Carl Greyson,
Suitable for stations up to 250 watts.
voted No. 1 newscaster of this region by
Hi-Neighbor for farming localities: Howdy'
the Salt Lake Advertising Club. Three
Neighbor for catt:e country. Local news
editions—morning, noon, and evening.
only plus local human interest stories
Noon edition earned a network Hooper of
and editorials.
11.0 in Winter of 1946-47 survey.
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Availability: Live talent
Suggested for: Evening
Time Units: 1 minute opening and closing
Client Suitability: Feed stores, Auto dealparticipation,
3 editions daily, 7
ers, Grocery, etc.
days per week
Number of Artists: 1
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Submitted by: KCRS, P.O. Box 1072, MidSuggested for: Morning, Afternoon, Eveland, Texas
ning
Client Suitability; Program reaches entire
lloœdy. 1Ir. Lincoln!
family
— owdy, Mr. Lincoln! is a unique, distii.ctve show, presenting Norman Barry, Number of Artists: 2
veteran V:MAQ-NBC newscaster and an- Cost: Regular announcement rate plus
$4.00 participation charge
nouncer, Barry sets the scene at the
Chicago Historical Society, first stopping Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
P
in the Lincoln Room to "chat" with Submitted by: The Intermountain Network, Inc., 248 South Main Street,
Abraham Lincoln (through a portrait). He
Salt Lake City 1, Utah
then proceeds to the Society's newspaper
files from which he relates the news .
of some past day, woven in with the
contrasts and coincidences of the present.
Recorded music of the era interpolates the
narration.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes 4 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: All clients desiring to
reach a wide-spread, high-class audience
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: WMAQ, Merchandise Mart,
Chicago 54, Illinois

Home Final Yews
Program consists of 15 minutes of all
local news. National and international
picture is omitted entirely. Listeners know
that six times weekly at 7 in the evening they can hear all the day's developments locally.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 1 minute, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Number of Artists: Entire news staff
gathers news for this one broadcast
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KGY, Radio Center, Olympic:, Washington

In The Woman's World
The presentation of news of in ,erest
to women such as fashions and the problems of the. homemaker.
Tizne Units: 5 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Clients whose products
are sold mainly to women
Number of Artists: 1
Submitted by: The United Press Associations, 220 East 42nd Street, New
York 17, N. Y.

Jamestown's Passing
Parade
This is a weekly program of 15 minutes
which reviews the local news of the
week. Color is added through the use
of wire-recorded interviews and on-thespot coverage. With the wire-recorded,
it becomes unnecessary to quote public
officials, etc. Instead their own words
and their own voices can be used.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WITH, Jamestown, N. Y.

Journal Of The Air

Sponsored by the San Diego Daily
Quincy Howe Science
Latest up to the minute news plus
Journal. Dramatic interpretation of the
comprehensive intrepretations of week's
News
news of the day as found in the headdevelopments in national and internaA series
with
CBS
news
analyst lines of the Journal. Two men and one
tional affairs. By Columbia's distinguished Quincy Howe reporting current advances woman narrate and dramatize. March cf
news analyst and widely-quoted foreign in science and emphasizing influence of Time idea without the pomposity. Script
correspondent.
each development on individual welfare, written by Neil Morgan, Daily Journal
Availability: Live talent
as well as its national and international Radio and Entertainment Editor. One of
Time Units: 15 minutes, I, 2, 3, 4, or 5 implications. Covers all science from new San Diego's most popular local producweekly
cures for common and rare ills to latest tions.
Audience Appeal: Entire family
nuclear energy findings. John Pfeiffer, a Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Suggested for: Afternoon, Evening
CBS
Science
Director and author
of Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
,"Science In Your Lite", assists in prepa- Audience Appeal: Entire family
Submitted by: CBS, 485 Madison Ave., ration of scripts.
Suggested for: Evening
New York 22, N. Y.
Availability: Live talent
Client Suitability: Any
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
Number of Artists: 3
Highlights Of The Week's Audience Appeal: Entire family
Cost: $75 talent fee (Including writer) plus
News
Suggested for: Afternoon, Evening
"A" time rate
An integrated picture of the news de- Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
elopments during the week, together with Submitted by: CBS, 485 Madison Ave., Submitted by: KSDJ, 1405 5th Ave., San
their importance and implications.
New York 22, N. Y.
Diego 1, Calif.
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Kiernan's Corner ways happen on Saturday nights. The
This program presents Walter Kiernan, entire 15 minutes is devoted to local
nationally known commentator, in a pres- news including reports from the hospitals
entation of news in an around New York. (births, deaths, admittance) police, sheriff
it is presented in Kiernan's homey phil- and fire departments. Material is careosophical style and is intended for easy fully edited for good taste.
listening. This program takes over the Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
6:05-6:15 p.m. spot Monday through Fri- Audience Appeal: Entire family
day on Station WJZ. Kiernan prepares his Suggested for: Afternoon
own script and the show is produced by Client Suitability: Any client who wished
to reach adult audience
the
American
Broadcasting
Company
Number of Artists: 2
News Department.
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
A.vailabfity: Live talent
Submitted by: WRJN, 441 Main Street,
Time Units: 10 minutes, 5 weekly
i-1
2 .2ine, Wis.
/
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Cigarette or beverage
Local Newscast

Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WJZ-American Broadcasting
Co., 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York
20, N. Y.

The first local news coverage of the
day. Comprehensive coverage of all important events happening between 2:00
p.m. and 10:00 a.m. the following morning. Hours ahead of all other media in
this area. Latest market reports direct
Lane Coigne!, First Edition from the Cincinnati Union Stock Yards
gives early livestock price trends and
Program has enjoyed success since inmarket reactions.
ception when station first went on air.
Availability: Live talent
July 1, 1946. Specializes in local maTime Units: 10 minutes, 6 weekly
terial. KUGN's News Editor, John Craig,
Audience Appeal: Entire family
devotes majority of time to leg work ...
Suggested for: Morning
holding wire copy to minimum, to catch
Client Suitability: General appeal
complete local coverage. Business men,
Number of Artists: 1 announcer only
farmers and housewives all have time
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
to hear during lunch hour.
Submitted by: WMOH, Second National
Availability: Live talent
Bank Bldg., Hamilton, Ohio
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Male, Female
Maryland !Veers
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: All types
"Maryland News" feature last minute
Number of Artists: 1
Baltimore and state-wide news gathered
Cost: Participating sponsors (three); $135 through the facilities of the Associated
monthly
Press and United Press. It is broadcast
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
by a top-notch newscaster, Bill LeFevre,
Submitted by: KUGN, Box 1400, Eugene, who prepares the material for broadcast.
Oregon
Material available for -Maryland News"
is very voluminous, and last minute
local news developments are obtained
from the U. P. representative. "Maryland
News" immediately follows the daily 6:15
The news, and the background of the Sports Program and has a strong appeal
news, from the national and international at this time of day.
scene is reported here by one of CBS' Availability: Live talent
topflight newsmen. Lesueur is currently Time Units: 5 minutes, 5 or 6 weekly
United Nations reporter for CBS, au- Audience Appeal: Entire family
thored the popular book "Twelve Months Suggested for: Evening
That Changed The World", has been a Client Suitability: All types
CBS
war correspondent
in
England, Number of Artists: 1
France, Germany and Russia, and cov- Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
ered the Paris Peace Conference.
Submitted by: WFBR, 10 East North Ave.,
Availability: Live talent
Baltimore 2, Md.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1weekly
Audience Appea': Entire family
Lawson McCall, News
Suggested for: Evening
The Portland Oregonian radio columnist
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: CBS, 485 Madison Ave., says "McCall has done a keen job for
KEX in packing things into a neat lucid
New York 22, N. Y.
package on his news program . .has
one of the most interesting voices in radio.
Let's Talk About The
ABC shou'd pipe his newscast to all its
Latest News
Coast stations, especially since night-time
competitor's
weak
A brief program of comments on the newscasts are its
Here is strong bid for listenerlatest news of interest to our population. spots."
...Some kind of an editorial, where we attention during quarter-hour which has
talk politics, economics and administra- long been news listening habit on Pacillc
Coast.
tion.
Availability: Live talent
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3, 5, or 6 weekly
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Male; Female
Audience Appeal: Male
Suggested for: Early Evening
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any product used in the
Client Suitability: Retailers
home
Number of Artists: 1 (lawyer)
Number of Artists: 1plus announcer
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Zubmitted by: CKCV, Capitol Theatre Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KEX, 1230 S. W. Main St.,
Bldg., Quebec City, Canada
Portland 5, Oregon

Larry Lesueur And The
News

Lae al :Veers
A special reporter is hired to gather
all news of local nature which occured
between Saturday noon and up until
broadcast time, 12:15 p.m. Sunday afternoon. Most stories are straight news,
however, there a-re some feature stories
dealing with amusing events which al-

RADIO

Max MelealY .-Ind The
lieges
Max Metcalf, a veteran news man, reports the days happenings from the
local and regional point of view. Since
WHAM is a clear channel station, a
large percentage of the audience is

NEWS
away from the city of Rochester. Rural
correspondents working in conjunction
with the WHAM News Bureau, supply
WHAM with complete local and area
coverage. Metcalf has a friendly, confidence-inspiring technique. His reporting is factual but down-to-earth. General
national and international news is available from both United Press radio and
news wires.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appea:: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: All types who want a
large audience
Number of Artists: One and announcer
Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WHAM, Sheraton Hotel,
Rochester 4, New York

KXOX News Staff.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appea:: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any product for the
whole family
Number of Artists: 2
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KXOX, 12th and Delmar,
St. Louis 1, Mo.

Sews

Program is a comprehensive broadcast of the news of the state, city and
country, as compiled and reported by
George T. Case. As there is no other
news source than WINK reaching the Ft.
Meyers area, this give the listeners the

!tears and Opinion

IC MI iadup
Monday through Friday. I to 1:15 p.m.
Digest of news and opinions gleaned
and compiled by Henry Zon from fifteen
representative newspapers throughout the
country.
Includes
airmail
editions of
British papers and quotes from foreign
language opinion broadcast. Beamed at
the congressional, government employee,
Morning Edition
upper income level housewife and proA fifteen minute early morning round- fessional news audience.
up of world news, local news and sports., Availability: Live talent
Three distinct news programs woven into Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
one fast paced, well-edited quarter hour Audience Appeal: Male, Female
of news and sports. World news reported Suggested for: Afternoon, Evening
by staff announcer -sports by station's Client Suitability: Miscellaneous sponsor
director of sports -local news by the Submitted by: WQQW, 2627 Conn, Ave.,
local news editor. A big buy because it's
N. W., Washington, D. C.
a big show receiving a thorough production and presented in a finished style.
The News And You
Availability: Live talent
The documentary type of news in reTime Units: 15 minutes, 6 weekly
view is presented by staff announcers
Audience Appeal: Entire family
and several invited participants. The
Suggested for: Morning
national news is voiced by several anClient Suitability: Gasoline, Baked goods,
nouncers. Two or three news items are
Department store
highlighted on each broadcast. Following
Number of Artists: 3
each highlight a local personality is
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
brought in to enlighten the listeners just
Submitted by: WMBO, 141 Genesee Street,
how the national news will effect the
Auburn, New York
local population. Experts on Tax matters,
aviators, weather forecasters, etc., are
'Muscatine Speaks
called on frequently.
Half hour of week's major local and
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
regional news stories, utilizing voices
Time Units: 30 minutes, weekly
of people who actually made the news. Audience Appeci: Entire family
ICWPC News Editor gives commentary and Suggested for: Evening
introduces each of the recorded spots Client Suitability: Banks, Power Company
...Twenty to thirty separate recordings Number of Artists: 5
used each program. Human interest values 'Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
emphasized . . . Last five minutes of FSubmitted by: KYSM, Mankato, Minnesota
half hour given to coverage of world
and national news . . .
Newsreel Theatre Of The
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Air
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
One hour of continuous news, the
Audience Appea:: Entire family
same twelve-minute newscast being reSuggested for: Afternoon
peated five times in -newsreel theatre"
Client Suitability: Any desiring large
style. This format permits the listener to
audience
tune in anytime during the hour for
Number of Artists: 2
a complete newscast. He may stay tuned
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
for a second hearing of any items he may
Submitted by: KWPC, P.O. Box 860, Mushave missed or misinterpreted. A specatine, Iowa
cially-recorded theme between newscasts
adds to the newsreel theatre illusion.
Neighborhood Reporter
The unusual audience turnover has made
Fifteen minute news summary. First this feature extremely resultful. Complete
half
of
program
is
devoted
to
news
of
!
sales brochure available.
local interest, presented in an informal Availability: Live talent
manner. Remainder of show for roundup Time Units: 60 minutes 14 weekly
of national and international news.
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Availability: Live talent
Suggested for: Morning, Evening
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Client Suitability: General
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Number of Artists: 2 news announcers
Suggested for: Evening
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Number of Artists: 2
Submitted by: WHN, 1540 Broadway,
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
New York 19, N. Y.
Submitted by: WHDL, Olean, New York

Program is on at 10:15 p.m. Monday
through Saturday. Features local, regional and world news, from the facilities
of United Press, International News Service, Associated Press. Reuters and the

DAILY

!deers Of Tomorrow
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final days news and the story of the
news to be found in most morning
papers for following day.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 or 7 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 1
Submitted by: WINK, P.O. Box 1072, Ft.
Myers, Florida

%ine O'clock News
Nine O'Clock News features veteran
newscaster Nelson Churchill with the
very latest local and national news, prepared and edited by the Yankee Network News Service from Associated
Press, International News Service, and
Reuters dispatches. Important news. Vital
news for every member of the family.
The facts concerning labor relations, production problems and opportunities, shifting trends changing policies, foreign relations and all the forces reshaping our
world today are aired daily by Nelson
Churchill.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: All types
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Yankee Network, 21 BrookAvenue, Boston 15, Mass.

On the Wire
Three or four news stories each week
get the "Feature" treatment with onthe-spot narrative and interviews wirerecorded and built into a show with
real impact. Some are hot news, others
human interest. Program originales in
New York with items from other points
as the news indicates.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 25 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: College students
Suggested for: Evening
Number of Artists: Various, 2 announcers
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Intercollegiate Broadcasting System, 507 Fifth Avenue, New
York 17, N. Y.

Orange ('outity Local News
Fifteen minute round-up of local Orange
County news publisher of local weekly
newspaper. Besides front-page stories
there is Club News, news sidelights of
a local nature, and an editorial on a
non-controversial issue of a general interest from one of the newspapers of the
country. This is the only radio news of
Orange County events and personalities.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any type
Number of Artists: 1
Cost: Station time plus $10.00 talent
charge per program
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KVOE, 206 N. Main St.,
Santa Ana, California

Partner Front Washington
Charles Parmer, well known Capital
and White House correspondent, conducts
regular Sunday afternoon program on
current topics being debated on the
floors of Congress. Parmer has frequently
conducted interviews with the lawmakers
most closely identified with the topic
under discussion and has scored a number
of clear "beats" in bringing news of
future congressional action to the public.
These broadcasts have received nationwide, and in several instances international, publicity as a result of quotes
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carried by the news services of the
world.
Availability: Live talent or E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Male, Female
Suggested for: Sunday afternoon
Client Suitability: Any client interested
national and foreign news. Facilities
in "institutional" rather than "mer- European developments.
¡Availability: Live talent
used: Associated Press and also local
chandise" advertising
news coverage.
Number of Artists: 2, Mr. Parmer and staff Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Availability: Live talent
announcer
Suggested for: Sunday afternoon
Time Units: 15 minutes, 7 weekly
Cost: Rates on request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WPIK, P.O. Box 298, Alex- Submitted by: CBS, 485 Madison Ave., Suggested for: Afternoon
New York 22, N. Y.
Client Suitability: Any type of client
andria, Virginia
should be interested
Time Out
Number of Artists: Announcer
Religious News Reporter
Each program consists of one original
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Religious News Reporter is a carefully human interest story.
Submitted by: WRNY, 191 East Ave.,
edited 15-minute script which presents Time Units: 5 minutes, 6 weekly
Rochester 4, N. Y.
up-to-the-minute news of the Protestant, Audience Appeal: Entire family
Catholic and Jewish faiths in a highly Suggested for: Morning, Afternoon, Eveinteresting manner. Based upon worldVoices of History
ning
wide dispatches reaching Religious News Client Suitability: Any client whose prodComplete background of major news
Service this program has interdenominaevents, eziphasizing their significance, by
duct appeals to the family
tional and interfaith appeal and meets the Number of Artists: 1 announcer
the use of actual recordings and dramaapproval of all church groups. Editorial Submitted by: United Press Associations, tizations. Program lets the events speak
comment on, or interpretation of items of
220 East 42nd Street, New York 17, for themselves, points out trends, shows
a controversial nature is carefully avoided.
N. Y.
how today's news shapes tomorrow's hisAvailability: Script
tory. A vivid presentation bringing home
Tittlay's United Press
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
the importance cf world events.
Audience Appeal: Entire family
('onententarg
Availability: Live talent
Suggested for: Morning, Afternoon, Eve
A discussion of the background and Time Units: 25 minutes, once weekly
rung
implications of international developments Audience Appeal: College students
Client Suitability: Institutional and good- in the news.
Suggested for: Evening
will advertising
Time Units:
minutes, 7 weekly
Number of Artists: Various
Audition Facilities: Script
Audience Appeal: Male
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Religious News Service, Suggested for: Afternoon, Evening
Submitted ay: Intercollegiate Broadcasting
381 Fcur.h Avenue, New York 16, Client Suitability: Any type
System, 507 Fifth Ave., New York 17,
N. Y.
Number of Artists: 1
N. Y.
Submitted by: The United Press AssociaArt Robinson. .%etcs
220 East 42nd Street, New York
Voice Of The News
This is not just an ordinary news proY.
Voice of the News has second largest
gram. It is specifically designed to apTown Topics
audience on WIAG. Listeners, participeal to the Metropolitan Columbus auChurch, school and club news pre- pants, even competitive radio men call
dience and for that reason we hired Art
Robinson to be its editor and commen- sented in an interesting and entertaining this half-hour program "good enough for
tator. Mr. Robinson is a veteran news- manner. Program opens with calendar of the Networks." Aired 10:15 a.m. weekpaper man of more than 15 years ex- events followed by detailed description days. it is the first forum-type news commentary of the day. Listeners, prominent
perience coupled with five years of radio of special activities.
guests, authoritative visitors and staff
experience. He has an excellent sense of Availability: Live talent
members gather in studio to discuss curnews worthiness, particularly with respect Time Units: 10 minutes, 2 weekly
rent news developments. Those with opto the importance of local stories. Ap- Audience Appeal: Female
posing view;, who shun microphone, are
proximately 60 to 70 per cent of the pro- Suggested for: Morning
gram time is devoted to Columbus and Client Suitability: Any appealing to wo- urged to participate by mail and do so.
men
Program is unrehearsed and ad lib.
Central Ohio news.
Number of Artists: 1
Availability: Live talent
Availability: Live talent, E. T. or Both
Cost: Time cnarge plus $15.00 per week Tizne Units: 30 minutes, 6weekly
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 weekly
production cost
Audience Appeal: Male; female
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Suggested for: Morning
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any, for which news Submitted by: WBOW, 303 S. 6th St., Client Suitability: Any client or product
Terre Haute, Ind.
except those appealing to juveniles.
could be suitable
Has predominate female crudence and
Number of Artists: 1
Tri State Reporter
unusual cm- radio audience, judging
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Since station is located on borders of
from voluntary response
Submitted by: WHKC, 22 East Gay St.,
W. Va., Ohio and Ky., it endeavors to Number of Artists: 3 to 6
Columbus 15, Ohio
present regional news of interest to Hs- Cost: On request
tenets in these three states. News is Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Rill Shaddell And The
angled away from national scope, stick- Submitted by: WJAG, 527 Norfolk Ave.,
News
ing to items relating to these three
Norfolk, Neb,
News of the moment plus a wrap-up
states only.
of the week's news made in Washington,
Availability: Live talent
D. C.. broadcast direct from there by the
Edward Wallace
Time Units: 10 minutes 6 weekly
CBS war correspondent who covered all
During his service as war correspondAudience Appeal: Entire family
campaigns of Patton's Third Army.
ent in World War II, Wallace covered
Suggested for: Evening
Availability: Live talent
every important development of the war
Client Suitability: Any
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
under the commands of both General
Number of Artists: 1
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Douglas MacArthur and Admiral William
Audience Facilities: Transcriptions
Suggested for: Saturday evening or late
Halsey. He was awarded the Asiatic
Submitted by: WSAZ, Huntington, W. Va.
Saturday afternoon
Pacific service ribbon and was personally
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
nder The Capitol Dome cited by General MacArthur. For twenty
Submitted by: CBS, 485 Madison Ave.,
An analysis of the major trends in the years an active news man. He is a memNew York 22, N. Y.
ber of the Overseas Club and the Radio
Washington scene.
Correspondents Association of America.
Time Units: 5 minutes, 6 weekly
Howard K. Smith Front
Availability: Live talent
Audience Appeal: Male
London
Time Units: 10 minutes, 6 weekly
Suggested for: Evening
Ringside review of significant Euro- Client Suitability: Client whose product is Audience Appeal: Entire family
pean news of the week by Chief of
Suggested for: Evening
largely sold to men
CBS European News Staff, famous author
Client Suitability: All types of adults
Number of Artists: 1announcer
of "Last Train from Berlin", veteran of Submitted by: United Press Associations, Number of Artists: 1
five years Europe-America broadcasting.
220 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. Cost: On request at any NBC Spot Sales
Smith heads European news staff of
Office
12:30 P.M News
CBS, often covers in person the big
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
events he summarizes. Keen perception
This is our featured 12:30 P.M. daily Submitted by: WTAM, NBC Bldg., Cleveof what Americans want to know about news broadcast. Includes local, state,
land 14, Ohio

NEWS
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T

Oil

News

Features a daily summary of activity
in the Illinois Basin Oil Field, reporting on
every phase of oil production activity.
Summaries by counties, drillings, production, successes and failures. This feature
is prepared by a reporter who works with
the oil industry. WCNT is located at almost the exact geographical center of the
Illinois Oil Basin, and our coverage includes the entire basin. This feature appeals widely to people in many activities.
Listener acceptance is high.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 5 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Male
Suggested for: Noontime
Client Suitability: Manufacturers supplying equipment to oil production men.
Number of Artists: 1 staff announcer, one
write'
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WCNT, Centralia, Ill.

West

Texas On Parade

West Texas On Parade is a new kind
of radio journalism, based on West Texas
news of the preceding week, with stories
behind the news dramatized by competent actors in a fast moving quarter-hour.
The program is tied together with sound
effects and bridge music.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Sunday afternoon
Client Suitability: Any type client who
desires a large audience
Number of Artists: 4
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KECK, Box 673, Odessa, Tex.

Western Montana Weekly
Cross-section
opinion
of
Montana's
weekly newspaper editors, as expressed
in their published editorials on subjects of
current interest. Designed to promote and
encourage -gross roots thinking, - program highlights five weekly editorials
which are adroitly woven into the context of the script by KGVO's News Editor,
Richard Vick. Writers are credited as are
the papers from which they're taken.
Opinions of listeners are solicited.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Male; female
Suggested for: Afternoon; evening
Client Suitability: Any regional advertiser,
hut more suitable for paper or newsprint manufacturers or National Magazine
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KGVO, 132 W. Front St.,
Missoula, Montana

Women In the News
A description of the personality, accomplishments and background of a
single newsworthy woman.
Time Units: 5 minutes, 6 weekly
Audieuce Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning; afternoon
Client Suitability: Clients whose products
are sold mainly to women
Number of Artists: 1 announcer
Submitted by: United Press Associations,
220 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

W

RI'

News

Fifteen minutes newscasts giving excellent local coverage plus national coverage through the facilities of U.P.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 9 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon, 3 editions; evening, 6 editions
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WKBV, 25 South 9th St.,
Richmond, Ind.

RADIO

The World At Midday
With the cessation of hostilities WSBA
felt that a straight 15 minute wirecast was
I
of little or no value to local advertisers.
New format for World at Midday includes
five minute rewrite of national and international news, two minute summary of
state-wide briefs and five minute interviews with local newsworthy people or
visiting celebrities. This makes an ideal
vehicle for spreading any community
effort before a large noon-time audience.
Show endorsed by City and State Governments.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Noon
Client
Suitability: Automobiles,
institutionu
Number of Artists: 3—announcer, newscaster, special events reporter
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WSBA, York, Pa.

The World of Tomorrow
A discussion of the latest scientific and
industrial developments as they affect, or
are likely to affect, the average American.
Time Units: 10 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning; afternoon; evening
Client Suitability: Any type of client
Number of Artists: 1 announcer
Submitted by: United Press Associations,
220 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

WSRS Newspaper Of The
Air
WSRS-FM Newspaper Of
The Air
WSRS Newspaper of the Air is a daily
feature every hour on the hour with each
edition identified with the hour of the
broadcast. This proven news schedule Is
supported by a staff in the news-room
expressly to cover local news and events
in addition to the regular AP wire service.
This is the only program series in this
area and the only radio station in this
area concentrating on local and suburban
news and events.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 5, 10, 15 minutes

hourly

Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning; afternoon;

eve-

Client Suitability: All
Number of Artists: 2
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WSRS and WSRS-FM, Radio Center Bldg., Cleveland Heights
18, Ohio

Between the Lines
Fifteen-minute streamlined features, for
use any hour Monday through Saturday,
available on The Associated Press Radio
news wire. Between the Lines — the import and meaning of activities at home
and abroad.
Availability: Telescript
Time Units: :5 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Any time
Client Suitability: All types
Submitted by: The Associated Press, 50
Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20,
N. Y.

Side Street

Imerica

Each program is a dramatization of
the high spot human interest of the week.
Available Saturdays only on The Associated Press Radio news wire.
Availability: Telescript
Time Units: 15 minutes, Saturdays only

NEWS
Suggested for: Any time
Client Suitability: All types
ISubmitted by:
[
The Associated Press, 50
Rockefeller Plaza,
New York 20,
N. Y.

Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Any hour
Client Suitability: All types
Submitted by: The Associated Press, 50
Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20N. Y.

Sport Special

Jigsaw %ews

A five-minute Telescript presenting Ice est spot news in the world of sports.

Fifteen-minute
Telescript
program,
available
Monday
through
Friday
through The Associated Press Radio news
wire. Jigsaw News is news in full color.
The program has the vivid -punch - of
news, but it goes beyond this point to
gather pieces of humor, bits of pathos
and chips of humanness. With infinite
skill, writers fit these into the jigsaw pattern that completes a dramatic, absorbing picture of people.

Availability: Telescript
Number of Artists: 1
Time Units: 5 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Male
Suggested for: Evening
Cl'ent Suitability: All types
Submitted by: The Associated Press, 50
Rockefeller Plaza,
New York 20,
N. Y.

Availability: Telescript
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Any time
Client Suitability: All types
Submitted by: The Associated Press, 50
Rockefeller Plaza,
New York 20,
N. Y.

Stars on the Horizon
A five-minute Telescript program featuring the activities of the stage and
screen. Available Mondays through Saturdays through The Assocaited Press
Radio news wire.
Availability: Telescript
Time Units: 5 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning or afternoon
Client Suitability: All types
Submitted by: The Associated Press, 50
Rockefeller Plaza,
New York 20,
N. Y.

Behind the World News
A five-minute Telescript program reporting the significance of today's outstanding developments. Available Mondays through Saturdays through The Associated Press Radio news wire.
Availability: Telescript
Time Units: 5 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Adults
Suggested for: Evenings
Client Suitability: All types
Submitted by: The Assoicated Press, 50
Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20,
N. Y.

To Market, To Market
A five-minute Telescript program — a
compendium of the latest rulings on prices
and goods for civilians. The program is
available Mondays through Saturdays.
through The Associated Press Radio News
wire.
Availability: Telescript
Time Units: 5 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Any time
Client Suitability: All types
Submitted by: The Associated Press, 50
Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20,
N. Y.

Flashes of Life
A five-minute Telescript program, for
use any hour Monday through Saturday.
Funny doings here, there and everywhere.
Availability: Telescript
Time Units: 5 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Any hour
Client Suitability: All types
Submitted by: The Associated Press, 50
Rockefeller Plaza,
New York 20,
N. Y.

Washington

Listen, Ladies
Five-minute Telescript, for use any hour
Monday
through
Saturday,
available
through The Associated Press Radio news
wire. Tips on the latest in fashions and
the home.
Availability: Telescript
Time Units: 5 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning or afternoon
Client Suitability: All types
Submitted by: The Associated Press, 50
Rockefeller Plaza,
New York 70
N. Y.

Sideshow

Availability: Telescript
Time Units: 5 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Adults
Suggested for: Evenings
Client Suitability: All types
Submitted by: The Associated Press, 50
Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20,
N. Y.
U .Oiliest

Today

A five-minute Telescript program. for
use any hour Monday through Saturday,
available through The Associated Press
Radio news wire. The program features
the outstanding activities of women every,where.

A five-minute Telescript program presenting interesting and pleasant pieces'
of news in the U. S. A. Available Mondays through Fridays through The Associated Press Radio news wire.
Availability: Telescript
Time Units: 5 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family

DAILY

Today

A five-minute Telescript program reporting the latest significant trends in
the Capital with some up-to-date spot
breaks. Available Mondays through Fridays through The Associated Press Radio
news wire.

Availability: Telescript
Time Units: 5 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning or afternoon
Client Suitability: All types
Submitted by: The Associated Press, 50
Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20,
N. Y.
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QUIZ PROGRAMS

The Answer Man
The Answer Man is a tried and tested
question-and-answer show with high appeal for the whole family. Entertaining
caul educational. Questions on matters of
fact are submitted by listeners and are
either answered in rapid-fire order (over
225 a week) on the air or by direct mail
by "The Answer Man" with poise and
conviction. Best seller, "Lydia Bailey" by
Kenneth Roberts, contains references supplied by "The Answer Man."
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: All types
Number of Artists: 2
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Yankee Network, 21 Brookline Avonue, Boston 15, Mass.

Client Suitability: all clients
Cost: upon request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WOR, 1440 Broadway, New
York 18, N. Y.

Campus Quiz

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WJZ—American Broadcast30 Rockefeller Plaza, New
York 20, N. Y.

Do Re

iii For l'on

1948
Well worth looking into as one of the
'big' shows of the year.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 10 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested loi: Evening
Client Suitability: General appeal — any
Number of Artists: M. C. and 5 announcers
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submiaed by: Basch Radio Productions,
17 East 45th Street, New York 17„
N. Y.

An easy, fast, amusing musical game
Two-man teams from two colleges com- that can be played by everyone, and
pete in this weekly quiz, with the win- holds the interest of a wide radio audining team returning the next week. Inter. ence and enthusiastic studio audience,
college competition brings high interest lor fifteen minutes each day. The game
among students, as does the fact that is a simple reverse of "Guess the Tune"
the program originates from a different idecii, only in Do Re Mi For You, the
Give And Take
college each week, and one team is al- listener submits the name of a well-known
ways a "home" team. The questions are published song and challenges the OrVariety likes this quiz session, says:
Formula is foolproof ...and with John
a real test of broad background in the gcmist to play it. If the listener's song is
arts and world affairs, not gags. The used on the Program and the Organist ,Reed king as master of ceremonies, the
quizmaster's unique radio personality ties is not able to play it, the listener who stanza whizzes along for 30 tightly knit
it all together into an absorbing and ex- submitted the song title receives a prize. minutes," credits King with " big followciting program.
During each broadcast approximately fif- ing among women." SEP calls King -one
Availability: Live talent
of veterans of emceeing profession . . .
teen songs are played.
whose education as psychology major
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Availability: Live talent
Audience Appeal: College Students
prepared him for quiz contestants." SponTime Units: 15 minutes, 3 or 5 weekly
lre 1 ma Listening?
sored on Saturdays by Toni, Inc. (2:00Audience Appeal: Entire family
Sound effect of gong is used to intro- Suggested for: Evening
duce a quiz program called Are You Lis- Number of Artists: four participants, one Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon; Eve- 2,30 p.m., EDT, CBS) series 5.a-week, has
hit 5.2.
permanent quizmaster
ning
tening, during which first a short commercial describing a used car for sale in Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Client Suitability: Any type, particularly Availability: Live talent
the sponsor's lot is read, then five names Submitted by: Intercollegiate Broadcast'lime Units: 30 minutes, 5-a-week
household
ing System, 507 Fifth Avenue, New Number of Artists: three
and addresses are read by announcer.
Audience Appeal: Entire family
During record which follows, the first of
York 17, N. Y.
Cost: on request
Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon
the five names to call in and answer a
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
simple question about the commercial reSubmitted by: WIP, 35 S. 9th St., Phila. 7, Submitted by: CBS, 485 Madison Avenue,
Cinderella Weekend
ceives a letter entitling him to receive a
New York 22, N. Y.
Pa.
For Local Stations; a new audience parpen at the sponsor's office. After another
ticipation program built around giving a
record, a second spot is read, followed
Guesso
The Family Quizlocal couple an exciting glamorous New
by five addresses, with the same routine.
A game of skill in which the listening
Here is a simple yet "different" quiz
York weekend all expenses paid. ConAvailability: Live talent; E. T.
audience, both young and old, may play.
tesiants compete for daily Cinderella show. It is based on the age-old conflict
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 weekly
Here is one of radio's newest, easiest
crown and prizes Monday through Thurs- between parents and children. With the
Audience Appeal: Entire family
,and most delightful radio games, loads
day. On Friday four daily winners vie for parents on one team and their very own
Suggested for: Afternoon
of fun for everyone. Guesso is based on
ichildren on the other, at last it can be '
Manhattan
Cinderella
Weekend.
They
Number of Artists: 2 announcers
the audience's ability to detect the name
,
proved
whether
"Papa
knows
best"!!
The
stay at a swank hotel, have their own car
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
of a voccuist, title of a song, name of a
program
depends
on
human
interest-the
and chauffeur, breakfast in bed, luncheon
Submitted by: W'CSC, Charleston, S. C.
personality. Guesso is conducted by Murfriendly
family
rivalry
--for
its
excitement
with celebrities, attend Broadway show,
ray Arnold, well-known radio master-ofetc. V.I.P. provides script, production as- and fun and therefore needs no mechanRatters Up!
ceremonies and Program Director of WIP.
ical
"twists"
nor
huge
prize
monies
to
sistance, prizes and chaperones Cinder.
The program is produced by Edward WalBoys clubs send five members to studio
bolster its appeal. And its appeal is to
ellas.
lis, well-known producer of many radio
to participate. Questions are submitted
the entire family.
Availability: Live talent
and contest games such as "Dollars To
by
listeners
(for
which
a prize Is
Availability: Live talent
•,
Time Units: Fifteen minutes, Thirty minDonuts," "Musiquiz" and "Guesso."
awarded). Daily quiz-winners appear on
Time Units: 5 or 30 minutes, 1 weekly
utes, Three to five weekly
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Friday show where weekly winner is
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Time Units: 1
,
2 hour weekly
chosen. He appears at end of month in
Client Suitability: Those who wish to reoci.
Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon
Audience Appeal: Juvenile; Entire family
finals. Monthly winner is bat-boy for Bufthe entire family
Client Suitability: All types wishing large,
Suggested for: Evening
Submitted by: Rockhill Radio, 18 East 50th
falo Bisons for a day. In addition all winsteady audience
Client Suitability: Varied
Street, New York 22, New York
ners and participants receive prizes. (baseNumber of Artists: One—Master of CereNumber of Artists: Three
ball gloves, bats, balls, caps, passes to
monies
Cost: on request
The Father And Son Quiz
games, etc.) Season winner receives huge
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
trophy. A bang-up show that leaves the
Father and son against father and scn.
Submitted by: WIP, 35 S. 9th Street, Phila.
Submitted by: V.I.P. Service, Inc., 1775
kids clamoring for more.
Two teams — each team consisting of
Broadway, New York 19, N: Y.
fathers and their sons. Each member of
Availability: Live talent
winning team receives prize ,with specia'
Laic: Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Hits Ind Misses
Crossword
Quiz
prize for father-son accumulating most
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Thirty minutes packed with quips, quiz,
A half hour show with a M.C. and points. Point-penalty if father unable to
Suggested for: Afternoon; Evening
popular music and human interest. Intwo teams of contestants, five persons on answer correctly without aid of son, or
Client Suitability: Any
geniously handled by M.C. Harry Kramer.
Number of Artists: Two. MC and score- each team. The idea behind this pro- vice versa. Prizes given to listener send- Interviews each day with three different
gram is similar to the solution for a cross- ing in questions used on program. Gags
k-.
women provide the housewife with an inword puzzle. Contestants will be asked aplenty when son outdoes father.
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
timate "inside" view of a career girl's
to supply three, four, five, six, etc. word Availability: Live talent
Submitted by: WEBB, 23 North St., Buflife. During program, contestants try to
answers
to
questions
submitted
and
they
Time Units: Half-hour, Once weekly
falo 2, N. Y.
answer questions sent in by listeners,
will be rewarded according to their suc- Audience Appeal: Entire family
thereby stimulating listener-participation.
cess with the answers. In addition to cash Client Suitability: All types
Sribmitters of winning questions as well
The Better Half
prizes for the teams, there will also be Number of Artists: 1Master of Ceremonies as the contestants receive cash awards.
Expert m.c. Tiny Ruffner pits husbands awards to the top scorer on both the
Submitted by: ,11reen Associates, 360 N. Availability: Live
against wives in quiz to determine "the winning and losing teams. An organ is
Michigan, Chicago 1, Illinois
Time Units: 30 minutes, 5 weekly (Quarbetter half" of the family. For laughs, the ut1'ized to play bridg-s and supply music
ter-hour Unit Sponsorship)
Icscr is called on to participate in some Lb- questions of that nature. Produced and
Fox :Ind Rounds
Audience Appeal: Female
crazy stunt such as being blindfolded directed by Entertainment Enterprises Inc.
The only audience participation show Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon
uric'. told to determine whether he is kiss- ,Availability: Live talent
in radio in which the entire audience Client Suitability: General
mg his wife or another woman. Actually, Tiny?, Units: half hour, once weekly
actually participates . .. and shares in Number of Artists: Two and music
it's a fish. Merchandise prizes, with double Audience Appeal: Entire family
the profits. It's brand new—exciting—en- Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
opportunity for sponsor. Jack Byrne pro- Suggested for: Saturday morning, Sunday tertaining . . . a show that will get a Submitted by: WCBS, 485 Madison Aveduces.
afternoon
vast audience and a big rating from the
nue, New York 22, N. Y.
Availability: Live talent
Client Suitability: General
date of its start. The type questions proTime Units: half hour, once weekly
Number of Artists: M.C., announcer and vide good entertainment and the "gimHouse Party
Audience Appeal: Entire family
organist plus ten contestants chosen mick' causes enthusiasm among hundreds
Commercially proven audience partici:Suggested for: Afternoon
of participants ...instead of just a few. pation hosted by Art Linkletter.
from audience
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Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 25 or 30 minutes, 2, 3, 4, or
5 weekly.
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: CBS, 485 Madison Avenue,
New York 22, N. Y.

Let's Play Reporter
An audience participation program with
a newspaper office background. Frances
Scott acts as city editor. and quizmistress,
and gives out assignments to cub reporters, with high'y amusing results.
This
quiz show is entertaining and educational
too. Excellent for a client who wants to
promote goodwill . . . as well as amuse
the public. Schools and colleges endorse
the idea.
Broadcast over NBC for 23
weeks, and telecast over ABC Television.
Good tie-up for both audio and video.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Availability: Live talent
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: Depending upon original script
Audition Facilities: Will audition; will submit outline
Submitted by: Basch Radio Productions, 17
East 45th Street, New York 17, N. Y.

Lister. Carel
"Listen Carefully" is an interesting
experiment in radio listening.
The audience is asked prize-winning questions
based on information or facts used in the
dramas broadcast on the program. Basic
purpose is to determine the amount of
program content mentally retained by the
listener. Jay Jostyn, noted for his radio
dramatic acting, assumes a new role as
master of ceremonies for this audienceparticipation series.
Time Units:
, .11inutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: :vening
Client Suitability: Any type
Number of Artists: 8 to 11
Submitted by: Mutual Broadcasting System, 1440 Broadway, New York 18,
N. Y.

Lobby Parley
Howard Jones, veteran announcer and
facile ad libber, puts a microphone under
his arm and fares forth to the Benjamin
Franklin Hotel Lobby to find out what
the "man in the street" thinks about the
world and its doings. A definite topic—
carefully thought out in advance—is the
subject of discussion for each particular
day's interview. Naturally these subjects
are ones that are at present parading
through the minds of everyone who is
alert to the news of the day.
Availability: Live Talent
Time Units: ;5 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire Family
Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon; Early
Evening
Client Suitability: Food, Drug, Clothes
Number of Artists: Three
Cost: on request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WIP, 35 S. 9th St., Phila. 7,
Pa.

Look Your Best
Postwar surveys show women's first
interest to be self-improvement. Here, for
daytime audiences, is audience participation built to that finding. Lets studio
audience
volunteers
quiz
Hollywood
beauty expert, Dick Willis. on how to
make more of their personal appearance.
On sustaining, against established sponsorships on two networks, series won
20°o share of audience during first two

RADIO

DAILY

months on national air (April-May 1947).
AvailabLity: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5
weekly.
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon
Client Suitability: Especially personalappeal products
Audtiion Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: CBS, 485 Madison Avenue,
New York 22, N. Y.

Lucky

Innirersary

Lucky Anniversary is an audience participation program tailormade to appeal
to every married woman.
It consists of
three games, a musical quiz, a comedy
quiz and one based on the popular parlor
game. Five volunteer studio contestants
compete for the surprise "anniversary"
gift which is not described until the end
of the program. Each contestant represents
10 years of nuptial bliss. Hundreds of
prizes are awarded to listeners on each
program.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 to 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning; Evening
Client Suitability: All types seeking large
audience
Number of Artists: One master of ceremonies
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Louis G. Cowan Inc., 485
Madison Ave., New York 22

QUIZ PROGRAMS
_Um'

Says l'es

The Man Says Yes is a telephone quiz
program conducted by Bob Shannon.
iheme of the program is based upon
identifying an object of animal, vegetable
or mineral classification. Contestants are
asked to telephone KMPC and conversations are conducted over the air. The individual who correctly identifies the object, based upon the hint the emcee gives,
,receives a prize.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon
C:ient Suitability: Appeals to a large auNumber of Artists: 3 and music
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WMPC, 5939 Sunset Blvd.,
rigeles 28, Calif.

ilerchandise For lou

Here is a program that keeps people
at home Monday thru Friday. Names are
chosen from the telephone directory and
the question for the jackpot is asked tbe
night before giving people time to look
up the answer. All questions are taken
from the World Almanac. If the question
is not answered the jackpot goes over to
Lucky Partners
the next night and so on. Around four
A brand new quiz idea by the same, calls are made nightly. Mr. Clark, the
originators and producers of radio's sen-' emcee, makes the program very interestsational show, "Break The Bank. This ing by joking with the people as he talks
program promises to be the outstanding ¡with them.
show of 1948. It's different, it's exciting, ¡Availability: Live talent
it's new.
Time Units: 10 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Availability: Live talent
Suggested for: Evening
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Client Suitability: Merchandise
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Number of Artists: One
Suggested for: Evening
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Client Suitability: Any product
Number of Artists: 2
Submitted by: WAYS, 120 E. Third St.,
Charlotte 2, N. C.
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: Wolf Associates, 420 Madison Ave., N. Y. C.
The Missus Goes

Luncheon 11 ith
Huge McAellis and Herb
Sheldon at the Latin
Quarter
This show with Maggi McNellis, the
girl who dabbles in cafe society, and Herb
Sheldon, Master of Ceremonies, originates from the Latin Quarter. one of
Broadway's smart spots. Those who go
to the Latin Quarter for luncheon, each
week day, Monday through Friday, are
invited to stay over from 2:00 to 2:30 P.M.
and be entertained by Maggi and Herb.
The entertainment consists of quizzes
about everything from fashions to your
grandmother's first name and the prizes
you are likely to win include anything
from sheer nylons to a combination radio
set. Name guest stars are also featured,
as are the best dressed woman of the
?ay, and the winner of the Mother of the
Day award.

.1-Shopping

One of New York's brightest and bestknown daytime quiz shows, featuring
John Reed King as M.C., and housewives
as contestants. King's adroit handling of
both contestants and sponsors' commercials makes for a half-hour of sure-fire
selling entertainment. Studio audiences of
more than 5,500 witness show weekly,
thus providing an unusual opportunity
for product merchandising.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 5 weekly (Quarter-hour unit Sponsorship)
Audience Appeal: Entrie family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: One
Audition Facilities:
.. ons
Submitted by: WCBS, 485 Madsion Avenue, New York 22, N. Y

ffli«

.igsuu

¡ Musical Jigsaw involves the playing of
Availability: Live talent
two very familiar tunes in jumbled order,
Time Units: thirty minutes, five weekly
assigning a number to each segment of
Audience Appeal: Female
music played. The listeners compete for
Suggested for: Afternoon
Cient Suitability: This is a participating prizes by arranging the numbers under
show suitable especially for beauty the proper tune title. Program currently
products and food items, which ap- running on WIOD with theatre tickets as
pizes, receiving an average of 100 letters
peal to women
Number of Artists: two—plus two contest per day.
judges and an unlimited number of Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, five weekly
contestants
Audience Appeal: Female
Cost: on request
Suggested for: Morning
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WJZ, ABC, 30 Rockefeller Client Suitability: Appliance house —
Home products — Soft Drink
Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.

WorldRadioHistory

Number of Artists: Organist and Announcer
Audition Facliities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WIOD, 600 Biscayne Blvd.,
Miami 30, Fla.

.1Iy

Ilittlely

Quiz

Servicemen contestants to be selected
from any Service Hospital. An audience
in attendance, among whom there will be
veterans from various services. Service
men patients to be given first chance to
answer the questions. If they miss, the
veterans will be given an opportunity to
cash in on the questions. When a contestant misses, he is paid the amount he
earned.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: Half Hour Weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any type sponsor
Number of Artists: Two
Cost:
Seventy-Five dollars plus prize
money
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Charles E. Miller & Associates, 350 Spreckels Bldg., San
Diego 1, Calif.

Night Court Quiz
Night Court Quiz is presented by The
Detroit Free Press and WXYZ. Three to
five traffic violators are chosen each
week from among those who appear before Judge John D. Watts in Thursday
Night Traffic Court. They will be required
to spot errors as the Night Court Reporter
follows a verbal traffic course. Those who
cover half the course without a violation
will win a cash prize. They may continue for the whole route with the prospect of doubling their award. If someone
fails the money will be added to a jackpot for which all ma-y vie at the end of
the program. Should no one win, the jackpot will accumulate.
Availability: Live talent
1Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Newspapers, Traffic
Safety Associations, Automobile Insurance Companies, etc.
Number of Artists: Quizmaster, one judge,
producer
Cost: Upon request
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: WXYZ, 1700 Stroh Building,
Detroit 26, Michigan

The Prescott Quiz Party
A musical quiz with Allen Prescott as
M.C., a small musical combination, the
Arlo Trio, a girl vocalist. This quiz provides prizes for all contestants, either individual recordings or record albums,
according to the aptitude displayed by
1 the
individual. Unlike most quizes, this
on is designed with the thought that an
audience likes to hear musical selections
comp'eted. Therefore, the contestants will
not be called upon to answer questions
ir. the musical quiz until the orchestra has
finished each number. This WIZ presentation is directed by Robert Tormeny and
produced by Natalie Prager.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Saturday morning
Client Suitability: Any type sponsor
Number of Artists: 7
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WIZ-American Broadcasting Company, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,
New York 20, N. Y.
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This is a telephone give-away in which
numbers are selected from a phone book
by a board of judges. Participants are
asked a question; if correctly answered,
he receives cash award (which increases
S2 with each call). At close of program,
a jackpot question is announced, in which
everyone can participate. With answer to
this, listener must also mail in their guess
as to what jackpot item in the store will
be given away end of week. Can be radio, watch, etc. Items mount up weekly if
not guessed correctly.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggsted for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: All types who want a
large audience, preferably appliance
or jewelry stores.
Number of Artists: 1
At.dition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WCHS, 1016 Lee Street,
Charleston 24, West Va.

Quiz For Cash
A fascinating, profitable Studio-Telephone Game! The Master of Ceremonies
of "Quiz for Cash" asks a question of the
one who answers his phone call. The
correct answer wins a prize. The phone
number is drawn in the customary manner of such programs. It is not necessary
for the person ca'led on the telephone to
be listening to Station WIP, or even to
the radio, as the question asked is not
taken from the Program, but is one of a
general quiz value, similar to a quiz
show conducted with a live audience In
the studio.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5
weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggestd for: Morning; Afternoon
Client Suitabrity: Any type
Number of Artists: 1
Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WIP, 35 S. 9th St., Phila. 7,
Pa,

The Quiz
A five-minute early evening show, featuring a surprise telephone call to one
or more listeners. If listener can answer
question (whether he is listening to program or not) he receives cash-award. If
he muffs question, a gift certificate from
the sponsor is sent to him.
Question is
used until answered. The "Quizmcm"
follows network commentator, thereby insuring large, intellectual audience.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 5 minutes, 3 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Merchant or service
who wants a program that really
sells
Number of Artists: 1—announcer
Cost: Regular rates
Submitted by: KFRO, Box 792, Longview,
Texas

Radio Cross Word Puzzle
A half-hour of hilarious fun. An audience participation show with simple requirements. A Master of Ceremonies and
Facsimile of Puzzle. Contestants on stage
and in audience. Selection of words and
definitions in puzzle afford a wide field
Mr M. C. humor and commercial plug.
The game is played along lines as ordinary cross word puzzle.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1to 4 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Client Suitability: Any production requiring a large audience
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
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Submitted by: V. S. Becker Advertising
Service, 562 Fifth Ave., New York 19,
New York

RFD

linerica

QUIZ PROGRAMS

With the endorsement of farm bureaus.
agricultural colleges,
4-H Clubs and Number of Artists: 2 if live show used
Granges, RFD America presents real dirt Cost: On request
farmers speaking their own thoughts in Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
their own language with a naturalness Submitted by: WLEU, Commerce Building,
that can be brought about only on an
12th & State Streets, Erie, Pa.
unrehearsed
completely
informal program. Each show begins with four conTake My Advice
testants, the winner becoming Master
Three children and three adults, chosen
Farmer of the week and remaining to
from the best contestants on People Are
match wits with three contestants the
Funny and House Party, form a semi-perfollowing week. As contestants are elimmanent board of experts who give advice
inated they are rewarded with cash and
on domestic problems submitted by lismerchandise prizes. Discussion, vocationteners. Also members of the studio aual information, catch questions and nadience who have personally experienced
tional and world affairs comprise the
the problems under discussion are called
area of friendly debate.
f
on for advice. Program based on idea
Availability: Live talent
that everybody likes to give advice. Also,
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
here's a way to capitaiize on that rare
Audience Appeal: Entire family
commodity—a wonderful contestant.
Suggested for: Afternoon; Evening
Availability: Live talent
Client Suitability: Any client who has al
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1weekly
product to sell to the fariner
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon; EveSubmitted by: Louis G. Cowan, Inc., 485
mug
Madison Ave., New York 22.
Client Suitability: Product purchased by
women
Round The World
Number of Artists: 8
Toby David as MC, in a mythical
Cost: $1500. ($2500 with name guests)
Round the World trip with music, ques- I
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
lions and Drama—an audience participaSubmitted by: John Guedel Radio Protion program with an unique twist which
ductions, Taft Bldg., Hollywood 28,
is both educational and entertaining. The ¡
Calif.
script is written by the veteran MC Toby I
David with music supplied by the WM
Teletime
Studio Orchestra.
Syndicated script series with unique
Availability: Live talent
"call-out" angle.
Exact correct time is
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
given as show starts.
Listeners are
Audience Appeal: Entire family
called during program and asked to state
Suggested for: Evening
If answer is within 30
Client Suitability: Travel agency, Air- correct time.
plane
manufacturers,
automotive seconds either way a prize is awarded.
Jack-pot feature. Natural tie-up for jewmanufacturers
elry accounts—sponsor can offer to adNumber of Artists: 20
just watch or clock if listener does not
Cost: Upon request
have correct time.
Mail-pull tie-in on
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Milli, Fisher Building, De- temperature forecast.
Availability: Live talent
troit 2, Michigan
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1-6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Sidewalk Matinee
for:
Morning,
Afternoon,
Sidewalk Matinee is a fast moving 15 Suggested
minute program featuring the smooth patter of our special events director about Client Suitability: Jewelry Accounts
a Hollywood question. The entire program Number of Artists: 2 staff announcers
originates from a local theater and is Cost: Depends on size of market
augmented by a bag of wonderful gilts. Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
These gifts are given according to the Submitted by: Imperial Radio Productions,
444 University Ave., Toronto 2, Cawinning results in the feature contest, but
tarjo, Canada
everyone on the show gets a prize.
Availability: Live talent
Tello-Test
Time Units: 15 minutes, daily
Tello-Test is a telephone quiz program
Audience Appeal: Entire family
that has a unique formula. Unlike any
Suggested for: Afternoon
other money give-away show.
Formula
Client Suitability: All
insures tremendous audience appeal withNumber of Artists: 1
out lottery or headache. Script and preCost: Piiqu
tested questions give it showmanship.
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WSRS & WSRS-FM, Radio suspense that beats competition and the
Center Bldg., Cleveland Heights 18, best network shows. Has sold merchandise for all types of accounts.
After 4
Ohio
years, a 9:5 daytime Cooperating on
Talk Of The Town
WGN. Chicago.
13.7 on WNAC, BosRun Tue., Wed., Thur., Fri., of each ton, and 10.3 on Wilt, Detroit.
week from 7:15-7:30 P. M., following Ful- Availability: Live talent
ton Lewis and news from MBS. Quiz ques- Time Units: 15 or 30 minutes, 5 or 6
,tions given each nite. One giving most
weekly
correct answers is awarded Admiral Ra- Audience Appeal: Entire family
dio weekly. Live talent used. Vocalist Client Suitability: All types, especially
and Hammond Organ. Transcribed music
local cr regional distributed products.
if desired. Three musical quiz questions Number of Artists: 2
and one on Erie History asked during Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
four days run. First letter back with most Submitted by: Radio Features, Inc., 75 E.
Wacker Drive, Chicago 1, Ill.
correct answers wins.
Availability: Live Talent; E. T.
Treasure Chest
Time Units: 15 minutes, 4 weekly
The "Treasure Chest" is a "Man on the
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Street" program with a different angle.
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any product for far:1- The announcer is equipped with a Treasure Chest which is filled with numerous
'y, good for all types
WorldRadioHistory

gifts from local merchants. The announcer
is also equipped with a ring of :en keys.
If the participant on the program answers
the question ie is given one chance to
open the ches: with the ring of keys. Ii
this participant selects the right key aod
opens the chest, the contents are his.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: All types
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KMAC, National Bank
of Commerce Bldg., San Antonio 5,
Texas

-Seleet-It- Ind-Win
Quiz show for children up to and
including those fifteen years old. Original theme song played by our studio
Hammond Organist and sung by audience.
Sponsored by U-Select-It Candy
Co. of Wichita who give away candy
bars and boxes of candies to winners and
losers as well.
Everybody in audience
gets bubble-gum on leaving studio. Use
M.C. who asks the questions after the
contestant selects his question from one
of five categories i.e. music, sports,
geography, history, or current events.
Fine show with terrific audience.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Candy Company or
Ice Cream Bar Co.
Number of Artists: Studio Organist, M.C.
and Assistant M.C.
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KANS, 1015 N. Broadway,
Wichita, Kans.

Watch The Birdie
An audience participation show rather
than a quiz . . . Using a photography
gimmick, contestant and listening audience are slyly lead into a picture taking
situation which is a surprise to all. . .
Give-away to listeners will give sponsor
accurate idea of program's "pull". . .
Program good both for radio and television.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon, Evening
Client Suitability: General, especially
suitable for Urns connected with
cameras or photo supplies
Number of Artists: 1 M.C.
Submitted by: Alan Sands, 1201 S. Windsot Blvd., Los Angeles 6, Calif.

What Burns You Up?
"What Burns You Up?" was sponsored
by Norwich Pharmacal Company, over the
Yankee Network, attaining a 10-CAB
rating. This is an audience participation
program than can go on forever. "Name"
guest on each show. Excelent merchandising and promotion tie-ups with newspapers and magazines. Here's a tested
and proven program that all ages enjoy.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: General
Number of Artists: 2 to 3
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions or will
pipe live talent
Submitted by: Basch Radio Productions, 17
East 45th Street, New York 17, N. Y.
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'Dinner Take
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An
audience participation program
combining popularity of a quiz show
with the day-to-day suspense of a serial.
Rounds are played between two members
of the studio audience and winner of each
round remains on program until defeated.
Series, on sustaining, has rated as high
as 5.2, 40 per cent above the time period's
national rating.
Wins large and enthusiastic press coverage.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1-a-week evening,
5-a-week daytime
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for Morning, 1,2,3,4, or 5-aweek;
Afternoon
1,2,3,4,
or
5;
Evening
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: CBS, 485 Madison Ave.,
New York 22, N. Y.

What's The Name Of
That Song?
Each week Dud Williamson, master of
ceremonies, selects six guests from the
studio audience.
Each tries to identify
one of a group of three songs submitted
by radio listeners.
If the contestent can
name the song, he or she pockets $5.
Ability to recite the first line wins an addl-'

Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any type
Number of Artists: MC plus music and
participants
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Mutual Broadcasting System, 1440 Broadway, New York 18,
N. Y.

11 .SYR Goes Iflallitty
Elliott Gove and Hal Bowie take the
"WSYR Goes Calling" wire recorder to
homes throughout Central New York, put
on their hilarious quiz program and
give watches, food products and electric
appliances
to
the lucky
contestants.
Women of Syracuse have the opportunity
to participate in their own local quiz program. Each woman has 25-30 women as
house guests during the program.
140
programs, before 2000 people (using 1000
on the air) have been made.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 25 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: National or Regional
Distributors of Food Products, Chain
grocers, Varied types
Number of Artists: 2

Costs: On request
tional S5. And if the contestant can singl
the first two lines of the chorus, the top Audition Facilities:

prize of S15 is awarded.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly

1947
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Accent On Youth
A sparkling half hour of variety entertainment of and for young Americans, the
program talent being composed entirely
of teen-age youngsters selected carefully
by Don Large. th chorus director and assistant producer. Outstanding features of
the program are the 65-voice chorus
whose performance equals and surpasses
most professional choruses; Terry Hatch,
youthful M.C., a member of WJR's reception staff, and other outstanding individual
performers.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: thirty minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Soft drink, dairy products
Number of Artists: 90
Cost: Upon request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WIR, Fisher Building, Detroit 2, Michigan

Adventures In
Christmastree Grove

What Do You Know
I

Quiz show with a low
possible on participating

Submitted by: WSYR, Syracuse Kemper
Bldg., Harrison St., Syracuse, New
York

budget;
basis.

also
This

Availability: Live talent

having traveled in 51 countries, is well
qualified to M. C. this educational program.

Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience

Appeal:

Entire

family

Time Units: 30 minutes, I weekly

Availability: Live talent

Suggested for: Evening

Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly

Client Suitability: Can sell any product.
(Not
recommended
for
expensive
market)

Suggested for: Evening

Number of Artists: 2
46 dollars per

family

Client Suitability: All types who want a
large audience
Number of Artists: 4 and approximately
8 assistants
Audition Facilities:

Client Suitability:

ith. suf-

Cereals,

candy,
department
shops, food products

Transcriptions

* 1948

Suggested for: Afternoon
w

Entire

Submitted by: WFBR, 10 East North Ave.,
Baltimore 2, Maryland

hearts. This new dramatic program for
children is the answer to radio's critics
who say that all radio makes juveniles
neurotic. As Time Magazine puts it, "The
Availability: E. T.
Adventures Of Buddy Bear is clean and
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 or 5 weekly
Ibouncy." Each program complete. No
"cliff-hanging,"
no
blood-and-thunder.
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
IConsidered
the greatest juvenile disc
Suggested for: Afternoon
series ever produced, with more merchanClient Suitability: Department stores, toy dising tie-ups than any other program at
launching. Designed for hitherto neglectshops
ed age-group in radio, ages 3 to 10. FeaNumber of Artists: 8 to 15
tures all-star cast including Cecil Roy
Cost: Based on market, station
and Phil Cook. Created by Betty Barrie,
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Availability: E. T.
Submitted by: Kasper-Gordon, IncorpoTime Units: 15 minutes, 3 or 5 weekly
rated, 140 Boylston Street, Boston 16,
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Mass,

In order to secure a prog ram

Appeal:

Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent

Then begins a series of unusual adventures in which hundreds of favorite story
book characters take part. Top Hollywood
cast and production.

ficient dramatic appeal to hold youngsters in the 8 to 14 year age bracket,
and still satisfy P.T.A. groups, this feature was developed. Bob Burton reads
books such as "Treasure Island," "Robin
Hood," etc., over a month's period, using
enough
simple
sound
effects
to
heighten interest in the story. Reactions
show grownups like this too.

Audience

Submitted by: WFPG, WFPG Steel Pier,
Atlantic City, N. J.

* JUVENILE

Adventure In Reading

World Towers
Itatlio's Global Quiz

World Tours features Lt. Col. George
works on a series of three questions per
Hutchinson and his famous family, the
contestants (6) prize doubles value on each
This unique quiz
correct answer.
Radio audience gets "Flying Hutchinsons."
chance on a question asked during each show boasts the largest electric world
Studio audiences are
show based on information contained in may in existence.
a letter read over the air.
This letter enchanted by many visual attractions.
was a running story of the historical Iincluding: illuminated travel routes; tiny
background of Atlantic City. A prize was rocket ships flying across the map; a
awarded for the earliest and nearest flashing, electric totalizer board, and
correct answer.
Contestants all had Super Bonus Bowl.
Cash prizes total
chance on cumulative ackpot question. $100 per broadcast.
Col. Hutchinson.

Cost: Low budget basis,
show in giveaway

Transcriptions

Availability: Live talent
Adventures in Christmastree Grove is
perhaps the most successful Christmas Time Units: 15 minutes, 5-a-week strip
toy program and promotion in the entire Audience Appeal: Juvenile; Entire family
history of retailing. Almost 300 departSuggested for: Afternoon
ment stores have used this series successfully, and it is perennially good. Up Client Suitability: Dairy, Soft drink
in Santa's factory, Santa makes a -Magic Number of Artists: Man who reads the
stories, plus organist
Whistle" which Santa Junior blows and
brings a Wooden Soldier and a Mechan- Cost: Talent cost $10 per show
ical Doll to life. Santa, Mrs. Claus Colly,
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Woody and Buffo the Clown load Santa's
plane and set out for the sponsor's store, Submitted by: WEEK, Commercial National Bank Bldg., Peoria, Illinois
where a duplicate of Christmastree Grove
has been constructed in the toy department. (Only Christmas trees are neces- Adventures Of Duddy Bear
"Bo-Bo Ske Deeton Dotten" says Buddy
sary for this display.) Two comic villains.
Pete and Lobo, try to steal the whistle. Bear, and he tumbles right into your
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milk, bakers,
stores,

kiddy

Number of Artists: 6 to 10
Cost: Based on market, station
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Kasper-Gordon, Incorporated, 140 Boylston Street, Boston 16,
Mass.

Availability: E. T.
Tizne Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Saturday morning or Afternoon
Client Suitability: Dairies, bakers, cereal,
candy mfrs.
Number of Artists: 6-8
Cost: rates start at $10
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted

by:

Charles

Michelson,

Inc.,

67 W. 44th St., New York 18, N. Y.

The Adventures Of Frank
Herritvell
Frank Merriwell, collegiate athlete and
hero of the series of books of the same
name, solves a mystery and wins an
athletic contest each week in the nostalgic atmosphere of the turn of the
century.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for:

Morning

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions

The Adventures Of Dick
Cole At Farr Milli I" y
Academy

Submitted
by:
National
Broadcasting
Company, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New
York 20, N. Y.

Well known Prep school comic magazine character in a new juvenile series
of clean, wholesome sport and adventure programs. Each program complete in
half-hour episodes. Merchandising possibilities by tie-in with comic magazine
giveaways, as proof of purchase. Directed by outstanding network producer.
Cast headed by Leon Janney, former
juvenile motion picture star and topflight case of suporting artists. Special
musical background by Lew White at
the console.

The Adrentures Of Zorro

DAILY

This story, which takes place in California during the early part of the 19th
century, is based on the American literary classic. "The Mark of Zorro."
It is
an exciting, adventurous portrayal of the
black-masked rider. Zorro, champion of
the poor and the oppressed.
Though it
is slanted at the juvenile market, it will
appeal equally to adults, and the high
level of the show will be acclaimed by
Parent-Teachers and Educational Institutions.
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Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 or 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile, entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon, evening

York.
Ohio,

Now running in 23 markets of
West Virginia, Pennsylvania by

Pennzoil Corp.
Availability: E. T.
Client Suitability: Any product used by Time Units: 15 minutes, 1-5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile; Entire family
Juveniles
Suggested for: Afternoon; Evening
Number of Artists: About 6
Client Suitability: Oil companies, bakers,
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
dairies, brewers
Submitted by: Mitchell Gertz Agency,
8979 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. Number of Artists: 6-8
Cost: Rates start at $10
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Adventure Parade
Submitted by: Charles Michelson Inc., 67
The greatest children's classics of all
W. 44th Street, New York 18, N. Y.
time furnish the action on Adventure Parade. Juvenile favorites, such as -Treasure
Blair Of The Mounties
Island," "The Three Musketeers," "Robin
Sergeant Blair of the famous NorthHood" and -The Count of Monte Cristo"
west Mounted Police in each program
are
offered
in
"solo
dramatization"
relates and dramatizes tales based on
through the voice of Storyteller John
actual facts.
Stories vary as to locale
Griggs, who takes all the parts. Jon Gari
and proceedings.
Example titles: "The
at the organ supplies the musical interTrain Wreckers, - -The Phantom Sniper."
ludes.
"The Death Tube."' "The Naked Truth,"
Availability: Live talent
etc.
Several programs of the series reTime Units: 16 minutes, 5 weekly
quire two quarter-hour programs to comAudience Appeal: Juvenile
plete.
A truly exciting and interesting
Suggested for: Afternoon
series that will hold the attention of the
Client Suitability: Products consumed by
entire family.
children
Availability: E. T.
Number of Artists: 5 to 8
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 weekly
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Submitted by: Mutual Broadcasting Sys- Suggested for: Evening
tem, 1440 Broadway, New York 18, Client Suitability: All types
N. Y
Number of Artists: 6 or more
Cost: Stations 5000 Watts or under, $3.00
The Iniazing Adventure
per program. Others on application
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
01 nippy The Dwarf
Submitted by: Walter Biddick Company
Dippy, a four-thousand-year-old dwarf,
Radio Programs Division, Chambet
has been everywhere, seen everything,
of Commerce Bldg., Los Angeles It
and knows about all there is to know,
Calif.
comes to visit U.S.A. today. He strikes up
a friendship with a modern American
Bolton's Good Deed Club
boy, and they go places and do things
Adult members of radio audience are
together — meeting adventure at all turns.
requested to write letters telling of good
Strangely enough. the episodes which
deeds performed by youngsters.
The
bring fun and action-packed excitement to
youngsters can write of good deeds by
the juves, also provide quiet satire and
themselves also and prizes are awarded
comedy for the adults. You ought to
each week.
Program is aired before
get to know Dippy.
theatre audience of youngsters and they
Availability: Live talent
select by their applause the first and
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
second prizes or the two best deeds of
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
the week. Wrist watch and radio are
Suggested for: Early Evening
given weekly and bicycles for winning
Client Suitability: Food — Candy — Soft boy and girl will be given at end of
Number of Artists: 6-8 plus orchestra
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions; Scripts
and Presentation
Submitted by: Corday-Roberts, Inc., 41
W. 53rd St., New York 19, N. Y.

Aunt Gwennie
Aunt Gwennie (Mrs. G. White) is one
of the foremost story tellers in New England. With a dozen different voices she
tells the story of Rumpty-bumble, the helicopter that can talk. Appeals to children
from age of 5 to 9.
Definitely not the
blood and thunder currently criticized.
Exceptionally favorable parent reaction.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Bakery, childrens shops,
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WSTC, 270 Atlantic
Stamford, Conn.

St.,

Blackstone, The Magic
Detectire
The world's greatest living magician
in his own radio series.
Each quarterhour complete in itself.
Containing an
intriguing mystery followed with an interesting Magic Trick that the listener
himself can perform and mystify his
friends.
Booklet of Blackstone, is excellent tie-in.
Available with program. 78
shows already transcribed.
Successfully
sponsored by Richfield Oil Corp. of New

thirteen weeks.
A juvenile quiz session
matching four girls against four boys
provides members of theatre audience
participation with
prizes
in part of
program.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Product interested in
juvenile audience and participation.
Membership
cards
are given
to
visible audience crnd program participants
Number of Artists: 2
Audition Facilities: Trans-notions
Submitted by: WHIO, 45 South Ludlow
Street, Dayton 2, Ohio

Captain Danger
Exciting adventure stories in serial form
with plenty of action, clean-cut entertainment for children from eight to fourteen.
A program for which the station can get
the endorsement of local educational institutions—wonderful merchandising features—a program successfully broadcast
over more than 40 stations.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile; Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Very successfully used
by bakeries and cereal companies
Number of Artists: 5
Cost: Percentage of Class A station time
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Universal Radio Productions of Hollywood, Inc., 6757 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

JUVENILE
The Children's Swaging;
Program written and conducted by
Voltairine Block deals with American folk
tunes and tales slanted for children. Saturdays at
10:00 a.m., kids flock to
WCOP's studios to hear program, participate in community singing and playing of games. Highlight of show is Bob
Bannon acting out story written by him
featuring "Uncle Partick." lovable Irish
character and top favorite with the children.
Program recently received 1948
Massachusetts Committee Peabody Award
as "outstanding children's program broadcast over any station in Boston."
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Sat. morning
Client Suitability: Children's products
Number of Artists: 2
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WCOP, 485 Boylston St.,
Boston, Mass.

Children's Story Tinte
A program of children's records featuring well-known Hollywood stars narrating children's story favorites.
Introductions to the stories are written and
broadcast by John Corrigan.
Some of
the stories used are -Peter Babbitt," by
Gene Kelly; -Three Bill Goats Gruff,"
by Margaret O'Brien; -Tales of Uncle'
Remus" with the original cast of Walt
Disney's "Song of the South."
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 25 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Morning; Evening
Client Suitability: Any product for children
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KXOK, 12th and De'mat,
St. Louis 1, Mo.

Children's Theatre
The "Children's Theatre - represents
top juvenile dramatic effort, and is a
program of special interest to youngsters
and parents.
The program consists of
original dramatizations and adaptations
from Children's stories and fairy tales.
The entire cast is made up of talented
boys and girls under the direction of
Eleanor Bowling Kane. The -Children's
Theatre" is transcribed with -open ends"
for your commercial message. Here is a
natural avenue of approach that leads
straight into the heart of the home.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile; Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Those interested in
leaching children and their parents
Number of Artists: 6 to 15
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WFBR, 10 East North Ave.,
Baltimore 2, Md.

Dr. George W. Crane
Dr. George W. Crane, M.D., Ph.D.,
noted mid-western psychiatrist, discusses
actual case histories and problems of
the listener in an interesting and instructive manner.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Male; Female
Client Suitability: All types
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WGN, 441 N. Michigm
Ave., Chicago 11, Ill.

Daddy Ringtail
This series of dramatic episodes features the forest adventures of Daddy
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Ringtail, the talking monkey. Imaginative
characters include the Whistlesniffer, the
Huffen-Puff en, and many others. Adventure. comedy, and inspirational themes
are developed in a manner proving that
suspense can be achieved without the
inclusion of horror. Even slang to taboo
for the chief characters. Each day's adventure ha; a moral, well disguised. Age
appeal for boys and girls between five
and twelve.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Afternoon
Number of Artists: Variable .. .averages
five per show
Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WFAA, 1122 Jackson St.,
Dallas, Texas

Doodlerine
A comic strip designed for three to
thirteen, but should appeal to all ages.
The action takes place in the mythical
town of Doodleville with such characters
as the owner of the general stare, his
helper, and a silly inventor, plus other
characters from time to time. Action interspersed with lively tunes sung and
played on tiny jingley instruments; animal imitaticns and funny sound effects.
This show can sell your product.
Availability . Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 to 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile; Entire family
Suggested for: Saturday Morning or Sunday Afternoon; Evening
Client Suitability: Cereals, food products,
candy, toys, children's stores, etc.
Number of Artists: 2-3 and Piano
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: V. S. Becker Advertising
Service, 562 Fifth Avenue, New York
19, New York

Dan Dunn, Secret
Operative No. 48
Radio version of the newspaper cartoon strip or the same title. In the f:rst
sequence, Dan Dunn discovers that a
new secret airplane has been sabotaged
and then begins his search to smash a
spy ring. This sequence covers first 39
shows. Next 39 episodes cover 3 &Herent sequences, split into 13 episodes each,
thus maintaining action. Many merchandising tie-ups. Features an all-star Hollywood cast. Completely tested, used by
large accounts.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: -5 minutes, 3 or 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Soft drinks, bakers,
dairies, food products, candy, cereals,
etcetera
Number of Artists: 14
Cost: Based on market, station
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Kasper-Gordon. Incorporated, 140 Boylston Street, Boston 16,
Mass.

The Fairy !Princess
Here are all the stories children love,
told with a charm that has made Eileen
the Fairy Princess fcmous in this area.
Eileen takes all the parts so skillfully
that you picture a whole cast of characters.
Told against a delightful musical
background provided by "Ernest, Prince
of the Magic Hammond Organ," the
stories include everything from lack the
Giant Killer" to "Alice in Wcnderland."
Availability: Live talen:
Time Units: 13 minutes, 1 weekly

RADIO
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Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Sat. or Sun; Late afternoon
Client Suitability: Children's Shops . .
Children's Departments in Department Stores
Number of Artists: 2
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WTAG, 18 Franklin St.,
s'er 1, Mass.

Fairytales
A collection of world-famous fairytales
taken from the immortal stories of Hans
Christian Anderson, the Grimm Brothers,
Arabian ¡Nights and from the most
popular legends of all nationalities. Jack
and the Beansta:k, Cinderella, Sleeping
Beauty and the Valiant Little Tailor are
the type of stories now brought to life
in fifteen-minute worlds where giants
stalk through their manor halls, where
"wishing" does some good, where horses
talk and roosters sing, and elves and
gnomes dance again in the mentioned
glens of imagination.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 or 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Food Accounts, Automobile Accounts, Household ,Appliances, Toy Accounts, Department
Stores, etc.
Number of Artists: 3
Cost: Based upon the size of the station
and market
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: C. P. MacGregor Company,
729 South Western Avenue, Hollywood 5, California

For Children Only
A disc-jockey show for the kids, with
pretty Eileen O'Connell as mistress-ofceremonies.
Each program is made up
of the best children's record albums, with
Miss O'Connell introducing the numbers
in patter best-known to the children. The
show has been endorsed by teachers and
praised by parents.
A good mail-puller
from the juvenile audience.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Children's goods
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WHN, 1540 Broadway, New
York 19, N. Y.

Fun With The Funnies
Combination of narration, dramatization
and dialogue of outstanding comic strips.
. . . by -Uncle Harry and Aunt Patsy"
(Mr. and Mrs. Howard Snook) ...bringing youngsters (and oldsters) up to date
on the day's events of the funnies. (Also
designed for entire family appeal by
offering
"before-Sunday-School"
entertainment for children, eliminating wellknown Sunday morning after-breakfastrush.)
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile; Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Products designed for
children: creals, clothing, toys, etc.
Number of Artists: 2
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WET and/or Radio Sales
Inc., N. Y., Wilder Building, Charlotte, N. C.

Happy Story Hour
The Happy Story Hour is a weekly 30minute show, featuring Uncle Bob and
the Sunshine Lady, who tell stories and
plays music for the youngsters.
A
Birthday Album is maintained, with
special songs each week for the members celebrating birthdays.
Those who
are sick are also reported on the pro-
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gram.
The stories occasionally have a
moral behind them; while the music is
selected especially for a kiddies audience.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: A product or client appealing to a children's market
Number of Artists: 2
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by:
City Hall Bldg.,

rrmc,

McAlester, Okla,

Hardy Gurdy Dan And His
Wonder Monkey Snoop
Hurdy Gurdy Dan and His Wonder
Monkey "Snoop" is a live or open end
transcribed quarter-hour juvenile mystery
program.
It is exciting, amusing adventure series which is a complete departure
from the tried, trite and ill-typed "blood
and thunder" shows. Hurdy Gurdy Dan
and His Wonder Monkey -Snoop" is
clean, clever, wholesome, and intriguing
tu adults, as well as appealing to children.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 or 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Afternoon; Evening
Client Suitability: Childrens products
Number of Artists: Dramatic cast
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Tele-Radio Creations, Inc.,
540 North Michigan Blvd., Chicago,

JUVENILE
Submitted by: WLIB, 207 East 30th
New York 16, N. Y.

Jolly Rill

Ind Jane

Jolly Bill and Jane is a long time proven
success story in the field of juvenile radio
entertainment. This is a show of information, humor, and fantasy which has
been lauded by many of our civic groups,
including our Board of Education, Parent
Teachers Association, United Federation
of Churches. The rating of this show in
spite of being opposite the blood and
thunder kid shows constantly holds Its
Dwn and more than often tops the commercial competition. Bill Steinke is assisted by Pat Pritchard on the dialogue,
Eloise Rowan at the organ and staff
sound effects man, and producer.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Saturday Morning; Afternoon
I
Client Suitability: Breakfast food, candy,
prepared foods, dairy products
Number of Artists: 2 plus organist, sound
man, and producer
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions; Will
pipe live talent at cost to advertiser
or agency
Submitted by: }CPO, Radio City, San Francisco, Calif.

Journey Through
Musicland
This is a childrens program that has
music and story as its format.
Subjects
vary from -The Story of the West to
-The Life of Gershwin or "Tin Pan Alley."
Recordings are used, but the stories are
WLIB originals.
Availability: Liv.? taielit; E. T.

St.,

Junior Theater Of The ,
lir
A once weekly half hour program.
7:00 to 7:30 p.m. each Friday evening.
Program consists of specially written and
adapted scripts taken from well known
'fairy tales, Greek mythology and original
'fantasy.
Scripts are written by Mrs.
Elien Reisewitz, and are enacted by
juvenile cast whose ages range from
nine to seventeen.
Show is given complete adult type production with sound
effects, orchestrated bridges, etc.
Produced by Jerry Morton, KLX production
chief.
Endorsed by PTA and Women's
clubs.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 2 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile; Female; Entire family
Suggested ion Evening
Client Suitability: Department stores, food
companies, grocery changes, banks
Number of Artists: 5
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KLX, Oakland, Calif.

Jack And Jill Players
Live dramatized fairy tales and children's stories using local children for
talent and radio training.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Childrens shops, dairies,
bakeries, food stores, etc.
Number of Artists: Vary from 5 to 20
Cost: Air time plus direction and produ ,lion
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WBML, Macon, Ga,

Let's Read The Funnies

Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Morning
Number of Artists: 1

Keeping Up With The
igglesworths
Keeping Up With The Wigglesworths
breaks down National problems to the
active level of the individual family —
boils down -big ideas - into simple human
terms — points out the advantages of
Free Enterprise. Snuffy, the central character, is the busiest 14 year old with the
biggest ideas on the air. Plots revolve
around Snuffy who learns the hard way.
Local and regional sponsors participate
in national contest, first prize of which
is S1000.00 scholarship fund for teenager.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.; Both
Time Units: 15 minutes, 2 or 3 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire
family
Suggested for: Afternoon; Early Evening
Client Suitability: Bakeries — Dairies —
Retail merchants — Banks, etc.
Number of Artists: From 20 to 25 including Lloyd Schaffer's orchestra
Cost: Based on population
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Harry S. Goodman Radio
Productions, 19 E. 53rd Street, New
York 22, N. Y.

Kiddies Record
-Kiddies

liffigliral

Each Sunday morning the Boston young
fry sit by their radios to hear WCOP's
Nelson Bragg read and interpret the funnies published in the Boston Sunday
Globe.
From 8:30 to 9:00 a.m., the kids
listen as famous comic strips such as
Mutt and Jeff. Lil' Abner, Napoleon and
His Dog, and the like are brought to life
for them by Bragg.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile; Entire family
Suggested for: Sunday morning
Client Suitability: Children's Products
Number of Artists: 1
udition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WCOP, 485 Boylston St.,
Boston, Mass.

Lightning Jim
Western frontier adventure stories featuring U. S. Marshal Lightning Jim, played
by Francis X. Bushman and his famous
Deputy Whitey Larson, played by Henry
Hoopel.
A great merchandising plan
connected with this series.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Afternoon or evening
Client Suitability: Any type
Number of Artists: Approximately 7 per
program
Cost: ET—Based on population
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Frederic W. Ziv Company,
1529 Madison Road, Cincinnati 6,
Ohio

Little Red Schoolhouse
A recreation of the litt'e one room rural
school of yesteryear, with a background
of McGuffey Readers, Blue-Back Spellers.
games and songs of the period, all woven
into interesting authentic drama by ten
juveniles and a half dozen adults, each
a vibrant personality.
Beverly Brown,
the author-producer, likewise
portrays
the beloved School Master, drawing on
his experiences whilee a bonafide teacher
in a rural school. Replete with comedy
and pathos.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Saturday morning; Sunday
afternoon; Late evening
Client Suitability: Department store, milk,
Ice Cream, Candy, Soft drinks
Number of Artists: 15
Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WNOE, do St. Charles
Hotel, New Orleans, La.

Record Karnival" is a program made up of carefully chosen recordings secured from the outstanding
Melody Theater
record companies of the world.
IntroObjective of the Melody Theatre is to
ducing each recording with a few wellchosen words, Helen Lipkin, conductress explain the classics to children in a manof "Kiddies Record Karnival." talks with ner both instructive and entertaining. The
children from the ages of 2 to 12--never music of the masters is expertly blended
down to them!
Included in the Program with the narration of the Master of Meloare gentle suggestions to the children dies, Bret Morrison. Morrison plays reabout behavior, cleanliness, etc., a quickie corded excerpts from great musical works,
review of some childrens' books, and of such as the operas "Aida" and "Carmen."
course the amusing, entertaining and in- interrupting the music to explain the story.
structive recordings.
Each of the musical works is condensed
Availability: Live talent
into a week's presentation.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Availability: Live talent
Audience Appeal: Juvenile; Female
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Suggested for: Morning
Audience Appeal: Juvenile; Female
Client Suitability: Infant, Juvenile Cloth- Suggested for: Afternoon
111g, Food—Food products, Toys
Client Suitability: Products influenced by
Number of Artists: 2
Cost: On request
Number of Artists: 1 to 3 and music
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Mutual Broadcasting SysSubmitted by: WIP 35 S 9th St Phila •t
tem, 1440 Broadway, New York 18,
7, Pa.
1
N. Y.
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Marmaduke The
Rook worm
Stories read by the Pagekeeper to
Marmaduke, the intelligent bookworm.
Stories read verbatim, but in character,
with organ interpretations. Original theme
composed by writer of the series, and
sung by three members of staff.
Ideal
for pre-school and up to 10 year olds.
Library endorsement and publicity gives
it good background.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Afternoon
Number of Artists: 2
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WOWO, Fort Wayne 2,
!:. I

On Stage
15-minute weekly dramatic show put
on by the Sheridan High School Radio
Workshop.
Use only high school talent
(Juniors and Seniors) High School talent
also do all sound effects and announcements.
Occasionally submit scripts for
use on show. Has unchanging dramatic
opening and ending. Use original scripts
written by director. Plots either comedy,
light mystery, historical.
Not a serial.
Different show each week.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: No special type.
No
b-e:
wine sponsor
Number of Artists: Depends on play
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KWYO, Sheridan, Wyo.

Sally In Hollywoodland
An innovation in children's programs,
this series uses the Walter Lantz cartoon
characters with the addition of a little'
girl named Sally.
Each program subtly
points up some moral for children and
accentuates good habits to be cultivated.
Highly adventurous and entertaining to
all ages.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 51 episodes, 1
weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Saturday morning; Evening
Client Suitability: Bakery goods, dairy
products
Number of Artists: 8
Cost: $1200 per episode
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Harry Jacobs Productions,
6000 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28,

Santa's Magic
Christmas Tree

A boy and a girl rub a "Magic Lamp"
dream of Santa Claus. and are transported to Santa's Magic Christmas Tree
by the Genie of the Lamp. The Wicked
Wizard, freed from Aladdin's spell when
the lamp changed ownership, follows
them and attempts to recover the wonderful lamp. In Santa's Magic Christmas
Tree, every branch and limb is a different
"department"
where
toys
and
Christmas Gifts are made. 8 original and
clever Christmas songs are featured in
this series, plus plenty of good, clean excitement and fun for boys and girls of
all ages. This series used successfully by
nearly 200 stores, and is a favorite everywhere. (15 episodes).
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 or 5 weekly
Red Ryder
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Available for the first time on trans- Suggested for: Afternoon
criptions is one of radio's most success- Client Suitability: Department store, toy
ful live programs. "Red Ryder." "Ryder"
shops, )uvenile shops, chain stores
is the story of America's famous fighting Number of Artists: 9 to 20
cowboy battling forces of evil and point- Cost: Based on market, station
ing the way toward clean living, fair
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
play and sportsmanship in the tradition
Submitted by: Kasper-Gordon, Incorpoof the Old West. Adventure yarns all of
rated, 140 Boylston Street, Baston 16,
them with Red Ryder roaring into danger
Mass.
along the most famous of all western
trails—the Old Chisholm. Each episode
The Silrer Eagle
contains enough fun and excitement to
A stirring 30 minutes with Niles Hunter,
please the entire family.
private investigator, who, as The Silver
Availability: E T.
Eagle avenger of justice, strikes from
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1-2-3 weekly
the skies at those who escape the law.
Audience Appeal: Juvenile; Entire family
Authored by the writer of "Jack ArmSuggested Ion Afternoon; Evening
strong. - this children's vehicle is top
Client Suitability: Any type for large
network fare. A complete merchandising
sales return.
Premium possibilities
plan for over-the-counter sales is ready
are unlimited
for inspection. Over two hundred scripts
Number of Artists: 15
—show has been tested.
Cost: Contingent upon size of market
Availability: Live talent
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Time Units: 15 or 30 minutes, 1 to 5
Submitted by: Louis G. Cowan, Inc., 485
weekly
Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.
Audience Appeal: Juvenile; Entire family
Suggested Ion Afternoon; Early evening
Client Suitability: Any client who wishes
Safari Club
to sell to homes through children
Safari Club is aimed at the younger
Number of Artists: From 6 to 10
audience who wants excitement and
Cost: On request
thrills yet fact.
A great merchandising
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
show based on the files of Cyril von
Submitted by: Jewell Radio Productions,
Baumann—noted explorer and adven410 North Michigan Ave., Chicago
turer.
Local Safari Clubs are set up
11, Ill.
across the country with special emblems,
codes, etc. Consistent listening is required to graduate from "porter" to "explorer."
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 or 30 minutes, 3 or 5
weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Sat morning; Late afternoon
Client
Suitability:
Foods,
or
where
younger audience is to be reached
Number of Artists: 5 to 7
Audition Facilities: Will pipe live talent
Submitted by: von Baumann Studio, 331
East 71st St., New York 21, N. Y.
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Sonny And Susie
Sonny and Susie are two young children, brother and sister who are always
involved in some adventure or prank in
their own home or neighborhood.
The
episodes are quite humorous and designed to appeal to the very young.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 149 episodes of 15 minutes
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: 5:00-6:00 p.m.
Client
Suitability:
Department
stores,
Cereal Products
Number of Artists: 6

JUVENILE
kindest person they know.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Afternoon
The Steel Mask
Number of Artists: 2 plus production staff
Adventure-packed serial featuring ac- Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
tivities of group of returned vets, known Submitted by: KSL, 10 So. Main St., Salt
Lake City 1, Utah
as Company of the Steel Mask. Their
leader, The Steel Mask, known in private

Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: International Productions
Limited, King Edward Hotel, Toronto,
Ontario

life as Stormwell Brooks, was former internationally known playboy, was converted into a fighter for what he considers
justice by his war experiences. The adventures of Stormy Brooks and his group
range all over the world — providing
authentic local color. The program's purpose is both to entertain and to stimu-

Story Time

late a youthful audience.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Afternoon; Early Evening
Client Suitability: Food — Candy — Soft
Iinks
Number of Artists: 5
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions; Scripts
und PI
r-sentation
Submitted by: Corday-Roberts, Inc., 41
W. 53rd St., New York 19, N. Y.

Story Time, with the Story Lady, Jean
Detrick, s a natural for the youngsters.
The kiddies come to the studio and take
part in interviews, stunts and games,
then gainer around the Story Lady for
the daily story. Familiar fairy tales are
used by Miss Detrick who also sings.
Mothers think Story Time the ideal kiddie
show.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Late afternoon
Client Suitability: Tot shop, dairy, etc.
Number of Artists: 2
Cost: Card rates plus talent
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WlvfNIJ, 408 Fulton Street,
Peoria 2, Ill

The Story Rook

Streamlined Fairy Tales

A program crammed full of entertainment for children. The greatest juvenile
stories—like "Treasure Island," "Alice in
Wonderland," etc.—recorded by the entertainment world's brightest luminaries.
Each program also features special children's music.
A plus value of "The
Story Book" is the fact that it is also
piped to a large children's theatre audience each Sunday.
Availability: E T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Morning
Client
Suitability:
Children's
product,
breakfast foods, etc.
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WPEN, 1528 Walnut St.,
Philadelphia 40, Pa.

Clever writing, distinctive production,
streamlined versions of your favorite fairy
tales and the Koralites. The Koralites—
six talking voices blended in precision
and harmony. All sound effects done vocally. Laugh provoking imitations—"Kay
Kyser" as "The Pied Piper of Hamlin,"
"Joe Penner" as "The Bey Who Cried
Wolf" and many more. Seventy-seven
different tales for kids 6 to 60.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 to 3 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Morning, Saturday or Sunday afternoon
Client Suitability: Dairies, Bakeries, Department Stores, Children's Shops, etc.
Number of Artists: 6
Cost: Based on population
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Harry S. Goodman Radio
Produc:ions, 19 East 53rd Street, New
York 22, N. Y.

Story Lady
The delightful whimsey of fairy tales:
the sugar-coated morals of modern stories
and old fables are brought to children
each evening at 5:00 by the "Story
Lady," Olive Enslen Tinder. Recommended and endorsed by Indiana and Indianapolis organizations and leaders, "Story
Lady" provides juvenile entertainment
welcomed by parents and their children.
Children's verse is also featured on the
program occasionally.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Late afternoon
Client Suitability: Milk and dairy products, cereals, food products, children's furniture, etc.
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WIBC, Indianapolis News
Bldg., Indianapolis 6, Ind.

The Story Princess
Alene Dalton, co-author of several children's story-books, acts as the "Story
Princess" and relates the story behind
the fairy tales which never grow old and
never lose their appeal. Recorded mood
music and a liberal use of sound effects
add color to the stories. Names of those
celebrating birthdays are read on program and they are invited to monthly
birthday party. Prizes are given for the
best letter describing a kind deed, or the

Trail Of The Northwest
!Mount it's
This story is based on the building of
the West and the Canadian Pacific Railroad.
This feature is packed with harrowing fights between the death-defying
Northwest Mounted Police and ruthless
Indian tribas.
In the early eighties,
Western Canada was a hotbed of ls.vlessness, and -Trail of the Northwest
Mounties" brings it to your listening audience with its exciting episodes of prairie
fires, avalanches, quick sand, buffalo
stampedes. etc. for "Trail of the Northwest Mounties" is strong with historical
value approved by the Parent Teachers
Association.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 or 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Food Accounts, Automobile Accounts, Household Appliances,
Toy Accounts, Department
Stores, etc.
Number of Artists: 6
Cost: Based upon the size of the station
and market
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: C. P. MacGregor Company,
729 South Western Avenue, Hollywood 5, Calif.
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Sunday Funnies Party

Treasure Island

This is a program for children that is
Charles McMahon writes and enacts
script.
Uses funnies from local Sunday neither uppity nor in the blood-andAlbums are played,
paper. Not straight reading of funnies, thunder category.
but dramatization, with music, sound as well as musical selections of the
enjoyed by
effects, voice changes, special tricks. variety appreciated and
McMahon changes voices cleverly, music children.
is light and fanciful, program keyed to Availability: Live talent; E. T.
juveniles. Kids are urged to have fun- Time Units: 30 minutes, 5 weekly
nies right before them while program is Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Afternoon
on so they can follow the stories.
Number of Artists: 1
Availability: Live talent
Submitted by: WLIB, 207 East 30th St.,
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
New York 16, N. Y.
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Morning
Youth Takes A Stand
Client Suitability: Children's shoe store,
Eight selected high school age youngbakeries, soft drinks, newspaper
sters discuss topics of juvenile interest
Number of Artists: I
under guidance of young Episcopal MinAudition Facilities: Transcriptions
ister, subjects include "Youth Looks Al
Submitted by: WNOX, 110 S. Gay Street, 'Itself In The Community." "Youth Looks At
Knoxville, Tenn.
Itself In The School," "Youth Looks At Itself In The Church," etc. Suggestions
from listeners invited and participants
Uncle Henry's Dog Club
selected
as permanent on basis of
Uncle Henry's Dog Club is under the
popularity.
direction of -Uncle Henry" Leffingwell,
Availability: Live talent
Director of the Club who is the man who Time Units, 30 minutes, 1 weekly
can unleash a lot of info, seeing as how
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
he's County Dog Warden too, with a dogSuggested for: Saturday morning
gone lot of hound handlin' to draw on.
Client
Suitability:
Department
Stores,
This program has been a regular WTAM
Dress Shops, Sporting Goods Stores
feature for years.
Number of Artists: 10
Availability: Live talent
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
Submitted by: WPTF, Raleigh, N. C.
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Uncle Ed And Cousin Lu
Suggested for: Saturday morning
Program consists of novelty songs enClient
Suitability: Children's clothing,
tirely in Rhyme from beginning to end,
candy, chewing gum, games, toys
Number of Artists: Various
featuring Ed Lewis formally with the
Cost: On request At Any NBC Spot Sales "Kidoodlers" and "Toy Town Toons and
Office
Tales" and Lucille Grant who recorded
Audition Facilities: Can be heard on the with "The Ed Lewis Trio" for Pied Piper
au
records Instrumentation: Tiny Xylophones,
Submitted by: WTAM, NBC Bldg., Cleve- sweet potato, harmonica, tin whistle, and
'Ind 14, Ohio
odd sound effects ...Additional charac-
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Backstage In Hollywood
Consists of reviews of first run features
in Canton, Ohio, theatres. Interviews with
visiting theatrical celebrities. Newsy hits
about Hollywood, including human interest stories of outstanding actors and
actress, local and national. Transcribed
music used to tie in appropriately with
movies.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: fifteen minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Cosmetics, housewares,
food, drug, publishers
Number of Artists: One
Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WHBC, 550 Market Avenue
S, Canton 2, Ohio

Breakfast With Riptide
& Mike
Starring motion picture star Ethnie
Barnes and her husband football star,
sports commentator and movie producer,
Mike Frankovich ...A half-hour breakfast show highlighting the lives of Bin.
nie and lace, interesting personal facts
about their friends, the stars, household
hints, and interesting undated sports
stories.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Any food produces
clothes, sports equipment or household items
Number of Artists: 2
Audition Facings.: Transcriptions

RADIO

JUVENILE
ters:—Pcrppy Pebble . . . Rural Type;
Bumpy ...Mortimer Snerd type: Talking
Chicken and other animal imitations all
done by Ed Lewis.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 2 to 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon; Early
Evening
Client Suitability: Cereals, toys, foods,
candy, children's clothing, dairies,
etc.
Number of Artists: 2 and pianist
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: V. S. Becker Advertising
Service, 562 Fifth Avenue, New York
19, New York

Wonderland Tales
The Wonderland Lady relates radio
adaptations of both little and well known
fairy tales and legends aided by musical
background and sound effects.
Stories
are adapted from books in the city public
library and show is a public service
presentation in that it is produced with
the cooperation of the public library. No
blood and thunder stuff. Show depends
on fascination fairy tales and legends
have for youngsters for pull.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 2 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Breakfast foods, toys,
children's clothing, dept. store
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WSAZ, Huntington, W. Va,

HOLLY WOOD
Submitted by: Sue Clark Agency, 435 S.
La Cienga, Los Angeles 36, Calif.

Daredevils Of Hollywood
Motion picture companies avoiding expensive delays insist that their leading
characters use "doubles." The "doubles"
used in these dangerous scenes are
known as "Stunt Men." while every precaution is taken to avoid injuries, the
fact remains that every time they do a
"gag," they more or less take their lives
into their own hands.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: fifteen minutes, two weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: All types
Number of Artists: eight and sound effects
Cost: Stations 5000 Watts or under $3.00
per program. Others on application
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Walter Biddick Company,
Los Angeles 15, Calif.

Hollywood Doings
A live up to the minute program that
"tells all," what the stars eat, wear,
read, etc.—takes you into the homes of
the stars, gives the listener news of the
stars and studios seldom aired on other
radio programs. Betty Underwood, the
radio and screen reporter has her own
"wire recorder" for personal interviews
in the homes of the stars and on studio
sets. An example of a recent scoop—
Miss Underwood interviewed a female
star 30 minutes after her baby was born
. . . the star herself announcing to the
world that another "star was born."
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 to 5 weekly

Tunes For Tiny Tots
This is a featured 15-minute program
of interest to youngsters.
Tunes broadcast are recorded and transcribed by
some of the finest of the artists who
specialize in children's programs.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 10 minutes, Saturday only
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Morning
Client
Suitability:
Particularly
clients
whose products are desired by children
Number of Artists: Announcer
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Monroe Broadcasting Co.,
Inc., WRNY, 191 East Ave., Rochester
4, N. Y.

Uncle Sam Jack
"Uncle Sam Jack" is Sam Jack Kaufman, popular maestro at Loew's Capital
Theatre in Washington. He tells bedtime
stories, teaches new games, new songs,
and new poems to little tots between the
ages of two and ten. Program is devoid
of noise or horror.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Juvenile
Suggested for: Early evening
Client
Suitability:
Dairies,
bakeries,
cereals, juvenile clothing, shoes, etc.
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WWDC, 1000 Conn. Ave.,
Washington, D. C.

*

*
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the film industry, this program secures
story rights which include the use of ac
tuai scripts from some of the best new
'pictures on Broadway. Roger Bower directs. Harry Olesker is the writer.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, once weekly
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: All clients
Hollywood Quiz
Cost: Upon request
A quiz show with the motion picture Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
stars and film-goers participating. Moder- Submitted by: WOR, 1440 Broadway, New
ator for Hollywood Quiz would be a
York 18, N. Y.
prominent movie star, the regular panel
of experts includes two equally wellHollywood Sound Stage
known motion picture artists with an adHollywood Sound Stage embodies the
ditional quest expert each week. Fourth
member of the panel would be a radio rare combination of all the time and
listener who has come to Hollywood on audience tested elements that creates the
the basis of having won a contest en- kind of listener interest that has satistitling him or her to the free trip. Glamour, fied sponsors all over the nation. De•
color and appeal of Hollywood will at- signed and created to compare with live"
transcontinental shows, so diversified in
tract wide ready-made audience.
plot character that they range the specAvailability: Live talent
trum of drama from sparkling high comTime Units: 30 minutes, Once weekly
edy. Only the top stars, supporting actors,
Audience Appeal: Entire family
writers, producers and musicians have
Suggested for: Morning; Evening
Client Suitability: Cosmetics, apparel, all been employed to make Hollywood Sound
Stage.
products with feminine appeal
Availability: E. T.
Number of Artists: Four
Time Units: Thirty minutes, One weekly
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Louis G. Cowan Inc., 485 Audience Appeal: Male; Female
Suggested Ion Evening
Madison Ave., New York 22
Client Suitability: All types who want a
Let's Go To The Movies
large audience
.
Here's a really new type Hollywood Number of Artists: 4 to 10 and music
show! It's a half hour of dramatizations Cost: Based upon the size of the station
from the highlights of a current picture
and market
—plus news and gossip of the film world, Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
and the latest songs from the new pic- Submitted by: C. P. MacGregor Company,
tures, played by Sylvan Levin and his
729 South Western Avenue, Hollyorchestra. Because it's a fine salute to
wood 5, California
Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Afternoon; Evening
Client Suitability: Any products that appeal to the family unit
Number of Artists: one or two
Cost: Send for details on cost
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Jack Parker and Associates. Box 2222, Hollywood 28, Calif.
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FEMININE ANGLE

Suggested for: Early Afternoon
Margaret Arlen
Client
Suitability:
Housewife
and
Margaret Arlen, New York's highestfeminine angle to be considered
rated worn= commentator, has achieved
Number of Artists: 1
record-breaking results
both
audience
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
and sales-wise. Though especially deSubmitted by: WMT, Paramount Bldg.,
signed for housewife listening, the wide
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
variety of topics discussed makes the
program appealing to every one.
Each
DOrothy Day
day a notable person, outstanding in his
Miss Day cal's upon her talents as,
field, is interviewed by Miss Arlen.
Billboards calls her "No. 1 among the home-maker, fashion reporter interviewer
Metropolitan girls who talk for a living and entertainer to create a listenable
women's program for a half hour each
on the air."
Monday through Friday.
Authoritative
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: (Participating Sponsorship) 30 and informative discussions on household
hints, menu suggestions, fashion firsts,
minutes, 6 weekly
budget ideas, celebrity interviews, and
Audience Appeal: Female
things to see and do—are all part of
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Women's and house- Dorothy Day's program.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
hold products
Time Units: 30 minutes, 5 weekly
Number of Artists: 2
Audience Appeal: Female
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WCBS, 485 Madison Ave., Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Foods, fashions, house
New York 22, N. Y.
hold appliances, etc.
Baby Dttys
Number of Artists: Miss Day and announ
cer
Baby Days features Dr. A. S. DeLoya, a
physician whose talks on each program Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
deal with Child Care, Baby Feeding and Submitted by: WINS, 28 West 44th St
New Ycrk City
Behavior of Infants and Children.
Dr.
DeLoya's inspiring talks and his replies
to questions of listeners are designed to
guide and help mothers everywhere in
the important task of providing Baby with
a healthy, happy childhood. Members of
the Cherub Club are announced during
the middle of the program by local announcer.
This provides an ideal middle
commercial and gives the program local
color.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon
Client Suitability: Any baby product—Infants' wear—Photographers, etc.
Number of Artists: 4
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Harry S. Goodman, Radio
Productions, 19 E. 53rd Street, New
York 22, N. Y.

Sara Burbank
Sara Burbank, home economist, has
twelve-year broadcasting record on this
station.
Highly pleasing voice personality and appearance.
Enjoys absolute
confidence of unusually large audience.
Works with male announcer . . . program is conversational in style with
three participating commercials.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Foods, household articles, housekeeping aids
Number of Artists: 2
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitet by:
WNBF, Arlington Hotel,
Binghamton, New York

Country Edit 0

Easy Does It
A program made up of helpful hints to
housewives, sent in by the listeners mid
conducted by "Helpful Henry." The program is a clearing house of ideas to
make household work simpler and more
efficient.
Each "hint - which is sent in
and used on the air is worth a cash
award to the sender.
"Helpful Henry,"
the conductor of the "Easy Does It" Program, is Howard Jones, who was chosen
lor his brilliant storehouse of general inf
orma ti on and his genial and ingratiating
manner.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1 to 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Housewife
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Food, Drug, Clothes
Number of Artists: 1
Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WIP, 35 S. 9th Street,
Phila. 7, Pa.

The Food Scout
For the housewife who has no time to
scout the markets in search of the day's
best buys in fruit and vegetables, who
has planned so many menus that no more
variations can be devised. "The Food
Scout" with her early morning marketbasket news, comes as a life-saver.
Broadcast direct from the big Kansas City
Produce Terminal, it is the Heart of
America's established news broadcast on
fruits and vegetables.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 10 minutes, 6 days weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Foods
Number of Artists: 1
Cost: Upon request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted
KM, Pickwick Hot.
Kansas City 6, Mo.

"Ladies and gentlemen ...and especially the ladies" and the Country Editor
i3 off on another fifteen minutes of news
for the small town and country listeners
in Eastern Iowa.
News contributed by
WMT's staff of 40 correspondents . . .
but news that too often gets crowded off
Furs On Parade
the
regular
newscasts.
And
Hugh
(1947-48 Edition)
Orchard, former Chatauqua speaker, adds
just the right editorial comment for the
A sequel to the "Know Your Furs"
country listeners. Ideal for selling house- series which was sponsored successfully
by more than 200 stores. Furs On Parade
wives.
is the most comprehensive radio proAvailability: Live talent
!gram ever produced for fur retailers. It
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
meets current conditions and problems
Audience Appeal: Female

in the fur field. Each episode is divided
into two sections, dramatized, for use
as the high'ights of a quarter-hour program. Total for Furs On Parade is about
7 minutes. Remainder of 15-minute sesSian comprised of commercials and music
from station musical transcription library.
Thirty-nine episodes in series, brought
up to date for the 1947-48 season. So accurate and complete, that leading fur
retailers use programs to train sales personnel, besides promoting sale of furs
intelligently.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 1, 2 or 3 weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon
Client Suitability: Fur retailers
Number of Artists: 2
Cost: Based on market, station
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Kasper-Gordon, Incorporated, 140 Boylston Street, Boston 16,
Mass.

Glamour Girl
Women all over America, listening to
"Glamour Girl," will learn how to beautify
themselves as Hollywood stars do. Those
fabulous men with make-up and hairstyling, the Westmores. Ern and Bud. . .
and RKO's lovely authority on dress.
Renie, team to make "Glamour Girl" a
thrilling experience.
To point up their
suggestions, a woman from the audience
is transformed right during the broadcast.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 to 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested
for:
Morning;
Afternoon
Evening
Client Suitability: Any woman's produc:
Number of Artists: 16, including orchestra
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Commodore Productions,
1350 Highland Ave., Hollywood 28,
Calif.

Home Se rrice
Program is designed to merchandise
products in all departments of department stores, particularly home appliances
and furnishings. Home Service is informational without being academic: it tells
the homemaker how to buy, service and
maintain all the products that go into a
home. In other words, this is one program,
the content of which is based on the
products it sells whether they be draperies, rugs, silverware, refrigerators, ranges,
ad infinitum within the scope of the home.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: Quarter hour, 3 to 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon
Client Suitability: Department stores
appliances (Gas or electric)
Number of Artists: 2
Cost: Variable
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Radio Productions Inc., 317
Citizens Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio
Milli For Happiness
An individual type of program, despite
its obvious catering to the feminine angle,
insofar as it presents outstanding features of originality and considered thought
which not only make for better programming but perform a distinct public service.
Thus, as an example, the feature
entitled "The Mayor's Wife." presenting
each week the wife of a mayor of a different New Jersey community, who gave
the inside story of what it means to be
married to a man holding so high a position in the community: "The Woman
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Talks" in which representatives from New
Jersey women's clubs meet to discuss the
legitimacy of such organizations as distinct contributors to the civic, soc:al and
political welfare of the community.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 25 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Cooperative
Number af Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WPAT, 7 Church St., Paterson 1, N. J.

Kitchen Klatter
A KMA women's program of fashions.
recipes, local news of people, parties.
etc., currently sponsored on a participating
basis.
The program acts as a clearing
house of ideas to make housework simpler
and more efficient. It pulls 900-1200 letters weeldy. Pleasing, intimate talks giving advice and information to homemakers, food preparation ideas for appetizing menus, household hints, are but a
few of the subjects discussed.
The program has brought top results for many
clients.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 6 weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Food and household
•niols
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted 'ay: KMA, Shenandoah, Iowa

Kit's Chatter Bar
"Kit's Chatter Bar" is a roundup of
chatter and ideas by an outstanding
authority on women's interest. Kit Crane
brings all the latest news pertaining to
kitchen and parlor domesticity to the
listener, and seldom misses a program
in which she has an interview with a
celebrity. Rapid-fire delivery, which sets
a pleasant tempo for the early morning
hours, is beautifully handled by this
woman wha has had a world of experi•
ence in this type of work.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: Participating Spots
Audience Appeal: Female and Juvenile
Suggestd for: Morning
Client Suitability: Women's Products
Number of Artists: 1
Cost: On request
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WIP, 35 S. 9th St., Phila.

Legere It To The Girls
This program has been designed for the
betterment of the American male. At least
that's the object of the criticism offered by
the four charming ladies who comprise
the "Leave It To The Girls" panel. Though
somewhat
narbed,
the
answers
of
Dorothy Kilgallen, Eloise McElhone, Robin
Chandler and Margaret Johnson to questions sent in by the listening audience
provide a humorous half-hour. Ted Malone
is m. c. and one guest, usually a man,
appears on each show.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: 30 minutes, 1 weekly
Audience Appeal: Male; Female
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability:
Products purchased
largely by women
Number of Artists: 6
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Mutual Broadcasting System, 1440 Broadway, New York 18,
N. Y.
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Let's Talk It Over With
Frances McGuire

new people
Thomas, the

and new ideas. Gretchen
Modern Woman, has trav-

eled extensively and has been a homeOne of radio's outstanding fashion
maker, mother, bookshop proprietor, stage
authorities. Frances and her wire reand radio actress, and from her wealth
corder are known throughout Philadelof experience, opens a whole new world
phia as she visits famous eating places,
that ranges from intimate stories of Holtheatrical first nights and the homes of
lywood stars she has known personally
listeners. Each program features a fastto informed advice on the best in books
moving forum on a topic of interest it,
for children.
women with guest experts interrogated
by representative housewives on such 'Availability: Live talent
problems as marriage, domestic help, Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly
,Audience Appeal: Female
children and careers for women.
Suggested for: Afternoon
Availability: Live talent
'Number of Artists: 1
Time Units: 25 minutes, 5 weekly
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Audience Appeal: Female
,Submitted by: WTAG, 18 Franklin St.,
Suggested for: Morning
Worcester 1, Mass,
Client Suitability: Any woman's or home
product
Number of Artists: 1
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WPEN, 1528 Walnut
Philadelmhia 40. Pa.

The Mystery Chef
St.,

Meditations With Will
:Morro11
Will Mona11 is the friendly philosopher whose spoken meditations are attractively surrounded with a musical setting and two vocal solos during the
fifteen minutes that it is on the air. David
Lloyd is the soloist and the organ background
and
accompaniments
are by
David Stephens.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: fif teen minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Anything that women
purchase. Foods, cosmetics, etc.
Number of Artists: 3
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WCAU, 1622 Chestnut St.,
Phila, 3, Penna.

Discussing one of the world's most vital
subjects: Food—the famous Mystery Chef
gives recipes in such a simple manner
that even a 12-year-old child can cook
like an expert. His recipes can be printed or mimeographed and distributed at
low cost by Sponsor.
Programs allow
opening, middle and closing commercial
time totaling approximately three minutes
for each 15-minute program.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon
Client Suitability: Food products, depc::
ment stores, gas companies, etc.
Number of Artists: 2
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: Harry S. Goodman Radio
Products, 19 E. 53rd St., New York
22, N. Y.

Personal Problems

Mrs. Alice Lowe Miles, known to millions as a capable authority on personal
This program attempts the unusual in problems, is featured in a series of 260
recorded and transcribed entertainment. programs.
In presenting Mrs. Miles, a
The program is beamed directly to the sponsor gives public service and gets
feminine listener and feminine market. keen listener interest.
Mrs. Miles reads
Music is tempoed to suit milady's taste over the air excerpts from letters subfor music after the confusion of getting mitted by listeners need advice or help.
-Junior off to school and "hubby - to She then analyzes the problems and offers
work. It features a variety of music tail. sound solutions. In conjunction with the
ored for down-the-middle listening taste program, Mrs. Miles personally will ans...such things as popular choir groups, wer letters requesting advice.
small instrumental combos, large sweet Availability: E. T.
name bands and male and female vocal- Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 weekly
ists. Show designed primarily to merchan- Audience Appeal: Female
dise the feminine market, either partici- Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon
pating or in block segments.
Client Suitability: Food products, Women's
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
specialty stores, Furriers, Retail merTime Units: 45 minutes, 6 weekly
chants, etc.
Audience Appeal: Female
Number of Artists: 2
Suggested for: Morning
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Client Suitability: Merchandises •female Submitted by 1
1,irry S. Goodman, Radio

Melodies For Milady

Number of Artists: 1 announcer
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: KROW, 464 — 19th Stree•
Oakland 12, Calif.

Milady's Melody
This show is dedicated to Milady with
well-rounded appeal slanted toward her
problems and designed to lighten the
cares of the day with chatter around her
personality, her home and Hollywood
stars.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 3 weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client
Suitability:
Local
sponsorship,
beauty salon, department store, etc.
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted
by:
Keystone
Broadcasting
System, Inc., 6331 Hollywood Blvd.,
Hollywood 28, Calif.

Modern

WOIllall

Modern Woman offers women listeners an informal glimpse at new places,

RADIO

Productions, 19 E. 53rd St., New York
22, N. Y.

Deflections
Words and music combine to make this
a distinctively different recorded show,
and one that fulfills a long-standing demand for a program of meditative, relaxed,
listening--features Canada's finest radio
talent and is NBC-produced with All.
Canada Radio Facilities- Mystery of Life,
Wanderlust, Romance, are but a few of
the moods -reflected" in this recorded
program series.
Availability: E. T.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 2 weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Evening
Client Suitability: Any advertiser desiring
dignified institutional approach
Number of Artists: 11
Cost: Available at low syndicated rates
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: NBC Radio-Recording Division, Nat'l Broadcasting Co., 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.

—

--

FEMININE ANGLE

The Florence Souda Show
Popular

Pittsburgh

radio

personality,

Florence Sondo presents a participation
program which runs the gamut from fashions to interviews with visiting celebs.
Miss Sondas experience includes an A.B.
in Journalism, an M.A. in Drama from
Western Reserve, heading radio activities
at Pittsburgh's largest department store,
professional theatre experience and lecturing. She knows merchandising as a
result of her department store background
and knows too how to adapt it to the
radio medium.
Time Units: 15 minutes, 5 weekly (participation)
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Afternoon
Client Suitability: Food, household items,
fashion shops, etc.
Number of Artists: One
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WCAE, Wm. Penn Hotel,
Pittsburgh 19, Penna.

Iisit With Louise Morgan
Visit with Louise Morgan is a friendly,
easy-going mid-morning program from
10:30 to 10:45 a.m. It features Louise
Morgan, WNAC's commentator for women,
in an informal chat with announcer Verne
Williams over that second cup of coffee.
They discuss the weather, movies, current events, things of moment in their
personal lives, and, in between, weave
in participating commercials and recorded
music of the sweet, smooth variety.
Availability: Live talent
Time Units: fifteen minutes, five weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning
Client Suitability: Any product for the
homemaker
Number of Artists: Two
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WNAC, 21 Brookline Avenue, Boston 15, Mass.

Audience Appeal: Entire family
Suggested for: Morning, Afternoon, Evening
Client Suitability: Any—but special angles
for clothing or entertainment and
great possibilities for sales tie-ins
because of flexibility locale
Number of Artists: 2 plus guests
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions.
Will
pipe live talent
Submitted by: Roy de Groot Consultants,
Inc., Room 415, 551 -5th Avenue,
New York 17, N. Y.

W OMIIII .S Club Of The

tir

The Woman's Club of the Air should
be what the name implies . . . a Club.
That's why Mildred and her associate
Gloria Brown discuss, exchange and suggest ideas rather than preach them. Obviously this is more complimentary to
the listener's intelligence than the usual
do this . . . do that technique. Accordingly the program topic for the day
. . . "Hobbies for Homemakers - . . .
-What to do for Valentine's Day" ...or
what not ...is blended all through the
program format.
Availability: Live talent; E. T.
Time Units: 30 minutes, 5 weekly
Audience Appeal: Female
Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon
Client
Suitability:
Foods,
drugs,
cosmetcis, women's apparel
Number of Artists: 2
Cost: On request at any NBC Spot Sales
Office
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Submitted by: WTAM, Cleveland 14, Ohio

Womans Magazine Of
The Air

A thirty minute participation program
conducted by Dorothy Rankin, who is
known as Jane Lee.
The program is
broken into several departments all of interest to the housewife. Problems are discussed covering the subjects of shopping.
home economics, and juvenile problems.
Shopping Circle
Subjects are discussed openly and thorWomen in the Tri-State district turn to oughly by an expert. All matters pertainJanet Ross and KDKA's Shopping Circle ng to the revenue of the show are handled
(weekday mornings at 9) for news and exclusively by Jane Lee.
tips on clothes, cosmetics, home furnish- Availability: Live talent; E. T.
ings, etc. When this fashion authority Time Units: 30 minutes, 5 weekly
tells her listeners about a product, it sells. Audience Appeal: Female
Her participa:ion program alone was used Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon
to introduce a new product recently. Re- Client Suitability: Any products meant to
sults are still amazing the sponsor. Backbe brought to the attention of the
ground and know-how have won listenhome maker
ers' confidence, spell sales for advertisers. Number of Artists: Jane Lee and announHer "live" scripts are really that!
cer
Availability: Live talent
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions; Will
Time Units: fifteen minutes, 6 weekly
pipe live talent at cost to advertiser
Audience Appeal: Female
or agency
Suggested for: Morning
Submitted by: KPO, Radio City, San FranClient Suitability: styles, home decoracisco, Calif.
:ion, cosmetics, etc.
Number of Artists: one
Women in Sports
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
5-minute script feature of exclusive, unSubmitted by: KDKA, Grant Bldg., Pittsusual human interest stories on women
burgh 19, Pa.
n the world of sports. Poignant stories
on amazing women who have mal1e and
What You Doing Tonight? have helped make imperishable sports
An "around the town" program, using history. A novel feature for a womana portable wire recorder, to show how announcer to handle.
other people--average or famous—go out Availability: Live talent
to find the unusual, the dramatic, the Time Units: 5 minutes, 1 to 3 weekly
romantic, the exciting, or the dangerous, Audience Appeal: Female
in entertainment.
The angle, from the Suggested for: Morning; Afternoon; Evepoint of view of the listener, will always
ning
be on the idea that "why don't you try Client Suitability: Sponsors serving wompn
it too!" Various pick-ups will be linked
buyers
by studio narration and musical inter- Number of Artists: 1 (the story teller)
ludes.
Audition Facilities: Transcriptions
Availability: Live talent, E. T.
Submitted by: Mac Davis, 1 Montgomery
Time Units: 15-45 minutes, 1-5 weekly
Place, Brooklyn 15, N. Y.
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ADVERTISING INDEX
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A —
Advance Television Picture Service, Inc.
Air Features, Inc.
Allen, Rosalie
American Broadcasting Co.
Anson, Bill
ASCAP
Associated Press

Baruch, Andre
Basch Radio Productions
Beasley, Jack
Becker, V. S.
Block, Martin
BMI
Bond, Ford Radio Productions
Blanchard, Lowell
Britt, Elton
Byron Productions, Inc.

65
119
102
68
12
38-39
110-125
103
92
113

CKLW
Campbell, Cecil
Capitol Transcriptions
Casey, Claude
Columbia Broadcasting System
Commodore Productions and Artists
Cooper, Stoney
Corday-Roberts, Inc.
Cowan, Louis, G., Inc.

Damrau, Frederic, M.D.
Darling, Denver
De Groot, Roy, Consultants
Denney, Dave
DuMont Television Network

62
104
55
99
29-30-31-32
123
103
135
163

80
100
126
96
72

E
Empire Broadcasting Corp.
Estes, Milton

Fenton, Mildred Productions
Finley Transcriptions Co., Inc.
Fischer, Carl, Inc.
Fitzgerald, Ed and Pegeen
Foley, Red
Fowler, Wally
Fox, Curly

78
44
96
26
60
106
10

F

116
102

108
56
117
122
91
98
95

G
Gernannt, William Associates
Gertz, Mitchell Agency, Inc.
Girard Productions
Goodman, Harry S. Radio Productions
Green Associates
Gregory, Bobby

109
134
124
36
137
105

II
Hamilton-Whitney Productions
Hart, Maurice
Husing, Ted

40
64
64

Jarvis, Al

58

KFEL
Kasper-Gordon, Inc.
Kermit-Raymond Corp.
King, -Pee Wee Kirby, Fred

65
46-47-48
83-84-85-86-87-88-89-90
100
97

- L
Lampson Transcription Sales

118

McAuliffe, Leon
Meakin, Jack
Michelson, Charles, Inc.
Miller, Allan H., Inc
Monaghan, George

98
114
67
70
60

18-19
20-21

National Broadcasting Co
NBC Western Network

o

Oklahoma Roundup

103

Pearl, Minnie
Prockter Radio Productions, Inc.

105
120

Radio Productions, Inc.
RCA
Roberts, Bob
Ruby, Texas

132
74
112
95

Shepard, Riley
Sportsmen's Quartet, The

94
120
76
52
101
42-43

Tele -Radio Creations, Inc.
Teleways Radio Productions, Inc. of Hollywood
Thomas Family
Trendle-Campbell Broadcasting Corp

-"Universal Radio Productions
Universal Recording Corp.
U. S. Recording Co.

127
133
66

--"-""

111
121

Valentino, Thomas, J., Inc.
Vincent, Chick Co.
—
WABD
WAZL
WBNX
WDSU
WEVD
WFBR
WFIL
WHN
WIOD
WIP
WISN

.•..........
72
WJR
121
WLIB .
........
119 IWNEW
63
WORL
130
WOV
14
WPAT
68
WPEN
6 Wain, Bea
82
Webber Radio Programs.
123
Weed & Co.
82
Wolf Associates, Inc....

164
139
22
50
128
80
34
65
137
8
122

Yankee Network, Inc

16

Ziv, Frederic W., Co.

24-25
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DISC JOCKEY SHOW
ON TRANSCRIPTION

All we did was announce the new Tommy
Dorsey Disc Jockey show. We explained
that Tommy on transcribed bands emcees
the show, personally selects and introduces hit phonograph records, and interviews top-drawer guest stars.
Wow! You should have been here to see
what happened! Wow is about as close as
we can come to adescription. The wires

Regardless of broadcast time, Dorsey will
capture and hold the major share of the
available audience for any station five full
hours every week. Here's your chance to
dominate —really dominate — any area
at an extremely low talent cost.
Buy the whole five-hour strip, or any part
of it on as many stations as you want. It
sells as full-, half- or quarter-hour strips

man staggered under his load. Non -

as well as spot announcements. Big as it
is, the cost is small. Write, wire or phone
us today for names of stations carrying

cancellable, 52-week orders on just one

the show in the markets you are inter-

advertisement!

ested in.

hummed, the phones jangled, the post-

(ASIDE TO STATION MANAGERS: Better find out right now
if the Tommy Dorsey Disc Jockey Show is still available
in your market. Only one station in any market can own
this valuable franchise. Remember, if you don't book it,
you'll have to buck it.. .
five full hours every week!)

NOW AND FROM NOW ON THE BEST IN TRANSCRIBED SHOWS

LOUIS G. COWAN,
NEW

YORK

CHICAGO
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